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This volume charts the journey of the joint Ancient 
Egypt Research Associates-American Research Center 
in Egypt (AERA-ARCE) Field School from trowel edge 
to printed page. The Egyptian authors are all graduates 
of the field school and have been trained as beginners 
through to advanced level in excavating, recording, 
analyzing, and writing archaeological material. This is 
AERA’s first field school publication and the culmina-
tion of our training efforts since 2005. The AERA-ARCE 
team developed a program consisting of Beginners, 
Advanced, Salvage, and Analysis and Publication 
Field Schools. We discuss the field school program, 
and in particular the Analysis and Publication Field 
School (APFS) in Chapter 7, “The APFS in Context.” 
Students and supervisors developed the articles in this 
volume during the APFS in 2010, and during a further 
short session in 2013. The papers in this volume are 
primarily descriptive reports written by the students 
while learning the basics of analysis and publication. 
They deal with material from two ancient settlements 
in Giza: the Khentkawes Town (KKT; frontispiece 1), 
and the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG; frontispiece 2).  

The Heit el-Ghurab Site
The Heit el-Ghurab settlement at Giza has been exca-
vated since 1989 by the Giza Plateau Mapping Project 
(GPMP), one of AERA’s programs under the direction 
of Mark Lehner (Lehner 2007a: 3–50). This settlement, 
dated to the reigns of Khafre and Menkaure (mid-4th 
Dynasty, c. 2472–2442 BC; Nolan 2010), is located 
approximately 400 m south of the Sphinx (see frontis-
piece 1). The site is known by the modern Arabic name 
Heit el-Ghurab (“Wall of the Crow”), after a massive 
masonry wall bounding the settlement to the north 
(frontispiece 2). The HeG settlement formed part of 
the infrastructure of pyramid building and adminis-
tration. It shows three distinct urban areas, named: 
the Gallery Complex, the Eastern Town, and the 

Western Town, linked by streets, gates, and enclosure 
walls (see Lehner and Tavares 2010). A large building, 
the Royal Administrative Building (RAB, Sadarangani 
2009b), controls the interface between these sepa-
rate areas, which are characterized by distinct urban 
layout, design, and size of structures (Tavares 2011a). 
Differing material culture patterns are also appar-
ent between these areas (Lehner 2003, Murray 2005, 
Nolan and Pavlick 2008, Redding 2010, Tavares 2004 
and 2008a, and Wodzińska 2007b). 

The central area of the HeG settlement is occu-
pied by four sets of elongated structures, laid out 
orthogonally: Gallery Sets I, II, III, and IV (frontispiece 
2). Two broad east-west streets, designated as North 
Street and Main Street, separate Gallery Sets I from II, 
and II from III. Gallery Sets III and IV are back to back. 
South Street runs along the southern side of Gallery 
Set IV towards the RAB. The area at the east end of 
Main Street, designated Main Street East (MSE), is the 
subject of two articles in this volume: an excavation 
report and a ceramics report. The Gallery Complex is 
flanked to the east and west by auxiliary structures—
storerooms, bakeries, and “pedestal structures” (the 
latter are discussed in detail in Lehner 2009a and in 
Abd el-Aziz et al., this volume). In this volume Eissa et 
al. deals with one of these auxiliary structures: a bakery 
in the area “East of the Galleries” (EOG). The galleries 
and auxiliary structures are bounded to the north by 
the Wall of the Crow, to the west and south by a con-
tinuous limestone enclosure wall, and to the east by a 
mudbrick enclosure wall. Hypotheses for the function 
of the Gallery Complex include barracks for a rotating 
work force (Lehner 2007b, Tavares 2011a), a possible 
royal guard (Lehner 2004) or an expeditionary force 
(Lehner 2013). The pottery, small finds, and botani-
cal and faunal remains excavated here indicate that 
the barracks were centrally provisioned (Lehner 2003; 
Murray 2005; Redding 2010; Wodzińska 2007b). The 

Preface
by Ana Tavares and Mohsen Kamel
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material culture shows parallels with other centrally 
provisioned 4th Dynasty sites, such as the workmen’s 
houses at the Wadi Garawi damn (Dreyer and Jaritz 
1983 and 1985) and an industrial site at Sheikh Said, 
Deir el-Bersha (Willems et al. 2009). 

To the east of the galleries the Eastern Town 
shows a self-organized urban pattern and was proba-
bly occupied by a permanent population. The material 
culture reflects a village economy with a high density 
and variety of plant items, and evidence of pig rais-
ing (Murray 2005; Redding 2010). The third urban 
area, the Western Town, is characterized by large, 
well-appointed houses. For example, House 3 has a 
central open courtyard with a tree pit (GOP2: 74–76) 
while House 1 is one of the largest Old Kingdom 
houses excavated to date in Egypt, with an area of 400 
m2 (GOP5: 135–145). Evidence from clay sealings and 
faunal material suggests that these structures housed 
important scribes and officials (Nolan and Pavlick 
2008, Redding 2007). Two articles in this volume, 
namely the AA Bakery report and the faunal report, 
deal with material from the Western Town.

The HeG was abandoned and dismantled at the 
end of the 4th Dynasty. Later, the site was used as a 
burial ground from the late Third Intermediate Period 
(c. 760 BC) to the present (Kaiser 2006b; Tavares 
and Laemmel 2011). The ancient burials are clustered 
densely around the east end of the Wall of the Crow, 
and extend south to Main Street and west beyond the 
Enclosure Wall. The burials analyzed by the APFS were 
excavated in the Chute, a northwest-southeast pas-
sage in the Western Extension, an extra-mural area of 
auxiliary structures to the west of the Enclosure Wall 
(frontispiece 2).

The Khentkawes Town
The Khentkawes Town (frontispiece 1) is represented 
in this volume by an archaeobotanical report. The 
town and funerary complex were built for Queen 
Khentkawes I towards the end of the 4th Dynasty 
(Hassan 1943; Lehner 2009a). AERA has been work-
ing here and in the adjacent Menkaure Valley Temple 
(MVT) since 2005 (GOP2, GOP3, GOP4, Lehner et al. 
2011, Tavares 2008b). The Khentkawes Town was ini-
tially excavated by Selim Hassan in a single season in 
1936 (Hassan 1943). His excavation revealed a series of 
large modular houses, built to the north of a cause-
way linking the Queen’s funerary monument with a 
valley complex and harbor (Lehner 2011b). We des-
ignated this part of the settlement as KKT-N. Selim 

Hassan also excavated other structures (houses, water 
tanks, ovens, and silos) extending south towards the 
Menkaure Valley Temple (Lehner 2011a). The town 
was initially built for priests and administrators 
involved in Khentkawes’ funerary cult. After the initial 
occupation, there was a period of abandonment and 
re-occupation, possibly in the 6th Dynasty (Lehner et 
al. 2011; Wodzińska 2011). The work in the Khentkawes 
Town and the MVT provides comparative data for the 
HeG settlement, both in terms of urban layout and 
material culture. The botanical remains recovered 
from one of the houses (House E) in KKT-N are the 
subject of the archaeobotanical article in this volume. 
A detailed introduction to House E is provided in that 
article.

Archaeological Methodology
The history and development of the excavation and 
recording methodology of the GPMP have been dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere (GOP5; Sadarangani and 
Taylor, forthcoming in GOP6). Here we briefly sum-
marize the methodology used in the excavation areas 
published in this volume. 

The excavation areas are cleaned and excavated 
by hand. Archaeological units—be they built, deposi-
tional, or cut—are designated as features. All features 
observed are fully excavated, planned, and recorded 
on pro-forma record sheets in accordance with guide-
lines set down by the Museum of London Archaeology 
(MoLA; Museum of London 1994). Feature numbers 
are allocated sequentially, but the numerical sequence 
does not reflect depositional or excavation order. 
Features are assembled into a stratigraphic matrix 
(Harris 1979) and phased. This provides the structure 
for the archaeological narrative. Plans are drawn to 
a scale of 1:20; sections, elevations and assemblages 
are drawn to a scale of 1:10. Plans and sections show 
coordinate values within the GPMP’s Giza-wide grid 
system (Goodman 2007). Grid quadrants for the HeG 
are shown in frontispiece 2, and explained by Tavares 
(2011b; see also Lehner 2001: 7). A peculiarity of the 
GPMP recording system to be kept in mind is that grid 
squares are designated by the northeast grid peg. A 
detailed photographic record is made of all features 
prior to excavation. Photographs are taken at different 
stages of excavation and when structures and features 
are “in-phase.” 

Elevations are taken on all features and are in 
meters above sea level (asl) (Goodman 2007). In Area 
MSE a temporary benchmark was set up in Square 
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4.N26 (value 17.00 m asl) then moved to the 4.L23 grid 
peg (value 16.67 m asl). This benchmark was used for 
work at the EOG Bakery. In the AA Bakery two bench-
marks were established, at 16.03 m and 17.39 m asl. In 
the Chute area a temporary benchmark was set up on 
the 3.N44 grid peg with a value of 18.32 m asl. 

AERA follows a 100% sampling strategy for arti-
facts, ceramics, lithics, clay sealings, bone, shell, and 
charcoal. All these are handpicked during excavation. 
The location of significant finds is recorded with x, y, 
z values (northing, easting, and elevation values). Bulk 
environmental samples are taken for flotation from 
significant features. Features are 100% dry sieved on 
site, and all material culture collected. The residue is 
sent for wet-sieving because of the rich object and 
lithic assemblages yielded in these areas. All material 
is then sent to AERA’s Giza Laboratory for recording 
and analysis. 

Concurrent with excavation, the feature informa-
tion is entered in a detailed Excel spread sheet and 
uploaded onto the online AERA database. This database 
integrates the excavation record (written, drawn, and 
photographic) with specialist databases. The drawn 
record and survey information is assembled into 
the AERA GIS and then used to produce phased area 
plans. The AERA GIS is also used to present specialist 
data and material culture distribution maps (Brown 
2006; Renfrew and Bahn 2008: 92–93; Miracle 2011 
and 2013). A complete archive is assembled for each 
area, including forms and registers; notebooks; draw-
ings and photographs; weekly site reports, specialist 
reports, and a final report; matrices; and survey and 
specialist data. A duplicate, in both paper and digital 
form, is kept at the Giza archive, while originals are 
curated in AERA’s Boston archive.

Articles
This volume is the product of a field school. Pedagogic 
constraints affected the texts produced for publication. 
They determined the areas chosen for publication, 
the depth and breadth of analysis, and produced an 
overlap with previously published material and gray 
literature (archival reports), as well as an unevenness 
of authors’ skills and “voice.” These issues are dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 7, “The APFS in Context.” 
In the APFS we trained students to produce reports 
such as those published regularly during the last cen-
tury in the journal Annales du Service des Antiquités de 
l’Égypt (ASAE). The rationale of publishing preliminary 
reports versus fully integrated archaeological volumes, 

as well as other issues faced by the APFS, are discussed 
in Chapter 7. 

The excavation articles in this volume consist of 
preliminary reports on two bakeries, the AA Bakery 
and the EOG-D Bakery, preceded by an article on bread 
and bakeries in ancient Egypt, and followed by a report 
on area Main Street East (MSE), all in the HeG site. 
The specialist articles comprise preliminary articles 
on pottery from Main Street East, human burials from 
the Chute area, faunal remains from the AA Bakery, all 
from the HeG site; and an archaeobotanical report on 
House E from the Khentkawes town. 

Excavation Reports
“Bakeries at the Heit el-Ghurab Site: An Introduction” 
provides a brief overview of bread-making and bakery 
types, particularly the range of bakeries excavated at 
the HeG site. The article was written jointly by Hanan 
Mahmoud and Rabee Eissa. 

“A Preliminary Report on the AA Bakery” deals 
with a bakery located in the Western Town and built 
late in the construction sequence of that area (GOP3: 
65–86). This type of bakery, usually attached to a 
house, is found throughout the HeG site. It has a series 
of small square rooms with hearths and specific areas 
for baking, as well as areas for mixing and storage. 
Parallels to this type of bakery were found at the Old 
Kingdom Governor’s Palace in Ayn ‘Asil, Dakhla oasis 
(Soukiassian, Wuttman, and Pantalacci 2002). Hanan 
Mahmoud worked with Mohamed Abd el-Aziz Gabr, 
Mohamed Ahmed Abd el-Rahman, and Momeen 
Saad on this article. It draws considerably on the 
end-of-season report by James Taylor (Taylor 2009b), 
hence the co-authorship. Authorship and the use of 
material previously published are discussed in “The 
APFS in Context.” The report on the faunal remains 
from the AA Bakery, in the current volume, comple-
ments that article. 

“A Preliminary Report on the EOG-D Bakery”  
reports on the excavation of a bakery located in the 
area of auxiliary structures between the galleries and 
the Eastern Enclosure Wall. This area was filled with 
pottery waste from bread production, with up to 70% 
of the pottery consisting of bread mold fragments 
(Wodzińska 2011). Bakery EOG-D is an industrial type 
of bakery with numerous parallels within the HeG 
site. It is one of a series of at least four long structures 
(A–D), all originally thought to be bakeries. It is the 
longest bakery excavated at the HeG site. Rabee Eissa 
with Mansour el-Badri Mustafa Ali, Shaima Montasser 
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Abu el-Hagag, Ahmed Omar Shoukri, and Hussein 
Rikaby Hamed wrote the EOG-D Bakery report. 

“Prolific Pedestals: A Preliminary Report on Area 
Main Street East (MSE)” reports on the excavation of 
pedestal structures along the Eastern Boundary Wall, 
which was initially built of mudbrick and rebuilt in 
fieldstone in a later phase (frontispiece 2). Along the 
eastern side of the wall a path leads south to the north 
entrance of the Royal Administrative Building (RAB) 
(Lehner and Tavares 2010: 187–188). This entrance 
controls access between the Eastern Town, the Gallery 
Complex, RAB, and the Western Town (Lehner and 
Tavares 2010). A row of low pedestals were built as 
part of the auxiliary structures extending from the 
Galleries to the boundary wall. These pedestal struc-
tures are ubiquitous at the HeG site, yet their function 
remains enigmatic (Lehner 2009a). The report dis-
cusses other known examples of pedestals from the 
HeG site. The article was written by Ashraf Abd el-
Aziz with Ayman Ashmawy Ali, Mohamed Hatem Ali, 
and Osama Mostafa Mohamed. The ceramics report 
in this volume complements the MSE article. 

Specialist Reports
Chapter 3, “The Pottery from the Main Street East 
Area,” provides a corpus and preliminary analysis 
of the ceramics excavated in the MSE area. A shape 
and ware typology is presented as well as a detailed 
fabric classification. The MSE ceramics are discussed 
under the headings of open forms, closed forms, and 
non-containers. Buto-Maadi culture sherds from 
MSE are also discussed. A catalog completes this arti-
cle. The article was written by Mahmoud el-Shafey, 
Mohamed Naguib, and Sherif Abd el-Monaem, based 
on their work, with the assistance of Nermeen Shaban 
Abayazeed, Mohamed Naguib, Ilham Ahmed M. el-
Tawil, and Shaima Rasheed Salem; supervised by 
Teodozja Rzeuska, Sabine Laemmel, Janine Bourriau, 
Sherif Abd el-Monaem, and Mohamed Ali Abd el-
Hakiem Ismail. 

Chapter 4, “A Report on the 2009 Burials from 
the Chute Area,” presents the excavation and analy-
sis of 19 human burials excavated by the field school 
from the Late Period cemetery in the Heit el-Ghurab 
site, specifically the area designated as the Chute in 
the Western Extension (see frontispiece 2; Abd el-
Aziz 2011). The article includes discussions of field 
and laboratory methodology: age and sex assessment, 
determination of minimum number of individuals 

(MNI), pathologies, and estimates of stature. Burial 
practices are briefly discussed including coffins, ori-
entation, grave goods, and mummification. A burial 
catalog completes the report. The article was written 
by Scott D. Haddow and Afaf Wahba Abd el-Salam 
Wahba, with Sara Sabri Abdallah, Maha Siah Abd el-
Tawb, and Mahmoud Ali Abd el-Rahman. 

Chapter 5, “A Report on the Faunal Remains 
from the AA Bakery,” presents fish and mammal bone 
samples recovered from the AA Bakery compared to 
overall faunal remains from the HeG site as a whole 
and assessed in the context of the Western Town. 
The article is by Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed who was 
taught at the APFS by Richard Redding. This article 
complements the AA Bakery excavation report in this 
volume. 

Chapter 6, “A Report on the Khentkawes Town 
House E Archaeobotanical Remains,” presents the 
results of the botanical samples excavated from House 
E, in the Khentkawes Town. The article details the 
archaeological context of House E, and describes the 
archaeobotanical sampling strategy, as well as quan-
tification and identification methods. The discussion 
on charcoal, cereals, wild plants and crop weeds  
addresses questions regarding diet, crops, fuel use, 
function of rooms, and local ecology. The article was 
written by Mary Anne Murray and Rebab el-Gendy.

The Analysis and Publication Field School
Lastly, Chapter 7, “The APFS in Context,” introduces 
the AERA-ARCE training program and places the 
APFS in the context of renewed interest in the role 
of archaeological field schools in the construction of 
knowledge, heritage, community archaeology, and 
outreach (Mytum 2012). The structure and context of 
the APFS are described in detail, and the issues faced 
while running the APFS and producing this publica-
tion are addressed candidly. 

Conclusion
Defining the character and function of the Heit el-
Ghurab and Khentkawes settlements is a central focus 
of AERA’s on-going research agenda. The work of the 
field school is fully integrated into AERA’s substan-
tive research program. In the production of this first 
field school volume we have learned valuable lessons 
for the future. With this volume we feel that the field 
school has contributed towards an understanding of 
Old Kingdom and Late Period Giza.  
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Bread played an important role in the ancient 
Egyptian diet, economy, and ritual practice. Bread 
and beer were essential in every ceremony and con-
sumed at every ancient Egyptian meal (Samuel 1999: 
125). Both were a main part of the diet and both were 
made from barley and emmer wheat (Kemp, Samuel, 
and Luff 1994: 145; Samuel 1999: 125). Everyone par-
took of these staples, from pharaoh to the laboring 
peasant. Also they played an important role as an 
economic payment system or ration in a moneyless 
economy (Samuel 1999: 125; Kemp 2006: 171–179). 
Bread is mentioned in offering lists, proverbs, scribal 
exercises, and administrative records (Samuel 2000: 
537). At the most fundamental level, bread made a 
major contribution to nutrition (Samuel 2000: 554). 
Bread contained protein, starch, and trace nutrients. It 
played a number of key roles in society. 

The ancient Egyptians used a number of names 
for bread. As many as 117 kinds of bread are men-
tioned in New Kingdom documents, with 47 of these 
terms dating back to the Old and Middle Kingdoms 
(el-Mahdy 2009: 19, 22). This indicates that there were 
a variety of different kinds of bread; these must have 
varied in size, shape, ingredients, and taste (Samuel 
1996: 488; el-Mahdy 2009: 19, 22).

The importance of bread to the ancient Egyptian 
diet meant that its preparation was an important part 
of daily life for people in small households, on large 
estates, and in temple bakeries (Samuel 1999: 125). It 
is therefore unsurprising that evidence relating to the 
importance of bread is widely attested in many areas 
of the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG) site. Bread molds and 

beer jars dominate the ceramic corpus (Wodzińska 
2007b: 309), and there are many instances of bakeries 
(see below). Following this introduction, we report on 
excavations of two bakeries at HeG. We offer a sur-
vey of the bakeries at the settlement to place these in 
context and better understand how they relate to the 
activities of the town.

The Baking Process
Bread production in ancient Egypt was divided into 
different stages, beginning with harvesting the wheat 
or barley and cleaning it. The second step was to sepa-
rate the grain from the straw and chaff by threshing, 
winnowing, and sieving (Murray 2000: 520–526). 
Flour was produced by grinding the grain on a quern, 
often made from quartzite. These querns made coarse 
flour but different hand stones could be used for finer 
flour. Mixing the flour with water made dough. Finally, 
the baking itself was done in different ways, such as by 
putting the bread directly in the fire, baking on hot 
ashes, baking in ovens, or putting the dough in hot 
molds set in sockets in shallow troughs in the floors of 
the baking room and then surrounding them with hot 
embers (Samuel 2000: 557–59). The charcoal could be 
taken from hearths constructed in the corners of the 
baking rooms (el-Mahdy 2009: 139–42).

Depictions in Old Kingdom tombs show bread 
being baked in conical ceramic bread molds called 
bedja,  (Erman and Grapow 1926: 488; Faltings 
1998: 89–137; Hendrickx et al. 2002: 294; Wreszinski 
1926: 12–13) (fig. 1.1). One of these scenes, from the 
tomb of Nianchchnum at Saqqara, depicts the bread 

Bread and Bakeries at the Heit el-Ghurab Site: An Introduction
by Hanan Mahmoud and Rabee Eissa

1.  Bread and Bakeries at the Heit el-Ghurab Site: Preliminary Reports on 
the AA and EOG-D Bakeries 
by Hanan Mahmoud, Rabee Eissa, and James Taylor
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manufactured in bedja form, and the text and scene 
display the steps of manufacturing bedja bread. This 
process starts with grinding the grain for Hta bread, or 

, and cleaning the grain. The bedja pot for the Hta 
bread is heated, then the pots are taken out of the pile 
one by one, the sd.t dough, or , is made and 
put in the pot. The thick wall and base of the bread 
mold would absorb considerable heat, which would 
then bake the bread as the container cooled (Mills 
1995: 64). Another scene also depicts this process in 
the tomb of Ti at Saqqara (Faltings 1998: 91–92; Erman 
and Grapow 1926: 203–4). The oven is referred to in 
Greco-Roman hieroglyphic texts as bedja.t, .  

At the HeG site it has been suggested that the 
bedja were set in the floors of the bakery and then 
more bedja were placed upside down as lids, over the 
ones in the floor. Then hot ashes were piled around 
the two pots, baking the bread (AERAGRAM 1996: 6–7). 

Types of Bread at the HeG Site
At the HeG site, AERA ceramicist Anna Wodzińska 
classified the bread molds into two types: flat rough 
trays (F1) and conical molds (F2) (fig. 1.2; Wodzińska 
2007b: 306). She subdivided the flat rough trays into 
five variants according to shape and size, and the 
conical bread molds into three sub-groups accord-
ing to size (Wodzińska 2007b: 306). Of the conical 
bread molds, the smallest (F2A) has a rim diameter of 
10–14 cm and a height of 9 or 10 cm, the medium-
sized mold (F2B) has a rim diameter of 18–20 cm and 
height of 18–19 cm, and the largest mold (F2C) has a 
rim diameter of 33–36 cm and a height of 27–36 cm 
(Wodzińska 2007b: 306). The F2 molds, the bedja, 
appear in tomb depictions next to the flat rough trays 
called ‘prt (Wodzińska 2007b: 308). These trays were 
used to bake flat bread called psn (Lehner 1992: 4). Of 
the trays three variants are the most common: tray F1A 

Figure 1.1.  Scenes of bread production 
in ancient Egypt from Old Kingdom 
tomb scenes in Saqqara. Drawings after 
Faltings 1998. 

Saqqara Tomb of Îtp-Hr-Ax.t, Falting 
1998: 92, Dok. 7 (PM 593).

Saqqara tomb of ≈nty-kA(=i), Faltings 
1998: 102, Dok. 25 (PM 508).
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(a tray with a ledge rim, rim diameter of 30–35 cm and 
height 2.3–5.2 cm); tray F1B (a rim diameter of 18–20 
cm and a height of 2–4 cm); and tray F1C (an oval tray 
with a height of 1–10 cm) (Wodzińska 2007b: 306). 

Defining a Bakery at the HeG Site
AERA teams have found at least ten bakeries within 
the HeG site (fig. 1.3). The majority of these are large, 
industrial-style bakeries in what seem to be govern-
mental areas or buildings. This section begins by 
describing the first discovery of a bakery at HeG. The 
suite of features that was found there has come to 
characterize HeG bakeries and is therefore the criteria 
by which other HeG bakeries are identified. We then 
go on to present in more detail the specific bakeries 
found at the HeG site. 

During AERA’s Fall/Winter 1991 excavation sea-
son (the third season excavating the HeG settlement) 
team members encountered three buildings or rooms 
that they interpreted as bakeries (Bakeries A7d, A7e, 

and A8; fig. 1.3) (AERAGRAM 1996: 6-7; Lehner 2007a: 
24–25). At that time the majority of the HeG settle-
ment lay beneath thick deposits of modern sand 
overburden (Lehner 2007a: 17) that obscured the set-
tlement’s overall ground plan. The bakeries contained 
a suite of features that included a room or rooms that 
had been filled with thick powdery ash, accumulated 
during occupation (not dumped on or after the room’s 
disuse), at least one hearth, a mixing vat or vats, and 
most characteristically, linear troughs adjacent to 
walls, with circular (bedja-shaped) depressions cut 
into their base. 

Using Old Kingdom tomb scenes (such as those 
in fig. 1.1) as a guide, Lehner hypothesized that bread 
molds would have been stacked and heated on the 
hearths (or tempered on the hearth to create a non-
stick surface), then carried over to the troughs, 
probably using sticks, and placed within the depres-
sions (Lehner 1992: 4–5). Here they would have been 
filled with dough that had been mixed and stored in 

1:4
0 5 10 cm

F1A

1:4
0 5 10 cm

F1C

1:4
0 5 10 cm

F2B

1:4
0 5 10 cm

F2C

Figure 1.2.  Typical 4th Dynasty bread molds from the Heit el-Ghurab site. Drawings by Anna Wodzińska (2007b: 307). 
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Figure 1.3.  Plan showing bakeries in HeG site. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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the nearby vats. The bakers would have then placed 
upturned bread molds over each dough-filled mold 
and hot ash and embers would have been raked 
around and over the molds (Lehner 2007a: 25). 
This process led to ash accumulating and filling the 
room, constantly being turned over in the baking pits 
(Lehner 1992: 5). 

Since 1991 the team has exposed about 7 hect-
ares of the ground plan of the 4th Dynasty settlement 
south of the Wall of the Crow, north and west of the 
Soccer Field, west of the modern town of Nazlet es-
Semman, and east of the Workers’ Cemetery, on the 
slope of the Maadi Formation escarpment (GR1: 12), as 
well as having conducted a number of targeted exca-
vations within the confines of that area (GR1; Gop1–5). 
In doing so, AERA teams have now exposed even more 
bakeries. We first give a brief description of the HeG 
bakeries and then an overview of HeG bakery types, 
then provide more detailed, preliminary reports on 
two of them: the Area AA Bakery and the “East of 
Galleries Enclosure D” (EOG-D) Bakery (Chapter 1, 
this volume). 

Bakeries within the HeG Site

AA Bakery
The AA Bakery is located within the Western Town, a 
“neighborhood of large house units flanked by small 
courts and chambers” in the southwestern portion of 
the HeG settlement (Lehner 2007a: 15; fig. 1.3 here). 
The AA Bakery comprises five rooms in total. A fur-
ther two rooms may or may not be associated with the 
bakery. The southern rooms contain ovens, a hearth, 
linear troughs with circular depressions, vessels set in 
the ground, and thick layers of ash. We describe this 
bakery in detail later in this chapter.

Bakery A7d and A7e
These bakeries are located at the northern end of 
Gallery IV.11 and west of Area EOG, in an industrial 
zone containing other bakeries, thick and wide spreads 
of dumps of bread mold fragments, and rows of rect-
angular limestone “pedestals” (Lehner 2007a: 45; Gop2: 
36; fig. 1.3 here). The western bakery was designated 
A7d while the eastern one was named A7e (Lehner 
2002a: 32; figs. 1.4, 1.5 here). The adjacent bakeries are 
very similar in their design, style, and contents. Each 
bakery measures about 5.25 m in length and 2.50–2.60 
m in width (Lehner 2007a: 24). The bakeries might be 

contemporary, as there is no evidence to prove that one 
was built before the other (Stevens, House, and Driaux 
2007: 59). Two rows of linear depressions or troughs are 
sunk into the floors along the eastern walls of the two 
bakeries (Stevens, House, and Driaux 2007: 30). In the 
A7e Bakery the two troughs are c. 75 cm wide and c. 4.50 
m long. At the base of these troughs the team recorded 
a series of at least 23 circular depressions with a diam-
eter of 25 cm. Vats, about 56 cm in diameter, were set 
into the two bakeries (two in situ vats and one robbed 
in A7e, and three in situ in A7d). Hearths occupy the 
southeast corners (c. 1.25 m by c. 1.25 m in A7d, and 1.50 
m by 75 cm in A7e). In both bakeries the entrance is 
located in the southwest corner and both bakeries were 
filled with fine black ash (Lehner 1992: 4–5). 

The hearths are open to the room. The platform of 
the hearths were made up of limestone slabs and marl 
bricks (Lehner 1992: 4). The ash under the hearth in A7e 
had reddish and gray lenses “indicating an atmosphere 
of higher oxidation” (Lehner 1992: 5). Both baker-
ies contained conical bread molds (F2) and flat bread 
trays (F1). Bakery A7d contained more bread trays than 
Bakery A7e (Lehner 1992: 4). 

A8 Bakery
Bakery A8 was also excavated in 1991. The bakery is 
located within an area of the site dubbed the Eastern 
Compound, an area that is largely unexcavated and 
lies to the west of Gallery Set I and abuts the southern 
side of the Wall of the Crow (fig 1.3). Bakery A8 is very 
similar to the A7e and A7d Bakeries, but preservation 
was not as good because the area was very eroded. It 
measures 7.40 m north-south by 2.40 m east-west. Its 
walls were built of limestone, and it has two rooms 
(figs. 1.6, 1.7). The northern room has two linear rows 
of circular depressions that were filled with ash, and 
it includes the bottom of a larger circular depression 
that may have housed a ceramic vat. This room is the 
baking room (Lehner 2007a: 24).

AERA teams identified a stone-lined shallow 
hearth or fireplace, filled with dense ash, inside the 
southern room. The team identified a series of depres-
sions each c. 30 cm in diameter inside the northern 
room. There were four depressions against the east-
west wall that represents the southern boundary of the 
northern room. Eight of them were located against the 
north-south wall that represents the eastern bound-
ary of the northern room and one in the corner where 
the two walls abut. Further along was a second row 
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of troughs, one just north of the four-troughs group 
and then another one to the west of the eight-troughs 
group. 

These troughs seem to have contained small 
depressions as well but they were not as distinct. There 
was also another double row of troughs c. 2.40 m, run-
ning north-south. Finally, there was a large depression, 

just north of the troughs running north-south, which 
was c. 80 cm in diameter (Hassan 2005: 10).

EOG-D Bakery
The East of Galleries-D (EOG-D) Bakery represents one 
of a series of at least four (A–D) long enclosures in the 
northwest corner of the EOG production zone (figs. 

Figure 1.4.  Plan showing A7d and A7e Bakeries. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan, based on field 
drawing GPMP 1991-2 by Mark Lehner. Elevations shown with gray triangles are in meters above sea level (asl).
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Figure 1.5.  Bakery A7e. View to the northwest showing the in situ vats in the northwest corner, two rows or troughs con-
taining circular depressions along the eastern wall, and a hearth in the southeast corner with a bread mold on top. Photo 
by Mark Lehner.

1.3, 1.8). The outside walls of the bakery were built of 
limestone. EOG-D Bakery consists of two rooms. The 
northern room was the baking area and the southern 
room was used for preparing and mixing the dough. 
Shallow rectangular troughs with dimensions approx-
imately 5.28 m long by 90 cm wide were discovered 
along the western wall of the northern room, along 
with the remains of a hearth that had been truncated 
by a backhoe. The team also discovered two bins and 
an in situ pot emplacement in the southern room, 
where the dough may have been mixed. We describe 
this bakery in detail later in this volume (see Eissa et 
al., Chapter 1, this volume). 

Enclosures A, B, and C
In 2006 Dan Hounsell excavated directly to the west of 
the EOG-D Bakery. The excavation in this area exposed 
three buildings designated by the team—from west to 
east—A, B, and C. These enclosures and Bakery EOG-D 
are very similar to each other in design (figs. 1.3, 1.8). All 
are rectangular in shape, consist of two rooms, orien-
tated north to south, with bounding walls constructed 

of fieldstone. Although we are sure that Enclosure D 
was a bakery, the evidence that Enclosures A, B, and C 
are real baking facilities is not as strong. The hypoth-
esis that Enclosures A, B, and C are bakeries rests on 
several points. Firstly their location, next to the EOG-D 
Bakery, and the fact that they share the same design 
and the same number of rooms. Secondly, Enclosures 
A and B contained a series of large depressions, possi-
bly vat emplacements, in the northern rooms (fig. 1.9). 
However, the team did not find troughs, hearths, con-
centrations of ash, or pottery sherd deposits (GOP3: 
44–47)—our typical markers of bakeries. 

Gallery Bakeries
The backs of the gallery units often contain some fea-
tures that are characteristic of bakeries, namely rows 
of small circular depressions, a build-up of ash, and 
hearths. On the whole the team only uncovered these 
rooms and features in 5 × 5 m exposures, as opposed 
to larger, open plan exposures. Lehner has referred 
to these back rooms as “rear industrial chambers” 
(Lehner 2002a: 37). In 1998 AERA teams excavated a 
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Figure 1.6.  Detail plan showing 
the A8 Bakery. Plan by Hassan 
Ramadan, based on field 
drawing GPMP 2005-1844 by 
Augusta McMahon.

Figure 1.7.  General shot of A8 Bakery facing northwest, showing four rows of linear depressions (troughs). The two bread 
molds shown here are not in situ. They have been positioned here in this photograph to demonstrate that bread molds 
could have fit within the troughs. Photo by Mark Lehner.
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Figure 1.8.  Plan showing Enclosures A, B, C, and D, forming what may be a set of EOG bakeries. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, 
AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.

small portion of the southwest room of Gallery Set III.3 
(fig. 1.3). Here they found a sequence of floors and ash 
deposits. In one of the floors the team found a series of 
small round depressions and a half of one bread mold 
in situ in one of the depressions (Lehner 2007a: 32).

During the campaign called “the Big Leap 
Forward” (TBLF) in 1998, AERA team members exca-
vated a checkerboard pattern of 5 × 5 m grid squares 
at the southern end of Gallery Set II (figs. 1.3, 1.10). 
In Gallery Set II.2 (Squares 4.L9) in the southeast 

corner of the southeast room the team found seven 
small circular depressions loosely aligned north-
south and varying in size, two large pits, scorching 
on the walls, and ash (Sadarangani 2007b: 43). Next 
door in Gallery Set II.3 in the northeast corner of the 
southeast room there was a circular pit, at least four 
small circular depressions, ash, and evidence of in situ 
burning (Sadarangani 2007b: 43–44). To the east, in 
Gallery Set II.4 there were two hearths in the south-
east room, including one of mudbrick and limestone 
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Figure 1.9.  Enclosures A, B, 
and C, facing south, showing 
circular depressions (pos-
sibly robbed vat emplace-
ments) in Rooms 3 and 4. 
Photo by Dan Hounsell.

in the southwest corner. In the southwestern room 
there were eight small circular depressions and ash 
(Sadarangani 2007b: 45–46). In all three galleries these 
bakery-like features belonged to an earlier phase of 
occupation within the galleries (Sadarangani 2007b). 
Later, they were covered over with floors. 

In 2001 and 2002 AERA teams excavated a complete 
gallery, Gallery Set III.4 (fig. 1.3). In the southwestern 
room of the gallery there were two hearths, one in 
both the southeastern and southwestern corners of 

the room. These hearths had been plastered over, indi-
cating that the burning relates to an earlier phase of 
use of the gallery (Abd el-Aziz 2007b: 216), just as the 
“baking” activity in Galleries II.2, II.3, and II.4 appears 
to belong to an early phase. 

Also in 1998 the team conducted excavations in 
Area 4-D17x (fig. 1.3). Here, in the southeast room of 
Gallery Set III.8 the team found a room filled with ash 
and containing in situ jars that were associated with 
copper working. Bread molds in hearths appeared 

1
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Enclosure AEnclosure BEnclosure C
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to have been used as furnaces (Lehner 2007a: 34). 
A room to the southwest contained small, circular 
depressions molded into the floor. In one of these the 
team found a bread mold that supported an in situ jar 
(Lehner 2007a: 34). Our exposure and understanding 
of these rooms show that the defining characteris-
tics of bakeries (circular depressions, hearths, ash, 
and bread molds) are also indicative of other types of 
occupation and industry. As such, we need to be care-
ful when naming a room or set of rooms a bakery. 

North Street Gatehouse “Bakery” 
This bakery is located within a building called North 
Street Gatehouse (NSGH), located on the southern side 
of North Street—the street that divides and provides 
access to Gallery Sets I and II—and at the western 
end of Gallery Set II (fig. 1.3). Based on its location—
just south of the entrance into North Street before it 
moves through the galleries—Lehner hypothesizes 
that this building functioned as a gatehouse (GOP1: 
10). The building was excavated in 2001 and 2004 
(Kamel 2001; Foster 2004). The bakery occupies one 
room of the house, Room 6, and measures c. 2.20 m 
by 3.10 m (figs. 1.11, 1.12). The walls of the building 
are built of limestone. Pits dug for Late Period buri-
als destroyed approximately half of the floor inside 
the room; nonetheless, we can see its installations are 
typical of baking rooms found elsewhere in HeG. The 
team identified two shallow troughs that ran parallel 
to the western and eastern walls, below an ash layer. 
These may have been baking pits. In addition there 
are two large, shallow pits in the southwestern corner, 
each with a diameter of 62 cm, that might have housed 
vats. There was also hearth platform, c. 1.20 m by 1.00 
m, in the northwest corner (GOP1: 10–12; Lehner and 
Tavares 2010: 195). Also, the team identified scorching 
on the eastern face of the northern end of the west-
ern wall of the bakery near the hearth. Although this 
room may have been used to bake bread, it may also 
have been used to cook and prepare other foodstuffs. 

SFW House Unit 1
The Soccer Field West House Unit 1 (SFW.HU1) bak-
ery is located at the eastern end of House Unit 1 in 
the Western Town (fig. 1.3). The SFW.HU1 bakery was 
exposed and partially excavated in 2009 and 2011. It 
comprised five rooms (figs. 1.13, 1.14). The bakery is 
10.80 m long north-south by 6.10 m wide east-west 
(GOP5: 131). Since 2004 Lehner has referred to this 

network of rooms as a bakery, because the rooms con-
tained ash and there were outlines of vats and other 
ceramic vessels visible on the surface (GOP3: 87–91). 
On excavation however, the team did not find the 
linear troughs with circular depressions at the base 
that were so characteristic of the EOG-D Bakery, the 
A7e and A7d Bakeries, and the A8 Bakery (although 
they may be there, beneath unexcavated deposits). 
They did, however, find rooms filled with ash (the 
Baking Room and the Southwestern Room), at least 
one hearth, and vats. They also found a basin space 
and configuration of spaces that were almost identical 
to the AA Bakery (Sadarangani and Kawae 2011) (see 
Mahmoud and Taylor et al., Chapter 1, this volume). 
We describe the five rooms briefly below.

The Southwestern Room
This room is located in the southwest corner of the 
bakery. It measures 2.64 m north-south by 2.20 m 
east-west. Three entrances lead into this room. Two 
are located in the northeast corner of the room: one, 
58 cm wide, leads to the baking room to the east, 
and the other one leads to the platform room to the 
north. A third access is a stepped gap, 58 cm wide, in 
the western wall, leading into the main body of the 
house. The northern entrance has two roughly hewn 
red granite stones that were set against the two sides 
of the entrance probably to support a wooden door 
frame. There is also a limestone door socket next to 
this access.

The Platform Room
The northern entrance of the southwestern room 
leads to the platform room. This room measures 2.64 
m north-south by 2.16 m east-west and has a platform 
in the northeast corner that measures 1.74 m north-
south by 1.02 m east-west. This platform has a flat top 
and a slightly clayey, silty sand floor. The location of 
this room at the back of the building and the presence 
of the door socket access led the excavators to hypoth-
esize that this room was the most private room inside 
the bakery (Sadarangani and Kawae 2011: 139).

The Baking Room
The baking room is in the southeast corner of the bak-
ery. The room measures 2.80 m north-south by 2.20 m 
east-west. This room has two entrances, one that leads 
to the southwestern room and a northern access, 72 
cm wide, that leads into the preparation room to the 
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Figure 1.11.  Plan 
showing North 
Street Gatehouse 
(NSGH). Plan by 
Hassan Ramadan.

Figure 1.12.  Detail plan 
showing North Street 
Gatehouse (NSGH), Room 
6 Bakery. Plan by Hassan 
Ramadan, based on field 
drawing GPMP 2004-1454 by 
Johnny Karlsson.
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north. There is a hearth located in the southwestern 
corner of the room that showed signs of extensive use. 
The 2009 team identified at least three phases of use 
separated by two phases of structural consolidation or 
repair. In the hearth the team found a deposit of mud-
brick that seemed to function as a support for an in 
situ pottery assemblage within the hearth. The bases 
of two small upturned bread molds, a small dish, and 
one potstand were embedded in the mudbrick-rich 
deposit. While working in the northeast corner, the 
team found an in situ jar that had been placed on the 
underlying floor that functioned with a newly created 
ashy surface and the hearth located in the southwest 
corner. A shallow circular pit, 80 cm across by 17 cm 
deep, cut into the southeast corner and may have held 
a pottery vat for mixing (Sadarangani and Kawae 2011: 
141). 

The Mixing/Preparation Room
The room measures 2.56 m north-south by 2.28 m 
east-west. Two entrances lead into this room, one 
located in the north, 76 cm wide, leading into the 
northern room of the bakery and the other one to the 
south. The team identified different installations in the 
mixing/preparation room. A basin in the northwest 

corner of the room covers an area 1.84 m north-south 
by 1.40 m east-west. Inside this basin there is a pit 40 
cm in diameter and 30 cm deep that may have held a 
ceramic vessel. The creation of this mudbrick border 
or basin created an eastern corridor 80 cm wide and a 
southern corridor 66 cm wide. To the south, scorching 
on the north face of the southern wall was associated 
with a large vat, 60 cm in diameter, set within the 
floor. Two bins were constructed later in the southeast 
corner of the room. The bin walls are preserved to a 
height of 23 cm (Sadarangani and Kawae 2011: 140–41).

The Northern Room
This northern room measures 3.40 m north-south 
by 4.10 m east-west, but the eastern and southern 
walls that bound this space were cut away. The team 
exposed a circular oven with a 1.34-m diameter, a 
pot emplacement, and bins. The oven in the south-
western corner was filled with pottery and sandy silt 
containing moderate amounts of burnt mudbrick and 
occasional burnt pottery. Immediately to the west of 
this oven was an associated in situ ceramic vat with a 
diameter of 50 cm, set within the floor. Two bins were 
excavated in this room. One, a large rectangular bin 
measuring 3.40 m by 1.64 m, bounded on the north 

Figure 1.13.  Overview of the bakery in SFW House Unit 1, facing west. For the full extent of House Unit 1 see frontispiece 2. 
Photo by Jason Quinlan.
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Figure 1.14.  Detail plan of the Soccer Field West House Unit 1 (SFW.HU1) Bakery. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, 
and Hassan Ramadan.
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and east by thin mudbrick walls, survived to a height 
of 6 cm. The second bin is a smaller rectangular one, 
1.06 m north-south by 40 cm east-west, located on 
the southeastern side of the room (Sadarangani and 
Kawae 2011: 135–145). 

Bakery Types
In order to frame and understand both the AA and 
EOG-D bakeries, we looked to see whether there are 
repeated “types” of bakeries at the HeG site. Using 
context, architecture, and layout as criteria by which to 
classify each bakery, we classified these HeG facilities 
into three types of bakeries: bakeries in governmental 
structures or government-run industrial areas (these 
bakeries produced bread on a large scale), bakeries 
within houses (bakeries that serve a domestic func-
tion), and a third, intermediate type, other, that does 
not fall neatly into either category. We discuss the gov-
ernmental/industrial bakeries and domestic bakeries 
below. We discuss the third type later in the chapter, in 
the preliminary report of the AA Bakery.

Governmental/Industrial Bakeries: Bakeries A7d, 
A7e, Enclosures A, B, and C, EOG-D, and A8
The industrial bakeries are located in areas of the site 
that are industrial in character. Bakeries A7d, A7e, 
Enclosures A, B, and C, and EOG-D are in Area “East 
of Galleries” (EOG) (figs. 1.3, 1.8). As we have already 
mentioned, this area is covered in bakery compounds, 
pedestals, bread mold waste, and pitting. There are no 
clear domestic-type structures or streets. Bakery A8 is 
located in the Eastern Compound (fig. 1.3). At pres-
ent we know very little of this area of site; Bakery A8’s 
inclusion here is more based on type of architecture 
and layout.

The industrial bakeries are located next to the gal-
lery sets. Bakeries A7d, A7e, Enclosures A, B, and C, 
and the EOG-D Bakery lie to the east of Gallery Sets III 
and Gallery Set IV. To the west, Bakery A8 lies west of 
Gallery Set I. In his report on Area EOG Stevens states 
that Bakeries A7d and A7e had been built after the 
construction of the galleries (and Hypostyle Hall) and 
that Enclosures A, B, and C, and the EOG-D Bakery had 
been built after the construction of Bakeries A7d and 
A7e (Stevens, House, and Driaux 2007: 81).

Bakeries A7d, A7e, Enclosures A, B, and C, and 
EOG-D were constructed out of limestone (Stevens, 
House, and Driaux 2007: 29; Hassan 2005: 7–12; 
Eissa and el-Laithy 2006: 5–6). We hypothesize that 

limestone was used for these bakeries because it does 
not easily decay and it is strong enough to survive the 
intensive work of bread-baking and production on a 
large scale, provisioning a large number of people.

The industrial bakeries tend to be the same size, 
averaging between 7.11 m long by 2.65 m wide (except 
for the later phase construction of the EOG-D Bakery, 
which measures 10.30 m). Bakeries A7d and A7e are 
single rectangular rooms, with the suite of features 
and components of the baking process—troughs, 
depressions, pot emplacements, ovens, hearths, and 
large areas of burning and ashy deposits—situated 
in a single room (Taylor 2009b: 151). Bakeries A8 and 
EOG-D comprise two rooms, one used for baking, the 
other for mixing and preparation. We discuss the 
Industrial type of bakeries in more detail later (see 
Eissa et al., Chapter 1, this volume).

Domestic Bakeries: SFW House Unit 1, NSGH 
Bakery, and the Gallery Bakeries
These bakeries occur within houses. Our excavations 
in the Western Town revealed large structures that we 
have interpreted as house units. These include SFW 
House Unit 1 (fig. 1.3). The Western Town is “a densely 
packed urban layout, perhaps originally composed of 
large household enclosures or estates surrounded by 
smaller support structures” (Lehner 2007a: 42). These 
houses may have been the homes of high administra-
tors (Redding 2007; Nolan 2010). This interpretation 
is based on the observation that these house units are 
much larger than “houses” found elsewhere on site 
(such as in the Eastern Town House, fig. 1.3) and the 
large quantity of clay sealings that were discovered 
in the dumps there—particularly from the Pottery 
Mound (fig. 1.3), a large mound of refuse that had been 
dumped to the south of SFW House Unit 1—impressed 
by seals bearing titles such as “royal scribe” (GOP2: 72). 

SFW House Unit 1 is approximately 25 m east-west 
by 16 m north-south and covers a total area of 400 m2 

and comprises some twenty spaces. The main body of 
the building contains a platform interpreted as a bed 
platform, an L-shaped bench, and a bin filled with 
beer jars (Sadarangani and Kawae 2011: 135). It is the 
presence of the bed platform in the main body of the 
building and the general layout of the building that 
has led the team to view this structure as a domicile. 

The NSGH bakery and the gallery bakeries may 
be more like kitchens within houses in which bak-
ing, alongside other sorts of cooking, took place. We 
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include the gallery bakeries as domestic examples 
because they have long colonnades with sleeping plat-
forms and possibly back room accommodation for an 
overseer (Abd el-Aziz 2007b: 193–234). 

The bakeries within houses tend to be constructed 
using mudbrick (SFW House Unit 1 and the Gallery 
Bakeries), which contrasts with the limestone build 
of the industrial bakeries. We suggest that the lime-
stone was necessary for large-scale, industrial baking 
and that because the domestic bakeries operated on a 
smaller scale, they could be built of mudbrick, which 
is easier to modify and replace. 

A Third Type of Bakery?
We consider the AA Bakery to be a third type of 
bakery, one that is neither industrial nor domestic. 
Although its ground plan is extremely similar to the 
bakery in SFW House Unit 1, its context is unusual. The 
AA Bakery is described and discussed in considerably 
more detail below in the Preliminary Report (Hanan 
and Taylor et al., Chapter 1). This is then followed by 
the EOG-D Preliminary Report (Eissa et al., Chapter 1), 
which also offers more insight into the possible func-
tions of the industrial type of bakery. 
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In 2005 AERA taught its first Basic Field School, a 
Field School in which Egyptian Ministry of State for 
Antiquities (MSA)—at the time Supreme Council of 
Antiquities (SCA)—Inspectors were trained in the 
basic methods of excavation, survey, illustration, 
and ceramic, faunal, and archaeobotanical analysis. 
That year, one of the field school groups excavated 
part of the AA Bakery under the training of Lauren 
Bruning. The following year, in 2006, AERA held an 
Advanced Field School program in which graduates 
of the 2005 Basic Field School returned to become 
embedded within ongoing fieldwork teams to fur-
ther their knowledge and experience of excavation 
and post-excavation techniques. Susan Sobhi Azeer 
was one such student. She returned as a student of 

James Taylor, working again in the same bakery. In 
2007 Sobhi returned yet again, but this time as a full-
fledged team member, working with and under the 
supervision of Taylor (see cover image). 

Area AA contains three separate buildings with 
different functions (figs. 1.3, 1.15, 1.16). These include 
a structure we refer to as the Pedestal Building, which 
is a rectangular structure of fieldstone containing 
two rows of six or seven rectangular limestone struc-
tures that we call pedestals (Lehner 2007a: 21). Area 
AA also contains the Northern Structure—a build-
ing to the north of the Pedestal Building containing 
a series of smaller chambers situated around a central 
space—and the AA Bakery, a building to the east of the 
Pedestal Building and south of the Northern Structure 

A Preliminary Report on the AA Bakery
by Hanan Mahmoud and James Taylor, with Mohamed Abd el-Aziz Gabr,

Mohamed Ahmed Abd el-Rahman, and Momeen Saad

Figure 1.15.  AA Bakery after excavation. The ash filling Room I (the Baking Room) is shown in quadrants, view to the 
north. Photo by Susan Sobhi Azeer.
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Figure 1.16.  Plan showing the construction of the AA Bakery, Phases 3 and 4. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and 
Hassan Ramadan. Room H, not labeled here, was created in a later phase.
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that contains at least five rooms. These rooms feature 
an oven, a hearth, troughs, depressions, vessels set in 
the ground, large areas of burning, and thick layers of 
ash (figs. 1.15, 1.16). Together these features are typical 
of buildings that the team has interpreted as bakeries 
elsewhere on the HeG site (see Mahmoud and Eissa, 
Introduction to Chapter 1, this volume).

Area AA was one of the first areas that AERA team 
members excavated in the HeG site. At that time, dur-
ing the 1988–1989 and 1991 seasons, the team uncovered 
part of the building that later became known as the AA 
Bakery (Lehner 1991: 23). This excavation also exposed 
the Pedestal Building. As mentioned, excavations con-
tinued in the area as part of the Field School programs 
in 2005, 2006, and finally in 2007.  

Our excavations of the AA Bakery aimed to 
answer a number of questions. The AA Bakery is dif-
ferent from many of the other known HeG bakeries 
(fig. 1.3). Its location within a large structure (not 
clearly a domicile), the types of features, and the 
types of spaces appeared to be different from both the 
industrial-style and domicile bakeries (see Mahmoud 
and Eissa, Introduction to Chapter 1, this volume). 
The sheer quantity of bread molds discarded within 
the HeG site (Wodzińska 2007b: 283), the existence 
of numerous bakeries, and the working hypothesis 
that the site housed a large workforce (Lehner 2007a: 
43–44) all suggest that bread and baking are key to our 
understanding of the site and how its inhabitants were 
provisioned. It was therefore important to understand 
this different bakery “type” more clearly. What was the 
AA Bakery’s relationship to the Pedestal Building and 
the Northern Structure? Who was the bakery provi-
sioning? What was its role in the Western Town? What 
was its role in the HeG settlement? Was the bakery 
producing only bread, or was it also producing other 
types of commodities and/or provisions? 

Limit of Excavation and Sampling Procedure
AERA’s methods of excavation and post-excavation 
have been presented elsewhere (see preface, this 
volume). During excavation, the team took bulk envi-
ronmental samples (15–20 liters) from some deposits 
for flotation. Due to the rich artifact assemblages 
yielded by this area we employed a 100% finds retrieval 
policy. Material culture was handpicked, sorted, and 
bagged during excavation. The rest of each feature was 
dry-sieved on site and resultant material culture was 
further handpicked, sorted, and bagged. The residue 

in the dry sieve was then sent to be wet-sieved; mate-
rial was again handpicked, sorted, and bagged. 

The team excavated parts of Room E, Room G, 
and Room H in the 1988–1989 and 1991 seasons, but 
stopped work once they had reached the uppermost 
floors in Rooms E and G (fig. 1.16). In Room H the 
team excavated through floors and other features (fig. 
1.18). Elsewhere, during the 2006 and 2007 seasons, 
the team excavated down onto the uppermost floors, 
except in Room I, where they excavated through the 
upper work surfaces. 

In 2007 they made the decision to divide Room 
I into four sections or quadrants because the room 
was filled to a depth of 34 cm with two ashy layers 
that yielded many artifacts. This included an assem-
blage of over 170 clay sealings bearing the Horus 
names of Khafre and Menkaure, most of which seem 
to have been dumped in with the ash. By excavating 
two quadrants the team was able to preserve some of 
this material for further sampling or investigation in 
the future (fig. 1.15). It should also be noted that the 
abandonment deposits (Phase 6, see below) were not 
completely excavated inside Rooms E and H.

Description of the AA Bakery
The AA Bakery measures 7.00 m north-south by 8.00 
m east-west and comprised five rooms in total (figs. 
1.16, 1.17). A further two rooms (Rooms E and F) may 
or may not be associated with the bakery. The walls of 
the bakery are preserved approximately 60 cm high, 
although some walls are far more denuded. The rooms 
are labeled Rooms E–K (with Room H created dur-
ing a later phase of remodeling) (figs. 1.16, 1.17). The 
main rooms of the bakery are Rooms G, I, J, and K. 
They cluster around the main baking room, Room I. 
This may have been to assist in heating the rest of the 
structure, or possibly to keep stored goods dry (Taylor 
2009b: 122).

The main rooms of the bakery structure all seem 
to have been developed with specific purposes in 
mind. There are “dirty” industrial mixing and bak-
ing rooms to the south and east, and “clean,” perhaps 
domestic spaces or storage spaces to the north and 
west. The active baking area is divided into the baking 
room (Room I) and the preparation room (Room J). 
The latter also has signs of “clean” and “dirty” areas. 

The only access into the bakery unit was from the 
northern end of the long, 88 cm-wide, north-south 
Corridor Q, located to the east of Room K. Before 
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Figure 1.17.  Plan showing AA Bakery, Phase 4, by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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entering the bakery rooms one could access two rooms 
(Rooms E and F) through two doors that open on to 
what may have been a broader corridor (Corridor P). 
Two large bread pots lay on a floor immediately out-
side the doorway (GOP3: 74). The internal dimensions 
of theses rooms were similar, approximately 2.30 m 
north-south by 5.00 m east-west. There were no other 
installations inside these two rooms, and we hypoth-
esize they might have been used for storage.

Two doorways along Corridor Q led to Room K, 
to the west of the corridor. A pivot socket set into the 
floor on the south side of the southeastern entrance 
indicates that a wooden door existed here (fig. 1.18). A 
dip in the floor and two stones embedded in the floor 
divided the room into two halves (GOP3: 76). Shallow 
ceramic pot emplacements were located in the south-
west corner of the room adjacent to an access that lead 
through to Room G.

Room G occupies the western length of the bakery. 
It measured 7.25 m north-south by 2.40 m east-west 
before it was divided into two rooms by an east-west 
mudbrick wall, with Room G to the north and Room 
H to the south. Two buttresses separated Room G into 
two parts. A circular feature was set into the floor and 
lined with dense gray clay and granite in the southern 
part of the room. Patches of irregular floor were laid 
inside the room, which was more preserved around 
the edge of the room walls. There is a small L-shaped 
spread of burnt ceramic, which might have been a 
hearth located in the northwestern corner of the room. 
A narrow access about 58 cm led into the newly cre-
ated Room H from the southwest corner of Room G 
(fig. 1.18). Room H measures 2.30 m east-west by 2.66 
m north-south.

Rooms I and J, the baking and preparation rooms, 
could be accessed from outside of the AA Bakery via 
Corridor Q, without one having to move through the 
rest of the building. Room I occupies the heart of the 
complex. It could only be accessed from the door in 
the western wall of Room J, located in the northeast 
corner of Room I. Furthermore, the clean rooms 
(Rooms K and G) could be accessed by a separate door-
way from the northern (cleaner) half of Room J.

Within Room I there was a rectangular oven or 
open fireplace in the northwestern corner that showed 
signs of extensive use. We inferred that the oven was 
dome-shaped because the foundation walls of the 
structure were angled and the burnt superstructure 
had collapsed onto the surface of the oven. The team 

found a number of large ceramic vessel fragments and 
bread trays, lying upside down on the oven. The room 
itself measures 2.70 m north-south by 2.80 m east-
west. Within the room there are linear cuts along all 
four walls that form shallow troughs and the walls have 
been badly damaged by in situ burning. These troughs 
may have been used for baking bread in molds, or for 
setting down warm bread pots for cooling after baking.  

Three entrances led to the preparation room, 
Room J. This room measures approximately 4.50 m 
north-south by 1.40 m east-west. There is an entrance, 
56 cm wide, through Corridor Q and another two 
doorways from Rooms K and I. There is a low plas-
tered L-shaped curb in the northeast corner of the 
room, 2.15 m north-south by 1.80 m east-west with a 
circular plastered pit, 50 cm in diameter, for a possible 
pot emplacement in the very center. The vessel housed 
here might have been used to contain raw ingredi-
ents, grain and flour. To the south of this basin there 
is a regular, rectangular cut filled with ash and in the 
southwest corner of the room there is a square hearth 
platform, 1.00 m by 77 cm. There is clear evidence of in 
situ burning on the surface of the fireplace and against 
the walls.

Temporal Development of the AA Bakery
The excavation of Area AA enabled us to trace the 
development of the area. The full AA sequence is 
presented elsewhere (Taylor 2009a). Here we only 
present the phases specifically pertinent to the bakery 
(table 1.2) and not the wider AA area, with the excep-
tion of the first three phases (Phases 1 to 3). These are 
not specifically part of the AA Bakery, but are relevant 
here because they shed light on the bakery within its 
surroundings and wider context. 

Phase 1: Natural
This phase is represented by the natural aeolian sands 
that are seen throughout Area AA in various sondages, 
erosion, burial, robbing and pit cuts. These natural 
sands were recorded at elevations between 16.77 m 
above sea level (asl) and 17.16 m asl. 

Phase 2: Early Activity
This phase contains ephemeral activity in Area AA. 
The team found no structural remains beneath the 
Pedestal Building, the Northern Structure, and the AA 
Bakery. The team found ashy bands of sand under the 
western wall of the bakery. These appear to have been 
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Figure 1.18.  Plan showing occupation phase 5 of AA Bakery. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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dumped and used as leveling material on which to 
construct the bakery. 

The team also found some pits, which may have 
been used to mix construction materials for the over-
lying building. Some of the pitting (especially under 
Room G in the bakery unit) may in fact have been 
related to the occupation of that room, where repairs 
to the later floors may have been missed during 
excavation, making the pitting seem earlier than the 
architecture. 

Phase 3: Definition of the AA Zone
The AA bakery unit was constructed on an unused 
space between three already established structures, 
the Pedestal Building, the Northern Structure, and 
SFW House Unit 1 (fig. 1.16). Stratigraphically, it is clear 
that the western wall, [25,450], of House Unit 1 existed 
before the AA Bakery.

The first major development that can be identified 
in the area is the establishment of the AA Zone. The 
AA Zone comprises the two limestone walls [525] and 
[528]1, the Pedestal Building, the Northern Structure, 
and later the AA Bakery (fig. 1.16). The gebel to the 
west of the HeG settlement (frontispiece 1) stood 
as a gentle sandy slope rising up to the west. To the 
east, the Western Town may or may not have already 
been established. But the area that comprises the AA 
Zone would have been a broad open area, acting as 
the marginal zone between the newly developing 

Western Town and the gebel. To the east is the earlier 
House Unit 1 complex, which, though forming part of 
the eastern boundary of this AA Zone, has no direct 
access, east to west, between the areas and therefore 
can be regarded separately.

The north-south orientated wall [525], which 
bounds the western side of the AA Zone, has an aver-
age width of c. 70 cm and height of c. 1.60 m from its 
foundation on the natural sands (fig. 1.16). This wall 
extends over 30 m. The fact that there are no apparent 
breaks in this wall suggests that it may have served as 
a boundary for a much larger architectural complex.

The east-west orientated wall [528] bounds the 
southern limits of the area. This southern wall is very 
similar to the north-south wall. It too had been con-
structed of mud-bonded limestone, averaging 80 cm 
wide and surviving to a height of 1.15 m. The lime-
stone in both walls had been very roughly hewn, both 
being constructed of boulders whose average size 
range from c. 10–40 cm, making the coursing highly 
irregular. The faces of the wall had been covered in 
a sandy silt render. The foundation level of the wall 
[528] remains unclear, however it clearly abuts, and 
was therefore later than, the western boundary wall of 
SFW House Unit 1, [25,450].

Later robbing events associated with the wall 
[25,450] exposed a small band of underlying stratigra-
phy at the eastern terminus of wall [528], which clearly 
demonstrates that the wall had not been completely 

AA Bakery Phase No. Description Summary

Phase 1 Natural Underlying natural sands

Phase 2 Early Activity Ephemeral anthropogenic activity (including pitting and 
disturbance of the natural sand) predating the Pedestal 
Building, the Northern Structure, and the AA Bakery 

Phase 3 Definition of AA Zone The construction of the AA Pedestal Building, the North-
ern Structure, and SFW House Unit 1

Phase 4 Construction of the AA Bakery Construction of the walls of the AA Bakery

Phase 5 Occupation of the AA Bakery Includes the laying and use of floors, the use of the oven, 
the hearth, the depressions and vessels set in the ground, 
and areas of burning. This phase also includes the thick 
layers of ash and troughs in Room I.

Phase 6 Post-occupation of the AA 
Bakery

Includes collapse and dumping within the area (subphase 
6a), physical degradation (mudbrick tumble; subphase 
6b) and later taphonomic processes, such as robbing 
(subphase 6c)

Table 1.2.  The AA Bakery Phasing. 

1. In GOP3 wall [528] was incorrectly labeled [23,648].
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founded on natural sands. Rather, it appeared to be 
resting, in part, upon a sequence of as yet unexcavated 
deposits, which had built up against the western side 
of wall [25,450]. By contrast a sondage excavated inside 
the Pedestal Building revealed that wall [525] had been 
founded on the surface of the underlying natural sands 
only, hinting that it may have been founded first. The 
space between the two walls at the western terminus 
of southern wall [528] formed a 65 cm-wide entrance 
between the architectural complex within the AA Zone 
and a separate complex to the south.

Phases 4 and 5: Construction and Occupation of the 
Bakery
These phases represent the main construction and 
occupation of the AA Bakery. We cannot say for sure 
whether the bakery is later than the Pedestal Building 
to the west, or whether it was laid out at the same time. 
But we do know that the bakery unit cannot have been 
laid out any earlier than the pedestals since all the 
architecture within the bakery springs from the same 
early wall, [528], which bounds the southern limit of 
the AA Zone (fig. 1.16). The team found no evidence 
of roofing so we are unable to say which rooms were 
roofed and which rooms were open. There was also no 
evidence of a second story.

The team did not excavate the northeastern limit 
of the AA Bakery; their limit of excavation skirted 
around Room J and part of Corridor Q (fig. 1.18). On 
the surface, the archaeological horizons to the north-
east appear denuded, possibly cut away by later pitting 
or erosion.

Corridors P and Q: The Eastern Corridors
The denuded and truncated area to the northeast 
may contain a broad corridor (Corridor P) (GOP3: 
74). Portions of a north-south wall were mapped in 
grid squares 6.N1 and 6.O1, to the east of the Northern 
Structure, which align with the eastern wall of the AA 
Bakery, wall [25,450] (fig. 1.16). Together, the projected 
line of this wall may have formed Corridor P. From this 
broad corridor there are accesses into the Northern 
Structure, Rooms E and F, and a smaller corridor 
(Corridor Q). Corridor Q is 88 cm wide, accesses Room 
K, and terminates at the northern entrance into Room 
J. The access leading from Corridor P into Corridor Q 
contained a small doorjamb  that protrudes out of the 
eastern  face of wall [28,205] (fig. 1.18). A little to the 
east of this there is a stone set in the floor that may have 

functioned as a threshold for the access through into 
Corridor Q (GOP3: 75). The existence of Corridor Q, the 
doorjamb and threshold suggests that the access into 
the main bakery area (Rooms I and J) and Rooms G, H 
and K were very restricted (GOP3: 75).

The Northern Bakery Rooms
Rooms E and F are both situated north of the bakery 
structure. The two rooms labeled E and F may not have 
served as part of the bakery unit, but may have been a 
separate functional entity, or possibly (but less likely) 
related to the Northern Structure. The internal dimen-
sions of these rooms are similar, Room E measures 2.30 
m north-south by 5.00 m east-west and Room F is 2.2 
m north-south by 4.95 m east-west. Other than the 
Corridor Q accesses there were no other openings into 
or out of these two rooms (fig. 1.18).

Rooms E and F are bounded by three east-west 
mudbrick walls. The two southernmost of these were 
numbered [547] (north) and [26,986] (south), how-
ever the northern wall [543] had been robbed out. 
The eastern limits of these two rooms were defined by 
the north-south walls [28,221] and [28,205]. There is a 
doorway in the northeastern corner of Room E, 60 cm 
wide, and a doorway in the northeast corner of Room 
F, c. 75 cm wide (fig. 1.18).

The majority of Room E has not been excavated 
and remains under abandonment deposits. However 
some of the western end of the room was excavated in 
the 1991 season in a sondage, revealing a portion of the 
latest uppermost occupation deposits. The eastern and 
southern walls are faced with a 2 cm-thick, pale yel-
low, sandy marl plaster. The earliest occupation deposit 
identified within this room was a very charcoal-rich 
friable sandy silt. This was only seen beneath the over-
lying 1 cm-thick floor surface [583] (fig. 1.17). Under the 
unexcavated post-occupation material was at least one, 
partially exposed, dividing mudbrick wall that abutted 
the southern wall [547]. 

Underlying all of the floor deposits in Room F and 
set on the natural sands in the northeastern doorway 
of the room is limestone threshold [28,204], a large 
trapezoidal slab measuring 62 cm long × 56 cm wide × 
5 cm high (fig. 1.19). This was sealed by a firm but fri-
able sandy silt deposit serving either as floor makeup 
or perhaps as a floor in itself. If this was a floor it was in 
bad condition and was replaced by a second very good 
surface, [28,164]. This is the last floor in this room 
before its abandonment. 
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The obvious spatial similarities (both size and 
layout of plan) suggest that Room F served a simi-
lar function and use as Room E. The lack of internal 
features in Room F provides very little evidence as to 
what its function might have been. Since the rooms 
appear to have had two formal doors that led directly 
into them from Corridor Q, one might speculate that 
the rooms were for storage, although whether this was 
to serve the bakery unit or the Northern Structure 
remains unclear. 

The Bakery Unit 
The bakery proper consists of the five southern rooms. 
The only access into this unit was from Corridor Q. 
Unlike Rooms E and F, however, these were intercon-
nected, forming a complex or multi-room structure 
(figs. 1.16, 1.20). It is impossible to say for sure whether 
this architecture is founded on the natural sands of 
Phase 1 because most of the lower occupation deposits 
still remain in situ.

Rooms G and H 
Initially Room G was most likely a long open space 
running the length of the western side of the bakery 

unit (fig. 1.17). The internal dimensions of Room G are 
in total c. 2.40 m wide east-west by 7.25 m long north-
south. The northern third of the room (c. 2.2 m) seems 
to have been demarcated using two opposing pilasters. 
These pilasters survive to a height ranging between 
47–65 cm. Room G is bounded on its western side by 
the north-south orientated wall [542]. The northern 
limit of the room was also shared by the southern wall 
of Room F, [26,986]. The eastern limit is a north-south 
orientated wall [23,628]. However, to the south of this 
was wall [28,175], separated by a c. 65 cm-wide door 
forming the only entrance. This connected Room G 
and Room K, immediately to the east. Wall [528] was 
the southern bounding wall of Room G  before the 
room was partitioned into two spaces (fig. 1.18).

The 1991 excavations revealed an occupation 
sequence in Room G. This included an early silty 
marl floor that was sealed by a 2–3 cm-thick band of 
cemented sand running the length of Room G, that 
possibly had been resurfaced at the northern end. 
An east-west orientated mudbrick wall [28,262/8238], 
which partitioned the room, had been founded at this 
level (fig. 1.18). This wall, [28,262], functioned with a 
doorjamb, [8264], on the western wall, [542]. These 

Figure 1.19.  Details of occupation in Phase 5 of Room F, facing west. Limestone threshold [28,204] is evident in the open-
ing between Room F and Corridor Q, where the two bedja pots were found. Photo by Susan Sobhi Azeer.
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Figure 1.20.  Schematic reconstruction 
of the AA Bakery (Occupation Phase 5) 
by Hassan Ramadan (with figures taken 
from AERAGRAM 10.1: 12, drawn by Wilma 
Wetterstrom).
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walls divided Room G to the north and the smaller 
Room H to the south. The doorway between the two 
rooms is slightly narrower than the other doorways in 
the bakery. The latest floor [28,174/8244]=[28,165] in 
Room G was probably also contiguous with the adja-
cent floor [8248] in Room K. The floor is similar to 
those found elsewhere in the bakery unit. However in 
Room G, the floor was patchy and irregular, with the 
best preservation being around the edges of the room, 
indicating wear. This can probably be attributed to the 
use of the hearth (see below) in the northwestern cor-
ner of the room, as well as traffic into and out of Room 
K across the threshold (fig. 1.18).

Room G showed evidence of occupation perhaps 
on a domestic scale. We found scorched pottery in the 
northwest corner of the room that may be the in situ 
remains of an informal hearth. This hearth had been 
demarcated from the rest of the room by the two pilas-
ters [8241] on the eastern and western walls. There was 
an unusual pit, [29,172], constructed from a cluster of 
flattened pink granite rocks, [28,227], pressed into the 

lining of a circular cut and bonded/rendered with a 
smoothed silty clay plaster. This may have housed a 
ceramic vessel, possibly used for storage. Given its 
proximity to the hearth, the pit and hearth seem to 
have functioned together. Whether this room served 
as a domestic cooking area or an additional part of the 
baking taking place in Room I, is unclear. The whole 
room was filled with a thick build-up of loose, dark 
gray to black ash which contained moderate charcoal 
flecks and occasional ceramic sherds, bone fragments, 
and lithics. This deposit had probably been created 
as a result of the continued use of the hearth. This is 
further suggested by the fact that all of the ash was 
restricted to the area demarcated in the north by the 
two opposing pilasters, [8241] (fig. 1.18). 

Within Room H the sequence continued with the 
laying of another floor. The room was finally sealed by 
an ash-rich make-up layer that formed the foundation 
for the latest floor. There was also a shallow cut hearth 
filled with dark gray fine ash recorded in the section 
cut in the 1988/1989 and 1991 section.
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Room I: The Baking Room
Room I (fig. 1.18) is one of two rooms located east of 
Room G. Room I is roughly square, 2.70 m north-
south by 2.80 m east-west. The only entrance into 
the room was through a 60 cm-wide doorway in the 
northeast corner of the chamber, leading into Room 
J. The room is bounded by wall [28,175] to the west 
and wall [528] to the south. 1.The northern limit of 
Room I is marked by wall [27,417] (abutting [28,175]), 
which separated the room from Room K to the north. 
Finally, the eastern limit is marked by wall [23,627] 
(abutting [528]), which effectively separated the room 
from Room J to the east (fig. 1.18). This room had been 
badly damaged by heat generated during the baking 
process (see Phase 6).

The earliest occupation deposit in Room I that the 
team identified was slightly silty sand. This deposit is 
an interface between the overlying occupation within 
the room and the underlying natural sands. The earli-
est deliberate feature is an oven, [28,178], constructed 
in the northwestern corner of the room (figs. 1.18, 
1.21). This structure is rectangular and measures 1.10 
m by 90 cm and stands 28 cm high. It had been mainly 
constructed of marl and mudbricks and fragments of 

limestone (fig. 1.21). There is a small depression in the 
surface of the structure. According to Kemp rectan-
gular ovens were best for baking bread when using 
pottery molds (Kemp 1987: 76). Whether this struc-
ture functioned as an oven or open fireplace remains 
ambiguous. There was a heavier content of discernible 
bricks at the southern end of the structure, suggest-
ing that the structure might have been walled (with a 
possible entrance in the southeastern corner?) and a 
large amount of burnt and collapsed mudbrick super-
structure sealing it. The northern and western sides of 
the structure were sloping, suggesting that the feature 
had been dome-shaped and enclosed. Since enclosed 
ovens do not strictly fit the conventional model of 
stacking bread molds over an open heat source in 
order to preheat them (Faltings 1998: 92, 96, 98), this 
is at odds with our interpretation of Room I as a bak-
ing room. We cannot rule out the possibility that the 
oven in Room I and the hearth in Room J (see below) 
began their respective life spans as broadly contempo-
raneous structures and that they performed different 
parts of the same process. The oven (or hearth) had 
been put to extensive use; the room was filled with 
ash [27,042] and [25,239]. This ash eventually built 

Figure 1.21.  Oven [28,178] in the northwest corner of Room I, facing west. Photo by Andrea Nevistic.
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up over the hearth/oven in Phase 5, suggesting that 
Room I’s oven fell out of use first, before the bakery 
was abandoned.

The team found five partial or nearly complete 
ceramic vessels in the center of the oven/fireplace. Most 
of these were shallow baking plates (platters) or trays 
of F1A or F1C type (fig. 1.22 here; GOP3: 77; Wodzińska 
2007b: 306). These platters or trays are crudely made, 
poorly fired, and fragile (Samuel 2000: 567, fig. 22.16), 
and were overlain by part of a large, very deep vat (type 
CD25 in Wodzińska’s typology, Wodzińska 2007b: 303–
304). Platters are associated with the baking process. In 
ethnographic studies these platters have parallels with 
modern Egyptian vessels used for making ‘eish shams, 
or sun bread (Samuel 2000: 568). Peet and Woolley 
describe a modern baking method by villagers living 
near Amarna in which they place the dough on unfired 
platters or plates, and both platter and bread are then 
baked together in the oven (Peet and Woolley 1923: 64). 
Also, unfired trays and trays fired at low temperature or 
partially fired have been discovered in the Elephantine 
bakery from the First Intermediate Period (T. Rzeuska, 
personal communication). These trays often break 

when the bread is taken off (Saintilan 2000: 171). This 
kind of tray is called apr.t, , or  (Erman 
and Grapow 1926: 181; Willems et al. 2009: 19, fig. 
11c–f). 

As mentioned, the team divided the ash into two 
deposits. The lower one, [27,042], was a compact lighter 
medium-gray ash and the higher one, [25,239], was a 
moderately compact medium-gray ash. Combined, 
these deposits were 43 cm thick. Despite our designation 
of only two separate numbers to the ash deposits, it is 
probably best to think of them as many depositions, an 
accumulation of ash over time that has been constantly 
turned over, raked, and walked on. Another indication 
that the ash was generated in situ was the soot and fire 
damage on the walls themselves. All the internal faces 
of the walls in Room I were caked in ash, which had 
made its way deep into the bond of the bricks. When 
cleaned, the faces of the walls were invariably discol-
ored (orange or bright reddish-brown), suggesting in 
situ heat damage. 

These deposits yielded a notable and unique 
assemblage of clay sealings bearing the Horus names 
of Khafre and Menkaure (although overwhelmingly 

Figure 1.22.  Example of an unfired platter/tray. This particular platter was found in the basin in Room J to the east of 
depression [27,400]. Photo by Mike House. 
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Figure 1.23.  General view of the Preparation and Baking Rooms, Rooms I and J, facing south. Photo by James Taylor.

Figure 1.24.  Room I, facing north, showing ash [25,239] and linear cuts (troughs) [27,412] and [27,415] alongside the walls. 
Photo by James Taylor.
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Figure 1.25.  Plan showing troughs [27,415], [27,417] and ash [25,239] in Room I (phase 5). Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA 
GIS, and Hassan Ramadan. 

Menkaure) that seem to have been dumped in inde-
pendently or within the ash. It is possible that whatever 
these sealings were securing was used as fuel to burn, 
which in turn had generated these large quantities of 
ash.

The occupants of the bakery appeared to have 
been working within the ash. Features were cut into the 
ash and those cuts were then filled with more ash. The 
uppermost surface of the ash deposit was convex (figs. 
1.23, 1.24), mounding up slightly in the middle. There 
was some lensing in the ash visible in a section in the 
center of the room. Consequently we think that as this 
ash was being deposited, it was raked toward the center.

Linear cuts [27,412] and [27,415] ran alongside all 
of the room’s four walls, through ash deposit [25,239] 
(figs. 1.23, 1.24, 1.25). This same ash covered the oven, 
[28,178], in the northwest corner of the room. The cuts 
formed shallow slightly irregular, flat-based troughs 
with concave sides. Inside these troughs there were 
circular depressions with a 38 cm diameter (fig. 1.25). 
These depressions had very diffuse edges. We believe 
that these depressions held bread molds. These troughs 
and circular depressions were created and used after 
the hearth, [28,178], in the northwest corner of Room 
I had gone out of use. This suggests that the troughs 
and depressions functioned with the hearth in Room J. 
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Room J: The Preparation Room
This room is an irregular rectangle, approximately 
4.50 m north-south by 1.40–1.54 m east-west, filling 
the void left between SFW House Unit 1 to the east and 
Rooms I and K to the west (figs. 1.17, 1.18). There are 
three entrances to this room: one in the north wall, 
leading to Corridor Q, and two in the western wall 
leading to Rooms I and K. The Corridor Q to Room J 
doorway was the only conclusive point of access into 
the Bakery Complex via Corridor Q. The other two 
doorways were formed from the space between wall 
[27,402] to the north and wall [23,627] to the south. The 
terminus of east-west orientated wall [27,417] divides 
this space, forming the two doorways. The southern 
one has a corresponding doorjamb, while the north-
ern one is formed by the northern face of wall [27,417] 
and the southern terminus of wall [27,402], and is 78 
cm wide. The northern limits of the room are defined 
by wall [23,637].

The uppermost floor, [28,226], identified in 
Room J can be equated with the other upper floors 
within the bakery. The most striking point about the 
floors in Room J was the division of “dirty” and “clean” 
zones. The dirty zone was where the floors were ashy 
and where the activity seemed to relate to baking (figs. 
1.18, 1.25). The “clean” zone, immediately to the east of 
the entrance, in the northeastern corner of the room 
was within a c. 2.15 m north-south by c. 1.80 m east-
west rectangular space that had been well-plastered 
and well-maintained, demarcated by a low plastered 
L-shaped curb in the floor. This curb, [27,406], is not 
more than 10 cm high (figs. 1.25, 1.26).

Within the curbed space there is a slight slope 
on the surface from north to south. In the very center 
of this space is a circular, smooth-sided plastered pit 
[27,400], with a 48 cm diameter and a slightly concave 
base (figs. 1.25, 1.26). This pit probably would have 
housed a ceramic vessel. Its presence has two implica-
tions. Firstly it supports the theory that the function of 
the features in this space were very much pre-planned 
and laid out. Secondly, and more importantly, it sug-
gests that the ceramic vessel was meant to function 
with this hole, but was not meant to rest there in situ 
for its entire useful lifespan. The vessel may have been 
lifted in and out of the plastered hole as part of a pro-
cess, further suggesting this kind of vessel is used in 
the bread preparation process (Faltings 1998: 55, figs. 
3, 22). Lehner suggests that the sunken vats in the 
basin’s floor were used for soaking grains, which were 

then spread out across the basin with any excess water 
draining back to the socket or vat in the center of the 
basin (GOP5: 133).

The presence of this basin led us to assume that 
the bakery may have had as much to do with malt-
ing as baking. The malting process would have been 
accomplished by soaking the emmer and barley grains 
in water to be sprouted, activating enzymes which 
produced sugar. After that the grains were spread out 
to dry before the growth of the seedling consumed the 
sugar (Lehner 2009a; Kemp 2006: 172; Samuel 2000: 
551–553). Evidence for malting in hieroglyphic texts 
comes from the word besha,  (Erman 
and Grapow 1926: 478; Luoma 2009: 10–11; Nims 1958: 
63–65, Faltings 1998: 156–225).

The clean, curb-bordered space also led directly 
into the “clean rooms” (Rooms K, G, and H). The clean 
rooms could be physically shut off by a door, indicated 
by the presence of a limestone pivot just inside Room 
K. The occupants could thus avoid the “dirty” area 
altogether.

Elsewhere in Room J the team recorded a square, 
open, mudbrick platform, [27,403], in the southwest-
ern corner of the room (figs. 1.25, 1.27). More formal 
than a plain hearth, this structure appeared to act 
as a fireplace and displayed clear evidence of in situ 
burning, both on its surface and against the walls of 
the room. There was evidence of prolonged use and 
several instances (or phases) of repair and extension 
of the structure. The platform was very solid and was 
associated with a very complex sequence of “dirty” 
ash floors, floor repairs and consolidation, and cut 
features, which dominated the southern half of the 
room. The southern half of the room had been far 
more heavily used than the curbed enclosure. The cut 
features in the area around the fireplace were mostly 
shallow squarish pits (perhaps rake-out pits for hot ash 
and embers?), or shallow inter-cutting circular scoops 
presumably for temporarily resting shallow concave 
vessels during the bread-making process. They con-
tained much higher densities of ceramic sherds and 
even lithics. This suggests that they may have been 
dumped in to consolidate the wear patterns in the 
floor. To the east of these floors, abutting the wall and 
to the immediate south of the curb, was a very regular 
rectangular cut exclusively filled with very black ash, 
perhaps associated with material raked out from the 
nearby hearth. There was a build-up of dark gray ash 
around the fireplace platform. This ran in front of the 
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Figure 1.26.  Room J, facing north, showing the basin in the northeast corner of the room and circular pit [27,400] at its 
center. Photo by James Taylor.

Figure 1.27.  Hearth [27,403] in southwest corner of Room J, facing south. Photo by Andrea Nevistic.
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structure (to the north) by about 10 cm to 15 cm, but 
was mainly concentrated to the east. It was mostly 
sterile although it did yield a large lithic blade. This 
ash was identical to a broader spread of compact 
light to mid-gray ash, which was approximately 5 cm 
thick and dominated the southern part of the room, 
stopping to the south of the curb structure. 

According to el-Mahdy there is a relationship 
between the design of the hearth used to bake bread 
and the bread shape and kind (el-Mahdy 2009: 17, 
22, 77). Since we have two types of hearths in the AA 
Bakery—square and open, rectangular and closed—
the bakery may have produced two different types of 
bread. Once the data from the analysis of the ceramic 
material has been integrated with the excavation data 
we will be able to test this hypothesis.

Room K 
This room is bordered by four mudbrick walls (fig. 
1.18). To the north is wall [26,986], to the west is wall 
[23,628/28,175], to the south is wall [27,417], and to 
the east is wall [27,402]. The northern wall of Room 
K is poorly preserved, truncated by a later pit. The 
walls form a rectangular space 2.40 m east-west by 
4.20 m north-south. There is a limestone block and 
a lump of granite, [27,413], in the middle of the room 
abutting the western wall. These stones may be the 
remnants of a partition that divided the room into 
roughly square spaces. The room had been badly 
damaged by robbing that occurred after the occupa-
tion of the bakery (see Phase 6). 

The southern part of Room K, adjacent to the 
southern wall, showed some evidence of activity; 
a shallow ceramic vessel emplacement, [27,419], in 
the southeastern corner of the room adjacent to the 
door through to Room G, and some light burning 
and ash in a pit abutting the southern wall, possi-
bly associated with another small vessel. We found 
a pivot socket, [27,418], 24 cm long, set into the floor 
on the south side of the southeastern entrance, indi-
cating that a swinging, possibly wooden, door once 
shut the room (GOP3: 76). The room did not have any 
“dirty” spaces and did not contain activity-specific 
features that might have been indicative of the room’s 
function. 

Phase 6: Post-Occupation of the AA Bakery
Stratigraphically, we can divide the phases of aban-
donment into three sequential subphases: the activity 

that took place upon the abandonment of the struc-
ture, such as dumping and littering of the building 
predating the collapse or demolition of the structure 
(Phase 6a), the physical degradation and destruction 
of the structure, represented by mudbrick tumble 
(Phase 6b), and finally, the taphonomic process 
(Phase 6c), either natural or anthropogenic, includ-
ing ancient or modern robbing cuts, later burial cuts, 
and natural erosion. 

Small, localized events, such as dump layers 
indicated the first stage of the process (Phase 6a). 
This phase is clearly represented inside the baking 
and preparation rooms (Rooms I and J). Here the 
team excavated a large assemblage of nineteen bread 
molds and a large amount of pottery sherds sup-
ported by and mixed in with a pure gray ash layer. 
These objects were resting on the uppermost surfaces 
inside Rooms I and J, leading us to hypothesize that 
the work inside these two rooms might have suddenly 
stopped and that these vessels had been left because 
they were not valuable and/or easy to replace. Lehner 
has noted similar phenomena elsewhere (AERAGRAM 
2002: 13). The team also found two complete bread 
molds sitting on the floor of Corridor Q in front of 
the limestone threshold to Room F. These also seem 
to have been left behind by the occupants.

The second phase of abandonment (Phase 6b) 
was evident as mudbrick tumble, possibly from the 
collapse of the upper part of the walls. It should be 
noted that the team found no examples of sheet col-
lapse or collapsed roofing material. A homogenous 
deposit, comprised of small fragments of mudbrick, 
superseded the large-scale tumble and probably 
represents a gradual deceleration of the destruc-
tion process. During this phase there is evidence 
of dumping, as these deposits contained significant 
amounts of cultural material.

The primary tumble deposit that spread 
throughout Room K was a 20 cm-thick band of loose 
sandy silt debris, containing obvious fragments 
of mudbrick and a significant quantity of cultural 
debris (especially ceramic sherds, animal bone, and 
charcoal). This deposit was largely spread through-
out the southern part of the room. This was sealed 
by the first band of true structural tumble in Room 
J. Despite being dominated by whole mudbricks, this 
tumble was still completely supported by loose, dark-
gray, ashy silt. This was presumably residual material. 
The sequence of tumble supported by ash continued 
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within Room J to a depth of up to 60 cm thick at c. 
17.76 m asl (maximum).

Room I was also filled with dark ash to a height of 
17.70 m asl and a depth of 60 cm. This ash was strati-
graphically later than or interspersed with non-ashy 
tumble deposits in adjacent rooms, suggesting that 
the ash was laid at the same time as the structural 
degradation of the rooms. Then the room was filled 
with mudbrick tumble to a height of 17.77 m asl, which 
extended east to seal Room J as well. Finally, the room 
was sealed by cemented mudbrick tumble. 

The other rooms of the bakery followed a pattern 
similar to the one seen in Room K. Rooms G and H 
were filled with three or four dense sandy silt mud-
brick tumble deposits. These sealed several sandy, ashy 
deposits. Both of the two rooms had tumble at the base 
of the sequence, sealing the latest occupation deposits. 

Concerning the two northern rooms, Rooms E 
and F, a very thin dark ash layer sealed the floor inside 
Room F. This had been sealed by a silt tumble that 
filled the whole room and spread outside into the adja-
cent corridor. Then Room E was filled with a massive 
silty layer that brought the fill of the room to a height 
of 16.81 m asl. As for Room E, much of the earlier aban-
donment layers are unexcavated. The room was sealed 
to the south with mudbrick tumble mixed with gray-
brown ash. The southern part of the room was sealed 
with cemented sandy silt. 

Finally, the last phase within the area is the tapho-
nomic process that affected the AA Zone following the 
degradation of the main structures. The activities that 
took place during this phase were mainly natural and 
anthropogenic processes/events, such as robbing or 
later truncation, and natural erosion. 

The instances of robbing across the AA Zone fall 
into two categories: pitting and wall-robbing. All the 
robbing events involved the mudbrick of the bakery 
unit. Two large pits truncated the room fills in Rooms 
E, F, and K. We were unable to establish when these 
robbing events took place. Finally, the area was cov-
ered in a laminated layer of sterile light yellow-brown 
sand, which was almost certainly of aeolian origin.

AA Bakery: Analytical and Comparative 
Study
The main goal of this section is to define the function 
of the AA Bakery. We ask, did this bakery produce 
bread that provisioned the HeG settlement and 
possibly beyond, did it produce bread for a single 

household, or did it perform some other role? While 
addressing these questions we considered whether the 
AA Bakery conforms to the other types of HeG baker-
ies (Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, 
this volume). 

A Third Type of Bakery
Although the AA Bakery is located within the Western 
Town, which we have hypothesized is largely domes-
tic in character (Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction 
to Chapter 1, this volume), it is adjacent to two build-
ings with unclear functions, the so-called Pedestal 
Building and the Northern Structure. Neither is clearly 
domestic, nor are they clearly industrial. The Northern 
Structure may be a brewery (see below). To the south, 
the Pedestal Building can be accessed from the 
Northern Structure (fig. 1.16). The Pedestal Building is 
a structure dedicated to the enigmatic pedestals (Abd 
el-Aziz, Chapter 2, this volume), the function of which 
is unclear. Lehner suggests that they provided some 
sort of specialized storage and perhaps were related 
to the activities of the Northern Structure (GOP3: 69). 
The context of the AA Bakery therefore suggests that it 
does not fall neatly within our industrial or domestic 
bakery types, but may represent a separate, third type 
of bakery. This is also inferred by the types of seal-
ings that were recovered from Area AA (the Pedestal 
Building, AA Bakery, and the Northern Structure). 
The sealings team has been able to reconstruct at least 
sixteen separate cylinder seals in use here. Five of 
these belonged to officials who were connected with 
the Royal Funerary Workshop of Menkaure (AERA 
2011: 22). Eight of these belonged to royal purification 
priests who served the royal mortuary cults of Khafre 
and Menkaure (AERA 2011: 22).

Faunal Material
Here we ask what class of people the AA Bakery may 
have served. Rasha Abd el-Mageed, in her study of 
faunal remains from the site, concludes that the AA 
Bakery was used by “high-status individuals” (Abd 
el-Mageed, Chapter 5, this volume). She found that 
mammals were the dominant meat source and that 
young cattle—veal, more specifically—were the domi-
nant mammal. These were the most desirable and 
costly meat sources. She also found that the fish sample 
supported this trend, reflecting wealth and status. The 
sample also suggests, based on a preponderance of male 
sheep-goat and young cattle, that the garbage in the AA 
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Bakery had been left by people who had been provi-
sioned (Abd el-Mageed, Chapter 5, this volume). 

Bread and Beer Production
The AA Bakery consists of a number of rooms, which 
were probably used for bread production or for another 
purpose. We thought that the AA Bakery, together with 
the Northern Structure and the Pedestal Building, may 
have formed a large complex. The AA Bakery may have 
been focused on bread-making, while the Northern 
Structure and the Pedestal Building were connected 
with beer production. 

AERA archaeobotanist Mary Anne Murray stud-
ied plant remains from the AA Bakery. According to 
Murray there is a high proportion of barley to emmer 
wheat compared with other areas of the town and most 
of the barley chaff in Area AA was recovered from the 
bakery (AERA 2011: 23). Barley chaff is a byproduct of 
beer brewing. However it is also used as fuel and the 
bakery also produced more acacia wood (the most 
common fuel) than the eastern area of the site (AERA 
2011: 23). 

Lehner thought that during the malting process 
the grain would be laid out on the floors of two rooms 
located inside the Northern Structure. The Northern 
Structure contains a room with two circular ovens (the 
Oven Room), a room with four bins (the Bin Room), 
and a long room with a narrow bench (the Long Room) 
(fig 1.16). Lehner hypothesizes that the Long Room and 
the bins had been used as “malting floors” for the pro-
duction of beer (GOP3: 73). 

The northernmost boundary wall of Room E, [543], 
in the AA Bakery was not well-defined. It also formed 
the southern boundary of the two rooms located at the 
very south of the Northern Structure. A robber’s cut 
had removed most of this wall, so much so that it is 
impossible to say whether there had originally been an 
access here that would have linked the AA Bakery and 
the Northern Structure (Taylor 2009b: 28). An access 
through this wall would suggest that the Northern 
Structure, the AA Bakery, and the Pedestal Building all 
had a functional connection.

From all of this, one can suggest that the two pro-
cesses of brewing and baking may require two adjacent 
buildings to supply some of the inhabitants of the 
Western Town, perhaps including those associated with 
a royal mortuary cult, with bread and beer. 

Malting and Brewing
On the other hand, the AA Bakery might have initially 
been built for another purpose, such as malting and 
brewing. This hypothesis was suggested by Lehner, 
who thinks that the occupants steeped the barley in 
the vat located in the basin room, then scooped it out 
and spread the barley across the bin floor. Also, he sug-
gested that they might have placed malt into the trays 
(that were found in the AA Bakery) for curing in ovens 
or malting kilns (Lehner 2009a: 201, 206).

Is the AA Bakery a House Unit?
Another hypothesis that might help us understand the 
nature of the AA Bakery is whether or not the bakery is a 
house divided into two areas. The first area contains the 
clean rooms that acted as living rooms for the residents 
of the house. The second area may have been service 
rooms. Rooms I and J were easily accessible from out-
side of the complex (without having to go through the 
other rooms), with the baking room, Room I, at the 
heart of the bakery, accessible only from the southern 
door in the western wall of Room J. This presumably 
allowed raw materials into—and finished product out 
of—the bakery without disrupting other activities in 
the building. The clean rooms (Rooms K and G) were 
accessed by a separate doorway from the northern, 
cleaner half of Room J. This would promote a level of 
cleanliness and organization in these rooms, which in 
turn supports the idea that they may have been domes-
tic or storage spaces. The latter hypothesis is supported 
by the fact that Room G would have been very secure, 
being the part of the complex farthest away from the 
only entrance (in Room J). These rooms spiral around 
the central baking room, which meant they would 
all have benefitted from the heat given off during the 
baking process, keeping domestic quarters warm and 
storerooms dry. The existence of an entrance to Room K 
and the clean rooms suggests they were separated from 
the other rooms to prevent the flow of smoke resulting 
from baking and cooking activities. 

Although there was no evidence of a sleeping plat-
form, a feature that we often use as a primary indicator 
of a “house,” sleeping quarters could have been located 
on a second story or roof (although we did not find 
a staircase or other means of accessing the roof), or 
actual beds could have been used. To the southeast 
of the AA Bakery, there is a second house unit, SFW 
House Unit 3 (frontispiece 2). This structure does not 
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have a sleeping platform, but based on its location, 
spatial configuration, and sets of features, AERA teams 
refer to it as a house unit (GOP2: 74–75). 

There are elements of the AA Bakery that are 
remarkably similar to the bakery at the eastern end 
of SFW House Unit 1, particularly the mixing/prepara-
tion room and the baking room (figs. 1.3, 1.13, 1.14). 
Both contain a bordered basin with a circular depres-
sion at the base and a hearth in the space to the south. 
As such, in terms of organization of spaces and types 
of features within spaces, the AA Bakery has more 
in common with the SFW House Unit 1 bakery than 
the more industrial style bakeries found elsewhere 
on the HeG site (Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction 
to Chapter 1, this volume; Eissa et al., Chapter 1, this 
volume).

Other Similar Bakeries 
We looked at other Egyptian sites for comparable 
bakeries. Below we present an account—by no means 
exhaustive—of similar Egyptian bakeries. Also very 
similar to the AA bakery are a series of bakeries exca-
vated in ᾿Ayn Asil in the Dakhla Oasis (fig. 1.28), 
within the settlement related to the Old Kingdom 
Governor’s palace. These bakeries include basin rooms 
(Soukiassian 1997: 16–17; Soukiassian et al. 2002: 289–
302) very similar to the basin room in the AA Bakery. 
The northern two-thirds of the Governor’s Palace was 
occupied by large residential rooms, bordered by ser-
vice rooms, bakeries, and servants’ rooms (Soukiassian 
1997: 16–17). These bakeries included typical character-
istics of a bakery, such as a bin with a pot emplacement 
and hearth. A large number of bread molds associated 
with an accumulation of ash were also found. The basin 
measured 2.00 m by 2.00 m. A pot, 40 cm in diameter 
and 25 cm deep was set in the ground in the center 
of the basin (Soukiassian, Wuttmann, and Pantalacci 
2002: 101–105, 108, 199–208, figs. 87, 173, 175, 177–179).

Another sequence of bakeries were identified in 
the ’Ayn Asil site dated to the First Intermediate Period 
inside the central area, Room 26, which measured 
9.75 m north-south by 3.00 m east-west. It contained 
a typical installation of bakeries, with a fixed pot 
emplacement and places for querns, bordered by a 
small curb and hearths along the eastern wall. Room 
27 contained a hearth, clay floor, and a square space 
bordered by one line of mudbrick and a central room 
(23), with two cooking rooms on two sides. Within the 
northern area, Room 22 was square and may have been 

partly roofed. There was a large hearth in the northeast 
corner. There is no access between it and Rooms 23, 24, 
and 25 to the east. Inside Rooms 24 and 25 the excava-
tors found small low compartments used as bins and 
a circular hearth 40 cm diameter. These spaces were 
not interpreted as storage but rather as a domestic area 
(Marchand and Soukiassian 2010: 60, 90–91; figs. 3, 61, 
79, 82–83, and 120–121).

Two other examples of bakeries from the Old 
Kingdom include one excavated in the area of Khafre’s 
diorite quarry settlement in Gebel el-Asr. The rough, 
low-walled oval structure contained several typical Old 
Kingdom bread molds with large amounts of ash, indi-
cating the baking of bead (Shaw 2003: 452). The second 
example was discovered by Abd el-Aziz Saleh within 
the third pyramid settlement of Menkaure at Giza. 
He found two kinds of ovens differing in shape, some 
being circular in form and others octagonal. They had 
been built of unbaked mudbricks stacked vertically. He 
found twelve circular ovens similar in type and size, 
measuring about 105 cm in diameter on the outside, 60 
cm internally (Saleh 1974: 135–136). These cylindrical- 
or barrel-shaped ovens are very similar to those still 
in use in the modern Egyptian countryside. The ovens 
measure 1.50 m long by 1.30–1.56 m wide by 1.10–1.27 
m high, with an outer diameter measuring between 
1.04–1.14 m (Saleh 1974: 135–136).

At Amarna, Kemp also found a rectangular space 
containing two different types of oven to the east of 
Chapel 556: a circular one, 29 cm in diameter with a 
small circular hole, and a rectangular-shaped box 
oven, 66 cm by 75 cm, with a narrow step or ledge 
at the east end (Kemp 1987: 73–74, 76). We believe 
that the presence of two types of hearths with differ-
ent designs might correspond to different shapes of 
bread being produced inside the AA Bakery, an idea 
further supported by el-Mahdy, who thought that the 
different shapes of the hearths corresponded to the dif-
ferent types of bread (el-Mahdy 2009: 176–177). The AA 
Bakery contained two hearths located in two separate 
rooms, I and J. How these related chronologically to 
one another was not completely clear. It was possible 
that the Room I oven was the first to be laid, since it 
was founded on the primary floor surface of the room. 
It was certainly the first to fall out of use. It seems likely 
that it fell out of use as the room filled up with ash and 
the hearth in Room J—which appeared to be a later 
addition to the room—may have replaced it. 
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Conclusion 
The AA Bakery is one of a number of bakeries that AERA 
teams have excavated at the HeG site (see Mahmoud 
and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, this volume). 
Elsewhere on site there seem to be two distinct types of 
bakeries. The first of these is an industrial governmen-
tal type, which is generally found to the east and west 
of the Galleries. They are single, sometimes double, 
room structures that are built next to one another, and 
unattached to houses. Judging from the extreme build-
up of baking waste (broken bread molds, etc.) nearby 
these facilities, these bakeries seem to have been pro-
ducing vast quantities of bread (see Eissa et al., Chapter 
1, this volume). The second type is a more domestic 
type of bakery. These bakeries occur within houses or 
in the living quarters at the back ends of the gallery 
units. One of these bakeries, SFW House Unit 1, bears a 
striking resemblance to the AA Bakery. Both share fea-
tures that are uncharacteristic of the other bakeries at 
HeG, namely the curbed basin with a circular pit at its 
centre. The types of features in the AA Bakery and in 
the SFW House Unit bakery has led team members to 
hypothesize that not only bread baking was done there 

but also malting and brewing (Lehner 2009a: 201, 206; 
Lehner 2011c: 133).

The baking (and perhaps brewing) areas (Rooms 
I and J) of the AA Bakery occupy a small area of the 
total building. If baking and possibly brewing was 
occurring in Rooms I and J, what was happening in 
Rooms E, F, H, and K? Were these living quarters? Were 
they administrative quarters? Furthermore, could 
the AA Bakery be a functioning part of a much larger 
ensemble that included the Pedestal Building and the 
Northern Structure? Together could these have func-
tioned as a Royal Funerary Workshop as the sealings 
seem to suggest (AERA 2011: 22)? Once the material 
culture has been integrated with the excavation data 
we hope to answer these questions and develop a fuller 
understanding of the purpose and inhabitants of the 
AA Bakery.  
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The 2006 AERA Advanced Field School included 
an excavation module aimed at training selected 
Ministry of State for Antiquities Inspectors in archae-
ological field techniques and methods of recording. 
The students were divided into three groups that 
excavated in three different areas. One of these areas 
was “EOG-FS,” the East of the Galleries Field School 
Transect (later known as EOG-D). The transect was 
excavated by Ahmed el-Laithy and Rabee Eissa, both 
of whom graduated from the 2005 AERA Beginners 
Field School, and then excavated under the supervi-
sion of Mike House in 2006. 

Area “EOG” is used by AERA team members to 
describe the entire area east of the galleries. The area 
measures about 40 m from east to west and 75 m from 
north to south (Stevens, House, and Driaux 2007: 1) 
(figs. 1.3, 1.8). To the north this area is enclosed by 
Main Street, one of three east-west oriented streets, 
each about 5.20 m (10 cubits) wide and 160 m long, 
that divide and access a series of four north-south 
blocks that contain a series of individual rectilin-
ear structures we call galleries (Abd el-Aziz 2007b: 
193–234; Lehner 2007a: 35–36, 40). The western limit 
of EOG is bounded by Gallery Sets III and IV. These 
galleries have been interpreted as barracks with pri-
vate housing at the rear (Abd el-Aziz 2007b: 221–228; 
Lehner 2007a: 43–44). The eastern boundary of the 
EOG is the Eastern Town (fig. 1.3), a network of small 
houses with narrow rooms and courts; the town itself 
extends eastwards under the modern village of Nazlet 
es-Samman (Lehner 2007a: 42). Finally, the southern 
limit of the large area of EOG is bounded by the main 
Enclosure Wall to the south, which turns around the 
northern end of the Royal Administrative Building 
(RAB), a large enclosure containing silos. 

Area EOG-D, a sub-unit of EOG, stretches across 
Squares 4.G22, H22, and I22, and measures approxi-
mately 11.50 m long (north-south) and 1.80 m wide 
(east-west) at the southern end and 1.33 m wide at the 
northern end (fig. 1.8). Its northern end is truncated 
by a large backhoe cut (the Biggest Backhoe Trench 2 

or BBHT2). Area EOG-D is bounded by what might be 
a faience workshop to the southwest. The blue glazed 
material discovered in this area may be archeologi-
cal evidence of one of the oldest faience workshop or 
production areas so far identified in Egypt (GOP3: 58), 
recalling that the faience kilns excavated in Abydos 
may date as early as the mid-Old Kingdom (Nicholson 
and Shaw 2000: 180–181). The Field School trench’s 
western boundary was formed by three north-south 
rectangular limestone buildings that may also be bak-
eries—from west to east these are Enclosures A, B, and 
C (fig. 1.8). Parts of these buildings were also excavated 
in 2006. The area to the east of the EOG-D Bakery is 
unexcavated. 

Prior to our excavation of EOG-D our knowledge 
of Area EOG was limited to excavations around and 
within another backhoe trench (Area BHT) (fig. 1.8). 
To the southwest of this cut AERA teams had already 
excavated the A7d and A7e Bakeries in 1991 (fig. 1.3), 
and teams had mapped large areas densely packed 
with broken bread molds to the east and south. Area 
EOG appeared to be some sort of production and 
discard area featuring a sequence of different indus-
trial facilities that included pedestals, bakeries, and a 
faience workshop (Stevens, House, and Driaux 2007: 
105–116). 

In order to build a fuller understanding of this 
production zone, our excavations in Area EOG-D 
firstly aimed to ascertain whether or not the build-
ings to the north of BHT were bakeries. Based on their 
rectangular shape, the black ash filling the rooms, the 
concentration of bread molds visible on the surface 
and around the building, and the fact that these fea-
tures were typical of bakeries found elsewhere on site, 
Lehner suspected that these buildings were bakeries 
(GOP3: 44–47). By the end of the 2006 season the Field 
School team had ascertained that the building in the 
EOG-D trench was, in fact, a bakery. Additionally to the 
west, Dan Hounsell excavated Enclosures A and B (figs. 
1.8, 1.9). In these, he found large circular depressions 
that may have held large vats in which dough could 
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have been mixed (Hounsell 2006: 25). Previously, in 
Bakeries A7d and A7e, AERA teams found several vats 
preserved in situ set within the floor and at least one 
vat-sized circular depression where the vat had been 
removed (see Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to 
Chapter 1, this volume; figs. 1.4, 1.5).

The second aim of the excavation in EOG-D was to 
connect the stratigraphic sequences that AERA teams 
had previously recorded within the sections of the two 
irregular backhoe trenches, BHT and BBHT2 (fig. 1.8). 
This would enable us to create a better understanding 
of chronological developments within this area of the 
HeG site. 

Finally, the excavation of the EOG-D transect 
aimed to establish whether the pottery dump located 
at the southern end of the bakery was part of the same 
sequence of dumps that extend across the whole EOG 
area. This pottery dump was one thick layer, approxi-
mately 70 cm thick within the limits of the EOG-D 
trench. In addition, we wanted to ascertain the strati-
graphic relationship between this pottery deposit and 
the bakery construction itself: which is earlier and 
which is later? Was this concentration of pottery waste 
from the baking process? Or had it been used as a lev-
eling and foundation material under the walls of the 
bakery?

Limit of Excavation and Sampling Procedure
AERA’s methods of excavation and post-excavation 
procedures have been presented elsewhere (see pref-
ace, this volume). During excavation we took bulk 
environmental samples for flotation, generally 15–20 
liters. We dry-sieved deposits that contained sig-
nificant amounts of cultural material (handpicking, 
sorting, and bagging the cultural material) and sent 
the residue to be wet-sieved. Once wet-sieved, any 
remaining material was hand-picked by team mem-
bers, then sorted and bagged for analysis. 

Prior to the 2006 season AERA teams had 
removed the overburden from Area EOG and planned 
the uppermost, visible archaeological features. It was 
clear at this time that the external walls of EOG-D 
were constructed of roughly-hewn limestone blocks 
and that the building’s footprint consisted of two 
north-south orientated rooms with different dimen-
sions, but a total size of 12 m long by 2.70 m wide (fig. 
1.8). Within this, Room 1 measures approximately 
2.72 m wide east-west by more than 7 m long north-
south, while Room 2 measures approximately 2.81 m 

east-west by 1.90 m north-south. However, the 2006 
season team excavated only the western half of the 
bakery creating a north-south orientated transect 
measuring approximately 1.35 m east-west and 11.50 m 
north-south. This was done so that we could provide a 
cross-section through the bakery. The elevation of the 
top of the bakery walls averaged 17.15 m above sea level 
(asl). We excavated to and stopped at the uppermost 
floors within the building, 16.71 m asl in Room 2 and 
16.70 m asl in Room 1. 

Description of the EOG-D Bakery 
The excavation in this transect showed that the EOG-D 
Bakery had been remodeled at least once by the resi-
dents. The first picture of the bakery is one that consists 
of only one rectangular room measuring about 2.75 m 
wide and approximately 4.10 m long north-south (fig. 
1.29). After a period of time and for unknown reasons 
(possibly to increase the production of bread for the 
workers), the authorities decided to extend the bak-
ery and restructure the EOG-D building to consist of 
two rooms (figs. 1.30, 1.31). The longer, northern room 
(Room 1) appears to have been where the baking was 
done, while the dough was prepared in the southern 
room (Room 2). We based this interpretation on the 
types of features that we discovered in each room. 

In Room 2 the team exposed the remains of 
two marl brick, bin-type installations and an in situ 
ceramic vat (fig. 1.32). Based on the stratigraphy we 
dated the two bins to two different occupation phases 
during the use of the bakery itself. The second (latest) 
bin is located in the southwest corner of the room. It 
is square, bounded by marl brick, and encloses a space 
approximately 90 cm east-west by 80 cm north-south. 
The bin survives to a height of 11 cm. The latest bin 
was filled with a concentration of broken bread mold 
pottery sherds, a deposit that leads us to hypothesize 
that the bin was used for collecting waste and broken 
pots during the preparation and baking process. The 
complete design and real dimensions of the earliest 
bin is not known because it is not fully exposed and it 
extends under the unexcavated half of the bakery. The 
function of Room 2 as a place for preparing and mix-
ing dough is supported by the discovery of the remains 
of a complete in situ ceramic vessel that is classified by 
the project ceramicists as a CD25 vat—a large and deep 
vat bearing a flat base (Wodzińska 2007b: 303)—in 
what appears to be a cut. The cut is 36 cm deep and 
has an approximate diameter of 40 cm. We believe the 
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Figure 1.29.  Plan showing the EOG-D limit of excavation, Phases I and II. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, 
and Hassan Ramadan.
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Figure 1.30.  Plan showing Phases I, III and IVa. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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Figure 1.31.  Post-excavation photograph of 
the EOG-D Bakery, facing north. Photo by 
Rabee Eissa.

Figure 1.32.  Marl brick bin (walls [26,381] and [26,376]) and ceramic vat [26,372] of Phase IVa, facing east. Photo 
by Rabee Eissa.
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inhabitants used this vat for mixing dough for bak-
ing. This suggestion is based on the same assemblage 
of features that we see elsewhere in bakeries on site, 
such as the A7d and A7e Bakeries (see Mahmoud and 
Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, this volume; fig. 1.5), 
in addition to the bread production process portrayed 
in Old Kingdom tomb scenes, which show the mixing 
of dough in this kind of vat prior to baking (fig. 1.1). 

The function of Room 1 as a baking area is sup-
ported by the presence of three archaeological features 
that are typical of other HeG bakeries: a trough with 
small circular depressions at the base, a hearth or 
oven, and scorched floors. We exposed in the north-
ern room a shallow rectangular trough or cut, 5.28 m 
long by 90 cm wide, along the western wall containing 
fourteen rounded, shallow depressions with diameters 
ranging between 10–16 cm (fig. 1.33). We hypothesize 
that the long trough was a baking pit. We interpret the 
shallow, rounded depressions as emplacements for 
bread molds which would have been filled with dough 
(having been prepared in Room 2 in the big ceramic 
mixing vats). Secondly, we found the remains of a 
hearth, two reddish burnt limestone blocks—unfor-
tunately truncated by the backhoe that dug trench 

BBHT2—in the northwest corner of the room. Thirdly, 
we found scorching on the floor of Room 1. Based on 
Old Kingdom tomb scenes at Saqqara (for example, 
fig. 1.1) and Giza, we can say that the baking process 
included pouring the dough in hot bread molds set 
in sockets in shallow troughs in the floors of the bak-
ing room. These were then surrounded by hot embers 
(Faltings 1998: 92), possibly taken from hearths con-
structed in the corners of the baking rooms. 

The access connecting the two rooms of the 
EOG-D Bakery contains an east-west marl brick wall 
that consists of only one row of bricks, surviving 
approximately 30 cm high. Its function appears to be 
preventing the ash—accumulated from the baking 
process in Room 1—from seeping into Room 2. 

Temporal Development of EOG-D Bakery
The excavations and the sections in the BHT trenches 
(fig. 1.8) allowed us to trace some aspects of the tem-
poral development of the area: from the pre-bakery 
construction, perhaps relating to a period when the 
area was used for the production of faience, through 
the construction of the bakery, its first use, an extension 
of the bakery’s ground plan, the bakery’s continued 

Figure 1.33.  Post-excavation photograph of the EOG-D Bakery, facing south. Photo by Rabee Eissa.
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use, and finally through to its demolition and/or col-
lapse (table 1.3). The development of the complete area 
and surrounding areas are described in the excavation 
preliminary reports of each sub-area within the larger 
EOG zone (Hounsell 2006; Stevens, House, and Driaux 
2007). These reports are known in the project’s archive 
system as Data Structure Reports (DSRs). Table 1.3 lists 
the EOG-D Bakery phases. This is a simplified version 
of the phase structure outlined in the EOG-D Bakery 
DSR (Eissa and el-Laithy 2006: 1–15). 

Construction of the Bakery (Phase I)
This phase represents the earliest EOG-D Bakery con-
struction, before the later extension and remolding. 
Within the limits of our excavation, the phase is char-
acterized by two roughly hewn fieldstone walls (fig. 
1.29). The eastern wall of the bakery probably also 
belongs to this phase but since it lies outside of our 
excavation area we were unable to tie it into our strati-
graphic sequence. The east–west wall [26,385] forms 
the southern boundary of the bakery. This wall mea-
sures approximately 70 cm wide by 65 cm high at 17.15 
m asl, and runs only 1.40 m to the eastern end of the 
transect, where it continues beyond the limit of exca-
vation. The second wall [26,386] abuts the southern 
one, at its western end, to form the western line of our 
bakery. It runs, from south to north, about 4.95 m (8.5 
cubits) long and about 53 cm wide. About one meter 
of the northernmost wall [26,386] was bonded to and 
ran under the limestone wall [26,388] at the meeting 
point between the two major construction phases of 
the bakery, Phases I and III (fig. 1.30). It should be 
noted that the two western walls (of the two phases) 

also acted as the eastern boundary of Enclosure C to 
the west. This possible bakery was excavated by Dan 
Hounsell in the 2006 season (Hounsell 2006: 34; fig. 
1.8 here). The eastern limit of Enclosure D (our EOG-D 
building) has not been fully exposed yet; however it is 
visible in plan, and we know the eastern wall is con-
structed from the same local limestone as the western 
and southern walls. We hypothesize that the eastern 
wall was also built in Phase 1.

By the end of the season the team had ascertained 
that our bakery walls had been constructed on the top 
of a deposit often described as the “pink stuff ” (GOP3: 
52). This deposit occupies a wide area in the EOG zone 
and represents a massive dump of pinkish soft waste 
from pyrotechnic activity. This deposit had been the 
subject of considerable debate prior to our EOG-D 
excavation. After many examinations and analyses 
the team hypothesizes that this material is waste from 
faience production workshops (GOP3: 52). 

Earliest Use of the Bakery (Phases IIa and IIb)
These two phases represent the first occupational 
remains of the bakery, before the re-planning and 
extension of Phase IV (table 1.3). They include only 
two features, each one in a separate phase, which are 
discussed below. 

The Earliest Installation of the Bakery (Phase 
IIa)

This phase represents the construction of a thin, one-
row marl brick wall [26,377] at the southern end of the 
bakery, which we exposed by the end of the season 
(fig. 1.29). The wall runs from south to north and is 

Phase Number Description Remains

Phase I Earliest bakery construction External limestone walls 

Phase IIa Earliest use of the bakery (earlier installation) Marl brick wall 

Phase IIb Earliest use of the bakery (occupational 
deposit) 

Ash deposit 

Phase III Re-planning of the bakery and construction 
of bakery extension

Two limestone walls

Phase IVa Second use of the bakery (latest installations) Marl brick bin, ceramic vat, pot emplacements, 
posthole, and hearth’s remains 

Phase IVb Second use of the bakery (occupational 
deposits)

Firing remains (ash-rich) and pottery-rich 
deposits

Phase V Disuse of the bakery Pottery-rich deposits

Phase VI Aeolian sands Sand and modern pits

Table 1.3.  EOG-D Bakery Phasing.
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approximately 1.84 m long. It survived to a height of 9 
cm at the eastern end of the trench. Its real dimensions 
are not known because it is still not fully exposed. 
We think that wall [26,377] is the oldest structure 
exposed within the bakery, because its southwest-
ern half underlies the later marl brick bin and is also 
truncated by a later pottery emplacement [26,373] that 
dates to the second use of the bakery (Phase IVa). The 
location, building materials, and the dimensions—
especially the width of wall [26,377]—suggest that it 
is the remains of an earlier bin, related to an earlier 
occupation phase within the bakery. 

The team did not find any deposits separating 
the two marl brick bins, and the later bin of Phase IVa 
was constructed directly on the top of the southern 
end of wall [26,377]. This could mean that the people 
cleaned the room before the construction of the new 
bin of Phase IVa on the compact ground. There seems 
to have been no abandonment period between earlier 
use of the bakery and the remodeling. 

The Earliest Use of the Bakery, Occupation 
Deposit (Phase IIb)

This phase is characterized by one dense, pure ash 
deposit, [26,368]. This ashy layer had been exposed 
under the Phase III extension, fieldstone wall [26,388], 
and was 11 cm thick. The ash deposit was contaminated 
with the concentration of another ash deposit [26,364] 
that filled Room 1 and stuck to the eastern face of 
wall [26,388] in the second occupation phase of the 
bakery. We believe that ash [26,368] dates to an occu-
pation phase before the bakery had been remodeled 
in Phase III. We think that the ash had been removed 
from inside the old bakery and was then used as a 
foundation layer under the limestone wall [26,388]. In 
general, the idea of using the debris, especially material 
extracted from occupation and/or demolition depos-
its as foundations for new walls or as makeup layers 
for new floors was very common in ancient Egyptian 
construction (Soukiassian, Wuttman, and Pantalacci 
2002: 281–283, Dreyer et al. 2002). The method of let-
ting occupation deposits accumulate and then using 
them as foundation material was used in both the 
A7e and A7d Bakeries, where the bakers left the ash 
to accumulate through the bakery over time and then 
used it as make-up for a sequence of floors (Stevens, 
House, and Driaux 2007: 29–37). 

The Bakery Extension (Phase III)
The remodeling of the bakery’s plan is the main event 
of this phase, shown through the construction of the 
latest two roughly-hewn fieldstone walls (fig. 1.30). 
The first wall, [26,388], is orientated north-south, 
measures about 4.85 m long, survived to about 30 cm 
high, and is approximately 90 cm wide. This wall is 16 
cm wider than the underlying wall and had been con-
structed directly upon the ash of Phase IIb, while its 
southern end seemed to have been founded directly 
over the northern end of wall [23,686]. The north-
ern end of the wall had been truncated by backhoe 
cut BBHT2 and therefore we do not know the length 
of the original extension. The interface between walls 
[26,388] and [26,386] is unclear. Either wall [23,686] 
had been torn down to foundation level (the same 
level as the ash in Phase IIb) so that the bakery could 
be extended, or there was a period of abandonment 
wherein the walls of the bakery had been demolished 
or fallen down, prior to the extension of the bakery. 

After comparing all the bakeries exposed and 
excavated at the HeG site, we ascertained that the 
EOG-D extension made it the longest bakery known 
from the site. Also, it is the only bakery that we know 
was extended over time. We noticed an interesting 
point that relates to the possible real length of the 
EOG-D Bakery before the extension. This is the visible 
length of wall [26,386], which represents the oldest 
construction of the bakery in Phase I. It ran until its 
meeting point with wall [26,388], about 4.50 m. This 
means that the original length of the bakery was 
approximately 5 m, making it the same size as the A7e 
and A7d Bakeries before the extension (see Mahmoud 
and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, this volume). 

We have no archaeological evidence to explain 
the reasons for the extension. We believe that the EOG 
bakeries produced provisions for the occupants of the 
galleries, and that the bakery extension may have been 
done to increase bread production for provisioning 
the increasing population of people living or working 
here.  

The second limestone wall [26,387] projects from 
the oldest western boundary [26,386], approximately 
1.80 m to the north of the southern limit of the bakery. 
It runs east-west for a length of about 54 cm and is 70 
cm wide, forming what appears to be a doorjamb. This 
doorjamb divides the bakery into two rooms (Room 
1 and Room 2), creating a doorway between the two. 
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Based on the footprint of Enclosures A, B, and C 
(Hounsell 2006: 21), which lie to the west of EOG-D 
Bakery and have a similar layout (figs. 1.8, 1.9), we 
expect the entrance to be positioned at the northern 
end of the building (fig. 1.8). This would explain why 
we found no access into the EOG-D Bakery, because 
the northern end of the building had been removed by 
backhoe cut BBHT2.

The Bakery’s Second Use (Phases IVa and IVb)
A sequence of occupation features filled the two 
rooms of our bakery. Room 2 has a squared marl 
brick bin and one ceramic vat, while Room 1 contains 
a sequence of pot emplacements. In addition, all of 
these installations were sealed by a thick layer of very 
dark, soft ash in each room. We divided this phase 
into two sub-phases, which are discussed below.

Latest Installations (Phase IVa) 
In the southwestern corner of Room 2 we discovered 
a small squared bin that measures 90 cm east-west by 
80 cm north-south on the inside, and 1.05 m at the 
outside face of the bricks. This bin is enclosed by two 
thin marl brick walls, [26,375] and [26,376], which 
survive to 10–11 cm high (fig. 1.30). 

The floor of this bin and the whole of the south-
ern room had been coated by buff-colored desert marl 
clay [26,381], [26,379], and [26,380]. We exposed a 
concentration of bread mold pottery sherds filling the 
bin. This fill led us to consider two possible functions 
of the bin. Firstly, we suggest that it may have been a 
rubbish bin for collecting waste and broken pots dur-
ing the preparation and baking process. Secondly, it 
may have been for the storage of flour and grain, or 
for the storage of small pots filled with sourdough and 
salts. These pottery sherds could represent a demoli-
tion event. We support the first interpretation because 
the pottery remains were broken into small sherds. 
Approximately 10 cm to the east of our bin we exposed 
a ceramic vat [26,372], set in a cut in the ground, sur-
viving 36 cm high, with an approximate diameter 
of 40 cm. This vessel is classified as a CD25 bowl in 
Wodzińska’s HeG ceramic typology (Wodzińska 
2007b: 303). According to Wodzińska these vessels 
were handmade from Nile clay and covered with red 
slip. This vat type is well known from Old Kingdom 
tomb reliefs at Saqqara and Giza depicting bread pro-
duction (Faltings 1998: 92–96). These tomb reliefs 
suggest that the inhabitants used these vats for mixing 

dough for baking, perhaps the key to explaining the 
function of Room 2. The cut for the vat truncated 
north-south marl brick wall [26,377]. The vat is still in 
situ, visible in the eastern section (fig. 1.34).

A marl brick wall, [26,374], was built against 
the limestone doorjamb mentioned above. This marl 
brick wall consisted of only one row of bricks, 14 cm 
wide and survived to a height of approximately 30 cm. 
We exposed only about 84 cm of its length and the 
rest of it continues under the unexcavated half of the 
bakery. The real function of this thin wall may have 
been to prevent the ash—which accumulated from 
the baking process in the northern room—from going 
into Room 2.

Along the western side of Room 1, there is a 
shallow, rectangular channel or cut, [26,383], mea-
suring 5.28 m long by 90 cm wide. The base of this 
cut contained fourteen circular, shallow depressions 
that may have been emplacements for ceramic vessels 
(fig. 1.35) and these are a signature feature of bakeries 
elsewhere on site. These depressions are 10–16 cm in 
diameter, meaning they are smaller than the depres-
sions discovered in the A7d and A8 Bakeries (figs. 1.4, 
1.6). There the depressions had a diameter of between 
30–40 cm (figs. 1.4, 1.5) and were therefore more suit-
able to house bread molds than the EOG-D Bakery 
depressions. Also the EOG Bakery depressions are not 
aligned in straight lines as they were with the A7e, A7d, 
and A8 Bakeries’ bread mold troughs (see Mahmoud 
and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, this volume). It is 
difficult to ascertain the real function of our bakery’s 
depressions, but the differences in the dimensions and 
design of the EOG bakery have led us to consider dif-
ferent hypotheses.

The first one is the least likely to be true, that 
they could have been used for grinding emmer wheat 
to make flour. In particular, in some ancient milling 
places excavators have found small rounded depres-
sions filled with stone fragments, covered with a layer 
of clay, such as what was discovered in the Predynastic 
site of Merimde Beni Salama (el-Mahdy 2009: 166). 
Our depressions are not big enough for this kind of 
use, but these troughs may have been eroded or modi-
fied over time. Further grinding querns in the Old 
Kingdom seem to have been placed in rows directly on 
the floor such as those found at ‘Ayn Asil (Soukiassian, 
Wuttman, and Pantalacci 2002). Another hypothesis 
is that these depressions accommodated F2B bread 
molds, the medium-sized bread mold that is common 
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to the HeG site. The rim diameter of this vessel is 
between 18–20 cm. Its height is 18–19 cm, and its 
weight around 3 to 3.5 kg (Wodzińska 2007b: 306), 
meaning the depressions are the right size to hold F2B 
bread molds. By the end of the season we discovered 
the remains of a damaged depression ([26,371]) for a 
vat emplacement. This depression occupied the north-
west corner of the northern room; its northern extent 
had been truncated by the backhoe trench.

We exposed two reddish burnt limestone blocks 
in the northern room, measuring about 42 cm by 44 
cm. These two blocks may be the remains of a hearth, 
[32,504] (fig. 1.30). The same was found in the A7d 
and A7e Bakeries, however, there they were complete 
hearths in the southeast corner of each bakery. The 
remains of this partially missing hearth supports our 
hypothesis that the real location of the bakery entrance 
was in the northeastern corner of the northern room, 
which would mean that it was in the opposite corner 

from the northwest hearth and far away from the 
firing and baking, which would have been focused 
around and within the rectangular cut ([26,383]) along 
the western half of the room. All of the installations 
mentioned above, the big ceramic vats and the long 
rectangular cut with its circular depressions, indicate 
that the baking process in this bakery was the same 
for all the EOG bakeries (A7d and A7e) because they 
shared the same design and had the same kinds of 
installations. 

About 1.50 m to the south of hearth [32,504] 
mentioned above, we discovered a rounded posthole, 
[32,502], approximately 16 cm in diameter (fig. 1.30). 
This posthole may have supported an awning that 
provided the bakers with some shade from the sun 
during their work. In particular, the hearth and heat-
ing process likely needed to be in an open area, a room 
without a roof.

Figure 1.35.  Schematic reconstruc-
tion of Bakery EOG-D by Hassan 
Ramadan. The full height of the 
walls is not known.
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Occupation Deposits Within the Bakery (Phase 
IVb) 

This phase is characterized by two thick layers of 
very black soft ash, [26,363] and [26,364], and a 
very thick layer of pottery sherds, [26,351] (fig. 1.34). 
The ash deposits filled the two bakery rooms with a 
combined thickness of about 35 cm. After analyzing 
samples of this ash, Dr. Mary Anne Murray discov-
ered that there are no plant remains present (M. 
Murray, personal communication 2010). The only 
items are small white balls, probably made of silica, 
likely from straw burnt as fuel. These balls may be 
the result of a very hot fire. We found two bivalve 
half-shells [26,386], each 8 cm wide and 13 cm long, 
on the surface of this dense, ashy deposit against 
the west wall in the southwest corner of the south-
ern room (fig. 1.36). These shells are most probably 
of the freshwater bivalve Aspatharia, which was very 
common in Egypt since the prehistoric period as an 
exotic food (http://www.collectorshells.com/land-
freshwater-shells.php). The shell was sometimes 
used as scoops or containers (Reese, Mienis, and 
Woodward 1986: 79–84) and may have been used in 
the baking process.

There was a pottery-rich deposit concentrated 
outside the bakery, directly against the southern face 
of the south wall of the building. Bread molds made 
up most of this deposit (about 70%). We removed 
approximately 800 kg of different sized bread mold 
sherds from an area that measured 1.50 m × 1.80 m × 
50 cm deep or 1.35 m3. The deposit’s location suggests 
that the bakery workers collected the broken bread 
molds inside the bakery and threw them out toward 
the back of the bakery area, away from the entrance 
of the bakery and the working zones. 

Abandonment of the Bakery (Phase V)
This phase is characterized by a sequence of pottery 
sherd deposits, spread throughout the bakery. Most 
of these sherds were bread molds that sealed the thick 
Phase IVb ash layer. This suggests that although the 
EOG-D Bakery had gone out of use, other bakeries in 
the EOG area were still operational and were dump-
ing their baking waste into EOG-D. We recorded no 
structural collapse/demolition deposits on the top of 
these deposits. 

Figure 1.36.  Two bivalve shells beside the limestone wall [26,386]. Photo by Rabee Eissa.
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Aeolian Sand (Phase VI)
The area was covered by a series of sand-rich deposits 
that appeared to be windblown sand. These depos-
its spread across the whole trench with a combined 
thickness of 11 cm. 

Discussion of the EOG-D Bakery
The location, design, and building material of the 
EOG-D Bakery has led us to classify it as a govern-
mental-type bakery. The governmental type of 
bakeries—Bakeries A7d, A7e, A8, and EOG-D (see 
Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, this 
volume; fig. 1.3)—at the HeG site are located adjacent 
to and within the galleries, suggesting that the two are 
connected. Because of this connection we hypoth-
esize that the bakeries provisioned the occupants 
living there. According to Lehner, it is possible that 
the galleries were barracks that housed laborers who 
rotated in and out of large-scale governmental proj-
ects, such as the building of the pyramids. This idea 
is supported by ancient Egyptian texts mentioning 
the rotation of unskilled groups of workmen serving 
royal projects (Lehner 2002a: 70). We hypothesize 
that the site officials built these large bakeries to pro-
duce large amounts of bread to feed the workers living 
in the galleries. Some of these bakeries were con-
structed beside each other in one group, almost like 
a factory compound, such as the set that contains the 
A7e and A7d Bakeries and the set that contains EOG 
Enclosures A–D (fig. 1.8). The area to the west of the A8 
Bakery has not yet been excavated, so we are unsure 
whether this bakery was also part of a set or stood 
alone. The governmental bakeries appear to share a 
similar design, size, orientation, and building mate-
rial. They are rectangular in plan, consist of one or 
two rooms, are oriented north to south, have external 
walls constructed from limestone blocks, and internal 
installations constructed using small marl clay bricks. 

A8 Bakery
It is noteworthy that the EOG-D Bakery was very simi-
lar to the A8 Bakery in the Eastern Compound (fig. 
1.6). Both the A8 and EOG Enclosures A–D comprised 
two rooms with different functions. The long room 
in each bakery was the northern one. It occupied 
two thirds of the bakery and featured rows of circu-
lar depressions that may have once held bread molds 
(see Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, 
this volume). The southern room was the short room 

and appeared to be an area dedicated to the mixing 
of dough and preparing it for the baking process. The 
main difference between the A8 Bakery and the EOG-D 
Bakery is that the A8 Bakery is about 7.40 m long and 
2.40 m wide, making it shorter by about 3 m than the 
EOG–D bakery. 

A7d and A7e Bakeries 
There are both similarities and differences between 
these two bakeries and the bakery of EOG-D. Both are 
constructed out of limestone and are rectangular in 
plan (fig. 1.4). The main difference between the two is 
that the A7d and A7e Bakeries have no internal divi-
sions, each of them consisting of only one rectangular 
room measuring about 5.03 m long by 2.60 m wide 
(see Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to Chapter 1, 
this volume). That being said, prior to the remodeling 
in Phase III, Bakery EOG-D also comprised only one 
room. In Bakeries A7e and A7d that one room con-
tained all our typical bread production installations: 
hearths, large ceramic vats, and bread mold depres-
sions. Further, their entrances and hearths were all 
constructed at the southwest and southeast corners, 
respectively. In the EOG-D Bakery these were at the 
northern end. One of the main features we noted in 
all of the A7e, A7d, and A8 Bakeries are two troughs 
of bread mold depressions in each bakery. The first 
trough in each bakery, located directly beside the inner 
face of the bakery’s eastern boundary, contained two 
north-south rows of bread mold depressions, while 
the second trough, located directly beside the inner 
face of the bakery’s western boundary also contained 
two north-south rows of bread mold depressions. 
These two troughs indicate that there might be another 
north-south trough with bread mold depressions in 
the unexcavated half of the EOG-D Bakery. 

EOG Enclosures A, B, and C
As already discussed, we believe that we have strong 
evidence to suggest that EOG-D is a bakery. The evi-
dence that Enclosures A and B are bakeries is not so 
convincing (see Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to 
Chapter 1, this volume).

Although there are similarities between all enclo-
sures, there are differences with the internal divisions 
of the four Enclosures A, B, C, and D. We noted that 
the southern room was the shorter one and the lon-
ger room was constructed in the northern part of 
Enclosures C and D (figs. 1.8, 1.9). This contrasts with 
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the layout of Enclosures A and B. Enclosures C and 
D may have been constructed at a later time, or, the 
difference in layout may have been because the two 
western buildings served a different function than 
just baking bread. According to the chronology and 
the stratigraphic relationships between the walls in 
Enclosures A and B, the longer rooms located at the 
southern end of the enclosures formed the original 
footprint, and then the northern rooms were added 
later (Hounsell 2006: 18–21, 41). The oldest rooms in 
each enclosure—the southern rooms—were 5.85 m 
long by 2 m wide, close to the lengths of most of the 
EOG Bakeries, A7d, A7e, and the EOG-D Bakery before 
any extensions. 

Intersite Comparisons
The ancient Egyptians had different types of bread 
production facilities. These could be found in their 
private houses, the workers’ dwelling areas within 
governmental projects’ zones, and inside temples. All 
were constructed at different scales. 

We noted that most of the hearths inside these 
facilities—whether they were inside big bakeries or 
were small baking rooms within houses in Giza, in the 
el-Dakhla Oasis (Soukiassian 1997: 16–17), Amarna 
(Kemp 1995: 13–21), or Deir el-Medina (Meskell 2002: 
123)—were constructed in the corners of special 
rooms. We suppose that this is firstly so that the cor-
ner walls protect the hearth, and secondly, so that the 
air coming through the doorways helps ignite the fuel 
during the heating process. 

Hearths and baking areas were also found in 
open courts (Kemp 1987: 73–76). Sometimes a sun-
shade was constructed in the baking zone to protect 
the bakers from the heat of the sun. Thus, the post-
hole at the middle of the northern room at our bakery 
suggests that a shade was constructed here, if the bak-
ery was unroofed. A similar feature was found in the 
Old Kingdom bakery in al-Sheikh Saied (Willems et 
al. 2009: 15). In contrast, the bakery at Elephantine 
had columns to support the roof (Raue et al. 2004: 
5–6), and the bakeries at Ayn ‘Asil were also roofed 
(Marchand and Soukiassian 2010). 

Conclusion
The majority of the excavated bakeries at the HeG site 

can be divided into two main types: governmental and 
domestic (see Mahmoud and Eissa, introduction to 
Chapter 1, this volume). We classify the EOG-D Bakery 
as a governmental bakery. This type of bakery appears 
to have served a royal project, provisioning bread to 
a large number of workers. The EOG-D Bakery had a 
very similar design to the A7d, A7e, and A8 Bakeries. 
All of these bakeries are rectangular They consist of 
one or two rooms. The outer walls are made of roughly 
hewn blocks. They are all orientated north to south. 
Lastly, they all contain similar features/installations 
including ceramic vats for mixing dough, troughs 
of bread mold emplacements, marl brick bins, and a 
hearth(s). 

The EOG-D Bakery had two different construction 
phases. The earlier construction phase has the same 
design as the A7d and A7e Bakeries, meaning that it 
consisted of only one north-south rectangular room 
measuring about 4.10 m long by 2.75 m wide. In its 
second construction phase the bakery was extended 
more than 7 m to the north and re-planned to include 
two rooms; each one with its own function. The 
northern room was the longer one and appeared to 
be the baking room, while the southern room—the 
shorter one—was where the dough was prepared. The 
reason for this extension may have been to increase 
the bread production of EOG-D. This may have been a 
response to an increase in workers that needed to be 
provisioned.  
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Area Main Street East (MSE) is located to the east of 
the Gallery Complex, four rectangular blocks (Gallery 
Sets I–IV) containing individual galleries that may 
have been used as barracks (Lehner 2007b: 190–192) 
(frontispiece 2). It lies at the eastern end of Main 
Street, a roadway that runs west–east through two sets 
of galleries (Gallery Sets II and III) for at least 160 m 
(Lehner 2007a: 13). Area MSE is also located to the west 
of the Eastern Town, an area containing houses with 
small rooms and courtyards, and in the northeastern 
corner of Area EOG (“East of Galleries”), an indus-
trial and production zone in between the Gallery 
Complex and the Eastern Town (Lehner 2007a: 14). 
Unfortunately, Area MSE, in the northeastern part of 
the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG) site, is badly eroded. This 
erosion removed the northeastern parts of the Gallery 
Complex (Gallery Sets II and III) and the northern 
part of the Eastern Town (frontispiece 2). 

In 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 AERA teams exca-
vated through Main Street (Abd el-Aziz 2007a). Mark 
Lehner oversaw the shallow excavation at the far east-
ern end of Main Street in 2002 in order to define the 
eastern extension of the street and to expose the 4th 
Dynasty settlement in that area. In Squares 4.L27–29 
he excavated flood layers of laminated alluvial silt and 
sand, 14–25 cm thick, which covered the northern 
fieldstone wall bounding Main Street and the mud-
brick Eastern Boundary Wall (the wall that separates 
the Eastern Town from Area EOG; GOP3: 35) (frontis-
piece 2). 

Tobias Tonner excavated two probes in Squares 
4.L–N31 and 4.N–O31, but he did not identify any 
traces of the 4th Dynasty settlement, walls, or surfaces. 
Instead, he identified similar laminated Nile silt and 
sand flood layers, 25 cm thick, which covered coarse 
sand features about 1 m thick (Tonner 2002). To the 
north in Area LNE (“Leap to the Northeast”) AERA 
teams excavated two squares (4.Z26.5 and 4.Y27.5) 

in 1998. Here the team exposed a Nile inundation 
“flood layer” about 20 cm thick (Lehner 2007c: 37). 
According to Karl Butzer the northeast corner of the 
site had been entirely eroded away by floods, rain, and 
the rising water table (Butzer 2001: 3–5). 

In 2006 and 2007 we excavated seven 5 × 5 
m squares in Area MSE (four squares in 2006 and 
three in 2007; fig. 2.1). Abd el-Aziz supervised these 
MSE excavations. The team consisted of Ahmed Ali 
Mohammed, Mohammed Fathi Mikawee, Hudi 
Mohammed Mer’zi, Ramadan Ali Mohammed, Nuha 
Hassan Bulbul, Nermin Abd el-Momen Mohammed, 
Marim Taha Zaglool, and Badra el-Dosoki Sholkami, 
all of whom are from the Giza Inspectorate and work 
for the Ministry of State for Antiquities. In 2006 
Advanced Field School students Essam Mohammed 
Shihab, Sayed Abd el-Fatah, and Noha Ismael 
excavated Square 4.H28, also under Abd el-Aziz’s 
supervision.

Research Questions
Following Lehner’s exposure of the Eastern Boundary 
Wall across the eastern end of Main Street it was 
clear that Area MSE represented the intersection of a 
number of key areas: the Eastern Town, Main Street, 
Area EOG, and a possible thoroughfare (the Eastern 
Roadway, east of the wall) connecting the southeast 
portion of the site to the northeast (fig. 2.1). Our sub-
sequent excavations in Area MSE sought to look at 
this intersection more closely; how did these separate 
areas develop and interact with each other? Did the 
Eastern Boundary Wall extend south toward the large 
enclosure that housed a courtyard of silos, the Royal 
Administrative Building (RAB)? If yes, then this would 
have been an important feature of the overall ground 
plan. Movement through the HeG settlement may 
have been as strictly controlled on the east as it was on 
the west by the limestone Enclosure Wall, the wall that 

2. Prolific Pedestals: A Preliminary Report on Area Main Street East (MSE) 
by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz, with Ayman Ashmawy Ali, Mohamed Hatem Ali, and Osama Mostafa Mohamed
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wraps around the west and south of the galleries (fron-
tispiece 2). Even if Main Street continued (although 
there is no southern boundary wall for the street to 
the east of Square 4.K20), the Eastern Boundary Wall 
would have been a dead end for it. Based on these 

observations and hypotheses, one of our objectives 
was to expose as much as we could of the Eastern 
Boundary Wall, [25,945]. We hoped that this would 
provide us with a better understanding of the access 
routes in the eastern part of the HeG settlement. How, 

Figure 2.1.  Map showing the MSE in context, including EOG, the Eastern Roadway, Eastern Town, Main Street, and RAB 
Street. Map by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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for example, would the inhabitants of the Eastern 
Town have accessed the other areas of the site, such as 
RAB, EOG, and the Gallery Complex? Elsewhere AERA 
teams had already exposed and excavated other streets 
(Main Street, North Street, South Street, Wall Street, 
RAB Street, and the Chute), so consequently we had a 
much better idea of how traffic moved through the site 
in these areas (frontispiece 2) (Abd el-Aziz 2007a: 109–
140; Abd el-Aziz 2011: 123–129; GOP2: 40–42, 63–68). 

Limit of Excavation and Sampling Methods 
AERA’s methods of excavation and post-excavation  
procedures have been presented elsewhere (see pref-
ace, this volume). The Eastern Boundary Wall, [25,945], 
divided the MSE transect into two parts (figs. 2.2, 2.3). 
We excavated the western part deeper, and here the 
team excavated a sequence of surfaces and their prepa-
ration layers to around 16.05 m above sea level (asl). 
To the east of the wall the team only excavated to one 
of the latest occupation phases, at 16.45 m asl. Because 
of the rising of the water table we did not excavate to 
the underlying natural strata or to the foundation level 
of the Eastern Boundary Wall, [25,945]. We did not 
excavate to the foundation level of the so-called “pedes-
tals” (see below, also fig. 2.2) either, except in one area, 

Trench A (fig. 2.3). We did not fully expose the western 
part of some pedestals because they extend beyond our 
limit of excavation. 

We took bulk environmental samples for flota-
tion  from most of the features. We dry-sieved 100% 
of all features on site. We handpicked the material 
culture from the sieve and then sent the residue to be 
wet-sieved. Once wet-sieved, the team handpicked and 
sorted any remaining material culture again. This was 
because of the rich object and lithic assemblages that 
this area yielded. 

Trench A
We excavated Trench A in Square 4.M28, between the 
Eastern Boundary Wall, [25,945], and the pedestals 
(see below), in order to understand the stratigraphic 
relationship between wall [25,945], bench [29,011], 
and pedestal [27,093] (see below; fig. 2.3). Trench A 
measured 50 cm north-south by 73 cm east-west. We 
could not excavate lower than 15.70 m asl because of 
the ground water level, which stood at 15.74 m asl on 
April 7, 2007.

General Description of MSE
Area MSE lies in the northeast part of an industrial 

Figure 2.2.  The features of MSE, facing north. Photo by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz.
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and production zone (Area EOG) and is the interface 
between the Gallery Complex to the west and the 
Eastern Town to the east (frontispiece 2). EOG mea-
sures 75 m north-south by 40–45 m east-west, and 
includes several bakeries (for more details see the EOG 
bakery article in this volume). The Eastern Boundary 
Wall, [25,945], divided MSE into two halves, with Area 
EOG to the west and the Eastern Town to the east. 

In Square 4.L28 we found the remains of an east–
west limestone wall, [25,929], which was the extension 
of the northern Main Street wall, [25,929] (figs. 2.2, 
2.3). This wall had originally continued east to abut the 
western face of the Eastern Boundary Wall, [25,945], 
forming the original northern limit of the EOG indus-
trial yard. The eastern end, 1.40 m shy of the Eastern 
Boundary Wall, appears to have been cut away. 

We exposed nineteen “pedestals,” enigmatic rect-
angular structures built of limestone, arrayed in a row, 
one next to another, along the west side of the Eastern 
Boundary Wall, [25,945] (and therefore within the 
Area EOG industrial zone; figs. 2.1, 2.3). These ped-
estals continue north of the robbed-out Main Street 
wall, [25,929], suggesting that the series post-date the 
cut or removal of the east end of this wall. The MSE 
pedestals are very similar to other pedestals in the 
HeG settlement in construction material, dimensions 
and orientation. Elsewhere in Area EOG we find rows 
of pedestals laid out together, separated by walls and 
lanes (fig 2.1). The narrow, linear, north-south space 
between the wall and the pedestals measures 17 m long 
by 60–75 cm wide. At the bases of eight of the slots 
between the pedestals, we exposed little sockets, con-
structed from mudbrick and stone fragments. These 
sockets may have held jars. 

A narrow mudbrick wall, [25,936], constructed 
perpendicular to the eastern face of the Eastern 
Boundary Wall, [25,945], may have been the northern-
most wall of the Eastern Town (figs. 2.2, 2.3). It forms 
the southern limit of a corridor or street that may 
continue along the east side of the Eastern Boundary 
Wall. This corridor or “Eastern Roadway” may ter-
minate at wall [25,936], which might form a barrier 
across the street, like the cross walls in Main Street in 
Squares 4.K13 and 4.K20 (Abd el-Aziz 2007a: 114, 125). 

At both the northern and southern ends of MSE, 
limestone walls were constructed in the latest phases 
of occupation (see below). By this stage, the pedestals 
and Eastern Boundary Wall were no longer in use. 
At the southern end of Area MSE two limestone walls 

formed a corridor or street. This corridor may be a 
later re-installation of the earlier Eastern Roadway. 

Temporal Development and Stratigraphic 
Analysis
We identified fourteen provisional phases in this area 
(table 2.1). 

Construction (Phase 1)
Phase 1 is the earliest constructions in Area MSE. We 
identify Phase 1a as the construction of the Eastern 
Boundary Wall, [25,945], and limestone walls in grid 
square 4.I28, which together may form an east-west cor-
ridor (fig. 2.3). Phase 1b represents the construction of 
the pedestals to the west of the Eastern Boundary Wall 
and the construction of wall [25,936], built perpendicu-
lar to and abutting the east face of the same wall (fig. 
2.3). Since we were unable to reach the foundation level 
of these walls, because of the rising ground water, we are 
not sure that the walls of Phase 1a were all constructed 
at the same time. We describe these two subphases 
together. 

The Eastern Boundary Wall is the earliest structure 
found so far in Area MSE and is one of the main fea-
tures in the area. With our exposure of this wall we were 
able to define the limits of the EOG production yard. We 
could now see that this wall bounded the area to the 
east; the northern wall of Main Street, [25,929], created 
the EOG northern limit; the eastern wall of Gallery sets 
III and IV created the western limit; and the northern 
limestone wall of RAB Street, its southern limit (fig. 2.1). 

Wall [25,945] runs through the middle of the MSE 
transect. Two rows of headers form the sides of the 
Eastern Boundary Wall, with irregular brick fragments 
and silt filling the core. This wall is built of both marl 
and silt bricks, with bonding material of silt mixed with 
sand. The bricks measure 28 cm × 14 cm × 8 cm. The 
wall had been truncated at both the northern and south-
ern ends (fig. 2.3). We have so far exposed this wall for a 
length of 18 m, a width of 1.41 m, and a height of 46 cm 
(representing five courses in total). Before it was trun-
cated on the south this wall may have once continued all 
the way down to join a small surviving patch of silt and 
marl brick wall [26,963] in grid square 4.H28 (fig. 2.3). 

We identified patches of limestone in grid squares 
4.I28 and 4.J28 that may represent parts of more than 
one wall (fig. 2.3). These include two limestone frag-
ments ([29,109]) on the same alignment as the Eastern 
Boundary Wall, and wall [27,287], which is adjacent 
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to the Eastern Boundary Wall and constructed from 
limestone fragments. These patches of limestone may 
be parts of the foundation of the Eastern Boundary 
Wall. In grid square 4.H28 the team exposed lime-
stone wall [26,955] measuring 1.00 m north-south by 
1.21–1.55 m east-west by 5–20 cm high (fig. 2.3). There 
are some small limestone fragments scattered on lines 
to the north and west—these may form the rest of the 
wall, making it 2 m wide in total. To the northwest of 
this, the team recorded another patch of limestone, 

[29,106], which may have formed another wall, 1.40 m 
long by 1.00 m wide by 10 cm high, oriented east-west. 
Together, these walls, [26,955] and [29,106], may have 
formed an east-west corridor (1.10 m wide), which in 
Phase 1b may have opened into the north-south cor-
ridor to the north (see below). 

To the north, [25,929], the northern Main Street 
wall, runs east-west and is 1.40 m wide (north-south) 
by 57 cm high. This wall would have originally con-
tinued east to abut the western face of the Eastern 

Phase Description Summary

1 1a Earliest construction in the MSE area Construction of Eastern Boundary Wall [25,945] which 
divided the MSE transect into two parts

1b Construction to the east and west of 
the Eastern Boundary Wall [25,945]

Construction of wall [25,936] perpendicular to and 
abutting the east face of the Eastern Boundary Wall 
[25,945], construction of the pedestals to the west of 
the same wall, construction of mudbrick benches in the 
space between the Eastern Boundary Wall [25,945] and 
the pedestals

2 2a Earliest use of the MSE area Construction of the mudbrick and limestone installa-
tions at the base of the pedestals

2b Base installations went out of use Fill of the installations at the base of the pedestals

2c Surfaces in between the Eastern 
Boundary Wall and the pedestals

Sequence of surfaces that sealed the installations

2d Surfaces Surfaces laid and used after the pedestals went out of 
use

3 Collapse of the earliest mudbrick struc-
tures in MSE

The earliest disuse of the mudbrick structures and recy-
cling deposits of MSE

4 Series of surfaces Surfaces to the east of the Eastern Boundary Wall

5 Collapse Eroded mudbrick collapses in the southern part of MSE 
in Squares 4.I28 and 4.H28

6 Limestone construction Construction of one of the later limestone walls 
([25,914]) in the southern part of MSE

7 Marl plaster surfaces and mixing pit Mudbrick collapse deposits were used as preparation 
layers for marl plaster surfaces and mixing pit for mak-
ing marl

8 Collapse of the Eastern Boundary Wall Eroded tumble of the upper part of the Eastern Bound-
ary Wall [25,945], to the south of MSE

9 Remodeling of structures and surfaces Construction of small mudbrick wall after the pedestals 
were no longer in use to the west of wall [25,945], a se-
ries of surfaces, flint knapping and hammerstone cache

10 Demolition of MSE structures Period of disuse of MSE

11 Limestone construction The latest limestone constructions, walls [25,893] and 
[25,904], to the north and south of MSE

12 Abandonment Final disuse of structures within Area MSE

13 Flood layers Sequence of flood deposits

14 Modern activities Modern pits

Table 2.1.  Area MSE Phasing.
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Figure 2.4.  The main features in MSE, the Eastern Boundary Wall, the pedestals and the possible Eastern Roadway, facing 
south. Photo by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz.
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Boundary Wall (figs. 2.3, 2.4). However, as noted, the 
eastern end of this wall had been robbed out (fig. 2.5). 

At the bottom of Trench A we identified a north-
south mudbrick bench, [29,103], 30 cm wide, running 
alongside the Eastern Boundary Wall at a height of 
15.83–15.88 m asl (figs. 2.3, 2.6). We could not excavate 
lower than 15.70 m asl because of the ground water 
level.

During Phase 1b mudbrick wall [25,936] was 
constructed perpendicular to the eastern face of the 
Eastern Boundary Wall and the north-south linear 
row of 19 pedestals were built to the west of the same 
wall (fig. 2.3). 

The pedestals are separated from the western 
face of the Eastern Boundary Wall by a narrow cor-
ridor, about 65 to 75 cm wide. Eleven of the pedestals 
are located to the south of the robbed-out Main Street 
north wall, [25,929], and eight pedestals are north of 
this wall. The pedestals are nearly rectangular in shape; 
however, we did not expose the full limits of the north-
ern pedestals. The pedestals were constructed from 
uncoursed, roughly-hewn limestone fragments (vary-
ing from 57 × 42 × 5 cm to 4 × 3 × 3 cm) with sand mixed 
with silt as bonding material. Each pedestal is oriented 

east–west. The sides are roughly faced. Lengths range 
between 98 cm and 1.26 m, and excluding those that 
were disturbed or cut, they range in width from 59 to 
84 cm (most average 60 to 65 cm in width). The sur-
viving height of the pedestals range from between 11 
to 45 cm, at a maximum elevation of 16.58 m asl. The 
slots between the pedestals range between 15 cm and 
25 cm wide, but most of the intervals or slots are 22 
cm wide. We found the remains of marl plaster coating 
the eastern and western faces of some of the southern 
pedestals. A mass of limestone, [26,971], fills the space 
between the north Main Street Wall, [25,929], and the 
first pedestal to the south, [26,902] (fig. 2.3). The first 
pedestal to the north, [26,925], abuts the north Main 
Street Wall.

Perhaps those who built the pedestals meant to 
split them into two groups: those to the north and those 
to the south of the northern Main Street Wall, [25,929]. 
The eastern end of wall [25,929] may have been removed 
when the pedestals were built so that people could pass 
along the north-south corridor. All the pedestals could 
be accessed from the east, along the north-south corri-
dor formed by the pedestals and the Eastern Boundary 
Wall. The pedestals may also have been accessible from 
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Figure 2.6.  The sequence in Trench A: the Eastern Boundary Wall, the earlier bench, the pedestal and the later bench, 
facing east. Photo by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz. 
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Figure 2.5.  The features of Square 4.L28 including the robbed north wall [25,929] of Main Street, facing south. Photo by 
Ashraf Abd el-Aziz.
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1. Defined as “rectangular blocks of limestone with rounded corners and edges” (GOP2: 58).
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the west, but this area is unexcavated. In Trench A we 
exposed a sandy silt plaster floor, which was the earliest 
surface within the north-south corridor, at a height of 
15.82–15.84 m asl. From the stratigraphy, it was apparent 
that this floor would have functioned with the pedes-
tals, specifically pedestal [27,093]. 

An east-west mudbrick wall, [25,936], abuts the 
eastern face of the Eastern Boundary Wall. This wall, 
which as noted, may form the northern boundary of 
the Eastern Town, is 1.50 m long by 55–74 cm wide 
surviving to a height of 3–7 cm. It was built of small 
marl and mud bricks, measuring 28 cm × 14 cm × 8 
cm thick. Its northern face is coated with marl plaster. 
Throughout all the phases that we recorded in Area 
MSE, wall [25,936] is the only wall we found to the east 
of the Eastern Boundary Wall. This means that there is 
a stretch approximately 18.75 m long without walls to 
the east of wall [25,945]. This space could be a north-
south street (an extension of the Eastern Roadway) 
or simply a large open space. This possible “street” 
roughly aligns with the eastern wall and the entrance 
of the RAB—some 50 m to the south (fig. 2.1)—with a 
mudbrick-wall-bordered street in Square 4.D28 (Abd 
el-Aziz 2004: 19), and with the eastern wall of the same 
street in front of the Eastern Town House (GOP3: 44). 
Here the street is 1.50 m wide. The Eastern Roadway 
could have acted as a street between the Eastern Town 
and the EOG production yard, linking the northern 
part of the site with the RAB and RAB Street. Elsewhere, 
on the same alignment, between Area MSE and the 
northeast corner of the RAB, AERA teams have mapped 
portions of a street (in grid squares 6.X–Z28, 4.B–C28, 
4.E–G28) bounded by limestone walls. Whether these 
are the same street or belong to a later version of the 
roadway (see Phase 11) is unclear.

Wall [25,936] may be a short spur wall, just as we 
found across Main Street (fig. 2.1; Abd el-Aziz 2007a: 
114, 118, 135), which left only a narrow gap for traffic to 
pass through. Or, wall [25,936] may extend eastward to 
form the northern limit of the Eastern Town. Perhaps 
this wall was part of the Eastern Town, and formed its 
northern boundary, which is why it is slightly thicker 
than the other Eastern Town walls. 

Earliest Use in MSE (Phase 2)
Our four provisional subphases of Phase 2 include the 
earliest known occupation within the MSE transect 

(table 2.1): the upper bench running along the west side 
of the Eastern Boundary Wall, mudbrick and limestone 
sockets at the base of the pedestals (2a), the fill of these 
installations (2b), a sequence of surfaces that sealed the 
installations in between wall [25,945] and the pedes-
tals (2c), and surfaces laid after the pedestals had gone 
out of use (2d). We describe the sub-phases of Phase 2 
together. 

We exposed the low north-south bench [26,931] 
running along the western face of wall [25,945] in two 
stretches (figs. 2.3, 2.6). One stretch is located north 
of Main Street wall [25,929]. Here the bench is 4.40 m 
long × 16–18 cm wide × 8 cm high. South of the Main 
Street wall [25,929] the bench runs for 7.42 m and is 
21–26 cm wide. Both stretches are about the width of a 
single brick. We recorded a silty sand marl plaster floor 
in Trench A at the same level as the base of this bench, 
at a height of 15.86–15.94 m asl. 

The stratigraphic sequence shows that the bench 
or curb had been built later than the Eastern Boundary 
Wall and the pedestals. However, the gap in the bench 
corresponds to where Main Street Wall [25,929] would 
have once attached to wall [25,945]. This would suggest 
that the Main Street Wall was standing when the ped-
estals were constructed and also when the bench was 
built and that the wall had been robbed out later. The 
purpose of this bench is unclear. Team members have 
found similar benches in the galleries (Lehner 2007b: 
185–86, Abd el-Aziz 2007b: 206–209, 227) and in the 
northern room of the structure immediately north of 
the Pedestal Building (GOP3: 69). 

We exposed small triangular or rectangular instal-
lations (or sockets) formed by mudbricks at the eastern 
base of the southern pedestals, and in 4.K28 we also 
exposed them to the west of the pedestals (fig. 2.3). 
Each socket was constructed of three marl and mud 
bricks, except for one built of small limestone frag-
ments, forming a rectangular shape, 28 cm north-south 
by 23 cm east-west on the inside and 32 cm east-west 
and 58 cm north-south on the outside. One installa-
tion, [26,927], is triangular, formed of two mudbricks, 
with eastern edges that abut half of a square “pillow 
stone”1 fragment, made of limestone (fig. 2.7). Another 
small limestone fragment against the base of the south-
ern pedestal completes this socket. One installation, 
[29,006], is semicircular, with outer dimensions of 72 
cm long × 37 cm wide and inner dimensions 54 cm long 
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× 20 cm wide. We recorded a floor at the base of Trench 
A that had functioned with the pedestals but was earlier 
than the installations, indicating that the pedestals had 
been used prior to the installations being built. 

The installations at the bottom of the pedestals 
must have been connected with the function of the 
pedestals. The different shapes and sizes of the instal-
lations may relate to different functions of individual 
pedestals. The installations were probably sockets that 
supported small jars because they were very similar 
to those that James Taylor exposed in front of slots 
between the pedestals in the southern corridor of 
the Pedestal Building, a building containing a series 
of pedestals in the Western Town (GOP3: 67–69; see 
below, this volume). Here the installations supported 
in situ AB4 beer jars (fig. 2.8; GOP3: 65–69). 

In Area MSE, the small installations at the base 
of the pedestals would have reduced the width of the 
north-south corridor between the pedestals and wall 
[25,945] from 60–75 cm wide to 35 cm wide (fig. 2.3). The 
bench alongside the western face of Eastern Boundary 
Wall [25,945], which measures 15–20 cm wide, reduced 
the width of this corridor further, to only 15–20 cm. 

People must have stepped over the installations when 
they moved through this corridor. If these installations 
housed beer jars like those at the base of the pedestals 
in the Pedestal Building, these would have only risen 
about 25 cm to 35 cm above the floor level. This cor-
ridor was probably not the only nor the primary route 
to the pedestals. It is possible that most of the activities 
related to the pedestals took place on the western side, 
beyond the limits of our excavation.

We excavated two installations, [26,926] and 
[26,927], in Square 4L.28. Both contained compacted 
small ceramic fragments, to a height of 5 cm below the 
tops of the installation. This fill of pottery fragments 
began a few centimeters east from the front bases of 
the pedestals. At the base of the slots, between the ped-
estals, the material was brown, slightly silty sand over 
cleaner, more sterile sand. Once the installations had 
been filled they may have gone out of use, at which 
time the pedestals themselves may no longer have been 
used, or their function may have changed. 

We identified a sequence of floors in the north-
south corridor, between the pedestals and the western 
face of the Eastern Boundary Wall in Phases 2b and 

Figure 2.7.  Triangular mudbrick installation [26,927] on bottom left, with limestone fragment in situ, in Square 4.L28, fac-
ing west. Photo by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz.
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2c. These floors, including floor [26,918], covered all of 
the eastern installations east of the pedestals (figs. 2.9, 
2.10). Because these floors sealed the installations but 
seemed to be associated with the pedestals (they abut 
the pedestals) we hypothesize that the function of the 
pedestals changed, the installations were decommis-
sioned, but the pedestals remained in use. 

We exposed patches of a marl gravel floor 
([26,945], [26,968], [26,969]) that contained frequent 
limestone and ceramic inclusions in the southwest 
part of Square 4.J28 (fig. 2.9), which we assigned to 
Phase 2d (table 2.1). These patches may have belonged 
to one continuous surface. This floor was very similar 
to the second Main Street limestone gravel surface in 
Squares 4.K–L9 and Squares 4.K8 and 4.K13 (Abd el-
Aziz 2007a: 121–123) and to surfaces we recorded in 
the northwest of the HeG site during our excavation 
of another street, the Chute (frontispiece 2). Here we 
found gravel surfaces that pre-dated the Chute and 
gravel surfaces within the Chute (Abd el-Aziz 2011: 
125, 128). 

Collapse and Abandonment Deposits (Phase 3)
Phase 3 consists of numerous mudbrick collapse and 

dumped deposits in the southern part of MSE, in Squares 
4.I28 and 4.H28. These deposits were composed of 
compact sandy mudbricks with ceramic sherds, lithics, 
and small limestone fragments. The collapse deposits 
are c. 15 cm thick and abut the southernmost pedestals 
of MSE. The collapse may have fallen from the Eastern 
Boundary Wall. In squares 4.I28 and 4.H28, foundation 
courses of the Eastern Boundary Wall might continue 
beneath unexcavated Phase 3 deposits (fig. 2.9). 

The APFS ceramicists identified a sherd of a shal-
low bowl and a sherd of a holemouth jar (see plates 
17b and 17c, Chapter 3, this volume) in one of the 
mudbrick collapse deposits [29,097] that are typical 
of the Buto-Maadi culture, dating to the Predynastic 
period (3800–3200 BC) (see el-Shafey, Naguib, and el-
Monaem et al., Chapter 3, this volume). This has led 
the APFS ceramicists to hypothesize that there was a 
Buto-Maadi site nearby, potentially adding to our 
knowledge of the Giza Plateau at this time. Because the 
Buto-Maadi sherds were found within the mudbrick 
collapse we suppose they were added to the bricks 
as temper when the bricks were being formed. This 
may have been done to the east of the HeG settlement, 
since a brick yard would have required a permanent 

Figure 2.8.  Pedestals with beer jars in the Southern Corridor of the Pedestal Building, facing north. Photo by Yukinori 
Kawae.
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Figure 2.9.  Plan of MSE 
Phases 2b–7 by Rebekah 
Miracle, AERA GIS. Eleva-
tions above sea level (asl) 
shown in italics. 0 1 2 3 4 5 m
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water source (Abd el-Aziz 2008: 1–7). For an alterna-
tive explanation see Chapter 3 in this volume.

Surfaces to the East of the Eastern Boundary Wall 
(Phase 4) 
In Squares 4.H–J28 we recorded a sequence of three 
deposits of black ash mixed with silt, or sand mixed 
with silt and occasional ceramic, to the east of the 
Eastern Boundary Wall, [25,945], and to the south 
of wall [25,936], acting as bedding for plaster floor 
[29,000] (fig. 2.9). We found no walls associated with 
this floor.

To the north of wall [25,936], in Squares 4.K28, 
4.L28, and 4.M28, we recorded a series of floors to the 
east of the Eastern Boundary Wall. They had a top 
level of around 16.45 m asl. These surfaces were made 
of silt mixed with sand and marl plaster. We exposed 
a feature that may have been a hearth, [28,750], a red-
dish brown burnt patch measuring 30 cm east-west by 
2–5 cm thick, on silt-mixed-with-sand surface [28,786 
/29,012/29,013] in Square 4.K28 (fig. 2.9).

Eroded Collapse (Phase 5)
We recorded four deposits of eroded mudbrick col-
lapse in Squares 4.I28 and 4.H28. Three of them lay 

one on top of the other and all were rich with lime-
stone, exotic stone fragments, and ceramic sherds. 
They had a combined thickness of 15 cm. It is unclear 
to us which walls these deposits fell from.

Constructing Wall [25,914] (Phase 6)
We recorded north-south limestone wall 
[25,914/28,778] at the southern end of Area MSE, 
extending across four grid squares (Squares 4.F–I28) 
(partially shown in fig. 2.9). This was one of the lat-
est walls to be built in the southern part of Area MSE. 
Mark Lehner oversaw a shallow excavation in 2002 to 
expose its southern extent in Squares 4.F28 and 4.G28 
and we exposed it in Squares 4.H28 and 4.I28 for a dis-
tance of 6.35 m. It was 50 cm wide and 23 cm high. The 
west face of this wall had been coated with marl mixed 
with silt. The wall was founded on compact silt mixed 
with ash and sand with frequent ceramic sherds, and 
constructed from uncoursed, roughly-hewn limestone 
fragments.

Floors and Pits (Phase 7) 
In Square 4.H28 we excavated eroded mudbrick collapse 
deposits used as leveling deposits for floors, deposits 
containing frequent limestone and pottery inclusions, 

Figure 2.10.  Facing south, floor [26,918] sealed the installations in Square 4.L28. Photo by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz.
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and floors (such as floor [25,972], see fig. 2.9). We also 
recorded a shallow pit, [29,105], in Square 4.I28 (fig. 2.9) 
filled with ash and small balls made of Nile clay, which 
may have been used as stoppers for ceramic jars (T. 
Rzeuska, personal communication 2007), and a shal-
low pit [25,971] in Square 4.H28 that had been used for 
mixing marl plaster. Elsewhere at the HeG site, in Area 
RAB, EOG, and Main Street (Sadarangani 2007a: 86, Abd 
el-Aziz 2004: 10, Abd el-Aziz 2007a: 118–120), AERA 
teams have recorded similar marl mixing pits.

Eroded Tumble at the Southern End of Area MSE 
(Phase 8)
In Squares 4.H–I28 and 4.K28 we excavated a series of 
limestone and mudbrick collapse deposits and dumped 
deposits to the east and west of the Eastern Boundary 
Wall [25,954]. These had a combined thickness of 25 cm. 
The collapse deposits may have fallen from the Eastern 
Boundary Wall during a period in which people had 
abandoned the southern part of Area MSE and used the 
area as a dumping ground. 

Floors, Hammerstone Cache, and Flint Knapping 
(Phase 9)
In Phase 9 a sequence of floors was laid down and used, 
a cache of hammerstones was deposited, and a wall was 
built over two of the pedestals. The pedestals appear to 
have gone out of use during or by this phase.

We recorded patches of a marl plaster floor and 
two possible temporary hearths or open fires, [28,798] 
and [28,797], seen as reddish-brown patches in the 
southwest part of Square 4.I28 (fig. 2.11). We did not 
find any evidence of walls near these hearths, indicat-
ing this area had been an open space at this time. Both 
hearths may have been short-lived, given that they were 
small and the underlying mudbrick collapse had not 
been intensely scorched. 

In Square 4.J28 the team found a sequence of three 
overlying dumped deposits, [26,911/29,091], [26,909], 
and [25,974/29,018] (fig. 2.11), that were incredibly rich 
with lithics (chipped stone). These deposits also con-
tained small stones, fragments of dolerite, red granite, 
sandstone, and quartzite, small limestone fragments, 
as well as ceramic sherds. AERA ceramicists identified 
a rounded rim sherd of a jar in one of these deposits, 
[29,018], dating to the Buto-Maadi culture. We inter-
preted these deposits as industrial lithic waste, mainly 
because they contained a number of lithic cores, from 
which the inhabitants struck off flakes that they then 

used as tools. The recovery of these cores was particu-
larly exciting for the project’s lithicist at that time, Tim 
Stevens, since cores are rarely found at the HeG site. 
He hypothesized that this part of Area MSE had been 
used as a knapping zone (Stevens 2007: 1–3). None of 
these deposits were associated with surfaces or work 
platforms, so it is unclear whether these materials were 
dumped in the area (having been generated close by) 
or whether the materials were worked here. 

In Square 4.J28 the team found a floor of compact 
marl gravel with crushed limestone, [25,973], at level 
16.76 m asl, sealing deposit [25,974/29,018] (fig. 2.11). 
This floor was very similar to the other patches of marl 
gravel with crushed limestone—[26,945], [26,968], and 
[26,969]—in the same square, which were at the level 
of 16.30–16.41 m asl in Phase 2d (fig. 2.9). 

Also, in Squares 4.L28 and 4.K28 we recorded a 
surface [25,944/27,084] filling the narrow corridor 
between the Eastern Boundary Wall, [25,945], and the 
pedestals (fig. 2.11), 60 cm higher than the base of the 
pedestals. In Square 4.L28 a series of make-up layers 
underlay this floor, including a deposit [25,957] con-
taining 36 kg of dolerite fragments, which contained 
some small hand hammerstone fragments (fig. 2.12).

Parts of the Eastern Boundary Wall may still have 
been functioning at this point because these floors 
abutted the face of the wall and did not extend over it. 

In Square 4.M28 an east-west mudbrick wall, 
[27,094], had been built over one of the pedestals (fig. 
2.11). Only the lower few centimeters of the founda-
tion course of this wall has survived; it is 1.10 m wide 
and was built using small marl and silt bricks, 28 cm 
× 14 cm × 8 cm. The function of this wall is unclear, 
but it does seem that the pedestal [27,935] had been 
destroyed in order to build it—a further indication that 
the pedestals were no longer in use at this time.

Also in Square 4.N28, we found well-shaped dol-
erite hand hammerstones (figs. 2.13, 2.14). The tools 
were embedded in a deposit of compact silt mixed 
with sand, limestone fragments, and ceramic sherds. 
The hammerstones were smooth and oval-shaped. 
Three of them have grooves, possibly for rope, twine, 
or leather to haft them to a handle (Adams 2002: 160–
179). The size of the tools vary from 17 cm × 7 cm × 2 
cm to 12 cm × 7 cm × 5 cm. We suspect these hammer-
stones were left near the area where they were used. 
The team found another hammerstone slightly higher 
up in the same deposit. 
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Figure 2.11.  Plan of MSE Phase 9 
by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS. 
Elevations above sea level (asl) 
shown in italics. 0 1 2 3 4 5 m
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Figure 2.12.  Facing south in Square 4.L28, showing the dolerite stone fragments in feature [25,957]. Photo by Ashraf Abd 
el-Aziz.

Figure 2.13.  Facing west, showing the hand hammerstones in Square 4.N28. Photo by Ashraf Abd el-Aziz.
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Figure 2.14.  Drawings and sections of the five hammerstones found in the cache. Objects were drawn and then both 
manually and digitally inked by Mohamed Osman, Hazem Salah, and Hassan Ramadan. 
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Demolishing of Area MSE (Phase 10)
Phase 10 comprises a sequence of mudbrick with 
limestone collapse, pure limestone collapse, dumped 
deposits, and pitting. These deposits covered the 
Eastern Boundary Wall and the pedestals (figs. 2.15, 
2.16). Combined, these deposits were thicker to the 
west of [25,945], at 10–50 cm thick, than to the east, 
where they were about 30 cm thick. We excavated a 
circular pit to the east of [25,945], which measured 
1.05–1.10 m in diameter by 46 cm deep and was filled 
with mudbrick debris. It seems that the upper part of 
[25,945] had been completely dismantled or had col-
lapsed in this phase. The pitting in this area, however, 
had begun while [25,945] was still standing. 

Limestone Walls (Phase 11) 
In Phase 11 three limestone walls were built (fig. 2.17). 
All three walls are severely eroded. In Square 4.N28, 
at the northern end of Area MSE, east-west limestone 
wall [25,893] is 4.41 m long (but continues east and 
west beyond the limits of our trench), 52–55 cm wide, 
and 24–34 cm high, and constructed using uncoursed, 
roughly-hewn limestone fragments. In Square 4.M28 
an east-west limestone wall [27,078], 58 cm (wide) by 
at least 52 cm west, surviving to a height of 4 cm, was 
built over mudbrick wall [27,094] (figs. 2.3, 2.17). 

At the southern end of the area in Squares 4.E–
H28 we recorded a broad north-south limestone wall 
[25,904] for at least 13.50 m that was 1.10–1.20 m wide 
and 5 cm high. We excavated the wall in Square 4.H28, 
for a distance of 2.53 m. Both limestone walls [27,078] 
and [25,904] had been constructed over mudbrick 
collapse. 

Although limestone wall [25,904] aligns with 
the Eastern Boundary Wall [25,945] to the north, in 
Squares 4.J28 to N28 wall [25,945] was certainly ear-
lier and was no longer standing by the time of Phase 
11. Perhaps there had originally been a later limestone 
wall above wall [25,945] that had been the northern 
continuation of wall [25,904], which had entirely 
eroded away. 

Wall [25,904] formed a lane 63–84 cm wide in 
tandem with the earlier north-south wall, [25,914] (fig. 
2.17). This lane or street runs north-south and roughly 
aligns with the northeast corner of the RAB and other 
segments of limestone architecture planned to the south 
in Squares 6.X–Z28, 4.B–C28, 4E–G28 (fig. 2.1). As dis-
cussed, this narrow lane or street may be a later version 
of the wider Eastern Roadway.

Final Use of Area MSE (Phase 12)
Pitting, dumping, and deposits of collapse represent the 
final ancient use of Area MSE. By this time the walls of 
Area MSE had collapsed. We uncovered a very compact 
limestone collapse deposit in Square 4.N28. Numerous 
pits, different sizes and shapes, were randomly dis-
tributed in Squares 4.J–M28, and in fact covered most 
of Area EOG in grid ranges 20–28 and tiers 4.D–N. The 
fills of these pits varied between ceramic deposits, ashy 
ceramic dumps, and silt mixed with sand-rich, ceramic 
deposits. These pits measure between 0.45 m–3.70 m 
long by 0.15 m–1.50 m wide, with a maximum depth of 
43 cm. 

Flood Layers (Phase 13)
The annual Nile floodwater may have soaked the east-
ern part of the Heit el-Ghurab site repeatedly before 
1964 when the second Aswan Dam (the High Dam) was 
activated (GOP3: 35). We recorded a sequence of flood 
layers in Squares 4.N28, 4.M28, 4.K28, and 4.I28, one on 
top of the other. They were composed of fluvial sand, 
silt, and clayey sand. These deposits were contaminated 
with modern leather, iron, plastic bags, wood, glass, and 
fragments of red brick and asphalt. 

Modern Pits (Phase 14)
From the 1980s onwards the villagers of Nazlet es-
Samman dug through the 4th Dynasty settlement 
features—the walls, surfaces, and other occupation 
deposits, in addition to the flood layers. We exposed 
nine modern pits in Area MSE. Their sizes varied from 
13–80 cm long × 12–43 cm wide × 6–23 cm deep.

MSE Pedestals: Comparative Analysis 
We looked at other instances of pedestals in Giza, com-
paring their form and context to those in Area MSE. 
Here we begin by describing what a complete pedestal 
looks like. We then go on to describe each instance of 
pedestals at Giza, describing in detail their size and form 
as they were found. We end with a discussion on the 
function of these features. 

A Complete Pedestal
Over the years, AERA teams have uncovered HeG ped-
estals in various states of preservation. Often we find 
them extremely denuded. The best-preserved pedes-
tals have been found in the Southern Corridor of Area 
AA (fig. 2.8). Although it is clear that not all pedestals 
looked alike (they vary in size and form), or indeed 
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Figure 2.17.  Plan showing Phase 11 architecture, with insets for Squares 4.M-N28 and 4.H28. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA 
GIS.
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were even used for the same purposes, the AA ped-
estals provide us with the most complete picture of 
a pedestal. In the Southern Corridor the team found 
four and a half pedestals. The complete pedestals are 
56–64 cm high, 55 cm wide, and 74 cm long (GOP3: 
67). The team found five mudbrick partition walls on 
top of these pedestals. These are 20 to 30 cm high. The 
walls on top of the pedestals create four suggested 
compartments that are about 60 cm wide, and these 
compartments lie over the spaces (slots) between each 
pedestal (GOP3: 67). The sides of the partition walls 
and the pedestals themselves are plastered, although 
the plaster does not continue beyond 15–20 cm down 
the sides of the slots (GOP3: 69). At the base, in front 
of the slots, the team found in situ beer jars (type AB4, 
Wodzińska 2007b: 296–297). These jars had been sup-
ported by a line of limestone that created a channel in 
front of the pedestals (GOP3: 69).

Pedestals in Giza
Pedestals have been exposed in two Old Kingdom 
settlements in Giza (the HeG site and a site southeast 
of the Menkaure Pyramid). The two settlements were 
inhabited at the same time, in the second half of the 4th 
Dynasty. AERA teams have identified a series of pedes-
tals in two major areas within the settlement of HeG 
(fig. 2.18). They have found them in Area EOG: east 
of Gallery Set III (Area EOG, Abd el-Aziz 2004: 1–2); 
east of Gallery Set IV (Area BBNW); and Area MSE. 
Also we have found them in the Western Town: in the 
Pedestal Building (Taylor 2009b: 22–70, 102–22); in 
Soccer Field West (SFW) House Unit 3 (Mahmoud and 
Sadarangani 2009: 17–18); in Squares 6.P5–6; under 
the Pottery Mound (Kawae and Björk 2005: 9–10); to 
the east of the Pottery Mound in Square 6.G5 (Abd el-
Aziz 2004: 2; Kawae and Björk 2005: 4–5); and in a 
small magazine in a building just south of RAB Street 
(the Western Roadway area, Hounsell 2005: 57–58; 
GOP3: 66). They have also been found in the Western 
Dump in Square 3.H40 (Bruning and Kelany 2004: 
10–12).

The AA Pedestal Building
As already mentioned, the Pedestal Building lies along 
the western margins of the Western Town (fig. 2.18). 
The building contains only pedestals and features 
associated with pedestals. These pedestals were devel-
oped through three main phases: 4b, 5i and 5ii, and 7 
(these are Area AA phases, see Taylor 2009b: 20–70 

and 102–22). In Phase 4b the core of the Pedestal 
Building was constructed. Two north-south rows of 
roughly-hewn limestone pedestals were constructed 
in a space that measures 8.55 m north-south by 5.90 
m east-west (figs. 2.19, 2.20). These rows of pedestals 
are separated by a north-south limestone wall, which 
measures 8.65 m (north-south) by 58 cm (east-west) 
and survived to a height of 62 cm. This wall divided 
the Pedestal Building into two halves, which were 
accessed from the north. Seven pedestals are located to 
the west of this wall and nine to the east. Some of these 
were actually half pedestals, which were bonded into 
the southern east-west wall. The pedestals themselves 
are orientated from east to west and measure around 
1.20 m (east-west) by 49 cm to 87 cm (north-south) by 
60 cm high. AERA teams exposed traces of mudbrick 
partition walls (one brick wide), which would have 
formed quadrants, on top of some of the pedestals. 
These may have formed compartments (averaging 
between 50–75 cm wide), which would have spanned 
the 10–20 cm spaces between the pedestals, explaining 
why the two half pedestals were required to abut the 
southern wall (Taylor 2009b: 26). 

The second development in the Pedestal Building 
occurred in Phase 5ii. A row of four pedestals, ori-
ented from east to west, were constructed in the 
Southern Corridor. This corridor was accessed by 
three entrances, one in the northwest corner, one in 
the southwestern corner and one in the southeastern. 
The pedestals are oriented north-south and abut the 
north wall of the Southern Corridor. These have been 
described in detail above. 

The third development occurred in the northeast 
corner of the Pedestal Building where one pedestal, 
flanked by two half pedestals, were constructed in 
Room A (Taylor 2009b: 70). This space was accessed 
through the northwest corner. These pedestals were 
very similar to those found in SFW House Unit 3 (in 
shape and dimension) (see below). The team found 
traces of a single mudbrick partition on the central 
pedestal. This would have created two compartments 
(GOP3: 66).

Abd el-Aziz Saleh Excavations, Giza
In 1972–1973 Abd el-Aziz Saleh identified pedestals 
in an industrial settlement to the southeast of the 
Menkaure Pyramid at Giza. Here he found a large 
number of red granite and alabaster stones that seem 
to have resulted from the industrial waste materials 
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Figure 2.18.  Location of Pedestals at the HeG site. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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Figure 2.19.  Multi-phase plan (4b, 5i and 5ii, and 7) showing the Pedestal Building in the Western Town. Plan by Rebekah 
Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan.
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Figure 2.20.  The Pedestal Building, facing northwest. Photo by Yukinori Kawae.

of the construction casing of the 4th Dynasty pyramid 
complexes, in addition to ovens and kilns (Saleh 1974: 
138). He exposed four linear rows, up to 19 m long, 
of east-west low rectangular limestone pedestals with 
their surfaces and sides leveled up with marl clay. 
There was a row of 14 limestone pedestals, two rows 
of 20, and one row of 18. Saleh referred to these struc-
tures as daises, bases, pedestals, platforms, tables, and 
benches, but he preferred to simply call them “rect-
angles” (Saleh 1974: 145). Their average dimensions 
were similar to those at the HeG site, 95 cm–1.10 m 
long by 57–65 cm wide by 15–40 cm high. They were 
built at roughly regular intervals (nearly 20–23 cm). 
Saleh noted on either side of each row a narrow slot 
or trough coated with clay, running the length of the 
trenches, as if to allow small quantities of liquids to 
flow away (Saleh 1974: 145). 

EOG
Area EOG contains the EOG pedestals, the MSE pedes-
tals, and the BBNW pedestals (fig. 2.18). Teams found 
no evidence of partition walls on top of the Area EOG 
pedestals; these pedestals were heavily denuded. The 
EOG pedestals are located in four east-west rows in 

Squares 4.D–F21–25 (fig. 2.21). The pedestals them-
selves are oriented north to south and are constructed 
of roughly-hewn limestone, uncoursed, with silt 
mixed with sand used for bonding material. Unlike 
the Pedestal Building examples, these had no marl 
plaster on any of the pedestals. The rows of pedes-
tals were divided by narrow limestone walls 22–42 
cm wide by about 12 cm high; these walls are roughly 
hewn and uncoursed. These created east-west lanes, 85 
cm to 1.18 m wide. We found no clear accesses through 
these walls, and we believe these walls may have func-
tioned as benches. 

We exposed 14, 11, 23, and 25 pedestals in these 
rows, respectively, from south to north. The EOG 
pedestals do not seem to have been housed within 
a building; they seem to have been out in the open. 
They measure 1.12–1.38 m long by 52–85 cm wide and 
survive 58 cm high (maximum) in the southern row, 
1.12–1.30 m long by 58–74 cm wide and survive to a 
height of about 10 cm in the next row, 1.09–1.22 m long 
by 57–62 cm wide and survive to a height of 12–50 cm 
(maximum) in the third row, and the biggest pedes-
tals in EOG were in the northern row. These measure 
1.40–1.44 m long by 57–72 cm wide and survive 18–35 
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Figure 2.21.  Plan showing the pedestals in EOG. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS. 

cm high. Some pedestals were badly deteriorated or 
had been robbed out completely. We expect these 
pedestals to continue east and south beneath unexca-
vated flood layers. The intervals between the pedestals 
were 12–28 cm (Abd el-Aziz 2004: 1–2). The western 
pedestals were bigger than the eastern ones. There is 
stratigraphic evidence that suggests that the northern 
rows of EOG pedestals were built after the southern 
rows of pedestals, possibly after they had gone out of 
use (Stevens, House, and Driaux 2007: 98). 

More east-west limestone pedestals lie in the 
southern part of EOG in Area BBNW, in Squares 
6.Y–Z22 (fig. 2.18). They form a north-south row, con-
taining at least seven pedestals. But we did not expose 
enough of this set to record their dimensions. These 
pedestals probably continue outwards in other direc-
tions, although a wall to the west likely blocks their 
continuation in that direction. AERA teams exposed 
more pedestals in the same area in 2005, in Square 
6.X21 (fig. 2.22). 

The Pottery Mound
In 2005 an AERA team also excavated a large mound of 
dumped rubbish (the Pottery Mound) in the Western 
Town, south of SFW House Unit 1 (fig. 2.18). Beneath 
the Pottery Mound there are at least three pedestals 
aligned north-south. These measure 1.70–2 m long by 
82–94 cm wide, with intervals of 18–20 cm between 
them. All were plastered with marl coating (Kawae 
and Björk 2005: 9–10). These pedestals were badly 
preserved because most of the limestone blocks had 
been robbed (fig. 2.23) (Kawae and Björk 2005: 43). 

To the east of this in 2004, AERA teams exposed 
three limestone pedestals, oriented east-west in Square 
6.G5. Most of these pedestals had not been completely 
exposed. They were plastered with marl coating. The 
first double pedestal measures 95 cm–1.16 m long by 
72 cm wide and survives to a height of 12–18 cm. The 
interval between them was 14–20 cm. The second 
double pedestals measures 90–98 cm long by 72–87 
cm wide. The interval between them is 11–21 cm. The 
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Figure 2.22.  Plan showing the pedestals in BBNW. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS.

Figure 2.23.  General shot of pedestals in the Pottery Mound, facing east. Photo by Yukinori Kawae.
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third double pedestal is 94–98 cm long by 77 cm wide 
(Abd el-Aziz 2004: 2; Kawae and Björk 2005: 4–5). 

Soccer Field West House Unit 3
In 2005 AERA teams excavated a building in the 
Western Town that appeared to be “a discrete domes-
tic unit” (GOP2: 73) and called it SFW House Unit 3 
(figs. 2.18, 2.24). A series of rooms, including kitchen 
spaces, surround a central courtyard. In the northwest 
corner of the building in a private location is a room 
(Room C) that contains one full pedestal and two half 
pedestals. The layout and size of the pedestals and 
pedestal room are identical to those found in Room 
A of the Pedestal Building. Room C is 1.70 m long by 
1.25 m wide. These mudbrick pedestals measure 66 cm 
north-south by 40 cm east-west to 1.52 m north-south 
by 50 cm east-west. The pedestals had been damaged 
by later pitting and were severely denuded. This prob-
ably accounts for why there was no trace of partition 
walls. The base of a ceramic vessel had been excavated 
from the end of the westernmost slot (Mahmoud and 
Sadarangani 2009: 33–34). There is a low curb or plat-
form in the northeast corner of the room and there 
were traces of black paint on the northern and eastern 
walls of Room C (Mahmoud and Sadarangani 2009: 
33–34).

The Western Dump
In 2004 AERA teams excavated the western margins of 
the HeG settlement where HeG inhabitants dumped 
their rubbish (the Western Dump) up the slope of 
the gebel (fig. 2.18). Here, in Square 4.H40, the team 
exposed three denuded limestone pedestals, orien-
tated from east to west (fig. 2.25). They were built of 
small roughly-hewn limestone fragments with bond-
ing of silt mixed with sand. These pedestals measure 
95 cm east-west by 53 cm north-south and survive 8 
cm high. The intervals between them were 17–20 cm 
(Bruning and Kelany 2004: 10–12).

The Western Roadway
In 2005 an AERA team excavated three transects (Area 
WRW) across and south of RAB Street, at the north-
ern end of the Western Town. One of these transects 
crossed what may be a magazine (the Mastaba Room) 
that contained four limestone pedestals (figs. 2.18, 
2.26, 2.27). There are two full width pedestals and 
two half pedestals that are attached to the eastern and 
western walls of the room. The pedestals are about 70 

cm long north-south; the complete pedestals are 40 
cm to 50 cm wide and the half pedestals are about 
30 cm wide. The space in between the pedestals (the 
slots) are about 18 cm wide (GOP2: 67). The team found 
evidence of a single partition wall on the two full ped-
estals, these would have created three compartments 
above the slots. These pedestals were very similar 
to some of the pedestals in the Pedestal Building in 
material and dimensions. 

Pedestals Outside of Giza
There are similar fieldstone constructions in rows in 
Siwa, in different Greco-Roman sites like al-Quray-
shat, Abu Shuruf, al-Zaytun, al-Maasir, and Timeira. 
They were used for oil pressing or wine-making 
(Aldumairy 2005: 37, 42, 46). 

Also of note, three similar low rectangular 
mudbrick structures were exposed in an elongated 
storeroom of one of the palaces at Mari (modern Tell 
Hariri in Syria) in ancient Mesopotamia, dating to the 
early second millennium BC. These structures served 
as supports for big wine storage jars, a few of which 
were exposed in situ, measuring 1.05 m high with a 
rim diameter of 50 cm (Zettler and Miller 1996: 127, 
129, figs. 10.3, 10.4). 

Giza Pedestal Types
In general, AERA teams have only exposed pedestals 
in two specific areas of the HeG settlement: Area EOG 
and the Western Town. Based on context and form 
we can divide the HeG pedestals into two types: gov-
ernmental/industrial pedestals and pedestals within 
houses. In instances where context and form were ill-
understood because of limited exposure (such as the 
pedestals beneath the Pottery Mound and the pedes-
tals within the Western Dump trench) we were unable 
to classify them. 

The governmental/industrial type is located in 
Area EOG, the production zone east of the galleries 
(EOG, MSE, BBNW) (fig. 2.18), where large-scale bread 
making was widespread (see Mahmoud and Eissa, 
introduction to Chapter 1, this volume). Here the ped-
estals were arranged in rows, normally separated with 
narrow limestone walls or benches. These pedestals 
may have served the Gallery Complex, the RAB, and 
the Eastern Town, which might be why no pedestals 
have been found in those specific areas. Saleh exposed 
similar pedestals in the settlement to the southeast of 
Menkaure’s Pyramid. 
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Figure 2.24.  Plan showing House Unit 3, including the pedestals in Room C. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS.  
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Figure 2.25.  The pedestals in Trench 2 in the Western Dump area, facing west. Photo by Lauren Bruning.

Figure 2.26.  Plan showing the pedestals in the Mastaba Room of the Western Roadway. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA 
GIS.
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A slightly similar arrangement of pedestals was 
also found in the Pedestal Building, in the Western 
Town. The Pedestal Building may also have been a gov-
ernmental type, serving the inhabitants of the Western 
Town. However, some of the large house units in the 
Western Town contained their own pedestals. A domi-
cile type of pedestal is located in the Western Town in 
buildings that we refer to as house units (SFW House 
Unit 3) and the magazine in Area WRW (fig. 2.18). 
These pedestals tend be groups of three to four ped-
estals (although this type of pedestal was also found 
in the Pedestal Building). In House Unit 3 the pedes-
tals had been deliberately located in a private location 
within the building. Pedestals do not appear to have 
been required in all of the Western Town residences. 
The large house unit (SFW House Unit 1) to the west of 
House Unit 3, for example, did not contain pedestals 
(GOP5: 135–145).

Function
The pedestals are still enigmatic structures. They are 
mostly unknown outside of Giza, except for those 
mentioned above. At the HeG site, the pedestals have 
been found in industrial areas and inside houses. They 

are usually constructed from limestone. They did not 
follow a specific orientation (sometimes east-west 
and sometimes north-south), and to our knowledge 
they have not been found in any settlement from the 
Middle or New Kingdom. They could be free-standing 
arranged in rows or could be attached to walls. Their 
original height appears to have been less than one 
meter. Their function is a puzzle. Perhaps they served 
multiple functions. Among the hypotheses about the 
function of the pedestals is that they were part of the 
production of dairy products (Lehner 2009a: 194–195); 
boards for baking or the fermentation of bread in the 
sun, or supports for boxes or wet objects soaked with 
water or other liquids (Saleh 1974: 146). They might 
have been worktables for manufacturing papyrus sheets 
or even tanning hides (Saleh 1974: 146). However it is 
unlikely that production of papyrus sheets was such an 
ubiquitous and integral part of everyday activities at 
the site, and tanning is an odorous and unclean process 
that requires water, drying areas, and would leave sub-
stantial residues (Driel-Murray 2000: 300–306.) Saleh 
considered the possibility of worktables for the produc-
tion of faience but found no traces of such production 
associated directly with the pedestals (Saleh 1974: 147). 

Figure 2.27.  Facing south, the pedestals in the Mastaba Room of the Western Roadway. Photo by Petter Nyberg.
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Lehner discusses in detail the hypotheses of “desert 
refrigeration,” involving evaporative cooling (Lehner 
2009a: 195–198), and pedestals as part of malting and 
beer production (Lehner 2009a: 199–208).

Pedestals suggest storage off the ground and 
requiring ventilation. Similar structures at Tell Karrana 
(Upper Mesopotamia) have imprints of reed matting 
on their surface and served as grain-drying platforms 
(Lehner 2002a: 44–46; Zaccagnini 1993: 29–33). 
Another hypothesis is that the pedestals kept grain 
silos off the ground, away from rodents and moisture. 
The grain could then be extracted by pouring from an 
outlet at the base of the silo (Lehner 2009a: 194). A rep-
resentation of a granary with small silos on individual 
pedestals underneath a lightweight canopy was found 
at late 6th Dynasty tomb of Mehi at the Pepi II complex 
at Saqqara (Jéquier 1929: 74, fig. 83; Lehner 1991: 24). A 
model of a granary with small silos on individual ped-
estals was found in the tomb of Ankhtify at el-Moala, 
from the First Intermediate period and now in the 
Egyptian Museum (Abd el-Aziz, personal observation).

Conclusions
Area Main Street East (MSE) is located in the north-
east part of an industrial and production area (East 
of Galleries, or EOG) that is the interface between the 
Gallery Complex to the west and the Eastern Town to 
the east. Our excavations in MSE have provided us with 
a better understanding of the access routes in the east-
ern part of the HeG settlement. Area MSE represents 
the intersection of a number of key areas: the Eastern 
Town, Main Street, Area EOG, and a possible thorough-
fare (east of the wall) connecting the southeast portion 
of the site to the northeast. Our excavations in the MSE 
area have shed light on this intersection.

The Eastern Boundary Wall divided MSE into 
two halves, with Area EOG to the west and the Eastern 
Town to the east. The western part of MSE was very 
busy compared to its eastern part. To the west we 
exposed a row of nineteen pedestals. These extended 
north of the Main Street’s northern wall, indicating 
that through time the production yard (Area EOG) had 
expanded north. The MSE pedestals are very similar to 

the other pedestals in the HeG settlement in construc-
tion material, dimensions, and orientation. In Area 
MSE a north-south narrow corridor is located between 
the wall and the pedestals. We exposed small sockets at 
the bases of eight of the slots, which were constructed 
from mudbrick and stone fragments between the ped-
estals. We believe these supported jars. The function of 
the pedestals might have been related to other activities 
in the EOG area such as baking. 

The eastern side of the Eastern Boundary Wall  
was a comparatively empty space. Here there may have 
been an Eastern Roadway running north-south (or 
inner north-south lane in the Eastern Town). There is 
one east-west mudbrick wall, [25,936], that abuts wall 
[25,945]. There may be an access through this wall in 
the unexcavated area to the east. 

Later, when the pedestals had gone out of use the 
area was still industrial in character. We excavated a 
number of deposits that were rich with stone objects 
(sandstone and dolerite object fragments), including 
a cluster of hand hammerstones and a cluster of dol-
erite fragments. There was evidence of flint-knapping 
(evidenced by cores), large amounts of lithics, exotics, 
pigment samples, and mineral samples. The area to 
the south of Main Street East (MSE) contains evidence 
for more activities than the north of MSE because the 
southern part of MSE is closer to EOG, which expanded 
to the north. 
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The pottery presented in this chapter comes from a 
part of the Heit el-Ghurab site (HeG) called the Main 
Street East (MSE) area (frontispiece 2; fig. 1.8). The 
HeG site is composed of houses, galleries, bakeries, 
and industrial areas (Lehner 2007a: 21–47). The indus-
trial area is located in the East of the Galleries (EOG) 
area and contains bakeries and a faience production 
area (GOP3: 44–59). 

The site was reused after its main occupation in 
the Old Kingdom as a cemetery (Kaiser 2006b: 24–26) 
(fig. 4.1). The dating of the site is based on the pottery 
assemblage studied by Wodzińska (2007b: 283–318) 
and clay sealings recovered by the AERA team, dating 
largely to the reigns of Khafre and Menkaure (Lehner 
2007a: 46–47).

MSE is, in part, probably a continuation of the 
northeastern part of the industrial area EOG. In MSE, 
AERA excavators uncovered a north-south row of 19 
enigmatic limestone and mud pedestals in its western 
part (see fig. 2.3), perhaps related to malting or beer 
brewing (Lehner 2009a: 199–208). Unusually dense 
lithic scatters at the southern end of MSE contribute 
to the hypothesis that the area was an industrial area 
(GOP3: 35–44). For more details see Abd el-Aziz et al., 
Chapter 2, in this volume.

The pottery from the HeG site has been exten-
sively studied by Anna Wodzińska (2007b; 2009a). 
Earlier studies on the HeG pottery were completed 
by University of Chicago students in a 1996 semi-
nar led by Mark Lehner on Egyptian ceramics and 
by Lacovara (1997). The material from Area MSE was 
allocated for training MSA inspectors in the Analysis 
and Publication Field School (APFS). The pottery pre-
sented in this chapter is a sample of the total excavated 
Area MSE ceramics. We analyzed the pottery from 
three alternate 5 m × 5 m grid squares (4.I28, 4.K28, 
and 4.M28) (fig. 2.1; see Abd el-Aziz et al., Chapter 2, 
this volume).

The pottery team consisted of teachers Dr. 
Teodozja Rzeuska (Polish Academy of Sciences), 
Dr. Janine Bourriau (McDonald Institute for 
Archaeological Research, Cambridge), and Dr. Sabine 
Laemmel (McDonald Institute for Archaeological 
Research, Cambridge), and supervisors Sherif 
Mohamed Abd el-Monaem (MSA) and Mohamed Ali 
Abd el-Hakim (MSA). The students were Mohamed 
Naguib Reda (MSA), Mahmoud el-Shafey (MSA), 
Nermeen Shabaan Abayazeed (MSA), Ilham Ahmed 
M. el-Tawil (MSA), and Shaimaa Rasheed Salem (MSA). 
Dr. Mary Ownby (Cambridge University)  oversaw the 
petrography analysis of the pottery chips from MSE.

Pottery from Heit el-Ghurab (HeG)
Pottery from the HeG site is generally settlement 
material. Comparable Old Kingdom pottery is also 
known from Deir el-Bersha (Willems et al. 2009: 
308–313), Kom el-Hisn (Wenke et al. 1988: 5–34), 
Wadi Garawi near Helwan (Dreyer 1982; Dreyer and 
Jaritz 1983), Elephantine (Raue 1999), and Dendera 
(Marchand 2004). 

Wodzińska divided the assemblage from the HeG 
site into approximately 200 different types of pottery 
(2009b: 225). In addition to the typical Old Kingdom 
types such as bread molds, beer jars, Meidum bowls, 
high and low stands, etc., the HeG site is character-
ized by a large number of white carinated bowls (CD7 
in the Wodzińska/HeG typology, 2006a: 405–429). In 
general the pottery from MSE does not show major 
differences in the types and statistical patterns that 
occur in the overall HeG corpus. The typical types 
mentioned above occur in the same relative percent-
ages. Bread molds are still the highest percentage of 
the assemblage, followed by white carinated bowls, 
stands, and beer jars.

As stated above, the only datable textual informa-
tion from the site are the clay sealings recovered by the 

3.  A Study on the Ceramics from the Main Street East Area
by Mahmoud el-Shafey, Mohamed Naguib, and Sherif Abd el-Monaem, with Ilham Ahmed M. el-Tawil, 
Mohamed Ali Abd el-Hakiem, Shaima Rasheed Salem, and Nermeen Shabaan Abayazeed 
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AERA team. These mainly date to the reigns of Khafre 
and Menkaure, with some ephemeral 5th Dynasty 
activity indicated by a handful of sealings dating to 
the reign of Userkaf (Nolan 2012: 3). This corresponds 
well with the MSE ceramic material. 

The typology used for this study is different from 
the typology used in the publications by Wodzińska. It 
is standard procedure for the field school students to 
practice creating a new typology from scratch in order 
to more adequately face the challenge of starting work 
at a new site. In Table 3.1 we present the correlations 
between the MSE typology used in this publication 
and the HeG/Wodzińska typology (Wodzińska 2007b: 
292–309). 

The Pottery of the MSE Area
The ceramic material from our sample contained 
5,133 diagnostic pieces. There were no complete jars 
preserved. We had a few complete profiles, but the 
majority of our pieces were sherds. The bread mold 
(BM) is the most common type in the MSE area, rep-
resenting 32.47% of the total assemblage. The white 
carinated bowls (WCB) are the second most common  
at 12.49% of the assemblage, followed in decreas-
ing order by stands (S, 12.41%), beer jars (BJ, 9.30%), 
unidentified sherds (7.50%), bowls with an internal 
ledge (BL, 7.13%), bread trays (BT, 5.485), jars (J, 4.32%), 
bowls with simple profile (B, 3.43%), red carinated 
bowls (RCB, 2.27%), miniatures (M, 1.01%), coarse 
plates (CP, 0.84%), platters (P, 0.68%), vats (V, 0.47%), 
and lids (L, 0.13%) (fig. 3.1). 

The clay types in the MSE area consist of three dif-
ferent groups: Nile clays, marl clays, and mixed clays. 
The most common clay is Nile clay, which represents 
94.8% of the total assemblage, while the marl clay 
represents a small percentage, only 3.8% of the total 
assemblage. We have only one sherd of mixed clay. 
Regarding fabric, there is 1.2% from our total assem-
blage that we could not classify due to identification 
difficulties. 

The bread mold fabrics (1A, 1B, and 1C) repre-
sent one-third of the total percentage of the fabric 
types (see discussion below). Bread mold fabric 1A 
is the most common fabric among the bread molds; 
it alone represents 30% of the total assemblage. The 
large percentage of this fabric type agrees with the 
large percentage of the bread molds among the total 
assemblage. Coarse Nile fabrics 2A and 2B represent 
8.1% of the total assemblage, and are represented by 

bread trays, some platters, plates, vats, and bowls 
with simple profiles. The most common fabrics are 
the medium fine Nile clay (3A and 3B) that represent 
together 43.9% of the total assemblage. The high per-
centage of this fabric is due to the many different types 
that are made with this fabric; e.g., large amounts of 
different kinds of bowls, some platters, plates, jars, and 
stands. Marl clay 5B is the most common marl fabric 
type; it is used in making some the following types: 
jars (J1, J2, and J3); white carinated bowls (WCB5); and 
red carinated bowls (RCB4) (fig. 3.2). 

Methodology
To begin our work we washed the pottery that could 
withstand water and left the sherds to dry. After this 
we sorted the diagnostic pottery sherds (a sherd that 
we could assign to a type based on some characteristic 
feature) from the non-diagnostic sherds. We split them 
into two groups: body sherds of bread molds and bread 
trays and another group representing all other types. 
We weighed these groups. In addition, we recorded 
any important information pertaining to the diagnos-
tic sherds (imported fabric, important type, etc.). We 
weighed and discarded the non-diagnostic sherds and 
marked the diagnostic sherds with the appropriate 
feature number (the numerical identifier that the exca-
vators assign to each excavated wall or deposit). Then 
we classified our diagonstic types into four catego-
ries based on the shape of the pot: open forms, closed 
forms, non-containers, and miniature vessels. 

We used tile snips to create a fresh break in the 
edge of our sherds, studied the fabric using a hand 
lens and microscope, and then created a classifica-
tion system. We drew sherds that we considered to 
be important, such as sherds with a complete profile, 
sherds bearing potmarks, pieces that were white or red 
slipped, and sherds that were crucial to illustrating our 
typology. After drawing the sherds we inked the draw-
ings. Our next step was to fill out pottery forms for 
the drawn sherds. The last step was statistical analysis. 
We constructed a database for all the pottery we ana-
lyzed and entered the data we recorded on forms we 
created, which can be used later at any site. After this 
we counted the rim pieces and added the percentages 
of the state of preservation of all rims. We did this in 
order to know how many vessels from each type we 
had, as well as the relative frequency of those types.

We studied only a sample of the ceramics from 
Area MSE (the ceramics from Squares 4.I28, 4.K28 and 
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Type MSE Typology Heit el-Ghurab/Wodzińska Typology

Platters (PT) PT1 CD1

PT2 CD1

Coarse plates with flat base (CP) CP1 CD1

CP2 CD1, CD2

Bread trays (BT) BT1A F1A

BT1B F1B

BT2 F1C

Bowls with simple profile (B) B1 CD11

B2 CD23

B3 CD23

B4A CD20

B4B CD23

Bowls with internal ledge (BL) BL1 CD32A

BL2 CD32B

BL3 CD11

White carinated bowls (CB1) CB1A CD7

CB1B CD7 II

CB1C CD7 IV

CB1D CD7

CB1E CD7

Red carinated bowls (CB2) CB2A CD6-A

CB2B CD6-B

CB2C CD6-A

CB2D CD6-B

Bread molds (BM) BM1 F2C

BM2A F2B

BM2B F2B

BM3 F2B

Vats (V) V1 CD25

V2 CD22

V3 CD24

Jars (J) J1, J2 AB7

J3 AB3

J4 AB35

Beer jars (BJ) BJ1 AB4-A

BJ2 AB4-C

Stands (S) S1A E2

S1B E2?

S1C E2?

S1D E2

S1E E1

S2A E2

S2B E1

S3 E1

Lids (L) L1, L2 G

Miniatures (M) M1 CDM9

M2 CDM4

Table 3.1.  
Equivalencies 
between the MSE 
typology and the 
HeG/Wodzińska 
typology.
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Figure 3.1.  Percentage of ceramic types in the Main Street East area assemblage (for abbreviation codes, see table 3.1). 
The category of “?” indicates pieces that were too small to classify to a type, but were non-body sherds.
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Figure 3.2.  Percentage of fabric types in the Main Street East area assemblage (for abbreviation codes, see fabric section).
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4.M28). This sample represents the ceramics that were 
recovered during the 2007 excavation season (see Abd 
el-Aziz et al., Chapter 2, this volume). The remainder 
of the MSE ceramics (recovered during the 2006 exca-
vation season, from Squares 4.N28, 4.L28, 4.J28, and 
4.H28) had previously been studied and analyzed by 
project ceramicist Anna Wodzińska, using her own 
typology (2007a) and analytical methods. Due to 
time constraints we were unable to integrate our data 
with Wodzińska’s data or with the excavation data. We 
have therefore not been able to group and analyze the 
ceramic material by phase or space (see Abd el-Aziz et 
al., Chapter 2, this volume).

The next section describes how we created our 
form typology and fabric typology, with a description 
and analysis of the various pottery types. This is fol-
lowed by a discussion on shaping methods, finishing 
techniques, and surface treatments used in the MSE 
assemblage. This is followed by our conclusion, an 
appendix discussing three MSE Buto-Maadi sherds, 
and a partial catalog.

The Typology 
The main criteria we used in dividing the ceramic 
assemblage of the MSE area is the relationship between 
the rim diameter of the vessel (AP) and the maximum 
body diameter of the vessel (MBD). This relationship is 
called the aperture index (AI). Using a mathematical 
formula to determine the AI, we divided the ceramic 
assemblage into two main categories: open forms, 
where the rim diameter is bigger than the maximum 
body diameter, and closed forms, where the rim 
diameter is less than or equal to the maximum body 
diameter (Aston 1989: 424; Rzeuska 2006: 57). Besides 
these two categories, there are some pots that cannot 
be classified as containers due to their shape or con-
struction, such as stands and lids. We classified these 
into a third category of non-containers. Lastly, our 
fourth category was for miniature vessels, which are 
small copies of true vessels.

Taking our four categories, the next stage was to 
divide each category into a specific group depending 
on the ratio of the vessel height (H) to its maximum 
diameter (MBD). This measurement is called the ves-
sel index (VI) (Aston 1989: 425; Rzeuska 2006: 58). 
Using a mathematical formula to determine the VI, 
we divided the open form vessels into four groups: 
platters, plates, bowls, and beakers (bread molds and 
vats). The VI of plates and platters was more than 

700, the VI of bowls between 500 and 150, and that 
of a beaker, less than 150. We grouped the closed 
form vessels into one overarching group of jars. The 
third category, non-containers, was divided into two 
groups: stands and lids. We only found the fourth cat-
egory, the miniature vessels, in open forms of small 
plates and small red slip carinated bowls. The VI of the 
miniature vessels is as follows: for the open forms it is 
equal or more than 100, and for the closed forms it is 
less than 100. We used both primary and secondary 
features in subdividing the groups into sub-groups, 
types, and sub-types (see table 3.2).

The Fabric Groups of MSE
Just as with the form typology, we created a new sys-
tem for the fabrics used in MSE ceramics, although there 
was already a system established for the HeG site by 
Wodzińska (2007b: 291–292). Again, the reason for this 
was to help us gain firsthand experience setting up our 
own typologies and classificatory systems. We provide 
comparative charts giving the equivalencies between 
the MSE fabric system and HeG fabric system (table 
3.4), in addition to that of the Vienna system (table 3.5) 
(Bourriau and Nordström 1993: 147–190). 

The term fabric refers to the physical composi-
tion and makeup of the clay used in the pottery. In the 
beginning we divided the Nile fabrics into four main 
groups and the marl fabrics into five groups, some of 
these groups with subdivisions. But during our analy-
sis we discovered that we also had a mixed fabric that 
needed to be added. Because the bread molds were the 
most numerous type, we created a special group of fab-
ric for their subdivisions. We also had a few ceramics 
dating back to the Buto-Maadi culture (three sherds, 
see Appendix 1 below). Because they were rare we did 
not give the fabrics a specific name, but describe them 
in the Appendix discussion. 

We examined all samples on a fresh break of the 
sherd at 20× magnification using the Fieldlite micro-
scope with a lens graticule. 

We use the following terms when describing the 
composition and quantity of components within the 
fabric: a little or a few is estimated at less than 5 exam-
ples scattered over the break, while plentiful, abundant, 
common, or large means that one-third to one-half of 
the microscope view is covered with the inclusions. 
Contiguous means that the inclusions are so close that 
they touch. The dimensions of the inclusions vary 
from very fine, fine, and medium, to coarse (table 3.3) 
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Table 3.2.  The MSE typology, showing reasons/factors for division.
CATEGORY GROUP SUB-GROUP TYPE SUB-TYPE

Open Forms Platters Platters (PT) 

further divided by surface 
treatment into:

PT1, PT2

Plates Coarse plates with flat 
base (CP) 

further divided by shape of 
base into:

CP1, CP2

Bread Trays (BT)

further divided by height of 
walls into:

BT1

further divided by shape of 
rim into:

BT1A, BT1B

BT2

Bowls Bowls with simple 
profile (B)

further divided by shape 
details into:

B1, B2, B3

B4
further divided by shape of 
rim into:

B4A, B4B

Bowls with internal 
ledge (BL)

further divided by shape of 
the rim into:

BL1

further divided by size of 
rim into:

BL1A, BL1B,
BL1C

BL2, BL3

Carinated bowls (CB)

further divided by color into:

CB1
White Carinated Bowls 

further divided by fabric 
and rim shape into:

CB1A, CB1B, CB1C

CB1D, CB1E

CB2 
Red Carinated Bowls

further divided by fabric 
and shoulder shape into:

CB2A, CB2B

CB2C, CB2D

Beakers Bread Molds (BM) 

further divided by shape 
into:

BM1

further divided by shape of 
rim into:

BM1A, BM1B

BM2

BM3

Vats (V)

further divided based on 
shape of the rim into:

V1, V2, V3

Closed Forms Jars Jars (J)

further divided based on 
shape into:

J1, J2, J3, J4

Beer Jars (BJ)

further divided based on 
shape of the rim into:

BJ1, BJ2

Non-
Containers

Stands Stands (S)

further divided based on 
shape of the rim and surface 
treatment into:

S1 
further divided by shape of 
rim into:

S1A, S1B, S1C, S1D, S1E

S2 
further divided by shape 
into:

S2A, S2B

S3

Lids Lids (L)

further divided by fabric into:

L1, L2

Miniature 
Vessels

Miniature 
Vessels

Miniature Vessels (M)

further divided by shape 
into:

M1, M2
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MSE Fabric Typology HeG Fabric Typology Remarks
None present GN10

None present GN9

1A GN8

1B GN8

1C GN8

2A GN7

2B GN5

3A GN4

3B GN6

4A GN2

4B GN3

4C GN3

5A GM3

5A (pink variant) None present Less fired than 5A

5B GM2

5C None present

5D GM1

5E GM2

None present GM4 Local Giza marl

6A None present Mixed clay

MSE Fabrics Vienna System
1A NC

1B NC

1C NC

2A NB2

2B NB2

3A NB2

3B NB2

4A NB1

4B NB1

4C NB1

5A MC

5A (pink variant) None

5B MA1

5C Non

5D MA2

5E MA1

6A None

Table 3.4.  A comparison 
between MSE fabrics 
and HeG fabrics 
(Wodzińska 2007b).

Table 3.5.  A comparison between the MSE fabrics and 
the Vienna system fabrics (Nordström and Bourriau 
1993).

The dimensions of the minerals The dimensions of the plants
Very fine < 4 gaps (1 gap = 0.050 mm) Fine <2 mm = 40 gaps

Fine 4-5 gaps Medium 2-5 mm = 40–100 gaps

Medium 5-10 gaps Coarse >5 mm = > 100 gaps

Coarse > 10 gaps

Table 3.3.  The 
dimensions of the 
inclusions.
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(we borrowed the descriptions presented in Bourriau, 
Nicholson, and Rose 2000: 129). The sorting (well, poor, 
etc.) of the components or particles in the clay refers 
to their distribution throughout the body of the clay 
(even, uneven, etc.). Clays that are more thoroughly 
prepared and mixed will have a more even distribu-
tion of components. We refer to the hardness of both 
the clay fabric and the clay’s mineral components with 
terms like soft, medium, hard, or very hard. Hardness 
is also often measured in Mohs’ scale of mineral hard-
ness, where a higher number (1–10) indicates a harder 
substance.

Group 1: Bread Mold Fabrics

Bread Mold Fabric 1A (Color Plate 9d)
This is the most common bread mold fabric within the 
assemblage. It is a Nile clay fabric, with components that 
are poorly or unevenly sorted throughout the clay, and 
it has open pores. The fabric contains large amounts of 
very fine, fine, and medium sand; a large amount of fine 
plant remains and also few medium- and coarse-sized 
plant remains; few limestone fragments of all sizes; a 
large amount of medium and few coarse-sized soft red-
brown particles; very fine mica; and few medium and 
coarse-sized, rounded sand grains. Some of the lime-
stone particles are decomposed.

Bread Mold Fabric 1B (Color Plate 9e)
This fabric is much less common than fabric 1A in this 
assemblage. It is a Nile clay fabric, much less porous 
and sandier than fabric 1A. The fabric contains a small 
amount of both very fine and fine sand; a large amount 
of medium and coarse sand; a few fine plant remains; 
a few fine, medium, and coarse-sized limestone inclu-
sions; a little fine mica; and a few coarse, rounded sand 
grains. 

Bread Mold Fabric 1C (Color Plate 9f)
This is the rarest of the bread mold fabrics within the 
assemblage. It is a Nile clay fabric; it has been well pre-
pared by the potter so that it is dense, well or evenly 
sorted, and medium hard. The fabric contains abun-
dant very fine and fine sand and fine plant remains; 
abundant very fine limestone particles; a few medium-
sized soft red-brown particles; a large amount of very 
fine mica and very fine rounded sand grains; plentiful 
fine and a few medium black stone particles.

Group 2: Coarse Nile Fabrics

Coarse Nile Fabric 2A (Color Plate 9g)
The porosity is medium and the sorting is poor. The 
break is crumbly and not hard. This fabric contains: a 
little very fine, fine, medium, and coarse sand grains; 
plentiful fine and a few medium-sized plant remains; 
plentiful fine and medium limestone particles; a few 
fine soft red-brown particles; a little coarse red–brown 
rock particles; a few medium rounded sand grains; 
and a little very fine mica. 

Coarse Nile Fabric 2B (Color Plate 9h)
The porosity is medium and the sorting is poor. This 
fabric contains: plentiful very fine sand and a little 
fine, medium, and coarse-sized sand grains; a few fine 
and medium-sized plant remains; plentiful very fine 
limestone and a few fine, medium, and coarse-sized 
limestone particles; a few medium-sized soft red-
brown particles; a few medium and coarse rounded 
sand grains; a few fine gray-white particles; and a 
little very fine mica. There are a few very fine decom-
posed limestone particles and a few coarse elongated 
air-holes. 

Group 3: Medium Nile Fabrics

Medium Nile Fabric 3A (Color Plate 9i)
This is medium fine Nile clay fabric with a few scat-
tered fine plant remains and particles of sand and 
limestone. The fabric is used, in this case, for a bowl 
with a restricted shape. The fabric contains a few par-
ticles of very fine, fine, medium, and coarse-sized sand 
grains; a few fine plant remains; a few limestone par-
ticles of all sizes; a few fine soft red-brown particles; 
a few medium and coarse rounded sand grains; and 
very fine mica. It is of medium porosity and the sort-
ing is fair. There are a few fine decomposed limestone 
particles. 

Medium Nile Fabric 3B (Color Plate 9j)
This is a medium Nile clay fabric of medium porosity 
and fair sorting. It has more sand and plant remains 
than 3A. The fabric contains abundant very fine sand 
and a few fine particles of medium and coarse-sized 
sand grains; a large amount of fine plant remains and 
a few medium and coarse-sized plant remains; abun-
dant very fine, fine, and medium limestone particles; 
a few medium rounded sand grains; a few very fine 
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black rock particles; and a few very fine, fine, and 
medium-sized particles of mica. It is crumbly, rather 
than hard, because of the quantity of sand. 

Group 4: Fine Nile Fabrics 

Fine Nile Fabric 4A (Color Plate 9k)
This is fine Nile clay fabric. It is well levigated and well 
prepared by the potter so that it is dense, well sorted, 
and medium hard. The fabric contains contiguous 
very fine sand and a few fine and medium particles 
of sand; a few fine plant remains; common very fine 
limestone particles and a few fine and medium lime-
stone particles; a few fine soft red-brown particles; a 
few medium rounded sand grains; a few fine black 
rock particles; and a few very fine mica particles. It is 
dense with a few elongated air-holes and a few decom-
posed limestone particles.

Fine Nile Fabric 4B (Color Plate 9l)
This is also a well prepared fine Nile clay fabric, but is 
easily distinguished from fine Nile 4A because of the 
large particles of mica present. Mica appears in very 
fine particles in almost all fabrics, but the size and 
quantity visible to the naked eye in this case are excep-
tional. This example comes from a stand and a single 
sherd of a white carinated bowl.

The fabric contains contiguous very fine particles 
of sand and a few fine, medium, and coarse-sized 
sand grains; a few fine plant remains; a few limestone 
particles of all sizes; a few very fine soft red-brown 
particles; a few coarse rounded sand grains; a few 
medium black rock particles; a few very fine and fine-
sized particles of mica; and abundant medium-sized 
particles of mica. It is dense and well sorted. There are 
a few coarse decomposed limestone particles. 

Fine Nile Fabric 4C (Color Plate 10a)
The fabric contains plentiful very fine, fine, and a 
few medium and coarse-sized sand grains; a little 
fine and medium-sized plant remains; plentiful very 
fine limestone particles and a few fine, medium, and 
coarse-sized limestone particles; a few very fine soft 
red-brown particles; a few very fine red-brown rock 
particles; a few rounded sand grains; plentiful very fine 
black rock particles; plentiful very fine and a few fine 
mica particles. It is a dense clay, and it is well-sorted. 
There are a few fine and medium-sized air-holes. 

Group 5: Marl Fabrics

Marl Fabric 5A (Color Plate 10b and d)
This fabric is a marl fabric with very conspicuous 
inclusions of fine decomposed limestone particles vis-
ible in the dark matrix. It is dense, well sorted, and 
medium hard. The presence of a few medium particles 
of unmixed clay is conspicuous and diagnostic for this 
fabric. It contains a little fine and medium-sized sand 
grains; a few fine plants remains; contiguous very fine 
and fine limestone particles, and a few medium-sized 
limestone particles; a few fine soft red-brown par-
ticles; a little fine mica; and a few medium particles of 
unmixed clay. 

Marl Fabric 5A (pink variant; Color Plate 10c) 
This is a marl fabric belonging to the 5A group but is 
less fired than marl fabric 5A. The fabric is dense, well 
sorted, and medium hard. There is much fine lime-
stone but only some particles are decomposed. It was 
used for wheel made carinated bowls and jars. 

The fabric contains a large amount of very fine 
sand particles; a large amount of very fine and a little 
fine limestone particles; a few fine soft red-brown par-
ticles; a few red-brown rock particles; a little very fine 
mica; and a little very fine black rock particles. There 
is a large amount of very fine and fine decomposed 
limestone particles, and a few fine and medium-sized 
air-holes.

Marl Fabric 5B (Color Plate 10e)
This is a dense and well-sorted marl clay. It is hard, 
thick-walled, and consistently fired. The fabric con-
tains both common very fine and fine sand, and a few 
medium-sized particles of sand; common very fine and 
fine limestone particles and a few medium-sized lime-
stone particles; a few medium-sized soft red-brown 
particles; a little fine and medium-sized red-brown 
rock particles; a few fine black rock particles; and fine 
mica. It has abundant medium-sized air-holes. 

Marl Fabric 5C (Color Plate 10f)
This is the rarest of the marl fabrics present in the 
assemblage. It has conspicuous black inclusions which 
have been identified as particles of plant ash because of 
the tiny air-holes they contain. Otherwise the fabric is 
dense, reasonably well sorted, and medium hard.

The fabric contains a little very fine, fine, and 
medium-sized sand grains; a few fine plant remains; 
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abundant very fine and a few fine limestone particles; 
a few fine and medium-sized soft red-brown particles; 
a little very fine mica; and plentiful very fine, medium, 
and a few fine black rock particles. A few limestone 
particles are decomposed and there are abundant fine 
and a few medium-sized air-holes. 

Marl Fabric 5D (Color Plate 10g)
This is a dense, well sorted marl clay, with few inclu-
sions that measure larger than fine-sized. It was used 
for jars with a distinctive slip of a pink color overlaid 
with gray. There are very few—if any—plant remains 
present. The fabric contains abundant very fine and 
a few fine sand grains; a few fine plant remains; a few 
very fine, fine, and medium-sized limestone particles; 
a few very fine, fine, and medium-sized soft red-brown 
particles; abundant very fine and a few medium and 
coarse-sized red-brown rock particles; a little very fine 
mica; and a large amount of very fine, a little fine and 
medium-sized black rock particles. It is medium-hard. 
There are a few very fine decomposed limestone par-
ticles and also a few fine and medium air-holes. 

Marl Fabric 5E (Color Plate 10h)
This fabric is filled with plentiful sand. The porosity is 
dense, and it is well sorted. The fabric contains plentiful 
very fine; a few fine and medium sand grains; plenti-
ful very fine and a little fine limestone; plentiful very 
fine soft red-brown particles; plentiful very fine and 
fine black rock particles; plentiful very fine mica. The 
porosity is dense, it is well sorted, and medium hard. 
There are a few very fine and coarse-sized decomposed 
limestone particles and also a few fine and coarse-sized 
air-holes. 

Group 6: Mixed Fabrics

Mixed Fabric 6A (Color Plate 10i)
This is a coarse sand fabric. The fabric contains a little 
very fine, fine, and plentiful medium and coarse-sized 
sand grains; a little fine plant remains; plentiful very 
fine, fine, and a few medium and coarse-sized lime-
stone particles; a little fine, medium, and coarse-sized 
soft red-brown particles; a few medium rounded sand 
grains; little very fine and medium-sized black rock par-
ticles; and a few very fine mica particles. There are a few 
particles of crushed limestone. The porosity is dense 
and the sorting is medium hard. There are a few fine 
and medium-sized decomposed limestone particles. 

Shaping Methods and Finishing Techniques 
After examining the different shaping methods and 
finishing techniques used in the MSE pottery, we did 
further research on how these techniques are fully used 
by the potter. We give a brief explanation of these com-
mon techniques here for the benefit of other Egyptian 
colleagues who may not have direct access to the books 
we consulted.

Shaping Techniques
We recognized different techniques for the shaping 
and finishing of the vessels and their bottoms in the 
ceramic material of the MSE area. The shaping tech-
niques included hand-shaping, shaping over a core, 
and throwing on the wheel; the finishing techniques 
included hand-finishing, scraping, trimming, cutting 
off the wheel, and pounding.

Hand-shaping
The majority of the pottery of the MSE area was 
handmade. Among the oldest handmade methods 
recognized in the MSE ceramics is the technique of 
pinching and hollowing. This method is a simple way 
for shaping vessels, especially small ones. The potter 
holds a rounded clay lump in the palm of one hand, 
and with the other hand makes a cavity in it with his 
thumb or fingers, and then squeezes it and makes a 
hollow, and continues by turning the clay lump in his 
left hand. He repeats this action many times to expand 
the cavity and to build the vessel’s walls. Next he pats 
the bottom of the vessel to thin it out, while pinching 
the walls to thin them until it reaches the desired shape 
(Aston 1998: 28; Rice 1987: 125; Shepard 1980: 55). This 
technique is visible in the bases of the MSE beer jars. 

The most popular method used in the MSE area 
pottery was the coiling technique. Here the potter rolls 
a piece of clay between both hands into a long, narrow 
cylinder. Holding these rolls from both ends, the potter 
builds the vessel by starting with one end between his 
thumb and fingers and coiling it around and around 
as he builds the pot walls up. After each coil the potter 
squeezes the joint between the new and previous coils 
(Shepard 1980: 58). This technique was used in build-
ing some parts of the MSE vessels, but not for the entire 
vessel, e.g., the walls of the beer jars, vats, and bread 
trays. Often we can still feel the coils in the walls of 
some of the MSE stands (Types S2 and S3), providing 
evidence that these types were at least partly coiled as 
well. 
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This technique has some general advantages. It 
gives the potter the ability to control the thickness of 
the vessel wall by controlling the length and diameter 
of the coils, and it is very useful in building up large 
pots like vats. As for disadvantages, coiling can allow 
for separations and cracks between the coils in the ves-
sel walls, and it is a slower shaping method (Shepard 
1980: 59).

Shaping over a Core
This idea is to take advantage of the shape of a block or 
core of wood (or fired clay or any other available mate-
rial) in shaping a whole pot or part of it. The clay lump 
is put on the top of the core, then the potter presses 
it down with his hands to cover the core or part of it 
from all directions, using one or both hands to rotate 
the core. When finished, he cuts off the excess clay 
with a sharp tool. Subsequently the potter shapes the 
rim and then joins the two parts together with a patch 
of clay (Arnold and Bourriau 1993: 25, fig. 22). Conical 
bread molds and most likely red carinated bowls with 
sharp carinated shoulders are among the MSE ves-
sels made with this technique. Pots made in this way 
often have thick walls and a smooth interior surface, 
with pressure/finger marks on the exterior (el-Sanussi 
2008: 40).

Turning Device
This device could be a flat piece of wood, or an open 
pot (Hope 2001: 13), or any other thing larger than the 
diameter of the pot to be formed. It is used more as 
a way of pushing the clay than turning it as on a fast 
wheel. This technique does not produce central or 
parallel continuous rotation marks, but uneven and 
slow rotation marks (Arnold and Bourriau 1993: 36). 
It is used as a primary or secondary shaping process. 
This technique could be used to finish the rim and 
neck of some pots. Some rims of the MSE pottery are 
likely to have been made by this technique, such as the 
two sub-variants of red slip carinated bowls, the red 
slip carinated bowls with sharp shoulder made from 
marl clay (RCB1) and Nile clay (RCB3). Here the rim 
has been shaped on a turning device after the body of 
the bowl was shaped over a core.

Forming on the Wheel
The invention of the wheel represented a big leap in 
the field of pottery making. This is due to the pres-
ence of a center rotational pivot that produces a 

symmetrical rotation, making the proportions of the 
pot more equal. Furthermore, a wheel helps in pro-
ducing enough speed to make large quantities of pots 
in less time than was spent on the handmade methods 
(Hope 2001: 13).

The depiction of the potter’s wheel in Ti’s tomb 
from the 5th Dynasty shows that wheel consists of a 
platform and an axle, but it not obvious if that axle is 
fixed to the platform or not (Wodzińska 2010: 41). The 
potter sitting down in front of this wheel appears to 
be forming the pot with his left hand and turning the 
platform with the other hand (Holthoer 1977: 7, fig. 4). 
This type of wheel was used in Egypt during the 4th 
Dynasty (Aston 1998: 29).

Some MSE vessels have fine parallel lines on both 
surfaces, indicating the considerable rotational force 
placed while shaping them on a wheel. Among the 
MSE vessels using this technique are the miniature ves-
sels, jars, some stands and some examples of the two 
red slip carinated bowl sub-variants—red slip cari-
nated bowls with rounded shoulders made from marl 
clay (RCB2) and from Nile clay (RCB4).

Base Finishing Techniques
Due to the lack of complete pots or pots with com-
plete profiles in the MSE corpus, we cannot go in depth 
into base finishing techniques. However we can make 
a few general comments.

Trimming
This is a method of cutting the bases of the vessels—
especially those with a flat base—from the rest of the 
clay lump by using a knife or hard tool. The traces 
left by this method are indicated by straight parallel 
grooved lines over the entirety of the base (Wodzińska 
2010: 42). This process occurs while the pot is still wet 
or after the leather-hard stage of drying. This method 
was used to trim the bases of some MSE vessels, such 
as the coarse plates and platters. 

Scraping 
Scraping is done by eliminating extra clay from the 
surface of the vessel in order to thin it using a hard tool 
while the pot is still wet or in the leather-hard stage of 
drying. It is always used with vessels shaped by coil-
ing, molding, and pinching finishing techniques (Rice 
1987: 137). The traces of scraping appear in a linear 
form. In the MSE corpus, this method is typical for the 
bowls with internal ledges, beer jars, and some of the 
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bowls with a simple profile. The difference between 
trimming and scraping is that trimming is a way to 
separate the base from the clay lump, but scraping is a 
way to shape the base by eliminating extra clay.

Cut from the Wheel
This method uses a thin string or another sharp tool 
to separate the pot from the wheel. The potter some-
times uses both of his hands to cut off the pot, and 
other times he uses just one hand (Holthoer 1977: 33, 
fig. 47). These pots are usually of medium and small 
size. Because the pot is cut while rotating, the resulting 
marks are indicated by spiral rings moving out away 
from the center of the base (Arnold and Bourriau 1993: 
54). In the MSE corpus, we saw this method used with 
the miniature vessels.

Pounding
With this technique, the potter beats the clay lump 
either with his hand or an instrument (stone or wood) 
that has a slightly flat surface. He repeats that action 
many times to make the base flat. The traces left behind 
by this method on the surface of the base are traces 
of open palm strikes from the potter’s hand, or strikes 
from the instrument. Also the surface will be uneven 
(Rzeuska 2006: 48). In MSE, this technique was used to 
form some of the bread trays, plates, and platters.

Surface Treatment
There are two main reasons a potter might apply a sur-
face treatment to a pot. Firstly, to improve the function 
of a pot, for example, decreasing the porosity of the 
vessel by closing the pores of the clay via smoothing, 
burnishing, or polishing. A second reason is simply to 
decorate the surface and make a more attractive pot. 
Of course all of the treatments mentioned in the for-
mer instance can play a decorative purpose (Arnold 
and Bourriau 1993: 85). 

The MSE potters used many different methods of 
treatment for most of the types present. But it is worth 
mentioning that they often left one side of some of the 
pots without any treatment, so that it was simply the 
natural surface of the clay, for the decorative effect it 
provided. For example, we saw this in the inner surface 
of the beer jars and the outer surface of some bread 
trays and bowls with internal ledges.

Smoothing
This is the simplest method of surface treatment for 

improving the surface of the vessel. Traces of hand 
manufacture, such as coiling, pinching, and hol-
lowing are very visible. However, in some cases the 
potter smoothed those using a wet hand or a wet piece 
of cloth or leather while the surface was still moist 
(Shepard 1980: 66). The potter sometimes smoothed 
the pot on both sides, as we found in some of the MSE 
bread trays and bowls, or on one side alone, such as 
with the bread molds, beer jars, and some of the jars, 
platters, and stands.

The Use of Slip
Slip is an extra layer of clay and water covering the 
surface of a vessel that can sometimes be colored by 
pigment. It is added before the pot is fired (Arnold 
and Bourriau 1993: 86). The color of the slip can vary 
depending on several factors, including pigment color 
and firing conditions. If the firing took place in an 
oxidizing atmosphere, the color will be similar to the 
original pigment color or slightly darker, but if the fir-
ing is done in a reducing firing atmosphere, the color 
will take on shades of gray (Rzeuska 2006: 54). 

We found two colors of slip in the MSE corpus: red, 
made from red ochre; and white, made from calcite or 
gypsum. Red is the most common, and was present 
in plates, platters, red slip carinated bowls, bowls with 
simple profiles, vats, and stands. Most of these types 
were covered with red slip on both surfaces, but some-
times, as with some of the jars, only on one side. White 
slip is very rare and only represented in the white cari-
nated bowls. 

White Wash 
White wash is also a thin coating layer containing pig-
ment and water, but it is added after firing (Arnold 
and Bourriau 1993: 86). It was added by swabbing the 
surface of the vessel with a piece of cloth or by the pot-
ter’s wet hand (Aston 1998: 30). It is less common than 
other surface treatment methods, but is typical for 
bowls with internal ledges in the MSE corpus. 

Scum (Self Slip)
Scum, or self slip, is a phenomenon that can occur 
during the drying stage, when water added to the clay 
before the shaping process escapes to the surface of 
the vessel carrying soluble salts that stay on the pot’s 
surface (Shepard 1980: 193). This is typical in the MSE 
corpus for some bread trays and jars. 
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Burnishing
Burnishing was used to improve the surface of a pot by 
scraping or pressing on the surface in a zigzag motion 
with a hard tool like a pebble or a piece of wood, in 
order to decrease the porosity of a vessel or for decora-
tive purposes. Traces of burnishing are easily noticed 
(Hope 2001: 22). The process of burnishing is done 
during the leather-hard stage while the surface is still 
slightly soft (Arnold and Bourriau 1993: 85). For MSE, 
it is typical of the types that have red slip, for example, 
some of bowls, jars, stands, and miniatures.

Polishing 
This method is similar to burnishing. It is also used 
to improve the surface of the vessel, but the difference 
between burnishing and polishing is that the latter 
gives the vessel surface a uniform luster by rubbing 
the surface with a piece of cloth or leather before fir-
ing (Shepard 1980: 66). It was also typical in the MSE 
corpus for red-slipped types, such as some of the red 
carinated bowls, stands, bowls, jars, and miniatures. 

MSE Pottery Forms
Here we describe the pottery types and their various 
sub-groups. We discuss the frequencies of these types 
in the MSE assemblage and how they were made. We 
also look at their wider context where possible and 
examine how these types compare to the rest of the 
HeG assemblage and to other known Old Kingdom 
sites.

Category: Open Forms

Group: Platters
Sub-Group: Platters (PT)

Platters are open vessels with no walls and flat bases, 
where the rim diameter is equal to the base diameter. 
The MSE platters are made of coarse Nile fabric. They 
were pounded, and then the rim was shaped with a 
hard tool.

They can be subdivided into two types on the 
basis of the surface treatment:

1. uncoated platters (PT1; Pl. 1a) 

2. red-slipped platters (PT2; Pl. 1b, Color Plate 1a, 1b)

The first type, PT1, has a rim/base diameter rang-
ing from 32 to 36 cm. The total height of the vessel 
is approximately 1.8 cm. The majority of these plat-
ters are made of Coarse Nile Fabric 2B. The interior 

surface was smoothed while wet (wet-smoothed) and 
the exterior was untreated. They are not well fired. 

The second type of platter, PT2, has a rim/base 
diameter ranging from 33 to 36 cm. The total height is 
approximately 2 cm. The most characteristic fabric for 
this type is Coarse Nile Fabric 2A. The inside surface is 
covered with red slip and it has a red band around the 
rim on the outside. There is a groove close to the edge 
of the rim on the inside. Additionally, some examples 
are burnished inside. 

Types PT1 and PT2 are the same as type CD1 in the 
HeG typology (Wodzińska 2009a: fig. 1). Type PT1 has 
a good comparative in Wodzińska 2010: 363, pl. 19.11 
[1321]. There is a good parallel from Dahshur (Faltings 
1989: 146, Abb. 10b, A49). For type PT2 (Wodzińska 
2009a: fig. 1), MSE Number 134 (Pl. 1b) has a paral-
lel from elsewhere in the HeG site (Wodzińska 2010: 
363, pl. 19, 6 [2853]) dated to the 4th Dynasty. Another 
4th Dynasty parallel is from Abu Rawash (Marchand 
2009: 83, 87, class 3).

The platter could have been used for serving food 
(Wodzińska 2007b: 299), but the existence of two dif-
ferent types, one with a wet-smoothed inner surface 
and the other with a red slip inside, may indicate that 
they served different purposes. Future studies are 
needed to solve this issue.

Group: Plates
Sub-Group: Coarse Plates with a Flat Base (CP) 

This sub-group is characterized by a simple rounded 
rim, flaring wall, and a flat base. Some of these plates 
have a groove on the inside, either close to the edge of 
the rim or between the wall and the base. The major-
ity of the sherds of this sub-group were very small 
fragments, making it difficult to know the exact rim 
diameter of most of these plates. We estimate the rim 
diameter of this sub-group as ranging between 26 to 
35 cm. The total height is 2 cm on average. This sub-
group is made exclusively of Nile clay. They are made 
from both coarse and medium Nile clay 2A and 2B—
with type 2B being more common—in addition to one 
example of fine Nile clay, 4A. All these fabric types 
were used in all examples of the coarse plates with flat 
base, meaning that there are no specific types of clay 
used for one particular sub-group. Most of these plates 
were hand built in two parts: the wall was coiled, and 
the base was pounded and later scraped on the out-
side with a hard tool. Some of them were finished on 
a simple wheel. Most of the vessels of this sub-group 
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were covered on one or both sides with a red slip. 
Coarse plates with a flat base are divided into two 

types on the basis of both shape and base:

1. Plates with flaring rim and wall, and prominent base 
(CP1; Pl. 2a)

2. Plates with flaring rim and wall and a plain base 
(CP2; Pl. 2b, c, d, e)

The rim diameter of the first type, CP1, ranges from 
30 to 35 cm. The vessel height is 2 cm approximately. 
The second type, CP2, has a rim diameter ranging from 
29 to 32 cm. The height ranges from approximately 1.8 
to 2.2 cm. 

The surface of these plates in general was covered 
with red slip on both the inside and outside (CP2). 
Some of them were smoothed only on the inside and 
the outer surface left untreated (CP1). And some others 
were covered with red slip on the inside and the upper 
part of the outside, with the remainder left untreated 
(CP1). Most of these were fired in medium tempera-
tures, but some are highly fired.

This sub-group corresponds with types CD1 and 
cd2 in the HeG’s typology (Wodzińska 2007b: 298–
299). The first type (CP1) has one example in the MSE 
corpus. MSE Number 138 (Pl. 2a) has a parallel from 
other parts of the HeG site (Wodzińska 2010: 365, 
363, pl. 19.4 [887]) and also from Nazlet es-Samman 
(Hawass and Senussi 2008: 178, fig. H 15). There are four 
MSE examples for type CP2. The first is MSE Number 
134 (pl. 2b), with parallels from the 4th Dynasty from 
other parts of the HeG site (Wodzińska 2007b: 301, 
fig. 11.15). The second is MSE Number 141 (pl. 2e). It 
has a good parallel from the Menkaure Valley Temple 
(Reisner and Smith 1955: 86, fig. 125, [14-1-25]), and 
another from the HeG site (Wodzińska 2010: 364, pl. 
20, 6). Both date to the 4th Dynasty. Also it has parallels 
from Abusir (Charvát 1981: 247, pl. 28j, 166) and Abu 
Ghurab (Kaiser 1969: 77, LIII: 256). The third one is MSE 
Number 139 (pl. 2c). It has a parallel from the lower 
cemetery of the pyramid builders (Hawass and Senussi 
2008: 73, fig. 215). The fourth example is MSE Number 
140 (pl. 2d). It has a good parallel from the HeG site 
(Wodzińska 2010: 364, pl. 20, 5 [6016]).

The main function of the coarse plates with flat 
bases is for serving food. Many tomb scenes show these 
plates used as a tray filled with different kinds of breads 
and food, e.g. the scene showing Kanofer, the owner of 
tomb G2150, sitting in front of an offering table filled 
with many kinds of foods (Reisner 1942: 439, fig. 259). 

Sub-Group: Bread Trays (BT)
These are open vessels with both low or high walls and 
flat bases. Nile clay is used exclusively for making this 
type. The most common fabric is coarse Nile fabric 
2B. There are a few examples of coarse Nile fabric 2A 
used only in type BT2A. Medium fine Nile clay 3B is 
used exclusively in type BT1A. All the bread trays are 
handmade by coiling, with a base made by a pound-
ing technique. Their surfaces are either smoothed or 
covered with a kind of whitish or grayish “self slip” or 
scum (see discussion below). 

Bread trays in the MSE area are very common and 
have different shapes. We divided them into two main 
morphological types depending on the height and 
shape of their walls.

1. Bread trays with short walls (BT1):

 a. Bread trays with sloping flat rims (BT1A; Pl. 3a,     
 Color Plate 2a)

 b. Bread trays with rims narrowing toward the top  
 (BT1B; Pl. 3b,  Color Plate 2b)

2. Bread trays with high walls (BT2; Pl. 3c)

The rim diameter of the bread trays with sloping 
flat rims and short walls (BT1A) varies between 30 to 
36 cm; their total height is 3.6 cm on average. This type 
is the most common among the bread tray types. The 
rim diameter of the bread trays with a rim narrowing 
toward the top and short walls (BT1B) varies between 
30 to 36 cm; the total height is approximately 4 cm. 
Those with high walls and flat rim (BT2) may have an 
oval shape. The total height is almost 6 cm, and the 
average thickness is about 2 cm. 

The BT1A, BT1B sub-types and the BT2 type are 
comparable with the F1A, F1B, and F1C types, respec-
tively, in the HeG typology (Wodzińska 2007b: 306). 
There are two additional bread tray types from the 
HeG typology that did not exist in the MSE area, F1D 
and F1E (Wodzińska 2010: 202). This may be due to 
their general rarity across the HeG site. 

The three bread tray types found in the MSE area 
have good parallels in the pottery found at Al-Shaykh 
Saaid/Wadi Zabayda (Willems et al 2009: 311, figs. 11d, 
e, f). Sub-type BT1A has a parallel from the cemetery 
of the pyramid builders in Giza (Hawass and Senussi 
2008: 30, 58, fig. 112). Sub-type BT1B has a parallel from 
Abusir (Bárta 1996b: 154, pl. I, class 6, E-LIII). Type BT2 
is comparable with type XXVI from the corpus found 
in the Menkaure Valley Temple (Reisner 1931: 223, fig. 
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71), and additionally, examples from Qua (Brunton 
1927: pl. XIII: 1N), Nazlet es-Samman (Hawass and 
Senussi 2008: 137, 156, fig. A28), and Balat (Soukiassian, 
Wuttman, and Pantalacci 2002: 506, fig. 346).

Bread trays (or aprt trays) were used mainly for 
bread baking, but some of these trays have burnt 
marks on the inside, perhaps indicating a secondary 
function as portable ovens for baking or warming 
food. There are parallels found at west Saqqara dating 
to the late 6th Dynasty (Rzeuska 2006: 398, forms 47, 
59–64).

Group: Bowls
We divided our bowls into three sub-groups based on 
the shape and form of each bowl. 

Sub-Group: Bowls with a Simple Profile (B)
This sub-group of bowls has a simple contour and 
a characteristic smooth outline. However there are 
some variations between these bowls, among them 
are the size, the profile of their walls, and shapes of 
their rims. Nile clay is the exclusive clay used in mak-
ing these bowls. The main fabrics used in all types of 
these bowls are medium fine Nile clay 3A and 3B, but 
there are other fabrics used for special types men-
tioned below. Most of these bowls are thrown on a 
simple wheel. The surface of these bowls is commonly 
covered with red slip on both sides, but some excep-
tions will be described below. 

Vessels belonging to this group have differing 
morphological criteria. We divided them into four 
types depending on the outline of the wall and the 
shape of the rim:

1. Bowls with edged rim (B1; Pl. 4a, b)

2. Bell-shaped bowls (B2; Pl. 4c)

3. Bowls with slightly flaring wall (B3; Pl. 4d, e, f, Color 
Plate 3a, b, c)

4. Bowls with inward facing walls (B4)

 a. Bowls with simple rims and hemispherical 
  bodies (B4A; Pl. 4g, h) 

 b. Bowls with molded rims (B4B; Pl. 4i, j)

The bowls of type B1 have a flattened rim and 
slightly inward curving walls; the bases were not pre-
served in the examples we studied. The rim diameter 
ranges from 26 to 31 cm, with a wall thickness of 0.8 
to 1.5 cm on average. Type B2 is a bowl with a flat rim 

and flaring walls. The rim diameter ranges from 18 
to 25 cm. Type B3 has a rim diameter ranging from 
15 to 26 cm. The last type—bowls with inward facing 
walls (B4)—has two different shapes that we further 
subdivide: bowls with simple rims and hemispherical 
bodies (B4A; Pl. 4g, 4h), and bowls with molded rims 
and inward facing walls (B4B; Pl. 4i, 4j). The rim diam-
eter of both ranges from 18 to 25 cm. 

Coarse Nile clay 2A fabric and fine Nile clay 4A 
fabric are rarely used in type B1. Additionally, fabric 
4A is rarely used in types B4A and B4B. Type B1 is usu-
ally smoothed on both sides, except for a few examples 
that are coated in red slip on both sides. Moreover, 
types B4A and B4B also had a few sherds that were 
smoothed on both sides. 

All of the MSE bowl types have parallels in the 
HeG typology. Type B1 corresponds with type CD11 in 
the HeG typology (Wodzińska 2010: 376, pl. 32). Type 
B2 is equal with type CD23; it matches Wodzińska’s 
example 9 (2010: 385, pl. 41). Type B3 corresponds with 
type CD23 (Wodzińska 2010: 384, pl. 40, 1). Sub-type 
B4A corresponds with type CD20 (Wodzińska 2010: 
378, pl. 34, 11). Sub-type B4B corresponds with type 
CD23 (Wodzińska 2010: 386, pl. 42, 1). 

There are parallels from outside the HeG site as 
well. Type B2 is analogous to examples from the cem-
etery of the pyramid builders in Giza (Hawass and 
Senussi 2008: 25–26, 46, 49; figs. 26, 29, 49, 52). Sub-
type B4 has a parallel in Nazlet el-Samman (Hawass 
and Senussi 2008: 138, 148, 158, 185, figs. A 36 and H 
67). Sub-type B5 also has a parallel from Nazlet es-
Samman during the same period (Hawass and Senussi 
2008: 146, 180, fig. H 24). 

The function of the bowls with simple profile 
from the MSE area is unclear. Comparison with the 
types from the HeG typology and other sites suggest, 
however, that their functions could vary, but they were 
most often used for serving, storage, cooking and 
warming food (Wodzińska 2010: 147, 154, 165). 

Sub-Group: Bowls with Internal Ledge (BL)
This bowl has an internal ledged rim, flaring walls, 
and a flat base. Area MSE has a few sherds of this 
type preserved as complete profiles, but the majority 
of identified fragments were rim sherds. This group 
belongs to a type of pottery that Wodzińska believes 
can be found in both settlement and funerary contexts 
(Wodzińska 2009a: 217). The oldest examples of this 
type date back to the Nagada period (Köhler 1998: pl. 34). 
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The typical fabric for this type of vessel are the 
medium Nile fabrics 3A and 3B. Some are made of fine 
Nile fabric 4A and some of coarse Nile fabric 2A. The 
internal ledge bowl is wheel-turned, and the bases are 
always trimmed with a tool. 

We divided the bowls with an internal ledge into 
three types:

1. Bowls with a simple rim (BL1; Pl. 5a). These are sub-
divided into three sub-types according to size.

 a. Bowls with a c. 20 cm rim diameter (BL1a, Color  
 Plate 3e)

 b. Bowls with a c. 26 cm rim diameter (BL1b)

 c. Bowls with a c. 32 cm rim diameter (BL1c, Color  
 Plate 3d)

2. Bowls with rounded rim (BL2; Pl. 5b)

3. Bowls with thick rim (BL3; Pl. 5c)

The interior and exterior surfaces of sub-type 
BL1a are generally smoothed. Two MSE examples 
of this sub-type have a white slip. The majority of 
our examples of sub-types BL1b and BL1c were left 
uncoated, but some fragments are covered with a red 
slip on the inside. One piece of a BL1c bowl is covered 
with a white slip. The rim diameter of type BL2 is 32 
cm. The rim is covered with red slip inside. The rim 
diameter of type BL3 is 29 cm. Both surfaces are wet 
smoothed.

The most common type of internal ledge bowl is 
type BL1 (represented by approximately 20 bowls) and 
the least common is type BL3, represented by only one 
part of a bowl.

These bowls were probably used for food con-
sumption but could also have a secondary function as 
lids (Baud et al. 2003: 49). Some of the internal ledge 
bowls have burn marks inside the rim and interior 
surface; this may indicate that these vessels were also 
sometimes used as lamps. The blackened areas corre-
spond to the level of the flammable substance inside.

The internal ledge bowls from Area MSE have 
parallels from within the larger corpus of mid to late 
4th Dynasty ceramic material found at the HeG site. 
Type BL1 is similar to HeG CD32A type, the most 
common subgroup type at the HeG site (Wodzińska 
2007b: 304). Type BL2 is similar to HeG type CD32B 
(Wodzińska 2007b: 296) and type BL3’s parallel from 
the HeG site is CD11 (Wodzińska 2007b: 292). Types 
BL1, BL2, and BL3 also have parallels from Abu Rawash 

(Baud et al. 2003: 49; fig. 15 [28–30] and [27–29], 
respectively) dating back to the 4th Dynasty. By the 
end of the 4th Dynasty, this type of bowl had started 
to disappear (Raue 1999: 183; Willems et al 2010: 311).

Sub-Group: Carinated Bowls (CB)
Type: White Carinated Bowls (CB1)

White carinated bowls have a hemispherical body 
shape and rounded base (Wodzińska 2006a: 408). The 
production of about 95% of this type of bowl is in a 
Nile clay fabric. They are covered with a pinkish-white 
coat on both the inside and outside surfaces, and have 
a rounded bent shoulder (Wodzińska 2006a: 409–
410), hence their name.

These are called CD7 bowls in the HeG typology 
(Wodzińska 2006a: 408). There are traces of trimming 
on the base of the bowls and smoothing on the inside 
surface. Marks between the body and the upper part of 
the bowl allow us to say that the body was first hand-
shaped while the upper part was turned. This shaping 
technique reminds us of the shape of the early Meidum 
bowls of the 4th–5th Dynasties; the technique used a core 
or a hump for its main production and the bowl was 
then turned (Arnold and Bourriau 1993: 21–22). The 
rim diameter of the bowls ranges between 12 and 32 cm. 
The excavation of Area MSE at Giza did not produce any 
complete examples of white carinated bowls. Therefore 
the classification proposed by AERA’s ceramicist for 
these vessels from the HeG site will be used in the pres-
ent report (Wodzińska 2006a: 408, table 1). In the MSE 
typology white carinated bowls (CB1) are divided into 
five sub-types. The first three (CB1A–CB1C) consist of 
bowls made of Nile fabric. These three sub-types are 
further differentiated by the shape of the rim. Sub-types 
CB1D and CB1E are made up of bowls produced of marl 
clays. These two sub-types are further divided accord-
ing to variations in the fabric.

1. White carinated bowls, Nile fabrics:

 a. white carinated bowls with a flat rim (CB1A; Pl.  
 6a, Color Plate 4a, b)

 b. white carinated bowls with a rounded rim (CB1B;  
 Pl. 6b, Color Plate 4c) 

 c. white carinated bowls with a pointed rim (CB1C;  
 Pl. 6c)

2. White carinated bowls, marl fabrics:

 a. white carinated bowls made of Fabric 5A (CB1D;  
 Pl. 6d)
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 b. white carinated bowls made of Fabric 5B (CB1E;  
 Pl. 6e)

In addition to variations in rim shape, white cari-
nated bowls also exhibit variability in the height ratio 
between the rim and the shoulder, which may indicate 
production by different potters. The white carinated 
bowls made in Nile fabrics are perhaps an imitation of 
those made in marl clays. Three sherds of white cari-
nated bowls have a potmark on their exterior surface 
(see the details in the potmark section), MSE Nos. 94, 
95, and 126.

Parallels for the MSE white carinated bowls appear 
in the Gebel el-Qibli worker’s cemetery site at Giza, also 
dating to the 4th–5th Dynasties (Sherif Abd el-Monaem, 
personal communication). Parallels outside of Giza 
occur at three other sites. The first is al-Shaykh Saaid 
in the Mynia governorate (Vereecken 2011), the sec-
ond is the Wadi Garawi site in Helwan (Wodzińska 
2006a: 418), and the third is the Kom el-Fakhry site 
at Mit Rahina (Rzeuska and Soliman 2013) The Wadi 
Garawi material comes from what has been interpreted 
as a late 3rd, or more likely early 4th Dynasty, context. 
On the basis of such a restricted distribution in both 
time and space, Wodzińska argues that the production 
of the white carinated bowls was confined to the time of 
the 4th Dynasty and to the Giza area (Wodzińska 2006a: 
405). The white carinated bowls may have been used 
for daily food consumption, but the marl ones could be 
used for keeping liquids because they are less porous 
(Wodzińska 2006a: 415).

Type: Red Slip Carinated Bowls (CB2)
These are an open form bowl with a carinated profile or 
S-shape, a recurved rim, and a rounded base. The type 
varies by shape, but the common feature for all of these 
bowls is the color of the slip covering the surfaces. It 
ranges in color between the shades of brown-red and 
orange-yellow, but a red color is the most typical. Some 
bowls were fired in a reducing atmosphere, resulting 
in the red color of the slip turning dark brown or light 
black. Another typical feature for this type is the surface 
treatment, which is mostly polished or burnished, but 
we will discuss the surface treatment in details under 
each sub-type. 

The red-slipped carinated bowls are typical of the 
Old Kingdom in both cemeteries and settlement sites 
(Op de Beeck 2004: 239). They are called Meidum 
bowls because W. M. F. Petrie found many examples of 

this shape in the so-called foundation deposits of the 
pyramid of Sneferu at Meidum (Petrie, Mackay, and 
Wainwright 1910: 36).

The first appearance of this customary shape of red 
slip carinated bowl was in the 3rd Dynasty (Sterling 2004: 
63), but Op de Beeck (2004: 242–43) and Hendrickx et 
al. (2002: 277) believe that the type occurred from the 
1st Dynasty onward. The decline of this type paralleled 
the end of the Old Kingdom and the beginning of the 
early First Intermediate Period (Bader 2009: 30; Ballet 
1987: 16).

No complete example of a red-slipped carinated 
bowl was recovered from Area MSE. The majority of 
the sherds are tiny, making examination of the mate-
rial problematic. The fragments are usually too small to 
establish either the proportions or the exact morphol-
ogy of the pots. As a result, it is impossible to classify all 
the sherds to certain types.

We divided the red-slipped carinated bowls into 
bowls made of marl clays and bowls made using Nile 
fabrics. We then further divided these into sub-types 
according to the morphology of the rim and shoulder.

1. Red slip carinated bowls, Nile fabrics:

 a. red-slipped carinated bowl with a sharp shoulder  
 (CB2A; Pl. 7a)

 b. red-slipped carinated bowl with a round 
  shoulder (CB2B; Pl. 7b, c, d, Color Plate 4d) 

2. Red slip carinated bowls, marl fabrics:

 a. red-slipped carinated bowl with a sharp shoulder  
 (CB2C; Pl. 7e, f, Color Plate 4e)

 b. red-slipped carinated bowl with a round 
  shoulder (CB2D; Pl. 7g)

1. Red Slip Carinated Bowls, Nile Fabrics
This grouping represents the largest percentage of the 
type of red-slipped carinated bowl, its fabrics range 
between groups 3 and 4 of the Nile clay fabrics.

Most of the bowls of this grouping are thrown in 
one piece, but a few bowls were made in two parts. 
The rim shows wheel marks while the rest of the body 
shows no wheel marks and the outside shows traces of 
scraping friction. These are similar to the marl fabric 
bowls.

2. Red Slip Carinated Bowls, Marl Fabrics
We cannot say much about this type, but one point 
is worth mentioning. Carinated bowls with a sharp 
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shoulder, made of marl clay, are the most com-
mon of the marl clay RCB bowls, a point that agrees 
with Wodzinska’s analysis of the HeG corpus (2007b: 
299). The most common fabric is 5B, with fabrics 5D, 
5A (pink variant), and 5E also being used. The rarest 
one is mixed marl fabric 6A. Regarding the HeG fabric 
typology, the fabrics GM1 and GM2 are used in this type 
(Wodzińska 2007b: 299), so our 5A pink variant and 
mixed clay 6A are used for the first time in HeG in the 
MSE area. Most of these bowls are made in two parts: 
the body made over a core and a rim made on a turn-
ing device added secondarily (Arnold and Bourriau 
1993: 21).

The majority of the CB2C and CB2D examples have 
a pink or red slip, and they are burnished on both sur-
faces. Additionally, some bowls are polished either 
only on the outside surface or on both surfaces.

The most common sub-type is CB2B, the bowl 
with a rounded shoulder. A great number of the bowls 
are polished on both surfaces or on the outside only. A 
few examples are burnished on both surfaces.

The majority of the red-slipped carinated bowls 
from the MSE area have specific morphological criteria 
that are characteristic for the 4th Dynasty. The bowls 
are shallower than the previous period and the neck is 
higher and less developed. An angular shoulder is also 
characteristic of this period (Op de Beeck 2004: 270). 

The form of our red slipped carinated bowls is 
equivalent to type CD6 in HeG’s typology (Wodzińska 
2007b: 299), and Reisner identified it as a type C-XXXII 
(Reisner and Smith 1955: 61). Other parallels related to 
the 4th Dynasty include: Giza (Kromer 1978: pl. 23, 4; 
Wodzińska 2007b, forms CD6-A, CD6-B: 299), Meidum 
(Petrie, Mackay, and Wainwright 1910: pl. XXV, 42T), 
Qau (Brunton 1927: pl. XIII, 38L2, 3264), Abu Rawash 
(Marchand 2009: 86), Abu Ghurab (Kaiser 1969: 
79–80, Abb. 8, Abb. 9, XIV-92), Dahshur (Faltings 1989: 
145, Abb. 9b), al-Shaykh Saaid (Willems et al. 2009: 
309), and Elephantine (Raue 1999: 184, 186, Abb. 39, 
40). Similar shapes were also found at Nuwayrāt (De 
Meyer et al 2011: 688–689, fig. 3). 

The high quality of the vessels implies that they 
were used as tableware for serving food (Balcz 1932: 
80, Abb. 4, 10; Bourriau 1981: 52). Additionally, tomb 
scenes indicate many other functions, such as for milk-
ing, or use as a flowerpot, and large versions of this 
bowl have traces of soot, indicating use as a cooking 
pot (Hendrickx et al. 2002: 279). 

Group: Beakers
This group consists of two sub-groups with totally 
different functions; the first sub-group is bread 
molds and the second is vats. 

Sub-Group: Bread Molds (BM)
Bread molds are the most common among the MSE 
pottery types, representing about one-third (32.48%) 
of the total percentage of the MSE pottery assemblage. 
This large quantity led us to separate them from the 
rest of the ceramic material by creating a specific 
“bread mold fabric” system that only includes Nile 
fabric (Bread mold fabrics 1A, 1B, and 1C).  

The bread mold was made by molding over 
a core and smoothed inside by adding very finely-
levigated clay; the exterior is rough and uneven 
(Jacquet-Gordon 1981: 11). The MSE bread molds were 
divided according to fabric, but shape was also taken 
into consideration. They include the following:

1. Bread molds of fabric 1A (BM1)

 a. Bread molds with a flat bottom inside and 
  external sloping flat rim (BM1A) (BM1; Pl. 8a, b)

 b. Bread molds with a conical bottom inside and  
 internal sloping rim or straight flat rim (BM1B; 

  Pl. 8c, Color Plate 5a)

2. Bread molds of fabric 1B with a conical bottom 
inside and rounded rim (BM2, Pl. 8d)

3. Bread molds of fabric 1C (BM3, Pl. 8e) 

Sub-type BM1A is the most common among all the 
bread molds and is the largest one in size. It is made 
of a poorly levigated Nile fabric, bread mold fabric 1A. 
The vessel walls are very thick (more than 2 cm) and 
the maximum diameter of the rim is 36 cm. We do 
not have a complete profile of this type of vessel; how-
ever from complete vessels found in other parts of the 
HeG site, its rim diameter averages between 27–36 cm 
(Wodzińska 2009a: 211). Sub-type BM1B is less com-
mon than the sub-type BM1A. It is made of bread mold 
fabric 1A and has a flat rim. The diameter of the rim is 
c. 20 cm, with a total height of 19 cm.

The second type, BM2, is made of bread mold fab-
ric 1B, which is sandier than bread mold fabric 1A. BM2 
has a round rim with a diameter of 12 cm and a total 
height of c. 18 cm.

The last type of bread molds, BM3, is made of 
bread mold fabric 1C. It is the most well-prepared 
among the bread mold fabrics, but also the rarest 
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within the assemblage. The diameter of the rim mea-
sures 20 cm, but neither the height nor the shape of 
the inside of the bottom is known.

When we compare the size of our conical bread 
molds with the other areas within the HeG site we 
find that the first sub-type (BM1A) is among the larger 
sizes known and is similar to HeG type F2C, whose 
height is 27–36 cm with a rim diameter measuring 
between 33–36 cm (Wodzińska 2007b: 306). The very 
distinctive feature of these large bread molds is the 
flat interior bottom, which is unique and known only 
from two sites that date to the second half of the 4th 
Dynasty, Giza (Wodzińska 2009a: 211) and Deir el-
Bersha (Willems et al. 2009: 313, figure 11, B).

Conical bread molds from Area MSE are also open 
forms. The development of vessels in this group seems 
to have begun in the Archaic Period (Bárta 1995a: 21).
Sub-type BM1b (which is made of bread mold fabric 1A 
and has a flat rim) and type BM2 (made of bread mold 
fabric 1B and has a rounded rim) seem to be close to 
the HeG F2B type. F2B’s rim diameter measures 18–20 
cm and its height, 18–19 cm. The HeG F2A type mea-
sures 10–14 cm in rim diameter and 9–10 cm in height, 
respectively (Wodzińska 2007b: 306). 

The small size of the BM3 sample makes it difficult 
to compare its fabric to those from the rest of the HeG 
site. Its rim diameter (20 cm) indicates that it is close 
to the HeG F2B type (Wodzińska 2007b: 306).

Sub-Group: Vats (V)
Vats are closed forms. They are large holemouth forms 
with narrowing rims in different shapes. No complete 
profiles of vats were preserved in Area MSE but we 
know from other HeG parallels that such vats had flat 
bases (Wodzińska 2009a: 210, fig. 1). 

The vats from Area MSE are all made of Nile 
fabrics of varying quality. The majority of the vats 
with flat rims are made of the coarse Nile fabric 2A. 
Those with rounded and grooved rims are made of 
the medium Nile fabrics 3A and 3B. Large-sized pots 
such as the vats could not be made from a single lump 
of clay; they were always made by coiling. In general, 
rope traces can be observed on the outer surface in 
the middle part of the vat. The rope helps the vessel 
to retain its shape until completely dry (Arnold and 
Bourriau 1993: 91). The vats from Area MSE are usually 
red-slipped. In some cases, however, they are simply 
smoothed without any other form of surface treat-
ment. The vats with rounded and grooved rims are 

covered with a red slip on both the inside and outside, 
and are usually well polished on both surfaces. Usually 
vats were well fired, but some present a black core in 
the sherd break. 

Additionally, Old Kingdom tomb scenes show 
very clearly that vats were used as dough containers 
in scenes of bread production and also as containers 
in scenes of beer and wine production (Faltings 1998: 
92–111). Some vats have burnt surfaces and traces of 
burning on the rims. These could be related to the fir-
ing activities that happen when the vats were used for 
cooking (Paice 1997: 13, fig. 9).

Area MSE did not produce a complete vat or a 
complete profile of a vat. The shape is represented by 
about 40 rim sherds of different types. We divided the 
vats into three types according to the shape of the rim:

1. Vats with a flat rim (V1; Pl. 9a, Color Plate 5c)

2. Vats with a rounded rim (V2; Pl. 9b, Color Plate 5d)

3. Vats with a grooved rim (V3; Pl. 9c)

The rim diameter of the first type (V1) is 42 cm. 
The most frequent type of vats is V2, representing 
74.6% of the vat assemblage; its rim diameter measures 
37 cm. The rim diameter of the last type (V3) is 34 cm. 

The scarcity of vats in Area MSE is striking, espe-
cially when compared to what has been observed in 
the adjacent area of EOG. In effect, in the latter area, 
vats were extremely numerous and represented by 
complete vessels and complete profiles (A. Wodzińska, 
personal communication). Parts of Area EOG have 
been interpreted as bakeries (GOP3: 44–58). In Area 
MSE, there are no bakeries (Abd el-Aziz, this volume). 
The striking difference in the total proportion of vats 
in both areas can be explained by the different func-
tion of each. Vats are numerous in Area EOG because 
the mixing of the dough was carried out in the baker-
ies. On the contrary, they are rare in Area MSE, and 
this may be interpreted as reflecting the absence of 
bread or beer production.

Vats with a flat rim (V1) are found in the 4th 
Dynasty from the tomb of Hetepheres (Reisner and 
Smith 1955: fig. 71, No. 1199/45). Vats with a rounded 
rim (V2) are found in Saqqara from the late Old 
Kingdom (Rzeuska 2006: 320) and from Abu Rawash 
(Marchand 2009: 90). Vats with a grooved rim (V3) are 
found in the cemetery of the workers in Giza (Hawass 
and Senussi 2008: 236, type E3) and from Nazlet el-
Samman (Hawass and Senussi 2008: 235, A33).
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Summarizing, vats from Area MSE represent an 
insignificant percentage of the whole assemblage, and 
the traces of burning on some rims could be an indica-
tor for the usage of the vats in a bakery. 

Category: Closed Forms

Group: Jars
Sub-Group: Jars (J)

The jars group is varied but their most common 
feature is that their maximum diameter is usually 
situated at their shoulders. Also their walls are hard 
and the fabrics tend to be less porous in order to keep 
liquids inside. All jars have necks but there can be dif-
ferent shapes to the rims. Their bases can be pointed, 
rounded, or flat. Most of them are found in both settle-
ments and funerary/sacral contexts.

The MSE jars are made in a variety of fabrics,  
Medium Nile 3A and fine Nile 4A fabrics. The marl 
fabrics are represented by 5D fabric. Usually the outer 
surface is carefully finished while the inner surface is 
just smoothed. All the jars are wheel made, with wheel 
marks visible on the interiors and exteriors of the 
pots. The bases are both scraped and smoothed on the 
outside.

In terms of abundance, the sub-group of jars are 
in eighth place among all types in MSE. No complete 
jars or complete profiles were recovered, and because 
of this it is difficult to create any reliable typology of 
jars. We were able to reconstruct only one example of a 
J4 jar. Our jar typology is divided as follows:

1. Jars with rounded rims (J1; Pl. 1oa, Color Plate 6a)

2. Jars with a triangular rim (J2; Pl. 10b)

3. Jars with a pointed rim and a collared neck (J3; Pl. 
1oc)

4. Jars with a spout (J4; Pl. 10d)

Type J1 is a jar with a rounded rim and short neck, 
the rim diameter of this sub-group ranges from 10 to 
11 cm. In the MSE corpus, these were made of medium 
Nile clay 4A, but according to Wodzińska this type is 
made of both Nile silt and marl clay fabric (Wodzińska 
2010: 58). All the examples of this type were red coated 
outside and smoothed inside. This type was also found 
in 4th Dynasty deposits at Dahshur (Alexanian 1999: 
139, fig. 57, M70) and Giza (Kromer 1978: 71, pl. 20, 2). 

Type J2 is a jar with a triangular rim with a diam-
eter of 11 cm, made of marl fabric 5D. The examples 

found in MSE show that the outer surface was smoothed 
both inside and outside. This type is the rarest type in 
the MSE jar assemblage, representing 6.7%. 

Type J3 is a jar with a pointed rim and a collar 
on the neck. It is equal to type AB3 in the HeG typol-
ogy (Wodzińska 2010: 348). This is the most common 
type among the jars, representing 48.7% of the total. As 
for the jar with a collar neck, the examples found in 
the MSE corpus are red coated outside and part of the 
inside, and are made of fine Nile clay 4A. According to 
Sanussi, this type appeared in the 3rd Dynasty until the 
mid of the 5th Dynasty (el-Sanussi 2008: 212). This type 
is also found at Giza by the Reisner excavations (Tomb 
G1201 in the Eastern Cemetery, Reisner 1942: 473, fig. 
285, 13-10-27). This type also occurred in other areas 
of HeG site (Wodzińska 2010: Pl. 10, fig. 1) and dates to 
the late 4th Dynasty.

Type J4 is a jar with a broad flat base, broad body, 
narrow straight neck, round shoulder, and long spout 
on the body. This type is usually made of medium Nile 
3A fabric. The outer surface is red coated and polished 
while the inner surface is smoothed. This type is usu-
ally found in funerary contexts, rather than domestic 
contexts (el-Sanussi 2008: 217). We found only one 
example of J4 in the MSE corpus. Sub-group J4 is also 
found in other parts of the HeG site (HeG type AB35) 
(Wodzińska 2010: 284). It is also known from Giza 
(Junker 1943: 160, fig. 55) and from Qau (Brunton 
1928, Pl. LXXXI, 90j). 

The jars from Area MSE are a very small percent-
age of the overall assemblage; they are statistically 
insignificant. 

Sub-Group: Beer Jars (BJ)
Beer jars are closed vessels with ovoid bodies and sim-
ple or rounded rims, rounded shoulders, a rounded or 
pointed base, and a wavy surface. The rim diameter 
ranges from 9 to 12 cm. The height of a complete beer 
jar varies from 32 to 35 cm. The maximum body diam-
eter is about 18 to 20 cm on the shoulder.

The beer jar is one of the most common vessel 
types at Old Kingdom sites throughout Egypt, both 
in necropolis sites such as Giza (Reisner and Smith 
1955: 70) and Saqqara (Rzeuska 2006: 60), as well as 
at settlements like HeG at Giza (Wodzińska 2007b: 
296–297; 2009a: 210–217) and Elephantine (Raue 
1999: 180).

The term “beer jar” was first introduced by R. 
Holthoer (1977: 40). However, in some publications 
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such vessels are called “ordinary traditional offering 
jar” (Reisner and Smith 1955: 70). 

Beer jars from Area MSE were made of poorly 
levigated fabric (the fabric is mixed and has abundant 
inclusions) that lends the pot a coarse surface. The 
most common fabrics used for this type of vessel in the 
MSE sample are coarse Nile fabrics 2A and 2B, which 
are rich in sand, straw, and limestone inclusions. They 
are characterized by a crude manufacturing tech-
nique. They were made by connecting three parts: a 
base made by pinching and hollowing, the body made 
by coiling, and the rim made by a turning device 
(Bárta 1996a: 127). This is suggested by the relatively 
regular horizontal lines on the rims. They were made 
without slip or wash and no potmarks were found. 
Usually traces of the finger impressions of the potters 
are still clearly visible on the outer and inner surfaces 
of the beer jars. The dark color of the breaks suggests 
that the jars were fired at low temperature with lim-
ited access to oxygen. Because of the lack of complete 
profiles, the beer jars from Area MSE were divided into 
types according to the shape of the rims only:

1. rounded rims (BJ1; Pl. 11a, b, c, Color Plates 6b, 6c)

2. simple rims (BJ2; Pl. 11d, e)

Beer jars in MSE represent the fourth largest 
grouping after bread molds, bread trays, and stands, 
and 9.3% of the whole assemblage. Compared to the 
whole pottery assemblage of the HeG site, there are no 
significant differences in the overall percentage of beer 
jars in Area MSE. According to Wodzińska, the beer jar 
represents 10.36% in the whole assemblage of the HeG 
site (Wodzińska 2010: 67). 

What is very interesting is that in Area AA, which 
also contained pedestals like in MSE, the percentage 
of beer jars is as high as 27.04% (Wodzińska 2010: 68, 
table 4). For a more detailed discussion of the possible 
function of the pedestals and in situ beer jars, see Abd 
el-Aziz et al., Chapter 2, this volume. The difference 
in the percentage of beer jars in MSE and AA could be 
evidence for the different functions of the beer jars in 
both areas. But the function of the beer jars from Area 
MSE is more vague because of the unclear nature of 
this area of the site itself.

Within the larger HeG corpus, copper lumps 
were found in 29 partial beer jars; others had con-
tents such as pigments (red and yellow) and gypsum 
(Wodzińska 2010: 65), indicating they were used for 
other purposes beyond storing liquids. However the 

beer jars we studied from MSE were devoid of any pig-
ments or residue found inside the pots.

The ceramic material from elsewhere in the 
HeG site can be securely dated to the mid- to late 4th 
Dynasty, and the beer jars from Area MSE are of the 
same date. They are standard; their shapes, fabrics, 
and surface treatment show little variation from the 
beer jars of HeG as a whole.

Category: Non-Containers
This group is reserved for stands and lids. 

Group: Stands (S)
Stands are “independent pottery devices which have 
both the upper and lower ends open and were used as 
supports for vessels” (Holthoer 1977: 73). We do not 
have any complete stands, but we have one complete 
profile. The MSE area material includes both short and 
tall stands, but the majority of the stands were short. 
The fabrics used for stands were predominately the 
Nile fabrics, and the most common fabric for stands 
is fine Nile fabric 4A. We also have examples of stands 
made of marl fabric. We recognized different surface 
treatments, but the majority of stands are smoothed. 
We will discuss both the fabric and the surface treat-
ment in detail below in the sub-group descriptions.

We divided them initially according to the outer 
surface treatment of the stands, but shape was also 
taken into consideration. We have three main types of 
stands, some of which are further subdivided into sub-
types. They are: 

1. Stands with smoothed surfaces (S1):

 a. Stands with a smoothed surface outside and a  
 large folded rim (S1A, Pl. 12a, Color Plate 7a) 

 b. Stands with a smoothed surface outside and a  
 small folded rim (S1B, Pl. 12b)  

 c. Stands with a smoothed surface outside and a  
 folded rim ending in a sharp groove below the  
 rim (S1C, Pl. 12c) 

 d. Stands with smoothed surface outside, simple  
 rims, and an an internal groove (S1D, Pl. 12d) 

 e. Represented only by a central part of a stand with  
 a smoothed surface, the shape of which   
 cannot be ascribed with certainty to any other  
 sub-groups (S1E, Pl. 12e) 

2. Stands with a red-slipped surface on the outside 
(S2):
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 a. Stands with red slip and folded rim (S2A, Pl. 12f,  
 Color Plate 7b)

 b. Stands with red slip and concave walls (S2B, Pl.  
 12g) 

3. Stands with white-slipped surface outside (S3, Pl. 
12h)

All the examples of sub-types S1B and S2A are 
made of fine Nile fabric 4A, as well as many examples 
of sub-types S1D, S1E, S2B, and type S3. Fine Nile fabric 
4B is attested for only one sherd, and this belongs to 
the undetermined sub-group S1D. Medium Nile fab-
rics 3A and 3B are characteristic of S1A stands and very 
common for S1E stands. Marl fabric 5A is evidenced by 
one sherd, belonging to sub-type S2B. Sub-types S1C, 
S1D, and S2B are smoothed. There are stands with red 
slip that are occasionally polished on the outside (S1E) 
and some that are occasionally polished in the interior 
rim. The S3 type is white-slipped.

We have two potmarks (plate 15e and 15f) on the 
external surface of two stands of sub-type S1E that were 
made before firing. Similar potmarks have been found 
before at the Workers Cemetery at Giza, on the bottom 
of beer jars (Hawass and Senussi 2008: 78–79).

The most common group among the stands is 
the S1C sub-type (23 pieces) and the least common is 
sub-type S1D (1 piece). The published material from 
the HeG site shows the same division between tall 
and short stands, as is partially seen in the similarity 
in shape between S2B (plate 12g) and the E1 type from 
the 4th Dynasty (Wodzińska 2007b: 308, fig. 11.40). The 
other shapes are difficult to find parallels for among 
the HeG types. The short stand S1C (plate 12c) has a 
4th Dynasty parallel from the tomb of Hetepheres I 
(Reisner and Smith 1955: fig. 77, no. 54).

Group: Lids (L)
Lids are regarded as independent pottery objects used 
to cover the opening or mouth of a vessel (Holthoer 
1977: 70). In general there were very few lids in the Old 
Kingdom and the characteristic feature for the Old 
Kingdom pottery is their multi-functionality, like the 
use of miniature dishes as lids (el-Sanussi 2008: 223). 
They are rare in the MSE area; we have only five sherds, 
including one complete profile. All the sherds were 
wheelmade, red-slipped, and polished.

We divided lids into two types according to the 
fabric:

1. Lids made of Nile fabric 4A (L1; Pl. 13a, Color Plate  
  8a)

2. Lids made of marl fabric 5B (L2; Pl. 13b)

The MSE lids with a flat top do not fit as lids with 
Reisner’s type LII (Reisner and Smith 1955: 67) or with 
the shapes presented by Rzeuska (2006: 424), which 
represent a domed shape with ledge or loop handle 
on the top or with holes. Despite that, the shapes are 
similar to CDM10 from the HeG site (Wodzińska 2007b: 
305).

Our shapes (plate 13a, b) are not explicitly lids, they 
are probably miniatures used as lids. This explains the 
appearance of so few fragments of this type on the site. 
The diameter of MSE 63 (plate 13a) is 13 cm, which is 
suitable to cover jars of types J1 and J2, which have a 
diameter of about 11 cm. MSE 62 (plate 13b) is missing 
its rim but has a maximum body diameter of 19 cm, 
indicating that it could have been used for covering one 
of the MSE bowls.

Category: Miniature Vessels

Group: Miniature Vessels (M)
These types of vessels are known to have different 
names, such as votive and symbolic (Allen 2006: 19). 
Bárta defines this type of pot as a “small plate or bowl 
made of clay reaching the width or height, respectively, 
of up to about 10 cm” (Bárta 1995b: 15).

The miniatures, in general, occur in specific con-
texts. They can be found in great quantities in temples, 
especially in mortuary temples, for example, 45,000 
pots of this type were recovered from the mortuary 
temple of Rêdjedef (Marchand and Baud 1996: 275), 
and they also are very frequently found in cemeteries 
dating to the Old Kingdom (Bárta 1995b: 15). But minia-
tures can also be found in settlement debris. Wodzińska 
says that the bases of the settlement miniatures were cut 
with a knife while the bases of funerary miniatures were 
cut with a string (Wodzińska 2009a: 219). The surface 
treatment of the miniatures found in funerary contexts 
is usually different from those of domestic contexts. In 
the funerary context they are usually only smoothed, 
and not slipped, while in domestic contexts they are 
carefully smoothed or polished (Wodzińska 2009a: 
219). One of the miniature types found at the HeG site 
(a CDM3 in the HeG typology) had soot on its interior 
surface, indicating that it may have been used for illu-
mination (Wodzińska 2010: 194).
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The occurrence of miniatures in MSE is very rare, 
there are only a few fragments of miniature vessels 
in our assemblage, representing only 1.018% of the 
total. The function of miniatures in Area MSE is not 
quite clear, but they may have been used as a part of 
the tableware. All the examples from MSE were red-
slipped, polished, and wheel made.

Despite the small quantity of examples, we were 
able to identify two types of miniatures:

1. Miniature carinated bowls (M1; Pl. 14a, b)

2. Miniature plates (M2; Pl. 14c)

They belong to different types and all of them rep-
resent actual types in larger sizes, e.g., M1 is a miniature 
to CD6 in HeG typology, and M2 a miniature of CD2 
(Wodzińska 2007b: 298–299). 

The complete shape of the M1 type is a bowl with 
a carinated shoulder and a rounded base. Only one 
sherd of this type has been found in MSE, a shoulder 
fragment with a diameter measuring 9.5 cm. The fabric 
is medium fine Nile clay 3A. The surface is red-slipped 
inside and outside. This type is found at the HeG site 
(Wodzińska 2010: 194) and at Abu Rawash, both dating 
to the 4th Dynasty (Marchand 2009: 83–86, Class 1a). 

The second type is the miniature plate group M2, 
which includes flat plates with a flaring rim that have 
a rim diameter of 12 cm. The total height of the plates 
is 1.2 cm. This type is found at HeG (Wodzińska 2010: 
194), from Kromer’s excavations over the Gebel el-
Qibli west of the HeG site (Kromer 1972: pl. 19, 6) and 
from Nazlet es-Samman (Hawass and Senussi 2008: 
146, 181, fig. H36).

Overall, the MSE miniatures represent a special 
type of miniature that is typical for the settlement, but 
still has an unclear function.

Potmarks
The MSE assemblage has six sherds with potmarks (see 
pl. 15). Of these, four were incised before firing and the 
other two after firing. All marks were executed on the 
exterior surface. Although the state of preservation for 
the sherds bearing potmarks was poor, these marks are 
almost all well preserved, but not complete. The white 
carinated bowls are the most common type to have 
potmarks, then stands, and jars. There are no painted 
potmarks.

The MSE potmark motifs are both geometri-
cal, featuring a cross (pl. 15a), arches (pl. 15f), vertical 
and horizontal lines (pl. 15b, 15e, Color Plate 8b), and 

hieroglyphic, such as in the two with a nefer sign (pl. 
15c, 15d, Color Plates 8c, 8d).

The kind of potmark (made pre- or post-firing) 
depends on the function of the vessels. Potmarks exe-
cuted pre-firing may be related to the potter, usage of 
the pot, their contents, the distribution of the ceram-
ics, ownership of the pot, or the intended destination of 
the pot (Wodzińska 2009c: 244). These potmarks were 
probably made by the potter in the workshop during 
the manufacturing process (Wodzińska 2009c: 244).

Potmarks made after firing could have denoted a 
change in the intended contents or function of a ves-
sel, or a specific sign might indicate its new possession 
by a different group of people than originally intended 
(Wodzińska 2009c: 246). Additionally, potmarks could 
be indicators of the place where the pots were from or 
where they might be moved (Wodzińska 2009c: 246).

We noticed similarities between potmarks occur-
ring both in the MSE and general HeG corpuses. Both 
had the nefer sign, the crossed line motif, and the arched 
line motif (Wodzińska 2009c: 253–54). It is interesting 
that the nefer sign and cross sign are identical in white 
carinated bowls in both the MSE corpus and the larger 
HeG corpus. Additionally, the arch sign (pl. 15f) is 
clearly represented on an MSE stand, and on bread trays 
in other HeG areas.

Slag
In ceramic studies, “slag” refers to pieces of waster ves-
sels that are overfired and deformed. This deformation 
happens when “walls of the individual clay platelets 
begin to melt and fuse together” during the firing pro-
cess (Nordström and Bourriau 1993: 103). This process 
is also described as an accident of firing, which may 
occur because of “flaws in the vessel or careless firing” 
(Shepard 1980: 91). The characteristic feature for the 
overfiring is the malformation of the walls of the pot 
by “too rapid vitrification” (Shepard 1980: 91). 

Among our MSE pottery assemblage there are 
three fragments of slag. These include a highly fired 
rim of a beer jar made from coarse Nile clay, a melted 
sherd of a carinated bowl with unrecognizable fabric, 
and a completely melted sherd of unknown type.

The waster sherds in Area MSE seem to be an 
accidental result of firing. This event is not a common 
defect with open firing because the maximum temper-
atures reached during this kind of firing are “generally 
below the vitrification range” (Shepard 1980: 91). This 
means that the process in which the clay transforms 
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to slag cannot happen in open firing activities (e.g., 
food preparation or heating molds for baking bread). 
This leads us to hypothesize that there was an indus-
try nearby that required high temperatures within a 
closed structure like a kiln, perhaps for firing pottery 
or faience in the vicinity of Area MSE.

Conclusion
The pottery presented in this report came from Area 
MSE, a part of the HeG site with an unclear function 
but an industrial feel (see Abd el-Aziz et al., Chapter 
2, this volume). But overall, we want to emphasize that 
the ceramic corpus of the MSE area relates to a settle-
ment context and this ceramic corpus corresponds 
well with the other ceramic corpuses from the HeG 
site. 

Most of the ceramic vessels from the MSE area 
date to the second half of the 4th Dynasty, with very 
few sherds that might be from the 5th Dynasty. 

The existence of three sherds from the Buto-
Maadi culture in the MSE area (especially from Phase 
3 collapse and abandonment deposits and Phase 9 
dump deposits of lithic industrial waste, see Abd el-
Aziz et al., Chapter 2, this volume) may indicate a site 
dating to the Buto-Maadi period nearby or possibly 
that Buto-Maadi sherds found their way into mud-
bricks used at HeG.

These MSE vessels were made of three different 
kinds of fabrics. The most common are Nile fabrics, 
followed by marl fabrics. We had only one sherd of 
a red slip carinated bowl made from a mixed fabric. 
The vessels made of marl and mixed clay could be 

brought to Giza from other places in Egypt, perhaps 
from Upper Egypt (Wodzińska 2009b: 239). Two main 
kinds of manufacturing were used for producing the 
pottery from the Area MSE. The vessels are handmade, 
thrown on the wheel, or a combination of the two. 

The Area MSE pottery corpus is divided into four 
general categories: open forms, closed forms, non 
containers, and miniature vessels. The open forms 
are platters, plates, bowls, and beakers. Plates are fur-
ther subdivided into coarse plates with a flat base and 
bread trays. The bowls are sub-grouped further into 
bowls with a simple profile, bowls with internal ledges, 
and carinated bowls (these are even further divided 
into white carinated bowls and red carinated bowls). 
Beakers are subdivided into vats and bread molds. 
The closed form category consists of one group, that 
of jars, that is further sub-divided into beer jars. The 
non-containers are divided into stands and lids. The 
last category is miniature vessels. 

It seems that the majority of the ceramic vessels 
came from Phase 12, which represents the final ancient 
use of Area MSE, and from Phase 10, when much of 
MSE area was demolished (see Abd el-Aziz et al., 
Chapter 2, this volume) and had been dumped into 
Area MSE. These particular ceramic vessels therefore, 
may not necessarily help with interpreting the use or 
function of Area MSE. The next stage in the analysis of 
the MSE material is to analyze the corpus in relation to 
specific features, and tie them to space and phase. This 
will give the ceramics more meaning and will contrib-
ute to the overall understanding of Area MSE. We hope 
to complete this work at some point in the future.
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Buto-Maadi Sherds in the MSE Area
The identification of the Buto-Maadi culture—a pre-
historic culture dating from 3,800 to 3,200 BC—is based 
on a number of sites in Lower Egypt, such as Maadi, 
Wadi Degla, Heliopolis (Debono and Mortenson 
1988), and Buto (Way 1996). The pottery is one of the 
most abundant and characteristic material culture 
markers of that culture and therefore very important. 
All the pots were handmade at that time. Most Buto-
Maadi vessels were globular with flared rims. The neck 
was more or less narrow and the base flat. Other forms 
of Buto-Maadi vessels include narrow goblets with a 
pointed base (referred to as “lemon”-shaped), and 
bowls and cups with flat or round bottoms (Midant-
Reynes 1992: 211).

Three Buto-Maadi sherds were recovered from the 
MSE excavations. Our vessels represent two different 
types of vessels typical of the Buto-Maadi culture. Two 
fragments (Nos. 1 and 2) are a type of shallow bowl with 
a slightly rounded rim and upright or flaring walls, and 
the third fragment (No. 3) belongs to a holemouth jar 
with a slightly rounded rim and narrowing walls. All 
the sherds have a Nile clay fabric, see Color Plate 9a-c. 
All the sherds were smoothed on both the inside and 
outside surfaces, and there are traces of a red coating 
on the outer surface of sherds 2 and 3.

Our recovery of Buto-Maadi sherds was not the 
first instance of their appearance in the Giza region. 
We have evidence, mainly in the form of pottery, of 
the culture occurring at Giza and in the neighboring 
area. In 1898 during the construction of a tramway 
near the Giza Pyramids, possibly northeast of the 
Great Pyramid, two small oval jars typical of the Buto-
Maadi culture were found (Midant-Reynes 1992: 219; 
el-Sanussi and Jones 1997: 252). Also a set of four Buto-
Maadi jars was found on the Giza Plateau by Ahmed 
Bey Kamal in 1907 (el-Sanussi and Jones 1997: 252). 
Additionally, a group of nine Buto-Maadi vessels and a 
fragment of a basalt beaker were found during work on 
the Greater Cairo Waste Water Project in April 1992, 
beside the Mansuriyah Canal (el-Sanussi and Jones 
1997: 242, 245).

At the HeG site some vessel pieces that may belong 
to the Buto-Maadi culture were also found in the walls 
of the Royal Administrative Building (Wodzińska 
2005: 1), a large building complex housing silos in 

the southeast corner of the site. Also two sherds from 
the Main Street area date to the Predynastic Period 
(Wodzińska 2003: 2).

Generally in Egypt the location of both settle-
ments and necropolis sites are related to the annual 
inundation levels of the Nile. Buildings and tombs had 
to be situated above the flood level. For example late 
Predynastic and Early Dynastic sites are located in the 
Delta only on relatively high ground, mostly over six 
meters above the floodplain (Bietak 1979: 100).

If we consider the elevations at which these pieces 
of Buto-Maadi material culture were found, we see 
that those found in 1992 at Giza were recovered at 
13.0 m above sea level (asl) (el-Sanussi and Jones 1997: 
242) and those from Area MSE were found at 16.07 m 
asl. The suggested elevation for the floodplain at Giza 
in the Old Kingdom is 12–13m asl (Lehner 2009c: 
142), with Old Kingdom settlement in the floodplain 
varying between 12.99 and 14.85 m asl (Jones 1995) 
and between 15–17 m asl along the desert edge (for 
a detailed discussion see Lehner 2009c: 97–151). The 
Buto-Maadi sherds from Giza were found at eleva-
tions which would be suitable for a settlement.

We offer three possible explanations for the 
Predynastic Buto-Maadi sherds in Area MSE. The first 
is that debris from the removal of an earlier site in 
the vicinity of the HeG site was dumped in the area 
of MSE and the adjacent areas. The second is that the 
4th Dynasty settlement overlies earlier, prehistoric 
occupation, and perhaps this earlier site had been 
demolished to make space for the 4th Dynasty settle-
ment. A third possible explanation is that the debris of 
the demolished prehistoric site was reused as building 
materials of the 4th Dynasty settlement. This expla-
nation is supported by the fact that the Buto-Maadi 
sherds were found within mudbrick collapse deposits 
of Area MSE.

Summarizing, three rim sherds of Buto-Maadi 
culture were found in Area MSE and may indicate a 
Predynastic presence or occupation on the site, or 
elsewhere on the Giza Plateau. That Buto-Maadi site 
may have been removed during the construction and 
development of the 4th Dynasty settlement. Or, Buto-
Maadi sherds were used in the building materials of 
the HeG site.

See plate 16 for the catalog of these three sherds.

APPENDIX
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MSE Ceramics Catalog
All field drawings were completed by the APFS Ceramics Team; all digital drawings by Hassan Ramadan.

“State of preservation” refers to the percentage of the rim or base perserved, not that of the whole vessel. “MSE Number” is the 
field number given to each sherd.

Number 1: Rim of platter (PT1)
Illustration: Plate 1a, MSE Number: 146, Feature: [29,079], Phase: 9, Fabric: 2B, 
Shaping technique: handmade, pounded, Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is wet-smoothed, 
Color: outside and inside is 5YR 7/4 pale red, Rim diameter: 33 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 2: Rim of platter (pt2)
Illustration: Plate 1b, MSE Number: 136, Feature: [28,775], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 6/8 light red, inside is 10R 5/8 red, 
Rim diameter: 33 cm, State of preservation: 7%, complete profile
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Plate 1: Platter, 1:3

(a, PT1)

0 5 cm

(b, PT2)
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Number 3: Rim of plate (CP1)
Illustration: Plate 2a, MSE Number: 138, Feature: [28,781], Phase: 2C, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade 
Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is red-slipped, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish-yellow, inside is 5YR 6/8 
reddish-yellow, Rim diameter: 28 cm, State of preservation: 4%, complete profile

Number 4: Rim of plate (CP2)
Illustration: Plate 2b, MSE Number: 134, Feature: [27,069], Phase: 10, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 5YR 6/4, inside is 2.5YR 7/6 light red, 
Rim diameter: 28 cm, State of preservation: 10%, complete profile

Number 5: Rim of plate (CP2)
Illustration: Plate 2c, MSE Number: 139, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Fabric: 2A, Shaping technique: handmade 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 6/8 light red, inside is 10R 4/3 weak red
Rim diameter: 38 cm, State of preservation: 6%, complete profile

Number 6: Rim of plate (CP2)
Illustration: Plate 2d, MSE Number: 140, Feature: [29,018], Phase: 9, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red slipped, Color: outside is 10R 5/4 weak red, inside is 10R 5/4 weak red
Rim diameter: 29 cm, State of preservation: 5%, complete profile

Number 7: Rim of plate (CP2)
Illustration: Plate 2e, MSE Number: 141, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Fabric: 2A, Shaping technique: handmade 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 6/8 light red, inside is 10R 4/3 weak red
Rim diameter: 30 cm, State of preservation: 7%, complete profile
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(a, CP1)

(b, CP2)

(c, CP2)

Plate 2: Coarse plates, flat bases, 1:3

(d, CP2)

(e, CP2)
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Number 8: Rim of bread tray (BT1A)
Illustration: Plate 3a, MSE Number: 64, Feature: [27,057], Phase: 13, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Base technique: pounded, Surface treatment: inside and outside are smoothed with whitish scum, 
Color: outside is 5YR 8/3 pink, inside is 5YR 6/6 reddish-yellow, Rim diameter: 22 cm, State of preservation: 9%

Number 9: Rim of bread tray (BT1B)
Illustration: Plate 3b, MSE Number: 66, Feature: [27,068], Phase: 12, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Base technique: pounded, Surface treatment: inside and outside are smoothed, 
Color: outside is 5YR 6/4 light reddish-brown, inside is 7.5YR 7/6 reddish-yellow, Rim diameter: 22 cm, 
State of preservation: 11%

Number 1o: Rim of oval bread tray (BT2)
Illustration: Plate 3c, MSE Number: 59, Feature: [27,069], Phase: 10, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Base technique: pounded, Surface treatment: inside and outside are smoothed, 
Color: outside is 5YR 5/6 yellowish red, inside is 5YR 5/2 reddish yellow, Rim diameter: 26 cm, 
State of preservation: 12%
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(a, BT1A)

(b, BT1A)

(c, BT2)

Plate 3: Bread trays, 1:3
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Number 11: Rim of bowl with edged rim (B1)
Illustration: Plate 4a, MSE Number: 142, Feature: [29,097], Phase: 3, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: inside and outside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/4 pale red, inside is 2.5YR 5/4 reddish-
brown, Rim diameter: 31 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 12: Rim of bowl with edged rim (B1)
Illustration: Plate 4b, MSE Number: 143, Feature: [29,009], Phase: 8, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/4 pale red, inside is 2.5YR 5/4 reddish-
brown, Rim diameter: 29 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 13: Rim of bell-shaped bowl (B2)
Illustration: Plate 4c, MSE Number: 157, Feature: [27,069], Phase: 10, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 5/6 red, inside is 10R 5/8 red, 
Rim diameter: 26 cm, State of preservation: 4%

Number 14: Rim of bowl (B3)
Illustration: Plate 4d, MSE Number: 205, Feature: [29,092], Phase: 7, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside and inside are 10R 5/8 red, Rim diameter: 24 cm, 
State of preservation: 8%

Number 15: Rim of bowl with thickened rim and slightly flaring wall (B3)
Illustration: Plate 4e, MSE Number: 153, Feature: [27,067], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 4/6 red, inside is 10R 4/6 red, 
Rim diameter: 16 cm, State of preservation: 1%, complete profile

Number 16: Rim of bowl with thickened rim and flaring wall (B3)
Illustration: Plate 4f, MSE Number: 183, Feature: [28,767], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside and inside is 10R 5/4 weak red, 
Rim diameter: 23 cm, State of preservation: 53%

Number 17: Rim of bowl with inward turning wall (B4A)
Illustration: Plate 4g, MSE Number: 207, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish-yellow, inside is 5YR 5/3 
reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 15 cm, State of preservation: 5%

Number 18: Rim of bowl with inward turning wall (B4A)
Illustration: Plate 4h, MSE Number: 206, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 4/4 weak red, inside is 10R 4/3 red, 
Rim diameter: 16 cm, State of preservation: 10%

Number 19: Rim of bowl with inward turning wall (B4B)
Illustration: Plate 4i, MSE Number: 156, Feature: [28,751], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 5/8 red, inside is 10R 6/2 pale red, 
Rim diameter: 23 cm, State of preservation: 8%

Number 20: Rim of bowl (B4B)
Illustration: Plate 4j, MSE Number: 149, Feature: [28,751], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 5/8 red, inside is 10R 6/2 pale red, 
Rim diameter: 20 cm, State of preservation: 6%
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(a, B1)

(b, B1)

(c, B2)

Plate 4: Bowls, 1:3
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Number 21: Rim of bowl with internal ledge (BL1A)
Illustration: Plate 5a, MSE Number: 20, Feature: [29,092], Phase: 7, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/8 light red, inside is 10R 6/8 light red
Rim diameter: 21 cm, State of preservation: 45%, complete profile

Number 22: Rim of bowl with internal ledge (BL2)
Illustration: Plate 5b, MSE Number: 57, Feature: [29,097], Phase: 3, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/4 light reddish-brown, inside is 5YR 6/4 
light reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 32 cm, State of preservation: 12%

Number 23: Rim of bowl with internal ledge (BL3)
Illustration: Plate 5c, MSE Number: 16, Feature: [29,091], Phase: 9, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade,    
Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/4 light reddish-brown, inside is 5YR 
6/4 light reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 29 cm, from internal ledge, State of preservation: 3%
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(a, BL1A)

(b, BL2)

(c, BL3)

Plate 5: Bowls with internal ledge, 1:3
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Number 24: Rim of white carinated bowl (CB1A)
Illustration: Plate 6a, MSE Number: 123, Feature: [27,080], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3a, Shaping technique: hand-shaping, 
upper part shaped on a turning device, Surface treatment: outside and inside are white slipped, 
Color: outside and inside are 5YR 6/4 light reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 26 cm, State of preservation: 13%

Number 25: Rim of white carinated bowl (CB1B)
Illustration: Plate 6b, MSE Number: 96, Feature: [28,768], Phase: 10, Fabric: 4B, Shaping technique: hand-shaping, 
upper part shaped on a turning device, Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, 
Color: outside and inside are 5YR 8/2 pale yellow, Rim diameter: 22 cm, State of preservation: 24%

Number 26: Rim of white carinated bowl (CB1c)
Illustration: Plate 6c, MSE Number: 117, Feature: [27,068], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: hand-shaping, 
upper part shaped on a turning device, Surface treatment: outside and inside are white-slipped, 
Color: outside and inside are 5YR 7/6 reddish-yellow, Rim diameter: 22 cm, State of preservation: 11%

Number 27: Rim of white carinated bowl (CB1D)
Illustration: Plate 6d, MSE Number: 122, Feature: [27,068], Phase: 12, Fabric: 4b, Shaping technique: hand-shaping, 
upper part shaped on a turning device, Surface treatment: outside and inside are white-slipped, 
Color: outside and inside are 2.5YR 6/6 light red, Rim diameter: 22 cm, State of preservation: 8%

Number 28: Rim of white carinated bowl (CB1E)
Illustration: Plate 6e, MSE Number: 70, Feature: [27,051], Phase: 12, Fabric: 5a, Shaping technique: hand-shaping, 
upper part shaped on a turning device, Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, 
Color: outside and inside are 2.5YR 8/3 pale yellow, Rim diameter: 22 cm, State of preservation: 14%
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(a, CB1A)

(b, CB1B)

(c, CB1C)

Plate 6: White Carinated Bowls, 1:3
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Number 29: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2A)
Illustration: Plate 7a, MSE Number: 273, Feature: [29,079], Phase: 9, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside is red-slipped and polished, inside is red-slipped and burnished, 
Color: outside is 10R 6/8 red, inside is 10R 6/8 red, Rim diameter: 19 cm, State of preservation: 4%

Number 30: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2B)
Illustration: Plate 7b, MSE Number: 275, Feature: [28,751], Phase: 10, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: handmade, rim is 
turned, Surface treatment: inside and outside are red slipped and burnished, Color: outside is 2.5YR 3/3 dark reddish-
brown, inside is 2.5YR 4/3 reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 25 cm, State of preservation: 9%

Number 31: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2b)
Illustration: Plate 7c, MSE Number: 264, Feature: [27,095], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and burnished, Color: outside is 10R 6/8 light red, inside is 10R 
6/8 light red, Rim diameter: 25 cm, State of preservation: 5%

Number 32: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2b)
Illustration: Plate 7d, MSE Number: 265, Feature: [27,065], Phase: 12, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside is red-slipped and polished, inside is red-slipped and burnished, Color: outside is 10R 4/8 
red, inside is 10R 6/8 light red, Rim diameter: 20 cm, State of preservation: 9%

Number 33: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2C)

Illustration: Plate 7e, MSE Number: 48, Feature: [27,067], Phase: 10, Fabric: 5A pink variant, Shaping technique: 
handmade, rim is turned, Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and burnished, 
Color: outside and inside are 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, Rim diameter: 16 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 34: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2C)
Illustration: Plate 7f, MSE Number: 218, Feature: [27,065], Phase: 12, Fabric: 6A, Shaping technique:  handmade, rim is 
turned, Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and burnished, Color: outside is 10R 6/8 red, inside is 10R 
6/8 red, Rim diameter: 16 cm, State of preservation: 5%

Number 35: Rim of red slip carinated bowl (CB2D)
Illustration: Plate 7g, MSE Number: 284, Feature: [27,050], Phase: 13, Fabric: 5D, Shaping technique: handmade, rim is 
turned, Surface treatment: outside and inside red slipped and burnished, Color: outside is 10R 5/8 red, inside is 10R 5/8 
red, Rim diameter: 16 cm, State of preservation: 6%
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(a, CB2A)

(c, CB2B)
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Plate 7: Red Slip Carinated Bowls, 1:3
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Number 36: Base of bread mold (BM1A)
Illustration: Plate 8a, MSE Number: 75, Feature: [27,098], Phase: 8, Fabric: 1A, Shaping technique: molded, 
Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, inside is 5YR 6/6 
reddish yellow, State of preservation: 100%

Number 37: Rim of bread mold (BM1A)
Illustration: Plate 8b, MSE Number: 74, Feature: [27,069], Phase: 10, Fabric: 1A, Shaping technique: molded, 
Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, inside is 5YR 6/6 
reddish yellow, Rim diameter: 34 cm; State of preservation: 7%

Number 38: Rim of bread mold (BM1B)
Illustration: Plate 8c, MSE Number: 1, Feature: [29,091], Phase: 9, Fabric: 1A, Shaping technique: molded, 
Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, inside is 5YR 6/6 
reddish yellow, Rim diameter: 20 cm, State of preservation: 8%, complete profile

Number 39: Base of bread mold (BM2)
Illustration: Plate 8d, MSE Number: 2, Feature: [27,098], Phase: 8, Fabric: 1B, Shaping technique: molded, 
Surface treatment: outside is untreated, inside is smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, inside is 5YR 6/6 
reddish yellow, State of preservation: 100%

Number 40: Rim of bread mold (BM3)
Illustration: Plate 8e, MSE Number: 8, Feature: [27,069], Phase: 10, Fabric: 1C, Shaping technique: molded, 
Surface treatment: inside and outside are smoothed, Color: outside and inside are 5YR 6/6 reddish yellow, 
Rim diameter: 20 cm, State of preservation: 9%
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(c, BM1B)

(d, BM2)

(e, BM3)

(a, BM1A)

(b, BM1A)

Plate 8: Bread molds, 1:3
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Number 41: Rim of vat (V1)
Illustration: Plate 9a, MSE Number: 107, Feature: [27,067], Phase: 1o, Fabric: 2B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 2.5YR 7/6 light red, inside is 2.5YR 7/6 light red, 
Rim diameter: 42 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 42: Rim of vat (V2)
Illustration: Plate 9b, MSE Number 212, Feature: [27,067], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: handmade, Surface 
treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 2.5YR 5/8 red, inside is 2.5YR 5/8 red, 
Rim diameter: 37 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 43: Rim of vat (V3)
Illustration: Plate 9c, MSE Number 130, Feature: [28,768], Phase: 10, Fabric: 2A, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/6 light red, inside is 10R 6/6 light red, 
Rim diameter: 34 cm, State of preservation: 6%
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(a, V1)

(b, V2)

(c, V3)

Plate 9: Vats, 1:3
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Number 44: Rim of jar (J1)
Illustration: Plate 10a, MSE Number: 78, Feature: [29,096], Phase: 2A, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, with white slip, Color: outside is 2.5YR 6/8 light red, inside is 2.5YR 
6/8 light red, Rim diameter: 10 cm, State of preservation: 33%

Number 45: Rim of jar (J2)
Illustration: Plate 10b, MSE Number: 60, Feature: [27,066], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/8 reddish-yellow, inside is 5YR 6/4 light 
reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 9 cm, State of preservation: 6%

Number 46: Rim of jar (J3)
Illustration: Plate 10c, MSE Number: 73, Feature: [27,071], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 2.5YR 5/4 reddish-yellow, inside is 2.5YR 5/4 
reddish-yellow, Rim diameter: 10 cm, State of preservation: 12%

Number 47: Jar with spout (J4)
Illustration: Plate 10d, MSE Number: 93, Feature: [27,051], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 5/6 red, inside is 10R 5/6 red, 
Rim diameter: 10 cm, State of preservation: 14%
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(a, J1)

(b, J2)

(c, J3)

Plate 10: Jars, 1:3

(d, J4)
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Number 48: Beer jar (BJ1)
Illustration: Plate 11a, MSE Number: 55, Feature: [27,067], Phase: 10, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/3 pale red, inside is 10R 6/6 red, 
Rim diameter: 9 cm, State of preservation: 25%, complete profile

Number 49: Beer jar (BJ1)
Illustration: Plate 11b, MSE Number: 128, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/3 pale red, inside is 10R 6/6 red, 
Rim diameter: 9.5 cm, State of preservation: 12%, complete profile

Number 50: Rim of beer jar (BJ1)
Illustration: Plate 11c, MSE Number: 36, Feature: [28,751], Phase: 10, Fabric: 2A, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/2 pale red, inside is 10R 6/2 pale red, 
Rim diameter: 10 cm, State of preservation: 9%

Number 51: Rim of beer jar (BJ2)
Illustration: Plate 11d, MSE Number: 26, Feature: [28,751], Phase: 10, Fabric: 2A, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside is smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/2 pale red, inside is 10R 6/2 pale red, 
Rim diameter: 10 cm, State of preservation: 9%

Number 52: Rim of beer jar (BJ2)
Illustration: Plate 11e, MSE Number: 92, Feature: [28,751], Phase: 10, Fabric: 2A, Shaping technique: handmade
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 10R 6/2 pale red, inside is 10R 6/2 pale red, 
Rim diameter: 9.5 cm, State of preservation: 9%
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(a, BJ1) 
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Plate 11: Beer jars, 1:3
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Number 53: Stand (S1a) 
Illustration: Plate 12a, MSE Number: 49, Feature: [29,097], Phase: 3, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, 
inside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, Rim diameter: 12 cm, State of preservation: 46%, full profile

Number 54: Rim of a stand (S1b) 
Illustration: Plate 12b, MSE Number: 36, Feature: [28,767], Phase: 12, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 2.5YR 6/6 light red, 
inside is 2.5YR 6/6 light red, Rim diameter: 12 cm, State of preservation: 13%

Number 55: Base of a stand (S1c) 
Illustration: Plate 12c, MSE Number: 46, Feature: [29,079], Phase: 9, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, 
inside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, Rim diameter: 11 cm, State of preservation: 28%

Number 56: Rim of a stand (S1d) 
Illustration: Plate 12d, MSE Number: 44, Feature: N/A, Phase: N/A, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade,  
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 5YR 6/3 light reddish-brown, 
inside is 5YR 6/3 light reddish-brown, Rim diameter: 13 cm, State of preservation: 11%

Number 57: Center section of a stand (S1e) 
Illustration: Plate 12e, MSE Number: 32, Feature: [29,079], Phase: 9, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Color: outside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, 
inside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown

Number 58: Rim of a stand (S2a) 
Illustration: Plate 12f, MSE Number: 33, Feature: [28,767], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside is red-slipped, inside is untreated, Color: outside is 5YR 6/6 reddish-yellow, 
inside is 5YR 6/6 reddish-yellow, Rim diameter: 13 cm, State of preservation: 17%

Number 59: Rim of a stand (S2b) 
Illustration: Plate 12g, MSE Number: 38, Feature: [29,083], Phase: 7, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and polished, Color: outside and inside are 10YR 6/8 red, 
Rim diameter: 15 cm, State of preservation: 11%

Number 60: Rim of a stand (S3)
Illustration: Plate 12h, MSE Number: 43, Feature: [28,788], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are white-washed, Color: outside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, 
inside is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, Rim diameter: 17 cm, State of preservation: 26%
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Plate 12: Stands, 1:3
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Number 61: Rim of a lid (L1)
Illustration: Plate 13a, MSE Number: 63, Feature: [27,071], Phase: 10, Fabric: 4A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and polished, Color: outside and inside are 7.5YR 6/4 light red
Rim diameter: 13 cm, State of preservation: 14%

Number 62: Rim of a lid (L2)
Illustration: Plate 13b, MSE Number: 62, Feature: [27,065], Phase: 12, Fabric: 5B, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and polished, Color: outside is 5YR 8/4 pink, inside is 5YR 8/4 
pink, Max body diameter: 19 cm, State of preservation: 7%
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Number 63: Rim of miniature dish (M1)
Illustration: Plate 14a, MSE Number: 195, Feature: [29,092], Phase: 7, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 5/8 red, inside is 10R 5/8 red, 
Rim diameter: 12 cm, State of preservation: 12%

Number 64: Rim of miniature dish (M1)
Illustration: Plate 14b, MSE Number: 196, Feature: [29,097], Phase: 3, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped, Color: outside is 10R 7/8 light red, inside is 10R 5/8 red, 
Rim diameter: 11.6 cm, State of preservation: 10%

Number 65: Shoulder of miniature vessel (M2)
Illustration: Plate 14c, MSE Number: 197, Feature: [27,067], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inisde are red-slipped, Color: outside is 2.5YR 5/2 weak red, 
inside is 2.5YR 5/2 weak red, Body diameter (maximum): 9.5 cm
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(a, M1)
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Plate 14: Miniature Vessels, 1:3
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Number 66: Potmark, body sherd of white carinated bowl
Illustration: Plate 15a, MSE Number: 126, Feature: [29,092], Phase: 7, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: handmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed and have white slip, Height (of sherd): 7.5 cm, 
State of preservation: 12%, Type of Mark: a cross, made before firing

Number 67: Potmark, body sherd of a jar
Illustration: Plate 15b, Color Plate 8b, MSE Number: 260, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3B, 
Shaping technique: wheelmade, Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed, Height (of sherd): 8 cm, 
State of preservation: 12%, Type of Mark: vertical and horizontal lines, made after firing

Number 68: Potmark, body sherd of white carinated bowl

Illustration: Plate 15c, Color Plate 8d, MSE Number: 94, Feature: [27,065], Phase: 12, Fabric: 5B, 
Shaping technique: handmade, rim is turned, Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed with self-slip, 
Rim diameter: 24 cm, Height (of sherd): 9.5 cm, State of preservation: 11%, Type of Mark: a nefer sign, made after firing

Number 69: Potmark, body sherd of white carinated bowl
Illustration: Plate 15d, Color Plate 8c, MSE Number: 95, Feature: [27,065], Phase: 12, Fabric: 5B, 
Shaping technique: handmade, rim is turned, Surface treatment: outside and inside are smoothed with self-slip, 
Rim diameter: 24 cm, Height (of sherd): 8 cm, State of preservation: 11%, Type of Mark: a nefer sign, made before firing

Number 70: Potmark, rim of stand
Illustration: Plate 15e, MSE Number: 135, Feature: [27,061], Phase: 12, Fabric: 3A, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and polished, Rim diameter: 36 cm, Height (of sherd): 7 cm, 
State of preservation: 4%, Type of Mark: vertical and horizontal lines, made after firing

Number 71: Potmark, rim of stand
Illustration: Plate 15f, MSE Number: 69, Feature: [27,069], Phase: 10, Fabric: 3B, Shaping technique: wheelmade, 
Surface treatment: outside and inside are red-slipped and polished, Rim diameter: 13 cm, Height (of sherd): 6 cm, 
State of preservation: 12%, Type of Mark: a straight line and an arched line, made before firing
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f ) 

Plate 15: Potmarks, 1:3
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APPENDIX 1:  BUTO-MAADI SHERDS

Number BM1: Rim of a bowl

Illustration: Plate 16a, MSE Number: 85, Feature: [29,018], Phase: 9, Diameter of rim: 20 cm, 
State of preservation: 4%, Height: 3.8 cm, Surface treatment: smoothed on inside and outside surfaces

Reference: Jucha 2005: Pl. 53, Nos. 1, 2, 5 

Fabric: A highly fired sandy coarse Nile clay. It contains: common very fine sand; common fine, medium, and 
coarse-sized plant remains; rare coarse limestone particles; common very fine mica particles. It has an open 
porosity, is poorly sorted, and medium hard. See Color Plate 9.

Color: fracture is 5YR 5/6 yellowish red, outside surface is 7.5YR 6/4 light brown, inside surface is 7.5YR 5/4 
brown

Number BM2: Rim of a bowl

Illustration: Plate 16b, MSE Number: 86, Feature: [29,097], Phase: 3, Diameter of rim: 23 cm, 
State of preservation: 6%, Height: 3 cm, Surface treatment: smoothed outside and inside, outside has traces 
of reddish-brown slip

Reference: Jucha 2005: Pl. 66, No. 6

Fabric: A coarse Nile clay. It contains: a large amount of very fine sand; common fine, medium, and coarse 
plant remains; rare coarse particles of limestone; and common very fine mica. It has an open porosity, is 
poorly sorted, and medium hard. See Color Plate 9.

Color: fracture is 10YR 4/1 dark gray outside surface is 7.5YR 6/3 light brown, inside surface is 7.5YR 3/1 dark 
brown

Remarks: traces of soot on the rim 

Number BM3: Rim of a jar

Illustration: Plate 16c, MSE Number: 84, Feature: [29,097], Phase: 3, Diameter of rim: 23 cm, 
State of preservation: 7%, Height: 4.8 cm, Surface treatment: smoothed on inside and outside surfaces, 
outside has traces of reddish-brown slip

Reference: Jucha 2005: Pl. 41, No. 4

Fabric: A coarse Nile clay. It contains: very common very fine sand; common fine, medium and coarse plant 
remains; rare, fine, and medium limestone particles; and common very fine mica. It has an open porosity, is 
poorly sorted, and medium hard. See Color Plate 9.

Color: fracture is dark gray 10YR 4/1, outside and inside surfaces are 10YR 7/4 very pale brown
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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(a) Simple Platter, PT2

(b) Simple Platter, PT2

Color Plate I. Open forms: Simple platters, PT2. Photos by Jason Quinlan.
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Color Plate 2. Open forms: Bread trays (a, b). Photos by Jason Quinlan.

(a) Bread Tray, BT1A

(b) Bread Tray, BT1B
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(a) Bowl with slightly flaring rim, B3, interior (b) Bowl with slightly flaring rim, B3, exterior

Color Plate 3. Open forms: Bowls with simple profile (a, b, c), Bowls with internal ledges (d, e). Photos by Jason Quinlan.

(c) Bowl with slightly flaring rim, B3

(e) Bowl with internal ledge, BL1A(d) Bowl with internal ledge, BL1C
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Color Plate 4. Open forms: White Carinated Bowl (a, b, c), Red slip Carinated Bowls (d, e). Photos by Jason Quinlan.

(c) White carinated bowl, CB1B(b) White carinated bowl, CB1A

(d) Red slip carinated bowl, CB2B (e) Red slip carinated bowl, CB2C

(a) White carinated bowl, CB1A
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(d) Vat, V2

(c) Vat, V1

(b) Bread Mold, BM3

(a) Bread Mold, BM2A

Color Plate 5. Closed forms: bread molds (a, b), vats (c, d). Photos by Jason Quinlan.
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(a) Jar, J1

(b) Beer Jar, BJ1

(c) Base of beer jar

Color Plate 6. Closed forms: jar (a), beer jars (b, c, d). Photos by Jason Quinlan.

(d) Beer Jar, BJ1
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(a) Stand, S1
(b) Stand, S2

Color Plate 7. Non-Container, stands (a, b). Photos by Jason Quinlan.
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(a) Lid, L1

(b) Potmark (vertical and horizontal lines), Jar

(c) Potmark (nfr sign), White Carinated Bowl

(d) Potmark (nfr sign), White Carinated Bowl

Color Plate 8. Non-container, Lid (a), potmarks (b, c, d). Photos by Jason Quinlan.
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Plate (X) Bouto  Maadi fabrics (1,2,3) , Bread mould fabrics ( 1A, 1B, C),  Coarse Nile fabrics ( 2A, 2B ) , medium 
Nile  (3A, 3B) , Fine  Nile Fabrics (4A, 4B , 4C)  

Color Plate 9. Buto-Maadi fabrics (a, b, c), Bread mold fabrics (d, e, f ), Coarse Nile fabrics (g, h), Medium Nile fabrics (i, j), 
Fine Nile fabrics (k, l). Photos by Jason Quinlan.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)
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MSE	  3	  –	  Marl	  Clay	  5B 	  

	  

	  

	  

Plate	  (XI)	  Fine	  Nile	  Clay	  (4C)	  ,	  Marl	  Clay	  (5A,	  5B,	  5C,	  5D,	  5E),	  Mixed	  Clay(6A)	  

Color Plate 10. Fine Nile Clay (a), Marl Clay 5A (b, c, d), Marl Clay 5B (e), Marl Clay 5C (f ), Marl Clay 5D (g), Marl Clay 5e (h), 
Mixed Clay (i). Photos by Jason Quinlan.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h) (i)
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In 2009 AERA ran an Advanced Field School in the 
northwest corner of the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG) site. 
Here students in the AERA Advanced Osteology 
course worked alongside students from the Advanced 
Excavation program, excavating in areas known as 
the Western Compound and the Chute (frontis-
piece 2, fig. 4.1). The osteology teachers and students 
excavated 35 Late Period (25th Dynasty and onward) 
human burials from these two areas, including 19 
from the Chute, as well as a votive deposit containing 
eight dog mummies (fig. 4.2). In 2010 as part of the 
Analysis and Publication Field School we prepared 
an article and burial catalog for publication that dealt 

with the human skeletal remains we had excavated 
and analyzed from the Chute. Osteology team leader 
Jessica Kaiser published a summary of the osteological 
findings of the 2009 season in 2011 as part of AERA’s 
Giza Occasional Papers 5 (Kaiser 2011a: 183–195; Kaiser 
2011b: 197–199). In this piece we present the Chute 
burial catalog, a detailed account of our methods, and 
some interpretative analysis of the material. For more 
detailed interpretative and contextual analyses please 
refer to Kaiser’s article in GOP5 (Kaiser 2011a). 

The Chute burials are Late Period inhumations, 
of which there are hundreds concentrated at the 
northern end of the HeG site, around the Wall of the 

4.  A Report on the 2009 Burials from the Chute Area
by Scott D. Haddow and Afaf Wahba Abd el-Salam Wahba, with Sara Sabri Abdallah, Maha Siah Abd el-Tawb, 
and Mahmoud Ali Abd el-Rahman
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Figure 4.1.  Plan showing the concentration of Late Period Burials around the Wall of the Crow and through Gallery Set I. 
Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS, and Hassan Ramadan, after an original plan by Camilla Mazzucato.
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Crow (fig. 4.1). The Late Period Cemetery had been 
dug through sand that covered the 4th Dynasty settle-
ment (Kaiser 2005: 77). In 2005 the Osteology team 
conducted a burial survey at the northern end of the 
site, recording burial cuts that were visible on the sur-
face. This survey picked up 630 burials (Kaiser 2005: 
77). 

The Chute area takes its name from the passage 
that runs northwest-southeast leading into the Main 
Street entry way, a street that provides access into 
individual gallery units within Gallery Sets II and III. 
Limestone walls bound the passage (Abd el-Aziz 2011: 
123). All of these elements are part of the 4th Dynasty 
settlement at the HeG site. 

The 2009 Osteology Field School Team
Jessica Kaiser (University of California, Berkeley) and 
Scott D. Haddow (University College London) led the 
2009 osteology team. They were assisted by Ministry 
of State for Antiquities (MSA) supervisors Afaf Wahba, 
Zeinab Hashish, and Ahmed Gabr. The 2009 MSA 
field school students were Sarah Sabri Abdallah (Giza 
Inspectorate), Ayman Mohamed Damarany (Abydos 
Inspectorate), Mahrous Eid Mustafa el-Sanadidi 
(Saqqara Inspectorate), Ahmed Mohamed-Atef 
Kamel (Beni Suef Inspectorate), Maha Siah Abd el-
Tawb (Saqqara Inspectorate), and Shereen Ahmed 
Shawqi (Luxor Inspectorate). 

Aims and Objectives
The primary aim of AERA at the HeG site is the record-
ing and analysis of the Old Kingdom settlement. 
However, because we excavate stratigraphically—
exposing and removing the most recent features first 

(see Chapter 7, this volume)—we must first excavate 
the intrusive burials that overlie or cut through the 
Old Kingdom settlement (Kaiser 2011a: 183). Since the 
beginning of the first AERA Field School in 2005, the 
osteology team has used these burials as an opportu-
nity to teach the Egyptian inspectors from the Ministry 
of State for Antiquities (MSA) how to properly exca-
vate and record human skeletal remains. One of the 
goals for the 2009 excavation of the Chute was to gain 
a better understanding of the relationship between the 
Chute, the Enclosure Wall (the large wall that partially 
encloses the Gallery Sets), Main Street, and the gate 
in the Wall of the Crow (Abd el-Aziz 2011: 12). Before 
the excavators could proceed, however, it was neces-
sary to remove a large number of Late Period burials 
cutting through into the Old Kingdom archaeological 
horizons.

Dating 
The 2009 burials from the Chute area are tentatively 
dated to the Late Period based on coffin style and burial 
orientation (see below). Although the AERA burials are 
usually referred to as “the Late Period Cemetery,” the 
material can actually be dated to six primary phases of 
use and abandonment (Kaiser 2006b: 24–26), ranging 
from the Old Kingdom through to the Late Roman, 
see table 4.1.

The Late Period coffins are similar in construc-
tion and style to some of the Late Period burials from 
the Anubeion at Saqqara (Giddy 1992: 35). These buri-
als are distinct in orientation and body position from 
the small number of Old Kingdom burials recovered 
over several seasons at the site. Although three of the 
burials contained objects (generally beads and shells), 

Phase I Old Kingdom burials in the southwest corner of the site. The burials in this phase are in a state of poor 
preservation, but the heads are oriented to the north and are in a tightly flexed position.

Phase Ib Abandonment until the 25th Dynasty

Phase II 25th Dynasty (c. 712–657 BC) 

Phase III Saite to Persian Period (6th–4th centuries BC)

Phase IIIb Possible abandonment. No evidence of material culture has been found in any of the burials that date to 
the period between the Saite/Persian and Early Roman period.

Phase IV Early to Mid-Roman period (1st–2nd century AD)

Phase V Late Roman period (3rd–4th century AD)

Phase VI Post-Roman period (Byzantine, Late Antique, and Coptic). The exact dating of these burials is unclear 
(Kaiser 2006b: 26).

Table 4.1.  Phasing of the Heit el-Ghurab burials. Burials are dated on the basis of pottery 
finds (Kaiser 2006b, Tavares and Laemmel 2011).
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dateable objects such as vessels were not found with 
any of the burials.  

Taphonomy and Preservation 
“Taphonomy” derives from the Greek taphos (burial) 
plus nomos (law). Within the field of bioarchaeol-
ogy, taphonomy is the study of the factors—both 
natural and cultural—that affect the preservation of 
skeletal remains (reviewed in Henderson 1987). The 
human remains at the HeG site are typically found 
in poor condition; many of the bones survive only 
as extremely fragmented, powdery stains (Kaiser 
2006b). The most important environmental factors 
affecting the preservation of burials at the HeG site are 
the high water table—especially as the site is low-lying 
in relation to the Giza Plateau—and the soil composi-
tion of the burial environment, specifically the density 
of the burial fill and high permeability of the sandy 
burial matrix (Kaiser 2006b: 84). Other environmen-
tal factors include animal (i.e., rodents, insects) and 
plant (especially root) activity, which can lead to the 
displacement and/or destruction of skeletal elements. 
Cultural processes that affect preservation include the 
disturbance of earlier graves by the cutting of pits for 
subsequent burials, robber pits, and heavy equipment. 
When graves have been disturbed by the cutting of 
new graves, disarticulated human bone from trun-
cated burials may be found in the fill of later graves. As 
such disturbances are common on the site, we make a 
distinction between primary (i.e., intentionally depos-
ited) and secondary (i.e., unintentionally deposited/
redeposited) skeletons in our recording system. 

The 2009 burials are in a marginally better state 
of preservation than other burials from the HeG site 
as a result of the higher elevation of the Chute area, 
although the skeletal remains are extremely friable and 
the coffins—where they occur—are highly degraded. 
For example, we have Burial 489 from the Chute area 
in a good state of preservation, with a top elevation 
of 18.48 meters above sea level (m asl) and a bottom 
elevation of 17.504 m asl, in comparison with Burial 
464, poorly preserved, from the Western Compound 
with a top elevation of 18.05 m asl and a bottom eleva-
tion of 16.71 m asl. In a few cases, earlier burials are 
truncated by later ones, although not as frequently as 
in other areas of the site. One burial (484) from the 
Chute area also appears to have been cut by a relatively 
recent robber pit.

Methodology

Field Work 
AERA has employed a single context recording sys-
tem since 2005 (Chapter 7, this volume). This system 
is based on the Museum of London Archaeology 
(MoLA) Manual (Museum of London 1994). When 
a grave cut is discovered it is assigned an individual 
burial number. Unique feature numbers are then 
assigned to the grave cut, skeleton, fill, and coffin (if 
present). Consequently, each burial is comprised of at 
least three feature numbers which represent distinct 
temporal events; i.e., the cutting of the grave pit, the 
placement of the body, and the refilling of the grave. 
Recording forms are used to collect standardized 
information for each burial. 

The first step is to expose and clean the burial with 
a variety of tools such as trowels, brushes, wooden 
sticks, and air bulb puffers. The orientation of the skel-
eton is recorded in degrees with the use of a magnetic 
compass. The Munsell color chart is used to record the 
color of the bones, grave fill, and any plaster or paint 
found on the coffins. Because of poor preservation, 
much of the analysis takes place in situ before the skel-
eton is lifted (Kaiser 2011a: 183). This analysis includes 
a basic skeletal inventory, preliminary age and sex 
assessment, and measurements of the long bones. Soil 
samples are taken from the abdominal cavity of the 
skeleton and sieved for gallstones, kidney stones, etc. 
In order to recover all of the finds from the burial, 
we dry sieve the grave fill of the burial on site (finds 
are handpicked, sorted, and bagged) and send the 
remaining soil to be wet-sieved. Once wet-sieved, any 
remaining finds are handpicked, sorted, and bagged.

Rather than planning each burial by hand 
(typically at a 1:10 scale), each burial is digitally pho-
tographed and surveyed using a Sokkia™ Total Station 
theodolite. The photographs, along with their sur-
vey coordinates, are subsequently plotted onto the 
site plan using MapInfo (a Geographic Information 
System software) and digitized. 

In cases of extremely poor preservation, a consol-
idation agent (Paraloid B-72) is used to reinforce the 
bones before they are lifted from the soil. Each bone 
is lifted individually and wrapped in an aluminum foil 
packet by element (e.g., one each for skull, vertebrae, 
right and left arms, legs, hands, and feet) before being 
transported to the lab. Grave goods are also bagged 
and sent to the lab for further analysis. 
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Lab Work
After excavation, recording, and preliminary analysis 
on site, the bones are taken to the lab for cleaning and 
additional analysis. This includes a complete skeletal 
and dental inventory, final age and sex assessment, 
recording for pathological lesions and non-metric 
traits, and calculation of the minimum number of 
individuals (MNI) for each burial. When these analyses 
are complete, the bones are wrapped in acid-free tissue 
paper and placed in labeled plastic bags. Finally, the 
skeletons are archived in plastic boxes for safekeeping.  

Burial Practices

Position and Orientation of the Body
While there are a small number of Old Kingdom 
burials that have been recovered from the HeG site, 
98% of the 388 excavated burials postdate the Old 
Kingdom occupation levels, mainly deriving from 
the Late and Greco-Roman Periods. At the HeG site, 
Old Kingdom burials can easily be distinguished from 
those of later periods by the position and orientation 
of the skeleton. The former are typically oriented in a 
flexed position with the long axis of the body oriented 
north-south, while the latter are placed in an extended 
supine position (lying on the back) with the head 
oriented to the west (Kaiser 2006b). In the post-Old 
Kingdom burials, the arms are usually extended with 
the hands either on the upper thighs or across the pel-
vic region (Kaiser 2004; 2005; 2006a, b; 2011a). In this 
regard, the 2009 Chute burials are not dissimilar from 
Late Period burials recovered from other areas of the 
site. Deviations from the general east-west orienta-
tion of burials may be indicative of seasonal mortality 
patterns as it is generally assumed that the graves are 
oriented with respect to the position of the rising sun 
(Strouhal and Bareš 1993: 77; Williams 2008: 8). 

Mummification
The Ancient Egyptian preoccupation with preserving 
the body may have been inspired by the observation 
of naturally desiccated bodies that had been interred 
directly in the sand in the Predynastic period (Ikram 
and Dodson 1998). During the Old and Middle 
Kingdoms, mummification was typically reserved for 
the upper and ruling classes, and the techniques for 
preserving the body continued to be refined. It was 
not until the New Kingdom, however, that the process 
of mummification reached its apogee (Auferderheide 

2003: 212). In the Late Period, however, embalmers 
tended to focus more on the wrapping and packag-
ing of the mummy rather than the preservation of 
the soft tissues. From this time onwards, the quality 
of mummification appears to have declined (Ikram 
and Dodson 1998: 109). Herodotus records three types 
of mummification ranging in quality and cost. The 
cheapest of these methods does not involve removal 
of the internal organs, but rather a quick rinse of the 
intestines with some type of purge and soaking the 
body in natron for 70 days (Herodotus, Histories, 
2.86-88). Because of the generally poor level of pres-
ervation at the HeG site, we do not have much direct 
evidence for mummification (Kaiser 2006b: 7), for 
example, we have very few traces of textile or linen. 
But we sometimes find black material in the abdomen 
and/or throat region and sometimes mud packing 
(Kaiser 2006b: 7). However, from indirect evidence 
of mummification, such as the body position, we 
can conclude that for some burials the body appears 
to have been tightly wrapped before being put in the 
coffin (Kaiser 2011a: 188–189). For example, in Burial 
475 (see burial catalog below) the v-shaped position of 
the clavicles indicates that the burial had been tightly 
wrapped.

For the Chute burials, we have only one individual 
(5%) that displays direct evidence of mummification: 
Burial 482, in which traces of black material were 
found in the throat and abdominal area. That is not to 
say that the others had not been mummified, however, 
just that the poor soil conditions at the HeG site are 
likely to have obliterated any traces of mummification, 
such as textiles. The non-elite status of the individu-
als buried at HeG means that higher quality materials 
such as resins, which might have survived the burial 
environment, would likely not have been used. Some 
burials, for example, Burial 467, appear to have been 
packed with mud in the abdominal area and other 
regions of the body, perhaps as a cheap way of provid-
ing shape to the wrapped body. One of us (Haddow) 
has observed this phenomenon in Late Period and 
Greco-Roman burials at Quesna in the Western Delta. 

Coffins 
As with the skeletal material, the coffins from HeG are 
generally found in very poor condition. Most appear 
to have been constructed of a rudimentary wood 
framework covered in a thick layer of mud (Kaiser 
2006b: 33). Unfortunately, the wooden core of the 
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coffin is not preserved in the majority of cases and 
we are left only with a collapsed mud shell. On some 
coffin lids, mud was also used to mold face masks and 
wigs. The lids from the Chute area are typically deco-
rated in geometric red, black, yellow, white, or blue 
color combinations, although some coffins appear to 
have been left unpainted. Anthropoid- and rectangu-
lar-shaped coffins are the most common types found 
on site (Kaiser 2006b: 30). 

Thirteen of the nineteen Chute burials (68%) 
excavated in 2009 contained poorly preserved cof-
fins. Of these, eight are anthropoid-shaped, three 
are subrectangular or rectangular in shape, and two 
are oval-shaped. Ten (76%) of the thirteen coffins 
had traces of painted decoration surviving on the 
outer surfaces. Five of these had masks with wigs 
typical of the Late Period (Giddy 1992). The three 
unpainted coffins belonged to juveniles (one infant 
and two young children). The most elaborate coffin 
found in 2009 is from Burial 467, which consisted of 
a rectangular outer coffin with side panels depicting 
mummiform figures and a painted anthropoid inner 
coffin with a mask and wig (see burial catalog below 
and Kaiser 2011a: 191). This coffin is similar in style to 
ones described by Giddy (1992: 37) from Late Period 
Saqqara.

Grave Goods
The majority of Late Period inhumations from HeG 
contain very few grave goods. However, the few we do 
recover are typically generic, low-quality items such as 
bracelets and necklaces made of cowrie shell, faience, 
or stone beads used for personal adornment (Kaiser 
and Westlin 2005). Amulets, copper alloy objects, and 
pottery vessels are also common. Burials of infants 
and children are more likely to have grave goods 
than those of adults (Kaiser 2006b: 34; 2011a: 189). 
In this regard, the 2009 Chute burials are not atypi-
cal. Only six (32%) of the nineteen Chute burials had 
grave goods: two infant burials (Burials 470 and 494), 
one child burial (Burial 490), and three adult burials 
(Burials 462, 495, and 497). Burial 494, belonging to 
an infant, contained the greatest number of items: 27 
cowrie shell beads, two faience beads, and one alabas-
ter bead (Kaiser 2011a: 190) (see burial catalog below). 
Burial 490, that of a young child, contained the great-
est variety of items: two copper earrings, cowrie shell 
bracelets, beads of carnelian, red jasper, and faience, 
as well as a wadjet amulet in red jasper (Kaiser 2011a: 

190) (see burial catalog below). No vessels were found 
with any of the Chute burials.  

Osteological Analysis
In conducting bioarchaeological research at AERA, we 
try to gain as much information as we can from the 
human remains through the estimation of age, sex, 
and stature, as well as the identification and interpre-
tation of pathological lesions. These analyses allow us 
to construct a demographic profile of the HeG skeletal 
assemblage, providing insights into overall health and 
growth patterns, as well as occupational activity and 
diet. Future analyses, such as stable isotope and mor-
phometric studies, may also provide information on 
population structure and immigration, as well as more 
detailed data on dietary practices. This diverse range 
of information, when compared with data from other 
ancient Egyptian skeletal assemblages, will allow us to 
build a picture of the lives of the individuals buried at 
the HeG site.

Minimum Number of Individuals
Sometimes there are disturbances to primary burials 
by later burials or by other post-depositional processes 
that result in the introduction of loose secondary bones 
into primary burials. We use the Minimum Number of 
Individuals (MNI) as our main recording figure in order 
to find out how many individuals are actually repre-
sented in each burial. We examine the bone assemblage 
in each grave to look for duplicate skeletal elements. 
For example, if two mandibles are found together in a 
grave, we can say that there are at least two individu-
als represented. The MNI for the Chute area in 2009 
is 24 from a total of 19 excavated burials. The occur-
rence of bones from an additional five individuals in 
these nineteen primary burials is likely a result of dis-
turbances to earlier burials by later ones. For example, 
Burial 497, which contained an MNI of four individuals 
(including the primary skeleton), may have disturbed 
an earlier burial in the same location, and this might 
explain the presence of several extra adult long bones 
found in the grave fill. In the case of Burial 495, how-
ever, the presence of bones from two extra individuals 
in the coffin may be the result of sloppy workman-
ship during the mummification process (or perhaps 
a result of the advanced state of decomposition of the 
primary skeleton) which necessitated the construction 
of a “composite mummy” using bits and pieces of other 
bodies lying around the embalmer’s workshop.
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Age Assessment

Methods
The first goal of our osteological analysis is the 
age assessment of the individual. There are several 
techniques used for aging human skeletal remains 
depending on the developmental stage of the indi-
vidual. For subadults, the technique is based on the 
growth and developmental sequence of the dentition 
and bones, while for adults the techniques are based 
on degenerative changes in the skeleton (Buikstra and 
Ubelaker 1999; White and Folkens 2005). 

We use dental development and eruption pat-
terns to assess subadult age according to Ubelaker 
(1999). Dental development is considered one of the 
most reliable techniques for aging subadult remains. 
It is known that each tooth erupts at a regular interval, 
and that tooth development is more closely associated 
with chronological age than other indicators such as 
cranial suture closure (White and Folkens 2005: 361). 
The growth and development of bones can also be 
used to estimate age in subadults. At the end of the 
growth stage each bone, typically comprised of sev-
eral elements, fuses within a relatively well-established 
time frame (Scheuer and Black 2000). Measurements 
of bones may also be used to establish an age estimate 
(Scheuer and Black 2000).

Once skeletal growth is completed, we assess 
age in adult individuals by examining degenera-
tive changes in the skeleton that occurred during 
the individual’s life. The most common methods are 
observation of changes to the symphyseal surfaces of 
the pubic bones (Brooks and Suchey 1990) and the 
auricular surface of the ilium (Lovejoy et al. 1985). 
Because these bones are not always well-preserved in 
archaeological skeletal material, however, we some-
times use dental wear patterns to provide a broad age 
estimate using the methods established by Brothwell 
(1981). We have to note, however, that using degen-
erative changes to age the skeleton is less precise than 
age estimation methods for juveniles, which provide 
us with a narrower age range. 

Based on White and Folkens (2005: 360), 
we use six age categories for human osteological 
remains: 
 Infant  0–3 years
 Child  3–12 years
 Adolescent  12–20 years
 Young Adult  20–35 years
 Middle Adult  35–50 years
 Old Adult  50+ years

We assigned each burial from the 2009 Chute 
excavations to an age category. The primary skel-
etal assemblage contains three infants (0–3 yrs), four 
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children (3–12 yrs), one adolescent (12–20 yrs) five 
young adults (20–35 yrs), six middle adults (35–50 
yrs), and no old adults (50+ yrs) (fig. 4.3). We have 
one burial with secondary bones for two adult indi-
viduals but they cannot be assigned to a more precise 
age category; as such, they are excluded from the age 
distribution chart. According to Kaiser, the age distri-
bution percentages from the 2009 burials (the Chute 
and Western Compound burials) fit with the age dis-
tribution percentages throughout the HeG cemetery 
(Kaiser 2011a: 185). The exceptions are the middle and 
old adult groups (35–74 years old in the age categories 
used by Kaiser), which have a higher percentage in the 
2009 sample compared to the wider HeG assemblage,  
and the children (under 10 years old in the age catego-
ries used by Kaiser), which have a lower percentage 
compared to the wider HeG assemblage (Kaiser 2001a: 
185). Kaiser suggests that the higher percentage of 
middle and old adult groups may indicate that older 
individuals tended to be buried in the western end of 
the HeG site, but also mentions that the discrepancy 
may be because we excavated only a small sample 
in this area (Kaiser 2011a: 185). Kaiser also suggests 
that the lower percentage of children is unsurprising 
because there is such a high representation of children 
around the eastern end of the Wall of the Crow (Kaiser 
2011a: 185–186).

Sex Assessment

Methods
Along with the estimation of age, sex assessment 
analyses allow us to reconstruct the demographic 
structure of archaeological skeletal assemblages. The 
main method of sex assessment in human skeletal 
remains is the evaluation of sexually dimorphic fea-
tures of the pelvis and skull (White and Folkens 2005: 
392). It is important to note, however, that these meth-
ods are only applicable once sexual maturity has been 
reached, as it is only then that the morphological fea-
tures of the skeleton that distinguish between males 
and females become sufficiently pronounced (White 
and Folkens 2005: 385). Pelvic morphology is con-
sidered the most reliable indicator of sex for skeletal 
remains, and the method developed by Phenice (1969) 
is the most commonly used. The differences in pelvic 
morphology between males and females are related to 
child birth and locomotion. In females, the sacrum 

and os coxa are typically smaller and less robust than 
in males, while the pelvic inlet and sciatic notch tend 
to be wider in order to accommodate parturition 
(White and Folkens 2005: 394). The main morpholog-
ical criteria used are presence/absence of the ventral 
arc, preauricular sulcus, and subpubic concavity; 
relative shape of the ischiopubic ramus ridge; and 
relative size of the subpubic angle and greater sciatic 
notch. These methods are summarized in Bass (1995: 
200–201), Brothwell (1981: 62), Buikstra and Ubelaker 
(1994: 18–19), and White and Folkens (2005: 385–398). 

Sex differences in the cranium and mandible are 
based on relative levels of robusticity in several dimor-
phic indicators. In general, males tend to be more 
robust than females and have more pronounced areas 
for muscle attachments. The following indicators are 
used to determine sex in the cranium and mandible: 
the mastoid process, supraorbital ridge, supraorbital 
margin, nuchal crest, the mental eminence, and the 
mandibular angle (Brothwell 1981: 61; Buikstra and 
Ubelaker 1994: 19–20; White and Folkens 2005: 386–
391). Each one of the dimorphic features for the pelvis 
and cranium is scored on a five-point scale: Female 
(F), Probable Female (F?), Indeterminate (?), Probable 
Male (M?), and Male (M). Because of the poor preser-
vation of skeletal remains at the HeG site, especially of 
the pelvic bones, we cannot always determine the sex 
of individuals. In the absence of the pelvic and cranial 
bones, we can estimate sex by taking measurements of 
dimorphic dimensions in the long bones such as the 
maximum diameter of the femoral head (Bass 1995: 
231). 

As for the sex distribution of the primary skele-
tons in the 2009 Chute burials, we have seven females, 
two possible females, and four males, as well as six 
individuals who are too young to be assessed for sex 
(fig. 4.4). As for the secondary skeletons, the bones 
were so fragmented and the skeletons were so incom-
plete that we cannot be precise in any assessment of 
the sex. The combined 2009 material (burials from 
both the Chute and the Western Compound) showed 
the distribution of males and females to be relatively 
even when considering only the securely assessed 
skeletons (Kaiser 2011a: 186). However when Kaiser 
considers the “probables” this figure is 54% male to 
46% female—which is a sex ratio (number of males 
per 100 females) of 117 (Kaiser 2011a: 186). The sex 
ratio of the HeG cemetery is 116 (Kaiser 2011a: 186). 
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Pathology
The most commonly observed pathological condi-
tions in ancient skeletal assemblages are degenerative 
joint disease (DJD), trauma, and infection (periostitis) 
(Ortner 2003). Dental diseases, along with hematopoi-
etic diseases (diseases of the circulatory system) that 
affect the cranium, such as cribra orbitalia and porotic 
hyperostosis, are also common among preindustrial 
populations (Ortner 2003). Here we provide an over-
view of the types of pathological lesions observed in 
the 2009 Chute burials. It is important to recognize, 
however, that many diseases are acute in nature and 
lead to the death of the individual before any trace is 
left on the skeleton. Also, the poor overall preserva-
tion of the skeletal remains at the HeG site means that 
we are likely to have lost a great deal of information. 

Degenerative joint disease, including osteoarthri-
tis, is typically associated with advanced age: the older 
the individual, the more likely he/she will be affected 
by wear and tear on the joints, although other fac-
tors such as sex, workload, trauma, genetic makeup, 
and other illnesses may also play an etiological role 
(Waldron 2009: 28). Seven individuals (37%) from the 
2009 Chute burials had evidence of degenerative joint 
disease, most commonly in the spine in the form of 
osteophytic growths along the disk margins of the ver-
tebral bodies, especially of the lower back (Burials 467, 
469, 475, 476, 482, 483, and 497), as well as in the car-
pal bones of the wrist (Burial 475). Except for Burials 
467 and 483 (both young adults), these individuals 
were middle adults. Osteophyte development is scored 

according to Ubelaker’s (1999: 85) five grade method, 
wherein 0=no lipping and 4=maximum lipping.

Trauma can be defined as an injury to the body 
deriving from an external source, either accidental 
or intentional. Fractured bones are the most com-
mon type of trauma found in archaeological skeletal 
remains, but surgical interventions, joint dislocation, 
nerve or blood supply disruption, and abnormal 
bone shape may also be observed (Ortner 2003: 119; 
Waldron 2009: 138). In the Chute burials we have four 
individuals (21%) with evidence of trauma including 
two individuals with healed fractures of the right wrist 
(Burials 462 and 475). This type of fracture, known as 
a Colles’ fracture, is often the result of an attempt to 
break one’s fall with outstretched arms. Burial 482 has 
a healed fracture of the left first rib, and Burial 497 has 
a bony callus on the midshaft of the left femur, which 
may have come from an injury that damaged but did 
not break the bone.

Periostitis is an inflammation of the periosteum, 
a connective tissue that lines the outer surfaces of 
bones (except the joint surfaces). The prevalence of 
periostitis in a skeletal population is often used as a 
non-specific indicator of stress and overall health lev-
els, although it may also occur as a result of trauma or 
other disease processes (Ortner 2003). Periostitis was 
observed in four individuals (21%) from the Chute 
area: Burials 471, 484, 489, and 495. 

Cribra orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis, porotic 
lesions that occurs on the roof of the eye sockets and 
cranial vault, respectively, are thought to be associated 
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with metabolic iron-deficiencies occurring as a result 
of either genetic defects (e.g., thalassemia or sickle-cell 
anemia) or acquired conditions, such as malnutri-
tion or chronic illnesses (Ortner 2003: 370). Cribra 
orbitalia and porotic hyperostosis are among the most 
commonly observed lesions in the skeletons from the 
Chute area. Seven individuals (37%), mainly female, 
had either healed or active cribra orbitalia and/or 
porotic hyperostosis: Burials 462, 471, 476, 484, 495, 
497, and 498. 

The most interesting case from the 2009 Chute 
excavations is Burial 475: a middle adult male with a 
well-healed wrist fracture, multiple ossified ligaments, 
and several fused lumbar vertebrae. The fusion of seg-
ments of the vertebral column, combined with the 
profusion of ossified ligaments (many of them bilat-
eral), may indicate a condition known as DISH (diffuse 
idiopathic skeletal hyperostosis). The prevalence of 
this condition is highly correlated with increased 
age and occurs more often in males than in females 
(Ortner 2003: 559). 

Cavities, abscesses, enamel hypoplasias, peri-
odontal disease, and calculus are the most common  
afflictions of the dentition in ancient populations, 
and can give us a lot of information about individual 
health, diet, and age (Hillson 1996). We have seven 
individuals (37%) from the Chute area with some form 
of dental disease. 

Dental caries, or tooth decay, occur as a result 
of the production of acid by bacterial activity caused 
by the fermentation of food debris in the oral cav-
ity, which leads to demineralization of tooth enamel. 
Dental caries may be found on occlusal surfaces, as we 
found in Burial 476, or in the interproximal Cemento 
Enamel Junction (CEJ), as we can see in Burial 484. 
We had three individuals with caries (Burials 475, 476, 
and 484) out of nineteen burials (16%).

An abscess occurs when the pulp chamber of a 
cracked or carious tooth becomes infected. A pus-
forming cyst forms around the apex of the infected 
tooth root which may eventually perforate the bone. 

This infection may lead to blood-poisoning and death 
if the abscess becomes deep. Burial 475 had a large 
abscess in the body of the left mandible.

Enamel hypoplasias occur when the enamel sur-
face of the tooth does not form properly as a result 
of dietary or other environmental stresses during the 
development of the dentition. We can observe it as the 
presence of horizontal grooves on the teeth, especially 
on the canines and sometimes on the incisors and 
premolars. There are four individuals (21%) from the 
2009 Chute excavations who had enamel hypoplasia: 
Burials 462, 467, 489, and 498. 

Periodontal disease is an inflammation of the 
alveolar bone that supports and surrounds the teeth. 
This inflammation may be caused by irritation of the 
gums as the result of the buildup of calculus (dental 
plaque or tartar) on the surface of the teeth—a com-
mon occurrence among the Chute skeletons. Seven 
out of nineteen individuals (37%) from the Chute had 
calculus observable on the dentition: Burials 462, 467, 
469, 476, 483, 484, and 495. Burial 462, however, is 
the only individual who had evidence of periodontal 
disease.

Summary
The nineteen burials recovered from the Chute area 
in 2009 constitute a small subset of the overall skel-
etal assemblage excavated at the HeG site since 1998. 
Further analysis and integration with the previously 
excavated skeletal material are required in order 
to understand how the Chute area burials relate 
to burials from other areas of the site. As such, this 
report represents only the first step in a larger, ongo-
ing analysis of the human remains from HeG that 
aims to incorporate comparative skeletal data from 
other cemetery sites in Egypt. This will help us situ-
ate the burial assemblage within the broader context 
of ancient Egyptian society in terms of mortuary 
practices, socioeconomics, demography, population 
structure, health, and lifestyle.  
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Burial Catalog
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BURIAL 462

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,309], Coffin [31,307], Cut [31,305], and Fill [31,306]
Square: 3.L40
Orientation of long axis: 140º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.70 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.29 m asl

This is an extended supine Late Period burial located south of the Chute. The burial was oriented east-
west (with the head to the west) and had a yellow-painted anthropoid mud coffin (fig. 4.5). The burial had 
a damaged mask of which we could only see its lips and chin, and it had been put in an oval-shaped grave 
cut (fig. 4.6). The left and right hands of the skeleton were placed on the hips and its feet were extended 
(fig. 4.7). The skeleton belongs to a young adult female. Based on her dental wear, she was between 18–25 
years of age. The skeleton had a lesion on her distal right radius that may be an indication of an infection 
and a well-healed fracture of her distal right ulna, indicated by a localized thickening of the distal right 
radius shaft (fig. 4.8). The inner table of her frontal bone had thickened, possibly as the result of healed 
porotic hyperostosis from an earlier event. The orbital vaults are missing (post-mortem) so we are unable 
to tell whether there are indications of cribra orbitalia. There is slight calculus on the labial surfaces of 
the mandibular canines and incisors, in addition to slight enamel hypoplasia on the anterior teeth. Burial 
462 contained no objects.

Figure 4.5.  Burial 462. Cut [31,305] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,309] in pink, and coffin [31,307] in green. Elevations (in 
meters above sea level, marked with triangles) indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin 
remains.
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Figure 4.7.  Burial 462, showing skeleton [31,309]. Photo by Zeinab Sayed Hashish.

Figure 4.6.  Burial 462. Damaged painted anthropoid coffin [31,307] with only the lips and chin visible. Photo by Zeinab 
Sayed Hashish. 
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Figure 4.8.  The distal ulna of skeleton [31,309] from Burial 462 showing a thickening of the shaft. Photo by Ahmed 
Mohamed Gabr.
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BURIAL 463

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,314], Coffin [31,322], Cut [31,312], and Fill [31,313] 
Square: 3.L42 and 3.L43
Orientation of long axis: 110º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 17.82 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 17.50 m asl

Burial 463 is a poorly-preserved, extended supine coffin burial in an oval grave cut located in the north-
ern Chute wall. It dates to the Late Period. The skeleton is that of a child (figs. 4.9, 4.10). The burial is in 
poor condition, and the coffin is unpainted. The child’s hands had been placed on the pelvis and femur. It 
is aged 3 years (-/+1 year) based on dental eruption. We were unable to determine its sex because the child 
was too young. We observed no pathological lesions. Burial 463 contained no objects.

Figure 4.9.  Burial 463. Cut [31,312] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,314] in pink, and coffin [31,322] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.
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Figure 4.10.  Burial 463 showing skeleton [31,314]. Photo by Zeinab Sayed Hashish. 
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BURIAL 465

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,340], Coffin [31,319], Cut [31,317], and Fill [31,318]
Square: 3.M42 and 3.M43
Orientation of long axis: 1o0º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 17.75 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 17.51 m asl

Burial 465 was a poorly preserved, extended supine coffin burial in an oval-shaped grave cut, located 
just north of the Chute wall. It dates to the Late Period. The skeleton is without a skull because it was 
truncated by a later grave cut, [31,327] (figs. 4.11, 4.12). It had an oval-shaped coffin painted in red, yellow, 
and black. The coffin was in extremely poor condition. The hands were placed over the pelvic region and 
the left foot was placed over the right. Based on measurements of the tibiae taken in the field, this indi-
vidual is a child between 10 and 11 years of age.1 Sex cannot be determined because the individual had not 
reached sexual maturity. No grave goods were found with this burial, and no pathological lesions were 
observable due to the poor preservation of the skeleton.

1. This assessment supersedes the previous assessment of 12–20 years (Kaiser 2011a: 185).

Figure 4.11.  Burial 465. Cut [31,317] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,340] in pink, and coffin [31,319] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.
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Figure 4.12.  Burial 465 showing skeleton [31,340]. Photo by Ahmed Mohamed Gabr.
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BURIAL 467

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,360], Coffin [31,333], Cut [31,323], and Fill [31,324] 
Squares: 3.M42–43
Orientation of long axis: 105º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 17.55 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 17.20 m asl

Burial 467 is an extended supine, east-west oriented double coffin burial (fig. 4.13) dating to the Late 
Peiod. It had a crushed mask, and the face of the mask had degraded considerably. The skeleton had been 
placed in a rectangular grave cut, located immediately north of the Chute. Some parts of the skeleton 
appear to be covered in mud, especially in the abdominal region, perhaps as a means of packing the body 
and providing shape for the outer wrappings. The skeleton is a young adult female between 25–35 years of 
age2 based on dental wear (fig. 4.15). We determined the sex based on pelvic and cranial morphology. As 
for pathological lesions, she had very slight linear enamel hypoplasia in the left and right maxillary first 
incisors. There was a slight amount of calculus on the labial surface of the central incisors on the man-
dible and a slight amount of calculus on the buccal surface of the left mandibular second molar. There was 
also slight margin lipping and osteophytic growth in the lumbar vertebrae. 

The double coffin had been elaborately decorated. It consisted of an outer, mud-plastered, rectangular 
wooden coffin. The inner surface had been painted yellow; the outside had been painted with panels 
representing the four sons of Horus, in blue, red, yellow, and black colors (figs. 4.14, 4.16). The inner, 
anthropoid coffin had been made of mud, painted with geometric shapes and symbols in different colors, 
including white, blue, yellow, and red (fig. 4.17). The mask had a striped wig that was blue, yellow, and 
white. The mask had been crushed and had lost most of its color. There were traces of the frame for the 
outer coffin preserved underneath the skeleton. Burial 467 contained no objects.

Figure 4.13.  Burial 467. Cut [31,323] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,360] in pink, and coffin [31,333] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.

2. This assessment supersedes the previous assessment of 18–44 years (Kaiser 2011a: 185). 
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Figure 4.15.  Burial 467, showing skeleton [31,360]. Photo by Zeinab Sayed Hashish.

Figure 4.14.  The elaborately decorated double coffin [31,333] of Burial 467. Photo by Scott D. Haddow. 
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Figure 4.16.  Painted panels representing the four sons of Horus in blue, red, and yellow on coffin [31,333] of Burial 467. 
Photo by Scott D. Haddow. 
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Figure 4.17.  Detail showing several registers and geometric shapes of coffin [31,333], Burial 467. Photo by Scott D. 
Haddow. 
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BURIAL 469

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,364], Coffin [31,345], Cut [31,344], and Fill [31,337] 
Square: 3.M40
Orientation of long axis: 100º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.58 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.07 m asl

Burial 469 is an extended supine, east-west oriented (with head to the west) coffin burial in an oval-
shaped grave cut located between the two walls of the Chute (fig. 4.18). This Late Period burial contained 
a poorly preserved anthropoid mask coffin painted in red, black, yellow, and blue (fig. 4.19). The hands of 
the skeleton had been placed across the pelvic region and the feet were extended (fig. 4.20). This skeleton 
belongs to a middle adult female greater than 45 years of age,3 based on dental wear. As for pathology, 
we observed degenerative joint disease in the form of Grade 2 osteophytes (scored using the method 
developed by Brothwell 1981: 51) on  the marginal rims of the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae. Her right 
mandibular molars had been lost antemortem. There was very slight calculus on the anterior teeth of the 
mandible. The right second incisor and canine of the mandible had been lost antemortem. Burial 469 
contained no objects.

18.16

18.19

18.31

0 1 m

Figure 4.18.  Burial 469. Cut [31,344] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,364] in pink, and coffin [31,345] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.

3. This assessment supersedes the previous assessment of 60+ years (Kaiser 2011a: 185). 
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Figure 4.20.  Burial 469, showing skeleton [31,364]. Photo by Ayman Mohamed el-Damarany.

Figure 4.19.  Burial 469, showing coffin [31,345]. Photo by Ayman Mohamed el-Damarany. 
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BURIAL 470

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,355], Cut [31,342], and Fill [31,343]
Square: 3.M38
Orientation of long axis: 140º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.90 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.34 m asl

Burial 470 contained the poorly preserved skeleton of a Late Period infant extended supine burial in a 
large sub-rectangular grave cut, located just outside the southern wall of the Chute (figs. 4.21, 4.22). The 
hands were crossed on the pelvis/femur. The skeleton was an infant, 9 months old (+/- 3 months), based 
on dental eruption. Additionally, the length of the femur suggests an age between 6 months and one year. 
As this individual had not reached sexual maturity, sex could not be determined. All the bones were very 
thin and therefore fragile. No pathological lesions were observable. Burial 470 contains a faience disc-
shaped bead (object number 3420) and a cowrie shell near the neck (object number 3425). These objects 
are not shown in figure 4.21.

Figure 4.21.  Burial 470. Cut [31,342] is shown in gray and skeleton [31,355] in pink. 
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Figure 4.22.  Burial 470 showing skeleton [31,355]. Photo by Ahmed Mohamed Gabr. 
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BURIAL 471

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,403], Coffin [31,402], Cut [31,348], and Fill [31,349]
Square: 3.N38
Orientation of long axis: 125º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.16 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.05 m asl

Burial 471 was a very poorly-preserved, extended supine coffin burial in a sub-rectangular grave cut dug 
into the northern wall of the Chute (fig. 4.23). This Late Period burial had a poorly-preserved, rectangular 
yellow-painted coffin. The remnants of a yellow-painted lid were preserved at the legs and upper chest 
area, but it had no apparent decorations. The right hand was placed on the pelvis and the left hand placed 
on the left hip with feet extended (fig. 4.24). The skeleton belongs to a young adult female aged between 
25–35 years of age, based on dental wear. Some of the bones inside the inner table of the skull vault are 
thick and dense, which may indicate a healed case of porotic hyperostosis. She has an enlarged right 
mastoid process with periostitis and small lytic lesions (tiny destructive perforations) penetrating the 
compact bone, possibly indicative of mastoiditis—an infection which spreads from the middle ear and 
penetrates the air cells of the mastoid bone behind the ear. The cortical bone of the limbs (especially the 
lower limbs) and the pelvis is extremely thin, suggesting osteoporosis. Burial 471 contained no objects.

Figure 4.23.  Burial 471. Cut [31,348] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,403] in pink, and coffin [31,402] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.
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Figure 4.24.  Burial 471, showing skeleton [31,403]. Photo by Scott D. Haddow.
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BURIAL 475

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,386], Coffin [31,374], Cut [31,373], and Fill [31,372] 
Square: 3.M37–38 
Orientation of long axis: 115º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.24 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.01 m asl

This is a unique Late Period coffin burial (fig. 4.25). It had a mud anthropoid coffin with painted lid and 
a yellow, blue, red, and black mask. The burial contained an extended supine skeleton, oriented east-west 
(with the head to the west) (fig. 4.26). The skeleton is that of a middle adult male, between the age of 35–45 
years based on dental wear, and 19–34 years based on the pubic symphysis. Our sex assessment was based 
on pelvic and cranial morphology. Burial 475 contained no objects.

In terms of pathology, this individual had a healed fracture of the distal right ulna and radius (wrist) that 
resulted in a bridging fusion of the two bones, several centimeters above the distal ends (fig. 4.27). This 
type of trauma is known as a Colles’ fracture and occurs most commonly as the result of a fall. Several 
bones of the right wrist (carpals) showed arthritic changes, including joint margin lipping on the lunate, 
hamate, and triquetral wrist bones. An unfused bony callous/ossified hematoma (an accumulation of 
blood within the tissue but outside the blood vessels, i.e. a bruise, which has turned to bone) was also 
found in the right wrist. All of these lesions are likely associated with the trauma to the wrist. There 
was a strange lesion, possibly an ossified ligament (known as an enthesophyte), on the mid-shaft of the 
left ulna and radius that may represent an injury to the ligaments which bridge the shafts of the radius 
and ulna known as the interosseus crest (fig. 4.28). A small piece of bone, possibly an ossified hema-
toma, was found at the acromioclavicular joint of the left shoulder in association with arthritic changes 
in the acromial facet of the left clavicle. In addition, we noted bilateral muscle insertion ossifications 
(enthesophytes) on the midshaft of the humerus (at the deltoid tuberosity), enthesophytes on the lateral 
epicondyle of the distal left humerus (fig. 4.29), and also on the anterolateral surface of the distal left 
femur. This lesion appears to be partially erosive with lipping around the margins, which seems to have 
formed a pseudoarthrosis (false joint). The margins of the cervical vertebral end plates are lipped, along 
with the superior and inferior articular facets. He also suffered from osteophytic lipping of the lower 
spine, with a large bridging osteophyte formation along the left lateral surface of the bodies of the lumbar 
vertebrae. The profusion of enthesophytes throughout the skeleton, combined with the state of the lum-
bar vertebrae, may indicate a condition known as Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis (or DISH; fig. 
4.30). This condition is age-related and tends to occur more often in males than in females (Ortner 2003: 
559–560). He had a large abscess in the anterior body of the left mandible, and a cavity in his upper third 
molar. Most of his mandibular teeth were lost during his life. 
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Figure 4.25.  Burial 475. Cut [31,373] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,386] in pink, and coffin [31,374] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.

Figure 4.26.  Photograph showing the colored coffin [31,374] of Burial 475. Photo by Scott D. Haddow. 
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Figure 4.28.  Unusual lesion at the interosseous margins of the proximal third of the left ulna and radius, Burial 475. Photo 
by Scott D. Haddow.

Figure 4.27.  Healed fracture of the distal right ulna and radius, Burial 475. Photo by Scott D. Haddow.
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Figure 4.30.  Close-up of lumbar vertebrae in situ 
showing degenerative lesions possibly associated 
with Diffuse Idiopathic Skeletal Hyperostosis 
(DISH), Burial 475. Photo by Afaf Wahba Abd el-
Salam Wahba.

Figure 4.29.  Left and right humeri showing 
location of enthesophytes (circled in red), Burial 
475. Photo by Scott D. Haddow.
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BURIAL 476

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,405], Coffin [31,390], Cut [31,388], and Fill [31,389]
Square: 3.M40
Orientation of long axis: 100º west of north 
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.26 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.01 m asl

Burial 476 was an extended supine Late Period coffin burial (fig. 4.31). The burial was a subrectangular 
grave cut located between the two walls of the Chute. The burial contained a poorly preserved painted 
plaster anthropoid mud coffin, in black, red, and yellow (figs. 4.33, 4.34). This burial contained no objects.

The skeleton belongs to a middle adult female, based on pelvic and skull morphology (fig. 4.32). We 
assessed the age to be 45+ years, based on dental wear and auricular surface bone in the pelvis. The left 
hand was placed over the pelvis and the right hand on the right hip. The feet were extended. As for patho-
logical conditions, she had degenerative joint disease at the time of her death as indicated by a Grade 1 
(slight lipping) osteophytic growth on the cervical and thoracic vertebrae. The inner table of the cranial 
vault is very thick with active porotic hyperostosis on the external surface, while the cortical bone is very 
thin. A large carious lesion (cavity) has obliterated the left maxillary second molar crown, while a second 
carious lesion occurs on the distal interproximal surface of the left maxillary first molar. Large calculus 
deposits are also present on the anterior mandibular dentition.

Figure 4.31.  Burial 462. Cut [31,373] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,386] in pink, and coffin [31,374] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.
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Figure 4.32.  Burial 476, showing skeleton [31,405]. Photo by Afaf Wahba Abd el-Salam Wahba. 
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Figure 4.34.  Burial 476, show-
ing painted detail on face of 
coffin [31,390]. Photo by Ahmed 
Mohamed Gabr.

Figure 4.33.  Burial 476, showing coffin [31,390]. Photo by Ahmed Mohamed Gabr.
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BURIAL 482

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,905], Cut [31,904], and Fill [31,903]
Square: 3.M42
Orientation of long axis: 105º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 17.77 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 17.52 m asl

This was an east-west (with head to the west) oriented, extended supine Late Period burial without coffin, 
located north of the Chute (figs. 4.35, 4.36). It is in fair condition. This burial was truncated at the feet by 
cut [31,323] for Burial 467. The skeleton is male based on skull and pelvic morphology. Its age is that of a 
middle adult over 45 years old, based on dental wear. The left hand of the skeleton had been placed over 
the pelvis. The right hand and legs were extended. We found black material on the throat and abdomen, 
which may indicate that the body had been mummified. As for pathological lesions, Grade 2 osteophytes 
were observed on all five lumbar vertebrae. He has a healed fracture of the left first rib. All his incisors 
have been worn down, perhaps indicating he was using his teeth as gripping tools. This burial contained 
no objects. 

Figure 4.35.  Burial 482. Cut [31,904] is shown in gray and skeleton [31,905] in pink. 
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Figure 4.36.  Skeleton [31,905] in Burial 482. Photo by Maha Abd el-Tawab Hassan. 
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BURIAL 483

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,914], Cut [31,912], and Fill [31,913]
Square: 3.L37–38
Orientation of long axis: 140º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.90 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.50 m asl

Burial 483 was an extended supine Late Period burial with a sub-rectangular grave cut, located to the 
south of the Chute wall (figs. 4.37, 4.38). The southwest corner of this burial was slightly truncated by 
Burial 484. The cut for this later burial was not sufficiently deep as to damage the skull of skeleton [31,914] 
(Burial 483). The skeleton is a young adult between 25–35 years of age based on dental wear. The sex is 
male based on cranial and pelvic morphology. We recorded osteophytic growths on the thoracic verte-
brae (Grade 2) and squatting facets on the distal tibiae. We also noted small enthesophytes on the joint 
margins of the proximal left fibula. There was calculus on the lingual surfaces of the left maxillary first 
and second incisors, and also on the right maxillary first incisor. This burial contained no objects.

Figure 4.37.  Burial 483. Cut [31,912] is shown in gray and skeleton [31,914] in pink. The feet were partially truncated during 
the excavation of Trench C (fig. 4.2). 
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Figure 4.38.  Skeleton [31,914] in Burial 483. Photo by Scott D. Haddow. 
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BURIAL 484

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,938], Coffin [31,923], Cut [31,921], and Fill [31,922]
Square: 3.L37
Orientation of long axis: 140º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 19.10 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.77 m asl

This is an extended supine Late Period coffin burial with subrectangular grave cut, dug into Old Kingdom 
limestone tumble just south of the Chute walls (fig. 4.39). The left side of the burial had been truncated by 
modern robber cut [31,928]. The burial had an anthropoid painted coffin and mask/wig with geometric 
decorations (fig. 4.40). The face on the mask was red with white eyes, and the wig was black and white 
with yellow and black dots. The hands were placed over the pelvic region and the legs extended (fig. 4.41). 
The skeleton belongs to a middle adult female aged between 35–45 years based on dental wear. The inner 
table of the cranial vault appears enlarged or thickened while the outer table is thin. We recorded slight 
periostitis in the right mastoid and evidence of healed porotic hyperostosis. We found calculus on the 
maxillary left first incisor and mandibular left first and second incisors. There was also a small carious pit 
on the mesial interproximal surface of the right maxillary third molar at the cemento-enamel junction. 
This burial contained no objects.

Figure 4.39.  Burial 
484. Cut [31,921] 
is shown in gray, 
skeleton [31,938] 
in pink, and coffin 
[31,923] in green. 
Elevations indicated 
on skeleton were 
measured on the 
bone itself, not on 
coffin remains.
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Figure 4.41. Skeleton [31,938] in Burial 484. Photo by Scott D. Haddow. 

Figure 4.40.  Painted coffin and mask [31,923] in Burial 484. Photo by Ahmed Mohamed Gabr. 
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BURIAL 489

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,961], Coffin [31,950], Cut [31,948], and Fill [31,949] 
Square: 3.O35
Orientation of long axis: 80º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.48 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.31 m asl

This was an extended supine Late Period coffin burial with an oval-shaped grave cut (fig. 4.42). The 
anthropoid coffin was painted in blue, red, white, and yellow (fig. 4.43). The coffin mask was fragmented; 
it had a blue and white striped wig (bands on wig) with a horizontal red stripe at the bottom and dots (fig. 
4.44). Extensive root activity had shifted and partly destroyed the skull (fig. 4.45). The skeleton was on its 
left side with its crown to the east. The mandible was found on the chest. The right hand was disarticu-
lated or had been place over the pelvic region. The feet were extended. 

The skeleton was found in a good state of preservation. It is an adolescent between 12–16 years of age 
based on tooth wear and epiphyseal closure. Based on cranial and pelvic morphology, the individual is 
probably female, although this individual has not reached full sexual maturity, so this sex assessment 
should be taken with caution. On the right humerus a perforation in the septum of the distal humerus 
where the ulna articulates is observable. This is recorded as a non-metric trait: an anomaly in the normal 
anatomy of the skeleton which is thought to have a genetic origin. There is localized periostitis on the 
proximal third of right fibula shaft with thickened marrow space. We found a slight porotic lesion on the 
occipital, but no thickening of the cranial vault. There is slight enamel hypoplasia on the left maxillary 
canine, right maxillary first premolar, and right maxillary incisor. This burial contains no objects.

Figure 4.42.  Burial 489. Cut [31,948] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,961] in pink, and coffin [31,950] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.
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Figure 4.43.  Burial 489. Photo of coffin [31,950]. Photo by Jessica Kaiser. 

Figure 4.44.  Burial 489. Photo of coffin [31,950]. Photo by Jessica Kaiser.

Figure 4.45.  Burial 489. Photo of skeleton [31,961]. Photo by Ayman Mohamed el-Damarany.
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BURIAL 490

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,955], Coffin [31,969], Cut [31,953], and Fill [31,954] 
Square: 3.O35
Orientation of long axis: 80º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.35 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.22 m asl

This was an extended supine Late Period coffin burial with oval-shaped grave cut, located between the 
two walls of the Chute (fig. 4.46). The coffin was subrectangular shaped and unpainted. The skeleton 
belongs to a child, approximately 4 years of age (+/-1 year) based on dental development (figs. 4.47, 4.48). 
We could not assess the sex because the skeleton had not reached sexual maturity. The hands had been 
placed on the pelvis and the feet were extended. No pathological lesions were observable. Burial 490 
contained the following objects: a copper loop earring (object 3417), a bracelet consisting of a shell bead 
and a spherical faience bead (objects 3431 and 3430, respectively), a bracelet of two shell beads and one 
spherical carnelian bead (objects 3428 and 3429, respectively), and a bracelet with one spherical bone 
bead and a faience wadjet-eye amulet (objects 3418 and 3419, respectively). Not all of these objects are not 
shown in figure 4.48.

Figure 4.46.  Burial 490. Cut [31,953] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,955] in pink, and coffin [31,969] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.
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Figure 4.48.  Burial 490, showing detail of small finds found with skeleton [31,955]. Photo by Ayman Mohamed el-
Damarany. 

Figure 4.47.  Burial 490, showing skeleton [31,955]. Photo by Jessica Kaiser.
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BURIAL 494

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [31,988], Cut [31,986], Fill [31,987], and Coffin [31,993]
Square: 3.O35
Orientation of long axis: 120º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.48 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.03 m asl

Burial 494 was an east-west oriented, extended supine coffin burial in an oval-shaped grave cut dug into 
the northern wall of the Chute (fig. 4.49). It dates to the Late Period. This southeast corner of the grave 
cut had been truncated by Burial 497. The skeleton is in fair condition. The mud coffin is subrectangular 
and unpainted (fig. 4.50). The skeleton belongs to an infant approximately 1 year of age (+/- 4 months)4 
based on the pattern of dental eruption, while the measurements of the femoral, tibial, and humeral 
maximum length provide an age range of between 6 and 18 months (fig. 4.51). The skeleton’s left hand had 
been placed on its pelvis; the right hand and feet were extended. We were unable to determine the sex 
of the skeleton because the individual had not yet reached sexual maturity. There were no pathological 
lesions observable. The skeleton had several large cowrie shell beads placed around the head. The burial 
contained the following objects: four cowrie shell beads (object numbers 3291, 3424, 3426, and 3427), one 
rectangular travertine bead (object number 3432) interpreted as a stylized wadjet-eye amulet by Kaiser 
(2011a: 190), one cowrie shell bead (object number 3596), one spherical Egyptian blue bead (3328a), one 
faience drum-shaped bead (3328b), and one faience disc-shaped bead (3328c). Not all of these objects are 
not shown in figure 4.51.

Figure 4.49.  Burial 494. Cut [31,953] is shown in gray, skeleton [31,955] in pink, and coffin [31,969] in green. Elevations 
indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not on coffin remains.

4. This assessment supersedes the previous assessment of 9 months +/- 3 months (Kaiser 2011a: 185). 
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Figure 4.51.  Burial 494, showing skeleton [31,988]. Photo by Alex Jacobsen.

Figure 4.50.  Burial 494, showing coffin [31,993]. Photo by Alex Jacobsen. 
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BURIAL 495

Feature Numbers: Primary Skeleton [31,997]; Secondary Skeletons [32,001] and [31,998]; Coffin [31,991]; 
 Cut [31,989]; and Fill [31,990] 
Square: 3.O36
Orientation of long axis: 140º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.56 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.26 m asl

Burial 495 was an extended supine Late Period coffin burial in an oval-shaped grave cut (fig. 4.52). The 
poorly-preserved anthropoid coffin was painted in black, yellow, red, and blue (fig. 4.53) and contained 
the bones of three individuals: skeleton [31,997], skeleton [32,001], and skeleton [31,998]. The main skel-
eton is that of a young adult male aged 25–35 years based on dental wear (fig. 4.54). 

Skeleton [31,997] exhibited pathological conditions including slight periostitis on the right and left fibu-
lae with the cross-section partly filled with solid bone, slightly healed cribra orbitalia, and a deep lytic 
(destructive) lesion which extends 3 cm from the distal end of the ulna up the shaft. We noted slight 
resorption on the proximal joint surface of the right tibia. We recorded calculus in the mandibular left 
second incisor and canine, and in the maxillary left canine. We recorded a retained metopic suture (the 
persistence of two halves of the frontal bone [i.e. forehead] into adulthood)—these two halves normally 
fuse in early childhood—in the frontal bone of the skull as a non-metric trait. Surprisingly, skeleton 
[31,997] was missing its entire spine, and in its place was an adult left tibia (belonging to skeleton [32,001]), 
where the cervical and thoracic vertebrae should have been. 

Secondary skeleton [31,998] is represented by an articulated set of legs (left femur, left and right tibiae, left 
fibula) and feet placed alongside the left leg of skeleton [31,997] in the opposite direction. The most that 
can be said for skeleton [31,998] is that it belongs to an adult (based on epiphyseal union) of unknown 
sex with no pathological conditions observable. It would seem that the main skeleton [31,997] had lost 
its spine before being prepared for burial—perhaps due to decomposition, or a mix-up during the mum-
mification process—which necessitated the use of a substitute (in this case a random long bone). The 
second set of legs may also have been added in order to provide additional stability to the mummy pack-
age. Where these additional skeletal elements came from will never be known. At any rate, it provides a 
fascinating insight into the process of body preparation during the Late Period—an era that is well known 
for its industrial-scale funerary workshops and shoddy mummification techniques (Ikram and Dodson 
1998). This burial contained no objects.
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Figure 4.52.  Burial 495. Cut [31,989] is shown in gray, coffin [31,991] is shown in green, skeleton [31,997] in pink, skeleton 
[32,001] in blue, and skeleton [31,998] in yellow.  Elevations indicated on skeletons were measured on the bone itself, not 
on coffin remains.

Figure 4.53.  Burial 495 showing coffin [31,991]. Photo by Shereen Ahmed Sawqi. 
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Figure 4.54.  Burial 495, showing both primary skeleton [31,997] and secondary skeleton [31,998]. Photo by Zeinab Sayed 
Hashish.
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BURIAL 496

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [32,010], Cut [32,006], and Fill [32,007]
Square: 3.O35
Orientation of long axis: indeterminate
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.31 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.26 m asl

Burial 496 was a very poorly preserved, extended supine burial with an oval-shaped grave cut located 
in the northern wall of the Chute (fig. 4.55). It dates to the Late Period. The skeleton appears to have 
been disturbed by the subsequent interment of eight votive dog mummies (Burial 492; see Kaiser 2011b) 
immediately south of the burial. Based on the maximum length of the right radius (Maresh 1970), this 
individual is an infant between 3 months and 1 year old.5 We were unable to determine sex, and there were 
no pathological lesions observable. This burial contained no objects.

5. This assessment supersedes the previous assessment of 6–18 months (Kaiser 2011a: 185). 
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Figure 4.55.  Burial 496. Cut [32,006] is shown in gray and skeleton [32,010] in pink.
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BURIAL 497

Feature Numbers: Primary Skeleton [32,014]; Secondary Skeletons [32,015] and [32,016]; 
 Cut [32,008]; and Fill [32,009]
Square: 3.O35
Orientation of long axis: 105º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.52 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.06 m asl

Burial 497 was an extended supine Late Period burial in an oval grave cut dug into the northern Chute 
wall (fig. 4.56). This burial appears to have slightly truncated the southeast corner of grave cut [31,986] for 
Burial 494, without disturbing the skeleton. A minimum number of four individuals were recovered from 
this burial. These include primary skeleton [32,014], a secondary infant skull [32,016], and a secondary 
left humerus [32,015], which may belong to another secondary individual represented by a right femur. 

As for the primary skeleton [32,014], the arms were extended with the hands placed over the pelvic region 
(fig. 4.57). The feet were also extended. The age is between 35–45 years based on dental wear. The pubic 
symphysis gives us an age range between 26–70 years.6 Based on pelvic and cranial morphology, the sex 
is female. As for pathological lesions, there is slight lipping on the thoracic and lumber vertebra and well-
healed cribra orbitalia in the orbital vaults. There is a small raised callus on the midshaft of the left femur 
and a large foramen (or opening) on the posterior joint surface of the proximal left clavicle. This is a very 
interesting burial because there was a child’s skull (skeleton [32,015]) placed on the left ribs of the primary 
skeleton [32,014]. Perhaps skeletons [32,014] and [32,016] represent the burial of a mother and child. This 
burial contained no objects.

Figure 4.56.  Burial 497. Cut [32,008] is shown in gray, skeleton [32,014] in pink, and skeleton [32,016] in blue.

6. This assessment supersedes the previous assessment of 44–54 years (Kaiser 2011a: 185). 
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Figure 4.57.  Burial 497 showing skeleton [32,014] and skull [32,016]. Photo by Maha Abd el-Tawab Hassan.
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BURIAL 498

Feature Numbers: Skeleton [32,011], Cut [32,012], and Fill [32,013]
Squares: 3.O35–36
Orientation of long axis: 105º west of north
Top elevation of grave cut: 18.30 m asl
Bottom elevation of grave cut: 18.22 m asl

Burial 498 was an extended supine Late Period burial in a subrectangular grave cut (figs. 4.58, 4.59). This 
burial appears to have been disturbed by the later interment of eight dog mummies (Burial 492; see Kaiser 
2011b), as the left shoulder and arm of the skeleton are missing at the intersection of the two grave cuts. 
This very poorly-preserved skeleton belongs to a child, 9 years of age (+/- 3 years) and of indeterminate 
sex. We assessed the age using long bone measurements and dental development. The left hand of the 
skeleton had been placed on the pelvis; the right hand and feet were extended. As for pathological lesions, 
this individual had very active porotic hyperostosis on the cranial vault, and small enamel hypoplasias on 
the permanent mandibular left canine and right premolar. This burial contained no objects.

Figure 4.58.  Burial 498. Cut [32,012] is shown in gray and skeleton [32,011] in pink.
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Figure 4.59.  Burial 498, showing skeleton [32,011]. Photo by Ayman Mohamed el-Damarany. 
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I have completed the analysis of the faunal remains 
from the AA Bakery, which was excavated in 1988, 1991, 
2005, and 2006–2007, and here I present the results 
of this analysis. The AA Bakery is one of several large 
bakeries known in the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG) site (fig. 
1.3), but it is the only known large bakery located in the 
Western Town outside of a house (see Mahmoud and 
Taylor, this volume).

I want to compare the faunal remains from the 
AA Bakery to other areas of the site. There are some 
important questions I will attempt to answer using 
the data. The first question is what is the AA Bakery 
fauna like? What are the dominant taxa and what does 
this tell us about the diet of the occupants who left 
their garbage in and around the AA Bakery? The sec-
ond question is how do the faunal remains of the AA 
Bakery compare to the other areas in the HeG site? In 
what ways are they similar and in what ways are they 
different? Lastly, I will try to explain any differences or 
similarities. 

The AA Bakery
The AA Bakery is located in the Western Town (fron-
tispiece 2). It covers an area of 7.00 m (north-south) by 
8.00 m (east-west) and comprises five or seven rooms 
(Rooms G–J and possibly Rooms E and F) (Mahmoud 
and Taylor, this volume; fig. 1.18). Room G is the north-
western corner of the bakery and is subdivided into 
north and south chambers by short jambs. The second 
room is designated H. This room is 2.30 m (east-west) 
by 2.66 m (north-south) and has doorways through 
the western partition wall. Concentrated ash fills the 
southwest portion of the room. The third room, I, was 
used for baking. A hearth or oven (fig. 1.21) was found 
in the northwest corner of this room. A thick ash layer 
was found and three linear cuts along four walls form 
shallow troughs (fig. 1.24). The fourth room is desig-
nated J and the excavators think this is a preparation 

room. This room had a low curb in the northeast cor-
ner and a circular, plaster-lined pot emplacement in 
the center (fig. 1.26). We refer to this room as the Basin 
Room. The last room is Room K. Here the team found 
two doorways that open in the southern and northern 
end of the eastern wall.

Although we have excavated large bakeries in 
many areas of the HeG site, the AA Bakery is the only 
example from the Western Town. Since we believe that 
high status individuals occupied the Western Town 
(Redding 2010: 73–74), I need to compare its structure 
and contents to other areas of the site.

In this paper I will compare the faunal remains 
from the AA Bakery that were excavated in the 2006–
2007 season by Susan Sobhi and James Taylor (Taylor 
2009b) to faunal remains from other areas of the site. 
I will compare the AA Bakery sample to the samples 
from the Royal Administration Building (RAB), 
Gallery III.4, and the Pottery Mound (PM) (frontis-
piece 2). RAB is a large structure that we believe was a 
government building (Lehner 2007a: 45; GOP2: 43–60; 
GOP3: 59–61; Redding 2010: 66). Gallery III.4 we think 
functioned as a barracks (Abd el-Aziz 2007b; Lehner 
2007b). The Pottery Mound is a dump in the Western 
Town, the contents of which we believe came from 
high status households (Redding 2007: 6–7; Redding 
2010: 73–74).

I found that the majority of the faunal remains 
of the AA Bakery came from Phase 6b (table 1.2). The 
deposits of Phase 6b consist of ash and collapse fea-
tures that include cultural material, animal bone, and 
charcoal. This phase is associated with the abandon-
ment of the structure. The animal bone is probably 
from garbage deposited after the structure was aban-
doned and the roof collapsed. The sample of bone 
probably primarily reflects the diet of the occupants of 
the houses near the AA Bakery. 

5.  A Report on the Faunal Remains from the AA Bakery
by Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed
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Methodology
The excavators recovered the bone from each feature 
by hand. Added to this handpicked sample were bone 
fragments found in a 0.2 cm screen and some found 
during wet sieving (see Chapter 7, this volume). Some 
bone was also found in the heavy fraction, but this 
material has not been included in this analysis. All of 
the bones were in storage. I removed and washed the 
bones, then allowed them to dry in the shade before 
examining them. 

I identified the animal remains by bag, dumping 
the contents into a small screen and then sorting the 
bone fragments into three piles: mammal, bird, and 
fish. The fish were sorted into two piles, one that con-
tained potentially identifiable fragments and another 
that contained unidentifiable fragments. I identi-
fied the fragments in the first pile to body part and 
taxon, and then weighed each identified fragment. 
The unidentified fish fragments were sorted into three 
piles: skull, vertebra, and post-cranial not vertebra 
(pcnv). I counted and weighed each of these unidenti-
fied quantities of bone. 

Just as with the fish, I also sorted the bird frag-
ments into two piles: identifiable and unidentifiable. 
The first pile contained fragments I believed would be 
identifiable, but I was not able to identify because a 
comparative collection was not available to me. So I put 
the identifiable bird fragments in a bag to hold for later 
identification. The other pile contained unidentifiable 
fragments and I sorted them into limb, vertebra, rib, 
sternum/synsacrum, and skull fragments. I counted 
and weighed these piles. 

I also initially sorted the mammal fragments into 
two piles, again identifiable and unidentifiable frag-
ments. For the identifiable fragments I recorded the 
taxon, body part, fusion/wear, evidence of burning, 

and other information. I then weighed each of the 
identifiable fragments. I sorted the unidentified frag-
ments into limb, skull, vertebra, teeth, and rib by 
size (large, medium, and small). Then I counted and 
weighed the resulting piles. 

In this report I use the “number of identified 
specimens,” or NISP, to talk about the abundance of 
bones. NISP is a simple count of the number of bones 
in each category. 

The Fauna from the AA Bakery
I examined 10,342 fragments of bone in the AA Bakery 
sample from Season 2006–2007. I sorted them into 
mammals with a count of 9,908 fragments, birds with 
125 fragments, and fish with 309 fragments. These 
bones are in good condition and do not have ani-
mal gnawing marks. I did not find much burning in 
this sample. Figure 5.1 shows the relative abundance 
of mammals, bird, and fish. In the AA Bakery mam-
mals dominate the fauna with 96% of the fragments. 
Figure 5.1 also shows a pie chart for the whole HeG 
site sample, where mammals also dominate the fauna, 
making up 93% of the sample. I did not find any sig-
nificant statistical difference between the AA Bakery 
sample and the whole site sample, as mammals heavily 
dominate both.

Fish
Among the 309 fragments of the fish sample I was able 
to identify 109 fragments to a taxon (fig. 5.2). I could 
not identify 200 fragments so I sorted them into skull, 
vertebra, and post-cranial not vertebra (pcnv) frag-
ments. The most common species is the Nile catfish, 
Clarias gariepinus, represented by 38 fragments. The 
second most common species is the Schall (Synodontis 
schalli), which is represented by 37 fragments. The Nile 

�sh - 3%

bird - 1%

mammal - 96%

AA Bakery

�sh - 6%

bird - 1%

mammal - 93%

Whole HeG Sample

Figure 5.1.  A comparison of the abundance of mammals, birds, and fish from the AA Bakery with the whole HeG site 
sample.
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perch, Lates niloticus, is the third most common taxon 
and represented by 16 fragments. The cichlids are 
represented by 10 fragments. Other fish taxa I identi-
fied were a cyprinid with five fragments, the bajad or 
docmak (Bagrus bayad or Bagrus docmak) with two 
fragments, and Mormyrus sp. with one fragment.

In the following discussion of the fish taxa all 
the information on ecology is taken from Froese and 
Pauly (2009). The information for size, weight, and 
capture are taken from Brewer and Friedman (1989), 
Linseele (2007), and Froese and Pauly (2009). 

The Taxa

Clarias Gariepinus
The Nile catfish is known in modern Egypt by the 
names armoot, garmoot, and hoot. It lives in the shal-
low and quiet water of lakes, pools, and canals. Clarias 
gariepinus can endure conditions that may kill other 
fish. It can leave the water and move over the land dur-
ing the day and night. It can be caught easily by hand. 
It is omnivorous, feeding on insects, fish, birds, plants, 
plankton, and invertebrates. It is not a very desirable 
food fish as it is very oily, and it is inexpensive. When 
I visited the fish market in Cairo in 2010 with Dr. 
Richard Redding, we found that one kilogram of this 
fish cost about 12 LE. The largest Clarias gariepinus can 
weigh up to 60 kilograms with a length of about 170 
cm. 

Synodontis Schalli 
The modern Egyptian names for this catfish are schall 
and gargoor. It occurs in fresh water near the sur-
face and is caught by net. Synodontis schalli feeds on 
insects, larvae, eggs, and detritus on the surface. It 
has a white and soft flesh that is desirable. In the fish 
market in Cairo a large fish is 25 LE per kilogram. The 
largest Synodontis schalli are about 30–40 cm in length 
and weigh up to 500 gm.

Lates Niloticus 
The modern Egyptian name of the Nile perch is isher 
bayad. It lives in fresh and deep water in rivers, lakes, 
and larger irrigation canals. In the winter Lates niloti-
cus comes near the surface or into shallow water, but 
in the summer it is still in the deep water, making it 
more easily caught by a net during the winter. The 
largest example of this fish is about 2.00 m, and it 
weighs about 200 kilograms. It is the most excellent 
food fish in the Nile and an expensive fish. One kilo-
gram of Nile perch in the Cairo fish market cost 30 LE.

Cichlid 
This taxon has three genera in Egypt. The most com-
mon is Oreochromis, whose modern Egyptian name is 
bolti. There are eight species of this fish in Egypt and 
it is difficult to differentiate between them. They are 
found in shallow fresh water, particularly in the Delta. 
They are easily collected by net and are an inexpensive 

Figure 5.2.  Percent representation of each of the identified fish taxon based on counts of the number of identified 
specimens, or NISP.
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food fish. When we visited the fish market in Cairo 
we found them to be very common, and one kilogram 
cost 15 LE. 

Cyprinid
This group has many species in the Nile, and we can-
not differentiate between them easily. These fish are 
omnivorous, feeding on insects, organic debris, and 
crustaceans. They live in deep fresh water. The largest 
individuals reach about 82 cm. It is a not a preferred 
food fish because the meat does not taste good, and 
it is filled with many small bones. It can be caught by 
net or hook. 

Bagrus sp. 
The modern Egyptian names are bayad and docmac. 
The genus Bagrus has two species in the Nile, B. bayad 
and B. docmac. These species cannot be easily differ-
entiated in archaeological samples. The two species 
are found in deep fresh water. Bagrus hides during the 
day and is active at night. It is a predatory fish, feeding 
on insects, larvae, shrimp, and small fish. Its maxi-
mum length is about 1 m, and its weight reaches up to 
25 kilograms for B. docmac and 12.5 kilograms for B. 
bayad. It is a good food fish, with one kilogram of this 
species costing about 25 LE in the Cairo fish market.

Momyrus sp.
This genus has four species in Egypt, but we cannot 
differentiate between them easily. These species have 
a snout and feed on insects, larvae, and earthworms. 
They live in deep fresh water, and their length may 
reach up to 1 m in some individuals. It is not a pre-
ferred fish in the Cairo fish market. 

Discussion of Fish Remains
We found among the identified fish that Clarias gari-
epinus and Synodontis schalli are the most common 
taxa in the AA Bakery (fig. 5.2). The sample may not 
accurately reflect the diet. Clarias gariepinus and 

Synodontis schalli are probably over-represented here 
because both species have many hard skull plates that 
are easily identified and likely to be preserved. This 
may skew their numbers and make it seem that they 
are more important in the diet than they actually 
might have been. 

The abundance in the sample of fish from both 
deep and shallow waters suggests use of both envi-
ronments for fishing activity. Lates niloticus and 
Synodontis schalli are both desirable fish and together 
make up 48% of the fish in the sample (fig. 5.2). The 
cichlids are an intermediate fish and comprise 9% of 
the sample (fig. 5.2). The low quality Clarias gariepinus 
makes up 35% of the sample (fig. 5.2). 

A Comparison of the Fish from AA Bakery to Other 
Areas of the HeG 
I compared the identified fish from the AA Bakery to 
other areas of the HeG site: the Royal Administrative 
Building (RAB), Pottery Mound (PM), and Gallery III.4 
(frontispiece 2). Then I compared the abundance of 
each pair of taxa by dividing the number of Clarias 
gariepinus by the number of Synodontis schalli, the 
number of Clarias gariepinus by the number of Lates 
niloticus, the number of Clarias gariepinus by the 
number of Cichlid, and the number of Lates niloticus 
by the number of Cichlid for different areas of the site 
(table 5.1). I found that Clarias gariepinus—relative to 
Synodontis schalli, Lates niloticus, and Cichlid—is the 
most common taxon in the AA Bakery, RAB, and the 
PM. But Clarias gariepinus is much less abundant in 
Gallery III.4 relative to Synodontis schalli and Cichlid. 
The ratios of Clarias gariepinus to Lates niloticus and 
Lates niloticus to Cichlid in Table 5.1 show that Lates 
niloticus is more important in the AA Bakery than in 
the other areas. Lates niloticus is much less important 
relative to Cichlid in all other areas. Cichlid is the most 
important species relative to the other taxa in Gallery 
III.4. The importance of the abundance of Lates niloti-
cus is that, as I discussed above, it is considered an 

Table 5.1.  A comparison of the ratios for identified fish taxa from the AA Bakery with other areas of the Heit el-Ghurab 
site based on the number of identified specimens or NISP.

                                Ratio
Area

Clarias: Synodontis Clarias: Lates Clarias: Cichlid Lates: Cichlid

AA Bakery 1.1:1 2.4:1 3.8:1 1.6:1

RAB 1.3:1 4.7:1 3.5:1 0.7:1

Gallery III.4 0.3:1 3.1:1 0.5:1 0.2:1

PM 1.3:1 14.0:1 3.3:1 0.2:1
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excellent food fish. Its relative abundance in the AA 
Bakery sample suggests that the people whose garbage 
ended up in AA Bakery were wealthier than the inhab-
itants of RAB, Gallery III.4, and the PM. 

The Birds
In the AA Bakery sample I identified 125 fragments as 
bird bones, weighing a total of 25.9 grams. I classified 
these bones into skull, limb, rib, vertebra, and ster-
num-synsacrum fragments. Most of these fragments 
are from medium-sized birds. I could not identify 
these fragments to taxon because I did not have access 
to a comparative collection. I hope to identify these 
birds sometime in the future. 

The Mammals
I examined 9,908 fragments that I classified as mam-
mals. I was able to assign 397 fragments of this total 
to taxa. I found that cattle are the most commonly 
occurring taxon in the AA Bakery (fig. 5.3). Cattle 
are represented in the AA Bakery sample by 255 frag-
ments, which weighed 1762.9 grams. I also identified 
122 fragments as sheep-goat, which weighed 333.3 
grams. In addition, I identified 19 fragments of pig, 
which weighed 68.0 grams. I found only a single 
Gazella bone, which weighed 1.5 grams, and one cat 
bone, which weighed 0.2 grams. 

The Taxa

Bos Taurus 
All of the 254 cattle bones appear to be from domes-
tic animals. I classified them into skull fragments 

and limb bones. I further classified the limb bones 
as either meat bearing or non-meat bearing. Meat 
bearing bones included the scapula, humerus, radius, 
ulna, pelvis, femur, patella, tibia, and lateral malleo-
lus. Non-meat bearing bones included the metacarpal, 
metatarsal, and all carpals, tarsals, and phalanges. 
Among the limb bones 73% are non-meat bearing. The 
skull is represented by 103 fragments, which represents 
40% of the total bones in the cattle assemblage. From 
the fusion of some elements, like the distal tibia, distal 
humerus, distal metapodial, and phalanges, I was able 
to construct the age structure for cattle. I found that 
most cattle were killed before 12 months, and only 25% 
lived after 12 months (fig. 5.4), meaning the cattle in 
the AA Bakery were killed when very young. 

Ovis Aries/Capra Hircus 
All of the sheep-goat remains must be from domestic 
animals because the wild ancestors of sheep and goats 
did not occur in Egypt (Osborn and Osbornova 1998). 
There are 122 fragments sheep-goat in the AA Bakery 
sample. I used only nine elements (the petrousal, dis-
tal humerus, proximal radius, intermediate carpal, 
ulnar carpal, astragalus, calcaneum, distal metapodi-
als, and first and second phalanges) to differentiate 
between sheep and goats. These are the only elements 
that I feel can be reliably identified to species. I was 
able to identify 12 of the 122 sheep-goat fragments as 
either sheep or goat. Of the 12 bones, I identified ten 
fragments as sheep and two fragments as goat. 

I also sorted the sheep-goat bones into skull, 
meat bearing limb, and non-meat bearing limb frag-
ments. Skull fragments represented 33% of the total 

Figure 5.3.  Percent representation of each of the identified mammal groups. Taxon are based on counts of the number of 
identified specimens, or NISP.
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bones of the sheep-goat sample. Non-meat bearing 
fragments represented 51% of the total limb bone 
sample. From the fusion data I was able to construct 
the age structure for sheep-goat. I found that most 
sheep-goat were killed between 12 and 24 months; 
78% lived to 12 months and only 22% lived after 24 
months. As for the sex ratio for sheep-goat, using 
three elements (the pubis, axis, and atlas), I was able 
to sex five fragments. Four fragments are from males 
and one from a female; this is a sex ratio of 4:1. 

Sus Scrofa 
A small number of pig bones occur in the AA Bakery 
sample, only 19 fragments. I sorted these bones into 
skull, meat bearing limb, and non-meat bearing 
limb fragments. The skull is represented by 38% of 
the total bone. Non-meat bearing limb bone is rep-
resented by 33% of the total limb bone sample. The 
sample of limb bones for which I could record fusion 
was too small to allow me to construct the age struc-
ture for the pig. 

Gazella sp. 
Six species of gazelle are known from Egypt. I found 
only one fragment of gazelle, a distal tibia. Since the 
most reliable way to differentiate these species is by 
horn core shape, I could not identify the fragment 
to species. 

Felis sp. 
Only one fragment of cat was found in the AA Bakery 
sample. A small cat is represented by a fourth meta-
tarsal. I could not tell if this bone was from a wild or 
domestic cat. 

Discussion of the Mammals from the AA Bakery
Cattle are the dominant taxon in AA Bakery. If we 
look at the ratio of cattle to sheep-goat, we find that 
the ratio is 2.1:1. But since each young Bos taurus 
provides 7.5 times as much meat as each sheep-goat, 
the ratio of cattle meat to sheep-goat meat is actu-
ally 15.5:1. This meat ratio shows the importance of 
cattle in the diet of this area of the site, and suggests 
that the people in the AA Bakery were eating almost 
solely beef. 

If we look at the body part distributions for cattle, 
sheep-goat, and pig, we find that the skull fragments 
among cattle represented 40% of all cattle bone, but in 
sheep-goat they represent 33% of all sheep-goat bone, 

and 38% of all pig bone. There is not a big difference 
among the percentages of the skull fragments in all 
the taxa from the AA Bakery. If we look at the rela-
tive abundance of non-meat bearing and meat bearing 
limb fragments, we find that the largest percentage of 
non-meat bearing bones is in the cattle assemblage, 
73%, in sheep-goat, 51%, and in pig, 33%. There is a big 
difference in the percentage of non-meat bearing frag-
ments among the taxa. If whole animals were being 
brought to this area, then we would expect that 63% 
of limb fragments should be from non-meat bearing 
bones. The percentage of the non-meat bearing bones 
in the cattle and sheep-goat AA Bakery sample is close 
to what we expected. In pigs the percentage of non-
meat bearing bones is much less than expected, only 
33%. This under-representation of non-meat bearing 
bones in the pig sample has two possible explanations: 
the first could be a sample size; the second may be that 
pigs were killed and cuts were brought from another 
place. 

When I compared the age structure for cattle to 
sheep-goat, I found that the ancient Egyptians killed 
the cattle at a very young age, before 12 months, but 
sheep-goat were killed slightly later, between 12 and 
24 months. This is an interesting difference because 
the sheep-goats seem to be killed at the most desirable 
age, around 16–24 months (Redding 1981: 300). But 
they killed the cattle very young. One explanation for 
the cattle being killed at this age is that this is the most 
desirable and expensive meat. As for sex, the sheep-
goats were mostly male, and the sample for cattle was 
not large enough to get a reliable sex ratio. 

The predominance of the more expensive and 
desirable young cattle reflects the high status of 
the individuals whose garbage was dumped in and 
around the AA Bakery. The age and sex structure of 
the sheep-goat sample suggests that the people who 
discarded the garbage were provisioned, which means 
that the sheep-goat and cattle were provided by a cen-
tral authority (Redding 2010: 72).

A Comparison of the AA Bakery Mammals to Other 
Areas
When I compared the mammal sample from the AA 
Bakery to other areas of HeG site, the PM, RAB, and 
Gallery III.4 (table 5.2), I found that the AA Bakery 
sample looks most like the PM sample. Redding 
provided data on the age structure of the cattle and 
sheep-goat from the other areas (2010: 68–69). Cattle 
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is the most common taxon in both the AA Bakery 
and the PM sample. But based on the ratios in RAB 
and Gallery III.4, sheep-goats are more important in 
both areas than the cattle. Sheep are more abundant 
than goats in all areas of HeG. In the RAB sample, pigs 
are more abundant than in all other areas. The ratio 
of sheep-goat to pigs in Gallery III.4 is similar to PM 
(table 5.2). 

I also compared the age structure of cattle in the 
AA Bakery to the other HeG areas. I found that the AA 
Bakery sample looks most like the PM and Gallery III.4 
samples. In the AA Bakery, PM, and Gallery III.4 the 
cattle were eaten very young: in the AA Bakery only 
25% survived to 12 months; in PM 100% were killed 
before 12 months; only 23% lived beyond 12 months in 
Gallery III.4; and in RAB 55% of the cattle lived beyond 
12 months. 

Comparing the age structure of sheep-goat for 
the AA Bakery to the other areas of HeG, I found that 

the AA Bakery looks similar to Gallery III.4, but that 
older animals form a larger percent of the sample in 
the RAB. In the AA Bakery sample only 22% lived after 
24 months, in RAB 42% lived after 24 months, and 
19% lived after 24 months in Gallery III.4. While the 
sheep-goats in the AA Bakery and Gallery III.4 were 
provisioned, the RAB sample was most likely not. 
Perhaps the individuals whose garbage was found in 
the RAB area were obtaining their sheep-goat from 
their own flocks or through exchange. 

Conclusion
In the AA Bakery sample, mammals are the domi-
nant source of meat. The mammals are dominated by 
young cattle. Only 25% of the cattle lived to 24 months. 
These suggest that the people in AA Bakery were eat-
ing almost solely beef, actually veal. There were more 
sheep than goat, at a ratio of 5:1. The above data sug-
gest that the houses near the AA Bakery was occupied 

Figure 5.4.  Percent of cattle that survived in each age class based on the number of identified specimens, NISP, of fused 
and unfused elements.

Table 5.2.  A comparison of the ratios for identified mammal taxa from AA Bakery to other areas of the 
Heit el-Ghurab site based on the number of identified specimens, or NISP.

                               Ratio
Area

Bos: Ovis-Capra Bos: Sus Ovis-Capra: Sus Ovis: Capra

AA Bakery 2.1:1 13.4:1 6.4:1 5.0:1

RAB 0.4:1 0.9:1 1.9:1 4.2:1

Gallery III.4 0.1:1 4.0:1 14.7:1 1.3:1

PM 13.6:1 156.0:1 11.5:1 2.0:1
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by high-status individuals. The AA Bakery is most like 
PM, which was deposited by high status consumers, 
perhaps because the AA Bakery is near the PM area, 
and we believe that the same people were dumping 
their trash in both places.

In the AA Bakery, Clarias gariepinus and 
Synodontis schalli are the most common fish taxa in 
the sample, but, because the bones of these two taxa 
are over-represented in the sample (as they have more 
bones that preserve well), they may not provide as 
much meat to the diet as other taxa. A large number 
of Lates niloticus occurs in the AA Bakery sample, 
more than the other areas relative to other taxa. Lates 
niloticus is considered the best food fish. This may also 
reflect the wealth and status of people in this area. 

The people whose garbage was deposited in the 
AA Bakery were receiving only young male cattle 
and sheep-goats. The absence of older animals, more 
than 2 years of age, and females suggest offtake from 
herds that were maintained by other individuals. The 
residents were being provisioned and, given the high 
number of cattle of less than 1 year of age, were receiv-
ing a very high status diet.

I think that this study shows the importance of 
the study of faunal remains. From the animal bone we 
can not only reconstruct the diet of the people, but 
the fauna can also tell us about the economy and the 
social status of the occupants. 
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We present here the results from the analysis of the 
Old Kingdom plant samples from five rooms within 
House E of Khentkawes Town North (KKT-N) at Giza. 
Khentkawes Town North is located east of the tomb 
of Khentkawes, due north of the Menkaure Valley 
Temple, and northeast of AERA’s main excavation site 
of Heit el-Ghurab (HeG) (frontispiece 2; fig. 6.1). The 
preservation of the ancient plants in House E is very 
good, and they show some interesting differences 
between rooms. Due to the diversity and density of 
species present in the chosen samples, they were ideal 
for teaching the fundamentals of archaeobotanical 
analysis in the AERA-ARCE Field School. In all, we 
identified 14,101 plant items from House E, including 
43 different plant types.

House E is one of six large modular houses 
built along the Khentkawes causeway (Tavares and 
Yeomans 2009; fig. 6.1). Selim Hassan initially exca-
vated the Khentkawes Town in 1932. His publication 
map shows a single phase settlement, and he describes 
a generic house based on information conflated from 
the excavation of Houses A to H (S. Hassan 1943: 38). 
Although Hassan removed occupation deposits, and 
the site has been badly eroded since it was exposed, 
AERA’s recording work has produced a new under-
standing of this settlement (Lehner 2011b). Hassan 
excavated House E to the lowest floor levels, remov-
ing most of the occupation deposits, and leaving 
walls, floors, and some features (such as hearths and 
silos) of different phases. In 2009 Lisa Yeomans and 
Hanan Mahmoud excavated House E and identified 
six broad phases, including construction and occu-
pation (Phases 5a), remodeling (Phases 5b and 5c), 
possible abandonment (Phase 6), and final rebuilding 
and reoccupation (Phase 6) (Yeomans 2009, Yeomans 
and Mahmoud 2011). The excavators think that House 

E was not occupied for a long period (Yeomans 2009). 
Preliminary discussions of the different house plans 
and function of rooms, as well as the implication of 
the phasing of House E for our understanding of the 
Khentkawes and MVT settlements have been published 
elsewhere (Lehner 2011b; Yeomans and Mahmoud 
2011). 

The original function of the rooms in House E 
was inferred from the architectural layout (Arnold 
1998; S. Hassan 1943) since there was little informa-
tion left from occupation deposits. The house was 
modified quite radically over time, and the function 
of rooms was also likely to have been altered. House 
E covers approximately 189 m2 and was entered at 
the southeast from the causeway (fig. 6.2). A zigzag 
passage provided privacy and led to a transversal, 
east-west vestibule (74), possibly left unroofed. This 
vestibule led to an open courtyard (79)—which was 
later modified with the construction of both walls 
[31,092] and [31,089=31,090] and the silos—at the back 
of the house and to the inner rooms of the house: an 
L-shaped room (73), probably a kitchen; and an audi-
ence hall (71) with a low bench in a niche and a hearth 
in the southeast corner, [31,723], (probably to provide 
heat). From Room 71 there was access to two private 
rooms (68, 69) possibly bedrooms. Room 69 had sev-
eral hearths along the eastern wall, also probably for 
heating. The open courtyard (79) was accessible from 
a street running between the houses and the town’s 
enclosure wall. The original flow in House E was sub-
stantially altered in Phase 5b (Yeomans 2009). The two 
northern accesses (from Northern Street to Room 70 
and 79) were blocked, Room 70 became a more pri-
vate space (with the construction of wall [31,097]), 
and one of the accesses from Room 69 to Building 
D were blocked (Yeomans 2009). In Phase 5c the 

6.  A Report on the Khentkawes Town-House E Archaeobotanical 
Remains
by Mary Anne Murray and Rebab el-Gendy1

1. The authors would like to thank Dr. Claire Malleson for helpful comments and editorial work on this piece.
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Figure 6.2.  Multi-phase plan (Phases 5 and 6) of House E indicating features that produced botanical samples 
considered in this report. Plan by Rebekah Miracle, AERA GIS. 
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doorways from Rooms 71 and 74 into the courtyard 
79 were blocked so that the courtyard was only acces-
sible from House F, the adjacent house to the east (fig. 
6.2). In this phase, walls [31,092] and [31,089=31,090] 
were also constructed and four silos (probably for the 
storage of emmer and/or barley grain) were built in 
the courtyard, which is effectively part of House F. The 
eight botanical samples discussed in the article come 
from Rooms 69, 71, 73, 74, and 79, and from Phases 5b, 
5c, 5b/c, and 6 (see table 6.2). 

Objectives
The aim of the botanical analysis of the House E 
samples is to answer certain questions about the agri-
cultural economy during the Old Kingdom and the 
daily food and fuel use in the building. Many ques-
tions will be addressed using the archaeobotanical 
record of this area, for example:

• Which field, orchard, garden, and wild 
plants were used as cereals, legumes, fruits, 
and oil/fiber plants?

• Do the plant remains show us the function 
of any rooms, such as cooking, crop pro-
cessing, or storage?

• What types of fuel were used for cooking 
and heating?

• What do the wild/weed plants from the 
samples tell us? Do the wild plants of-
fer clues to harvesting techniques or field 
conditions?

The richness and diversity of the House E plants 
will help us answer these questions.

Methodology
All of the ancient plants from House E at KKT-N have 
been preserved by charring, i.e., they were exposed to 
high temperatures with little or no oxygen. In all, we 
analyzed 14,101 plant items from House E and recov-
ered 312 ml of wood charcoal from the samples. This 
is quite a contrast to the plant assemblage from HeG 
(frontispieces 1, 2), which overall has a low density 
and diversity of plants. A total of 32 liters of soil were 
floated from the House E samples, which ranged in 
size from 2 to 9 liters.

Sampling
The eight archaeobotanical samples were taken from 
throughout House E and include several different 
types of features (fig. 6.2). We sampled two hearths 
in Room 69, [31,123] and [31,134], an area of in situ 
burning, [31,723], in Room 71, “ash from under the 
granary,” [31,130], in Room 79, “ash from leveling/
occupation layer” [31,693] and a “build up of ash” in 
a kitchen area, [31,117], in Room 73, and in Room 74, 
a hearth, [31,677], and a floor, [31,125] (see table 6.2).

Recovery
Charred plant remains float when put in water, and 
all of the plant samples were recovered using a flota-
tion machine that easily separates organic material 
from deposits sampled during excavation. We used 
sieves with 1 mm and 250 micron (μm) mesh to collect 
the plants. The part of the sample that does not float 
(called the heavy fraction) is caught within a 1 mm 
mesh inside the flotation tank. All of the heavy frac-
tion from each sample was sorted for pottery, bone, 
and other small objects.

Sorting Samples
Before sorting the plant samples, one of us (R. el-
Gendy) put each one through a nest of sieves to help 
make sorting easier (i.e., 1 mm and 250 micron [μm] 
size mesh) and then sorted them under the microscope 
to find the whole and fragmented plants. We analyzed 
all the samples using a 10× to 65× binocular Nikon 
SMZ800 microscope. We removed all items, including 
the seeds and chaff of cereals, legumes, fruits, nuts, 
wild/weed plants, root/tuber tissue, wood charcoal, 
other plant parts, and animal dung, and classed them 
by family, genus, species, or item type, such as nut or 
fruit fragments, etc. We also removed all wood char-
coal and measured the volumes in a milliliter beaker.

Identification of Taxa
Identifications of plant taxa were made on the basis 
of the unique shape and character of each item and 
the comparison of the ancient specimens with mod-
ern reference material, as well as using the criteria and 
illustrations available from other Egyptian archaeobo-
tanical reports and seed atlases (e.g., van Zeist and de 
Roller 1993; Fahmy 1997; Smith 2003; Cappers 2006). 
Each identifiable plant type was recorded. All items of 
these types were counted for each sample, and a final 
taxa list was then completed.
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The Presentation of Data
The archaeobotanical results from House E are shown 
in table 6.2 following this report. This table includes 
the counts for each plant type by sample. The list 
of plants in the table refers to the seeds of the plant 
unless otherwise stated.

In table 6.3 the plant types are presented as plant 
groups, which include emmer and barley grain and 
chaff, large and small legumes, fruit, nuts, oil/fiber 
plants, wet-loving taxa, wild grasses, all wild/weed 
taxa, root/tuber remains, as well as animal dung and 
certain indeterminate items. The plant counts are pre-
sented as the relative density of plant items per liter.

Quantification of the Plants

We use several methods for counting the plants to 
assess the presence, relative density of items, abun-
dance, diversity, and preservation of the House E plant 
assemblage. These indices are:

• Presence percentages
• Density of items per liter
• Number of plant types
• Fragmentation index
• Density of wood charcoal

These methods, especially when used as a group, 
help to take into account the influence of the many 
factors affecting charred plant assemblages, such as 
sample size and history of deposition. These are briefly 
described below.

Presence Percentages
Presence analysis was used to determine the relative 
quantities of plants within all the samples, rather than 
within any particular sample, by counting the number 
of samples in which it occurred. For example, if barley 
grain was found in 8 out of 10 samples, then it had a 
presence of 80% within that sample group.

Density of Items per Liter (IPL)
The relative density of plant items in each sample was 
measured as the average number of items per liter of 
deposit. This is a useful tool to measure the relative 
“richness” of plants when comparing areas, feature 
types, etc. (fig. 6.3).

Number of Plant Types (Taxa)
The numbers of different plant types in each sample 

were counted to show the variety of plants present (fig. 
6.4).

Fragmentation Index
Used with other methods of measurement, the amount 
of fragmentation in a sample can be an important indi-
cator of plant use and deposition. A single common 
plant has been chosen to measure this, Lolium sp., a 
wild grass, as well as Graminae indet. (indeterminate), 
which is likely to be badly preserved or fragmented 
Lolium sp. The whole seeds, fragments, and totals of 
these were counted for each sample. Fragmentation 
is calculated as the number of fragments to the total 
number of seeds and fragments expressed as a per-
centage, i.e. a sample with 5 whole Lolium grains and 
10 fragments (totaling 15 items) will have a percentage 
of 67%, which is a “medium high” degree of fragmen-
tation (see table 6.1 below) (also fig. 6.5).

Table 6.1.  Fragmentation Index

Percentage Degree of Fragmentation

0% None

1–10% Very low

10–20% Low

20–30% Medium low

30–40% High low

40–50% Medium

50–60% Low high

60–70% Medium high

70–80% High

80–90% Very high

90–100% Total fragmentation

Density of Wood Charcoal
The volume of wood charcoal from the samples was 
measured in milliliters (ml), and the index of wood 
charcoal density was milliliters per liter (ml/L). A 
comparison of wood charcoal densities can tell us 
about the relative use of fire and the use of wood as 
fuel (fig. 6.6).

Results by Taxa Group
The House E samples are composed of a rich mixture 
of charred cereal grain and chaff, legumes, fruit and 
nut remains, wild/weed seeds, roots/tubers, wood 
charcoal, and animal dung. The variety of plants pres-
ent includes the two staple cereals of ancient Egypt: 
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emmer wheat (Triticum dicoccum) and hulled barley 
(Hordeum vulgare). As for legumes, lentil (Lens culina-
ris), faba bean (Vicia cf. faba), and other edible legumes 
of the Viciae tribe, such as bitter vetch (Vicia ervilia) and 
grass pea (Lathyrus sativus), are present. Fruit remains 
include grape (Vitis vinifera) and fig (Ficus sycomorus 
and Ficus carica). The roots and tubers present include 
the edible tuber chufa (Cyperus esculentus). Flax, used 
for the oil from its seed (linseed) and to make cloth 
from its stem (flax), is present. Wild/weed species are 
the largest plant group in the samples; they are mostly 
wild grasses and large and small legumes (table 6.3). 

House E plant remains are denser and display more 
variety than the plant assemblage of Heit el-Ghurab 
(HeG) as a whole, as well as the various areas of that 
settlement. The site of HeG itself has a density of 8 items 
per liter (IPL), while House E has 441 IPL (fig. 6.7).

The plant types in the House E samples suggest 
that much of the assemblage was probably from cereal 
processing residues. For example, the weeds from the 
cereal fields were often harvested with the cereals. The 

weeds and cereal chaff were then gradually removed 
by several processing methods. These residues, the 
weeds and chaff, were then often used as fuel in cook-
ing and heating fires, thus becoming charred and 
therefore preserved. Exceptions to this might be the 
fruit and nut remains, which were probably swept 
or thrown onto a fire, and possibly the edible tubers 
which, if not harvested along with the cereal crops, 
may have been collected separately for food. In all, 
only 6% of the entire plant assemblage is comprised of 
food items, while the remaining 94% is largely cereal 
chaff and wild/weed taxa. 

The following are the descriptions of the plant 
types and the results of the quantitative analyses of the 
plant types found in the House E samples. This discus-
sion will focus on the cereal grains and chaff, legumes, 
and the wild/weed items found in the samples.

Cereals
Cereal grain and chaff were present in all eight sam-
ples, making up 32% of the House e plant assemblage 
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that we studied (cereal grain at 6% and cereal chaff 
at 26%). Cereal grains were found in densities of 23.5 
per liter, while cereal chaff was 118 items per liter (IPL) 
(table 6.3). Cereal grains found in the samples may 
be present for several reasons. They may be cooking 
spills, the accidental mixing of grain and processing 
wastes stored in close proximity, part of the residue 
from processing the cereal crops to obtain a cleaned 
grain product, and so on. Upon analysis, we concluded 
the cereal grains in these samples are most likely to be 
the residue from the sieving stage of crop cleaning, a 
common component of archaeobotanical samples.

By room, a higher density of both cereal grain 
(269.5 IPL) and chaff (47.75 IPL) was found in Room 
79. Room 73 had the lowest density of cereal chaff 
(66.24 IPL), and Room 69 had the lowest density of 
cereal grain (13.78 IPL; see fig. 6.9).

The two primary cereals from House E and, 
indeed, Pharaonic Egypt are emmer wheat (Triticum 
dicoccum) and hulled barley (Hordeum vulgare). The 
two products of emmer and barley, bread and beer, 
were likely to have been the main staples in the diet 
of the Khentkawes residents. Emmer was primarily 
used to make bread, but also used in beer brewing, 
while barley was most suitable for the latter. Emmer 
and barley grain were always found mixed with the 

discarded weeds and chaff from crop processing and 
other debris, and never as pure grain in any features.

Emmer and barley grain and chaff were present 
in 100% of the samples. The density of barley grain (13 
IPL) is greater than that of emmer grain (7 IPL), while 
barley chaff (41 IPL) density, on the other hand, is less 
than that of emmer chaff (72.3 IPL). For the nearby 
HeG settlement as a whole, emmer and barley grain 
are both found in about 30–40% of the samples and 
both in densities of about 0.2 items per liter. Figure 6.8 
shows the relative densities of emmer and barley grain 
and chaff in each of the five rooms of House E.

By room, there is a higher density of barley grain 
than emmer grain in every room and there is a higher 
density of emmer chaff than barley chaff in every 
room apart from Room 79 where there is a far higher 
density of barley chaff (171 IPL) than emmer chaff 
(86 IPL). Room 79 later contained the granary, and 
the samples are from a thick layer of cereal process-
ing waste and household debris under the granaries, 
which was burnt elsewhere and may have been delib-
erately placed there to protect the cereal grain from 
insects (Yeomans and Mahmoud 2011: 49) (fig. 6.8).

Legumes
Legumes, such as lentil (Lens culinaris) and faba bean 

Figure 6.8.  Items per liter of emmer, barley grain, and chaff by room.
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(Vicia faba), are winter crops, sown at the same time 
as emmer and barley. Ancient legumes can be prob-
lematic since important features used for determining 
species often can be unclear or missing and, without 
them, telling the difference between similar genera 
and species and between the wild and domesticated 
forms can be difficult (e.g., Butler 1991, 1996). For 
example, the separation of certain legumes, such as 
members of the Vicieae tribe (i.e. Vicia and Lathyrus) 
and the Trifolieae tribe (i.e. Trifolium, Trigonella, 
Medicago, and Astragulus) can be difficult due to 
the overlap of size, shape, and other characteristics 
(e.g., Butler 1991, 1996). Certain plants among both 
the large-seeded legumes (e.g. Vicieae tribe) and the 
small-seeded legumes (e.g. Trifolieae tribe) may have 
been weeds, used as human food, or animal fodder 
(see Murray 2008).

Both large legumes and small legumes were found 
in 100% of the samples. Large-seeded legumes, includ-
ing lentils, comprise 2.1% of total assemblage (9.2 IPL), 
while small-seeded legumes comprise 22% (97.2 IPL). 

Room 71 had the highest number of small legumes 
(148.6 IPL); Room 79 had the lowest (63.25 IPL). Room 
79 had the highest number of large legumes (17.5 IPL), 
Room 74 had the lowest (5 IPL).

Lentils were found in 100% of the samples and 
occur at a rate of 3.1 IPL. Room 79 had the highest 
number of lentils (9.5 IPL) and Rooms 71 and 73 had 
the lowest (1.5 IPL). Faba beans were found in 25% of 
the samples and occur at a rate of 0.2 IPL. Faba beans 
were only found in two rooms, Room 71 (0.4 IPL) and 
Room 74 (0.5 IPL) (table 6.3).

Wild/Weed Taxa
Wild/weed plants are the largest plant group from 
House E. They are found in 100% of samples (278.4 
IPL) and make up 62.3% of the assemblage. Wild 
grasses, especially Lolium, make up 47% of the wild 
taxa with 131 items per liter (table 6.3).

It is likely that the grasses and most of the other 
wild taxa arrived on site as weedy contaminants of the 
harvested emmer and barley crops. The annual weeds 
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of cereal crops usually produce large number of seeds 
that often ripen at the same time or just prior to the 
harvest (Muenscher 1980: 4, 43). Through various 
operations, such as winnowing, sieving, and hand sort-
ing, the field weeds and chaff were gradually filtered 
out to obtain a clean grain product prior to milling, 
baking, or brewing. These residues were an important 
fuel in Old Kingdom Egypt, thus becoming charred 
and preserved (Hillman 1981, 1984a, 1984b; G. Jones 
1987, 1991).

The Room 79 sample, from the ash layer under 
the granaries, had the highest numbers of weeds (520.3 
IPL). Room 74 had the lowest (191.5 IPL).

Discussion of Results
Which field, orchard, garden, and wild plants were 
used as cereals, legumes, fruits, and oil/fiber crops?
The field plants in the samples include emmer wheat, 
hulled barley, lentils, and faba beans, as well as bitter 
vetch and grass pea, which may have been used as 
food. Tree fruits include grape and two species of fig. 
Linum raised for linseed and/or flax is a useful field 
crop. The edible wild tuber chufa may have been cul-
tivated in ancient Egypt as it was an important food 
source. Some of the wild plants in the samples may 
also have been used as food, medicines, dyes, building 
materials, textiles, bedding, tools, basketry, and so on.

Do the plant remains show us the function of any 
rooms, such as cooking, crop processing, or storage?
A study of the rooms shows differences between them. 
Two hearths from Room 69 were analyzed, and yielded 
a medium density of plants per liter (376 IPL). The 
plants present were mostly cereal chaff and weeds. The 
number of plant types was fairly low for these samples 
(16). The wood charcoal density was 13 ml/L, which is 
medium high for these samples. The fragmentation 
rate was 53.3%. This suggests that cereal processing 
waste and wood charcoal was being burned in these 
hearths for cooking or heating. The higher fragmenta-
tion here than in Room 71 may indicate the repeated 
use of these hearths.

The sample from Room 71, a possible “living 
room,” was from in situ burning and may have been 
for cooking or heating the room. There were 648.4 
plant items per liter, a relatively high figure for these 
samples, and this room had the highest number of 
plant types (30). The sample was made up primarily of 
cereal chaff and weeds. The wood charcoal density was 

the second lowest for these rooms (10 ml/L) and the 
degree of fragmentation was 41%. In Room 71, the high 
number of plants and plant types and the low wood 
charcoal density suggests that cereal processing waste 
may have been more commonly used here than wood 
for fuel.

The ash under the granary in Room 79 had the 
second highest items per liter figure (879.3 IPL) and 
a relatively high number of plant types. The wood 
charcoal density within the sample was 13.3 ml/L. The 
fragmentation rate was the second lowest (36 IPL). 
The plants here were also primarily cereal chaff and 
weeds. The ash was burnt elsewhere and was deliber-
ately placed under the granary silos, possibly to deter 
insects. No evidence of stored products was found in 
this or any of the archaeobotanical samples analyzed 
so far.

Room 73 was thought to be a kitchen area by the 
excavators. Feature [31,693] from this room had the 
lowest number of plant types (12), the lowest wood 
charcoal density (1.3 IPL), and the highest fragmenta-
tion of 55.3% The plants were mostly cereal chaff and 
weeds, but in low densities. However, the dense ash 
layer in this room, [31,117], had the highest density of 
plants per liter of all the features sampled (925.4 IPL). 
The plants were mainly cereal chaff and weeds. The 
ash also had the second highest number of plant taxa 
(26) and the second highest density of wood charcoal 
(14.3 ml/L), as well as the lowest fragmentation rate 
(30%) of any of the samples. This suggests that this ash 
was possibly not burned repeatedly, which resulted in 
lower fragmentation of the plants and wood fuel. The 
material from this sample does indicate that this space 
may have been a kitchen area, containing a build-up of 
cooking ashes. The material from [31,693] may repre-
sent the last few remains of an earlier build-up which 
had been mainly cleared out.

The two samples from Room 74 were from a floor 
and a hearth. The density of items per liter is 308, the 
number of plants types is 21. As in the other rooms, 
the plants were mostly made up of weeds and chaff. 
This room had the highest wood charcoal densities (18 
ml/L): the floor had 20 ml/L of charcoal and the hearth 
had 15 ml/L. The fragmentation rate was 39.3%. The 
hearth was burning wood charcoal and cereal process-
ing waste as fuel for cooking or heating. The sample 
from the floor appears to be dumped ash of a similar 
nature, possibly from the hearth nearby.
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What types of fuel were used for cooking and 
heating?
In every room the botanical evidence shows that 
wood charcoal and cereal processing waste were the 
two main fuels used. In Rooms 73 and 79, animal dung 
was also present in the burnt remains, suggesting that 
this was also used as a fuel, although it is not common 
in the samples.

What can the wild/weed plants from the samples tell 
us?
Emmer, barley, lentils, other legumes, and linseed/
flax would have been sown in the autumn, after the 
annual flood waters receded. They were harvested in 
the spring. The weed taxa from House E show this 
pattern since many of the weeds are those that seed 
in the spring and were most likely to have been har-
vested with the winter sown crops. Among the most 
common spring-seeding weeds found here are rye-
grass (Lolium) and canary grass (Phalaris) (Fahmy 
1997). In House E, there were 83 IPL of Lolium and 32 
IPL of Phalaris. Both grasses were found in 100% of 
the samples. The presence of plants that tolerate moist 
soils or grow in moist habitats in the assemblage (14.1 
IPL) may indicate such conditions in the cereal fields 
or the harvesting of these plants from the canals or the 
Nile banks.

The role of wild taxa as building materials, textiles, 
bedding, tools, basketry, medicines, and dyes is diffi-
cult to determine from the archaeobotanical record, 
since these items are less likely to become charred 
and preserved because plants used in this way were 
not likely to be exposed to fire (Hillman 1981: 155). The 
reeds and fibers of the Cyperacae genera Scirpus and 
Cyperus, for example, might have been used as materi-
als for building, furnishings, matting, or basketry. At 
present, however, we can only speculate as to the full 
range of wild species utilized by the House E residents 
or, indeed, the site as a whole. It is most likely that the 
majority of wild taxa from House E arrived on site as 
weeds of the cereal crops.

The wild plants in the samples primarily tell us 
about agriculture and cereal processing. We see that 
the cereals were probably harvested low enough on 
the straw to have also included these weeds. We have 
evidence from the stage of processing during which 
the cereals are pounded to remove their chaff; we see 

this in the high density of chaff in the samples. The 
cereals would then need to be sieved to clean them 
further and we have evidence of this stage and perhaps 
also the final stage of hand sorting the cereals for large 
items that cannot be sieved out (e.g., Hillman 1981; 
Murray 2000 for Egypt).

Conclusions
The results from House E show that most of the plant 
material comes from cereal processing waste which 
had been used as fuel, charred, and therefore pre-
served. This processing waste and wood (or wood 
charcoal) appear to have been the most important 
fuels.

Among the important differences between KKT-N 
and the nearby settlement of Heit el-Ghurab is the 
excellent preservation of the KKT plants, which has 
helped us to identify certain plants to species level. 
For example, the Rumex species from Heit el-Ghurab 
is now known to be Rumex dentatus. We also have 
clearer examples of Eleocharis, Crypsis, and Trigonella 
astroides.

The plant results from House E add an important 
contribution to the archaeobotanical record of the 
Giza Plateau and to our understanding of individual 
houses from Old Kingdom settlements. Future work 
on the plants will include studying what other food 
plants might have been used and what the weeds in 
the samples can more specifically tell us about cereal 
agriculture. The results here provide a good base-
line for the ongoing analysis of this corpus currently 
being completed by Dr. Claire Malleson at the time of 
writing.
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Khentkawes Town 
North-House E

[31,117] [31,123] [31,125] [31,130] [31,134] [31,677] [31,693] [31,723]

Bag Number 1520 1546 1534 1582 1603 1733 1773+1774 3030

Square Number 201-D21 201-E20 201-E21 201-F20-2 201-E20 201-E21 201-D21 201-D22

Phase 6 5b/5c 5b/5c 5c 5b/5c 5b/5c 5b/5c 5c

Room 73 69 74 79 69 74 73 71

Feature type ash layer hearth floor (silty) ash under 
silo

hearth hearth kitchen 
area

in situ 
burning

Volume of deposit 
(L)

3.5 2.5 4 4 2 2 9 5

Charcoal volume 
(ml)

50 23 78 53 18 30 12 48

Charcoal density 
(ml/L)

14.29 16 20 13.3 9 15 1.3 10

Number of taxa 26 16 23 25 13 15 12 30

Number of items 3239 1012 1536 3517 680 310 565 3242

Number of items 
per liter

925.4 405 384 879.3 340 155 63 648.4

Fragmentation 
index (%)

30% 54% 35.40% 36% 53% 67.30% 55.30% 41%

Cereals

Hordeum sativum 
grain

112 26 47 104 13 19 20 58

Hordeum sativum 
rachis internode

221 27 129 684 39 12 17 181

Triticum dicoccum 
grain

63 9 41 53 5 2 2 36

Triticum dicoccum 
spikelet forks

162 65 126 200 133 10 67 479

Triticum dicoccum 
glume bases

280 155 139 143 104 6 76 167

Cereal 
Indeterminate grain

25 4 44 34 5 4 10 8

Cereal Indetermi-
nate - culm nodes

1  6 43 2 36  39

Cereal Indetermi-
nate - culm bases

3  1 8  2 1 2

Legumes

Lens culinaris 12 10 7 38 1 2 7 21

Vicia cf. faba   3     2

Vicia ervilia 1   2     

Lathyrus sativus 4       2

Viciae tribe 69 21 12 30 8 6 4 26

LEGUMINOSAE - 
small-seeded

  5 19   6 6

Fruits

Ficus carica 1  1     3

cf. Ficus sycomorus        1

cf. Ficus fruit 
fragments

   1     

Vitis vinifera        1

Table 6.2.  House E Species List by Sample.
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Khentkawes Town 
North-House E

[31,117] [31,123] [31,125] [31,130] [31,134] [31,677] [31,693] [31,723]

Oil/Fiber Plants

cf. Linum sp. 1  5     7

Wild/Weed Taxa

Trifoliae tribe A 880 332 423 217 184 82 139 703

Trigonella type 1 1  1     

Medicago type pod 7 1  3     

Scorpiurus sp. 33 12 10 34 1 1  46

cf. Acacia sp. seed    1     

cf. Acacia sp. pod    1    2

cf. Acacia sp. stem    3     

Polyganum sp. 1        

Rumex dentatus 
seed

57 15 11 228 8 1 13 29

Rumex dentatus 
tubercle

15 1 1 55    9

UMBELLIFERAE A        1

UMBELLIFERAE B        1

PRIMULACAE 1  1      

Malva sp.  1    1   

cf. Anthemidae 
flower head

1   7  2  6

Beta vulgaris   1 1     

Chenopodium cf. 
murale

   2 1   1

Portulaca cf. 
oleracea

2   2    1

Silene sp.        1

BORAGINACAE  1  1     

Lolium sp. 683 120 316 535 83 32 129 746

Phalaris sp. 188 68 64 447 29 18 7 195

Bromus sp.  2 8 145 8 6  50

Crypsis sp. 4   1     

GRAMINAE – wild 44 2 65 72 12 20 21 9

GRAMINAE –
embryos

 2    2   

Eleocharis sp. 71 11 11 204 18 12 8 20

Eleocharis sp. 
kernels

24     1  14

Scirpus sp. – A 1   1     

Cyperus cf. 
esculentus tuber

  2    3 1

CYPERACAE 55        

Table 6.2. cont.
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Khentkawes Town 
North-House E

[31,117] [31,123] [31,125] [31,130] [31,134] [31,677] [31,693] [31,723]

Other

Seed 
indeterminate

140 24 42 107 9 2 12 257

Seed 
indeterminate A

3 1 3 1  2 1 12

Seed 
indeterminate B

  1     9

Seed 
indeterminate C

2    1   6

Seed 
indeterminate D

 1       

Seed 
indeterminate E

  2     1

Seed head 
indeterminate

       5

Seed pod 
indeterminate

2   1  2   

Fruit fragments      1   

cf. Nut shell 
fragments

  1 1    3

Fruit/nut 
indeterminate

1        

Root/tuber 
fragments

   1  1   

Vesicular 
indeterminate

  3 35 2 15 16 15

Textured 
fragments

4  5 13 14 9  24

cf. Dung 
fragments

   4   1  

cf. Rodent dung 2 1  1     

Indeterminate 
fragments

3   28    25

Table 6.2. cont.
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Khentkawes Town 
North-House E

[31,117] [31,123] [31,125] [31,130] [31,134] [31,677] [31,693] [31,723]

Bag number 1520 1546 1534 1582 1603 1733 1773+1774 3030

Square number 201.D21 201.E20 201.E21 201.F20–22 201.E20 201.E21 201.D21 201.D22

Phase 6 5b/5c 5b/5c 5c 5b/5c 5b/5c 5b/5c 5c

Room 73 69 74 79 69 74 73 71

Feature type ash layer hearth floor (silty) ash under 
silo

hearth hearth kitchen 
area

in situ 
burning

Volume of deposit 
(L)

3.5 2.5 4 4 2 2 9 5

Charcoal 
volume (ml)

50 23 78 53 18 30 12 48

Charcoal 
density (ml/L)

14.29 16 20 13.3 9 15 1.3 10

Number of taxa 26 16 23 25 13 15 12 30

Number of items 3239 1012 1536 3517 680 310 565 3242

Number of items 
per liter

925.4 405 384 879.3 340 155 63 648.4

Fragmentation 
index (%)

30% 54% 35.40% 36% 53% 67.30% 55.30% 41%

Items per liter of plant groups (relative density)

All cereal grain 57.1 16 33 48 11.5 12.5 4 20.4

All cereal chaff 191 99 100.25 270 139 33 18 174

All weeds 648.3 238 964 520.3 172 92.5 38 426

Emmer wheat grain 18 4 10.3 13.3 3 1 0.2 7.2

Barley grain 32 10.1 12 26 7 10 2.2 12

Emmer wheat chaff 126.3 88 66.3 86 119 8 16 129.2

Barley chaff 63.1 11 32.3 171 20 6 2 36.2

Culm nodes & bases 
(straw)

1.1  2 13 1 19 0.1 8.2

Lentils 3.4 4 2 0.3 0.5 1 1 4.2

Vicia faba   1     0.4

Large legumes 25 12.4 5.5 17.5 4.5 4 1.2 10.2

Small legumes 261 138.4 109.3 63.3 93 41.5 17 149

Fruit seeds/
fragments

1  0.3 0.3  0.5  1

Oil/fiber plants 0.3  1.3     1.4

Nuts fragments   0.3 0.3    1

Wild grass 278.3 78 113.3 300 66 39 17.4 200

Wet loving taxa 43.1 4.4 3 51.3 9 6.5 1 7

Root/tuber 
fragments

  0.5 0.3  0.5 0.3 0.2

Textured fragments 1.1  1.3 3.3 7 4.5  5

Dung fragments 0.3   1   0.1  

Table 6.3.  Taxa Group Table by Presence and Items per Liter.
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Figure 7.1.  The 2010 AERA team, including the 2010 Analysis and Publication Field School team. Photo by Jason Quinlan.
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Although we might not take such an extreme view—
as excavation records can be archived, curated, 
and eventually published—we would undoubtedly 
consider publication a primary archaeological obli-
gation. However, bringing archaeological results to 
publication is not a straight-forward task, even in 
well-established and long-running projects.  

In this article I chart the process of bringing 
to publication the work of the joint Ancient Egypt 
Research Associates-American Research Center 
in Egypt (AERA-ARCE) Field School. First, the field 
school is placed in the context of archaeological train-
ing in Egypt. This is followed by an account of the 
comprehensive AERA-ARCE training program, which 
encompasses Beginners, Advanced, Salvage, and the 
Analysis and Publication Field Schools. The articles 
in this volume were initially prepared during the 
2010 Analysis and Publication Field School (fig. 7.1). 
The goals and approach of this field school session 
are discussed, followed by a detailed presentation of 
its structure, schedule, and course content. The work 
of the individual APFS groups is summarized; namely 
the excavation, graphics, ceramics, and osteology 
groups, followed by the archaeozoology and archaeo-
botany training. The issues encountered during the 
APFS are discussed openly, as these qualify the depth 
and breadth of the articles in this volume, and may 
be useful to others involved in this type of training. 
We publish this detailed account of the APFS, given 
the renewed interest in archaeological training and its 
relationship with the formation of knowledge, com-
munity archaeology, and heritage (Mytum 2012). We 
feel these are crucial issues in the current context of 
Egyptian archaeology. 

Why Publish and Teach?
As archaeologists, we destroy; once ancient deposits 

are removed they cannot be put back. However care-
ful the initial archeological recording, until the data 
is brought to publication it remains inaccessible and 
unusable. Sites and archives are at risk if the data 
remains unpublished and unknown. 

As archaeologists working in ancient Egyptian 
settlements—as opposed to the excavation of tombs 
and temples—we are privileged to glimpse ancient 
lives while we piece together the past from clues 
inadvertently left behind. Settlement archaeology is 
“difficult” archaeology, often involving the excava-
tion of mudbrick structures in deeply stratified sites. 
Settlements have been neglected as they require 
considerable time and technical know-how. Thus set-
tlement archaeology seemed an ideal, if challenging, 
context for archaeological field training. Excavation 
and recording are the first steps in such an elaborate 
and time-consuming process, which involves analy-
sis, research, interpretation, publication, and other 
forms of dissemination (Connah 2010, Harding 2007, 
Renfrew and Bahn 2007). As part of the excavation 
process we meticulously record, archive, and write up 
the data in a descriptive, preliminary way. 

From 2005 to the present, AERA held nine AERA-
ARCE Field Schools, and two AERA-only Field Schools 
(table 7.1). The AERA-ARCE field training developed 
into a program consisting of Beginners, Advanced, 
Salvage, and Analysis and Publication Field Schools 
(AERAGRAM 2011b). The program is described below. 
The structure and syllabus of the AERA-ARCE Field 
Schools were developed using Mohsen Kamel’s and 
my experience of teaching archaeological field skills 
in Europe and the Middle East and our knowledge 
of Egyptian sites and working conditions. AERA’s 
team of professional archaeologists, in particular 
Freya Sadarangani and James Taylor, were fundamen-
tal to AERA’s systematic adoption of Single Context 

7.  The AERA-ARCE Field School in Context
by Ana Tavares

“... an unpublished excavated site has been destroyed or mutilated as surely as if it had been bulldozed” (Barker 1977: 222). 
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Recording (SCR). The AERA-ARCE Field Schools built 
extensively upon their knowledge, skills, and dedica-
tion. We also benefitted greatly from the experience 
of the Fayum ARCE Field School (Wendrich 2005 and 
2010b) with whom we share staff and teaching materi-
als (AERAGRAM 2006). Additionally, the field school 
would not have been possible without Mark Lehner’s 
unceasing support, encouragement, and input. 

ARCE archaeological field schools in Egypt have 
exclusively trained personnel from the Egyptian 
antiquities’ service (currently the Ministry of State for 
Antiquities, MSA, formerly the Supreme Council of 
Antiquities, SCA). This was in response to an urgent 
need. Although Antiquities Inspectors are university 
graduates, their coursework does not include archae-
ological field skills. Until recently such field training 
was only available through the ARCE program or other 
field schools run by foreign missions. 

In previous decades, the training of foreign 
archaeologists in Egypt has been severely restricted. 
Most foreign students were required to learn excava-
tion skills outside Egypt before being allowed to join an 
archaeological team working in Egypt. Many did not 
acquire the necessary excavation experience required 
on archaeological sites in Egypt, especially the skills 
necessary to excavate the delicate and intricate stra-
tigraphy of adobe settlement sites (for an example of 
complex settlement stratigraphy see Jeffreys 2006). 
As a result, training has become an important com-
ponent of many foreign archaeological missions in 
Egypt. Egyptian inspectors are often trained side-by-
side with foreign students on sites ranging from the 
Delta (Rowland 2012) to Middle Egypt (Horizon 2012: 
12) and Upper Egypt. Combined training is benefi-
cial to both Egyptian and foreign trainees. AERA also 
intends to expand its archaeological field training to 

foreign students, hopefully beginning with an upcom-
ing 2015 season.

Current field schools in Egypt cover a wide range 
of archaeological skills including: survey, auger-
ing, and remote sensing (Anonymous 2012: 10); 
bioarchaeology (Anonymous 2012b: 12); architectural 
recording (Hampikian and al-Ibrashy 2006); numis-
matics (Scott 2010: 4–5); conservation, archives, and 
museum management (Anonymous 2010: 14); and 
heritage and site management (arce.org/conservation/
currentconservation/u14).

The AERA-ARCE Field School Program

A Tradition of Field Schools 
The first joint AERA-ARCE Field School—held in 
2005 at the Heit el-Ghurab (HeG) workers’ settle-
ment at Giza (frontispiece 2, this volume; AERAGRAM 
2006; Lehner 2005)—followed a long-standing tradi-
tion of ARCE field training for inspectors of the MSA. 
The training, inaugurated when ARCE director Mark 
Easton secured USAID funding for the program, began 
with archaeological field schools held at Mit Rahina 
(Memphis) in 1995, 1996, and 1997 under the direction 
of Diana Craig-Patch (Saunders 2005). This program 
continued with sessions held in Napta Playa in 2000 
and 2001, directed by Fred Wendorf; the Fayum in 
2002, directed by Willeke Wendrich (Wendrich 2005, 
2010a); and Mit Rahina in 2003, co-directed by Craig-
Patch and Anthony Cagle (Saunders 2005). 

Beginners Field Schools 
(Giza 2005, Giza 2007, Mit Rahina 2011, Giza 2012)
AERA held Beginners Field Schools at Giza in 2005 
(AERAGRAM 2006), 2007, and 2012 (AERA 2012: 19), 
as well as at Mit Rahina in 2011 (AERAGRAM 2011c, 

Table 7.1.  Chart with sequence of AERA-ARCE Field Schools in the overall training cycle.

AERA-ARCE Archaeological Field Schools
Beginners Giza 2005, Giza 2007, Mit Rahina 2011 (in collaboration with the Egypt Exploration 

Society), Giza 2012

Advanced Giza 2006, Giza 2009

Salvage Archaeology Luxor 2008, Luxor 2010

Analysis and Publication Giza 2010, Luxor 2011 

AERA-only Field Schools
Field Training Giza 2012

Analysis and Publication Giza 2013
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Tavares and Kamel 2012). The AERA-ARCE Field School 
fulfilled the requirements set out in the original ARCE 
Memphis 1995 Field School, namely to teach archaeo-
logical methodology in a settlement with mudbrick 
structures and complex stratigraphy (Craig-Patch 
2010: 268). The philosophy and structure of AERA’s 
Beginners Field School is based on archaeological 
standard practice, within a multi-disciplinary setting, 
and with a low-tech approach (Lehner 2005). 

We teach standard practice archaeological exca-
vation and recording methodology—known as 
single context recording (SCR)—as developed by the 
Department of Urban Archaeology in London and 
the Museum of London (1994). This methodology was 
developed in the early 1970s to deal with the pressures 
of contract excavation in deeply stratified urban sites 
(for an overview, see Clark and Hutcheson 1993). The 
method has been partially used at the HeG site since 
1989, and systematically since 2004 (GOP5: 9–12). This 
methodology is used elsewhere in Europe, for instance 
in France by the Institute nationale de recherches 
archéologiques préventives (INRAP) in preventive and 
salvage excavations (Py 1991, SYSLAT) and in Iceland 
(Lucas 2003). In the Near and Middle East SCR is also 
used in sites such as Çatalhöyük in Turkey (Farid 2000, 
Tringham and Stevanovic 2000, 2012); Wadi Faynan 
16 (Finlayson et al. 2011) and Shubayqa (Richter, Bode, 
House et al. 2012) in Jordan; and al-Zubārah in Qatar 
(Richter, al-Naimi, Yeomans et al. 2012) among others. 
In the field school we discuss other recording systems 
and the danger that standard practice becomes the 
only acceptable practice (Wendrich 2010b: 273). We 
also propose modifications to the SCR method (with-
out compromising stratigraphic excavation), so that 
it can be applied in projects with a limited budget, a 
lack of equipment, inexperienced staff, and tight time 
constraints. 

Over a period of eight to ten weeks we cover 
basic excavation techniques, written and graphic 
site recording, basic survey and photographic skills, 
material culture sampling, and report writing. We 
also teach and practice excavation and recording of 
human burials. Each field school group spends one 
week in the laboratory being introduced to ceram-
ics, archaeozoology, archaeobotany, lithics (chipped 
stone), archaeological drawing, and first-aid conser-
vation. The students take exams, give presentations, 
and write reports weekly. They give biweekly site tours 
to their colleagues and the AERA team. At the end of 

every session each group submits a complete, detailed 
account of the excavation called a Data Structure 
Report (DSR), which includes a detailed stratigraphic 
narrative, stratigraphic matrices, drawings, and 
appendices (Sadarangani and Taylor, forthcoming). 
The data generated by the field school—the descrip-
tion of features, drawings, and photos—is integrated 
into the AERA archive and database. It must meet the 
rigorous recording standards used within the project.

Advanced Field Schools 
(Giza 2006 and 2009)
AERA held Advanced Field Schools at Giza in 2006 
(AERAGRAM 2007) and 2009 (Kamel 2009). These 
were the natural sequel to the Beginners Field 
School, as archaeological teams need specialists to 
analyze ceramics, draw finds, and survey the site. 
Trainees themselves recognized the need for special-
ist training (Wendrich 2005). Constant practice is 
also needed to become proficient in archaeological 
techniques. In the Advanced Field School, students 
specialized in one of the following: advanced excava-
tion techniques, human osteology, survey, ceramics 
(Bourriau and Nordström 2009), or archaeological 
illustration. We also provided specialist training in 
archaeobotany and archaeozoology (Murray 2011; 
Redding 2011), although this training was held dur-
ing our first Analysis and Publication Field School 
in 2010. Advanced Field School students acquired 
a variety of specialized skills beyond their own spe-
cializations, such as photography, analytical database 
construction, and presentation skills. They have con-
tinued to work as professionals in other Egyptian sites 
and are able to form teams capable of handling the 
diversity of tasks needed in archaeological excava-
tions. They have also become teachers in AERA-ARCE 
Field Schools (Mahmoud and Mahmoud 2012) and 
other field schools, such as those at North Minia, Tel 
Basta, Matarya, Saqqara, South Saqqara, Giza, Fayum, 
Amarna, Sohag, Luxor, and Karnak, as well as teach-
ing archaeological skills to university groups.

Salvage Field Schools 
(Luxor 2008 and 2010)
AERA held a Salvage Archaeology Field School (SAFS) 
in the Garden Khaled Ibn el-Waleed (KIW) in Luxor 
during 2008 and a second Salvage Field School on 
the Luxor Town Mound in 2010. The salvage field 
schools were a response to a direct appeal by the MSA 
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for emergency work in Luxor. For these sessions we 
re-structured the team and field school to be able to 
teach and implement salvage techniques, including 
appropriate archaeological site assessment, sampling 
and recording strategies, archival work, and report 
writing. 

In the 2008 KIW work, we recorded a large, pylon-
like brick structure pre-dating the Nectanebo I Sphinx 
Avenue; we excavated cross-sections of the avenue, 
later burials, and industrial and domestic structures 
dating from Nectanebo I to the 14th century AD (Lehner 
2008). We confirmed that the avenue became a Nile 
canal, with pottery- and wine-processing structures 
on its banks (Boraik et al., forthcoming). The SAFS 
was structured to include first-time students embed-
ded within teams of experienced MSA archaeologists 
(Kamel and Tavares 2008). This school ran for twelve 
weeks, longer than other AERA-ARCE field schools 
(AERAGRAM 2008). 

We held a second Salvage Archaeology Field 
school (SAFS2) in early 2010 on the Luxor Town 
Mound (AERAGRAM 2010a). Here we excavated and 
recorded the deeply stratified settlement mound from 
the Late Roman Period to modern times (AERAGRAM 
2010b). The 2010 Salvage Archaeology Field School 
(SAFS2) again combined beginners’ training with 
teaching two advanced groups, one in ceramics and 
another in archaeological illustration (AERAGRAM 
2010a). The large amount of archaeological material 
generated by the excavators was processed by mixed 
teams of foreign and MSA archaeologists (AERAGRAM 
2010b). 

Both salvage projects provided an excellent test-
ing ground for the effectiveness of the excavation and 
recording techniques taught in the Beginners and 
Advanced Field Schools. 

The Analysis and Publication Field Schools 
(Giza 2010, 2013, Luxor 2011)
AERA held an Analysis and Publication Field School 
at Giza in 2010 (AERAGRAM 2010c) and in Luxor in 
2011 (AERAGRAM 2011a). The APFS is the final step in  
the comprehensive AERA-ARCE Field School program, 
teaching the skills necessary to prepare reports for 
publication. Preparing data for publication is a time-
consuming but essential step of the archaeological 
process. Although report writing, data management, 
analysis, and archiving are essential components of 
the Beginners, Advanced, and Salvage Field Schools, 

the preparation of a publication requires a further set 
of skills and a concerted effort between the authors, 
illustrators, and editors. 

The APFS is based on several years of informal 
experience of AERA team members working with MSA 
colleagues on archaeological articles for publication. 
In particular, we built upon the experience of prepar-
ing a preliminary article on the KIW excavations in 
Luxor (SAFs). This archaeological report will be pub-
lished in ASAE 86 (Boraik et al., forthcoming). 

We carried out two sessions of the Analysis and 
Publication Field School: an intensive eight-week field 
school in Giza in 2010, working on material from the 
HeG settlement and Khentkawes Town (AERAGRAM 
2010c), and a supplementary four-week session in 
Giza in 2013, with the principal authors (without stu-
dents) to produce a final manuscript for publication. 

The Giza 2010 APFS took place from the 20th of 
March to the 13th of May, 2010. The team from the 
MSA included 28 students and 8 supervisors. Our aims 
were to prepare for publication archaeological reports 
on four excavation areas from the HeG site at Giza 
(including a group of burials), to prepare the graphics 
to accompany the articles, and to analyze and write 
a report on a ceramic corpus. For the first time we 
trained an archaeozoologist and an archaeobotanist, 
who each learned the basic skills of the discipline and 
wrote a report on a small, discrete set of data. The 
structure of the Giza 2010 APFS is discussed further 
below. 

Following the close of the 2010 APFS season, we 
realized just how ambitious our goals had been. The 
team produced a 300-page manuscript at the end of 
the eight week session. However, there was still much 
editing, re-writing, and re-structuring to be done. 
Between 2010 and 2013 the AERA team was busy with a 
series of field projects, field schools, and publications, 
which postponed further work on this publication. 
In 2012, Mark Lehner, Richard Redding, and Wilma 
Wetterstrom (AERA’s Art and Science Editor) reviewed 
the APFS manuscript and deemed it suitable for an 
in-house AERA publication. Their general comments 
were followed by a detailed review of the structure 
and content of the articles by Freya Sadarangani 
(AERA Post-Excavation Manager, Field School teacher, 
and Senior Archaeologist) and Alexandra Witsell 
(AERA Managing Editor). Ceramics team supervisor 
Teodozja Rzeuska updated her thorough review of 
the ceramics article prepared at the end of the 2010 
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APFS. It became clear that the excavation, ceramics, 
and osteology articles required restructuring, further 
research on comparative material, and re-writing of 
several sections. Most articles needed careful editing, 
referencing, and an updated bibliography. These time-
consuming tasks needed close collaboration between 
authors and editors, in cycles of editing and re-writ-
ing, followed by feedback, further edits, and more 
re-writing. In early 2013 Sadarangani and Witsell 
held an APFS session at Giza with the main excava-
tion authors (Mahmoud, Abd el-Aziz, and Eissa) and 
ceramicists (el-Shafey, Naguib, and Abd el-Monaem). 
Rzeuska worked remotely with the ceramics team, 
while Hassan Ramadan, worked closely with Witsell 
and Rebekah Miracle (AERA GIS Manager), redrafting 
many of the illustrations for the current publication 
using AERA’s graphic conventions.

Following the Luxor Town Mound excavation 
(SAFS2, see above), we held the 2011 Luxor Field 
School in order to train students in recording and 
analysis prior to publication. The work consisted of 
the recording, drawing, photographing, and conserv-
ing of ceramics, decorated blocks, and a wide range 
of objects. The season was intended to process much 
of the material—too abundant to analyze during the 
excavations itself—as a preliminary step to further 
work leading to publication.  

APFS 2010 Structure and Aims

Preliminary Reports versus Complete Volume
Although graduates from the AERA-ARCE Field 
Schools excavate and record sites and material cul-
ture according to the standard practice taught in the 
Beginners, Advanced, and Salvage Field Schools, it is 
to no avail to the wider scientific community if their 
work remains unpublished. Archaeologists may prefer 
to publish sites fully referenced, integrated with mate-
rial culture analysis, and placed within a wide research 
context. However, many sites have been saved from 
oblivion (or at least from languishing as unknown and 
inaccessible archives) by being published as prelimi-
nary reports. 

The publication of annual preliminary reports is a 
tradition for many archaeological missions working on 
major sites in Egypt. The long standing German mission 
on the island of Elephantine has also reported regu-
larly (in MDAIK) prior to the publication of the fuller, 
integrated archaeological volumes (Dreyer 1986, Jaritz 

1980, Ziermann 1993, and von Pilgrim 1996), as have 
the British missions working in Amarna. (Compare 
preliminary reports in JEA [Kemp 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981 
and 1983] with Amarna Reports—a site-specific series 
[Kemp ed. 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987, 1989, and 1995], and 
volumes such as Kemp and Stevens 2010, and Stevens 
2012a and 2012b).

At the beginning of the last century the journal 
Annales du Service des Antiquités de l’Égypt (ASAE) was 
founded in order to publish preliminary reports on the 
archaeological work of the Egyptian antiquities author-
ity. The ASAE was originally published by the Institute 
francais d’archeologie orientale (IFAO 1900–1993) and 
since 1998 (vol. 73) it has been published by the MSA. 
With the APFS we aimed to teach inspectors to produce 
written reports of such content, length, and format as 
would be suitable for publication in such a journal. As 
mentioned above, the field school team will publish 
the preliminary results of the Luxor KIW excavations in 
ASAE volume 86 (Boraik et al., forthcoming). 

Teaching versus Publication:
Criteria for Selecting Publication Material
This volume consists of three excavation reports and 
four specialist reports. The excavation areas chosen for 
publication had to meet the following criteria: be exca-
vated by the Advanced Field School, be small enough 
to be written up in eight weeks, be suitable for teaching 
research and publication skills, provide comparative 
material already available within the HeG excavations, 
and fall within the overall publication objectives of 
AERA. The AA Bakery, EOG Bakery-D, and Area MSE ful-
filled these criteria. The choice of material culture for 
the APFS was also determined by didactic objectives. A 
discrete body of data was necessary so it could be ana-
lyzed and prepared for publication during the APFS. The 
dataset had to provide enough scope for teaching and 
practicing data-gathering and post-excavation skills, 
analysis and synthesis, as well as background research 
on comparative material. Although the articles have 
been edited together as a single volume, sharing fig-
ures and bibliography, they were originally intended to 
stand alone. These are preliminary reports. That is, the 
excavation articles are not fully integrated with material 
culture analysis, and specialist articles are not fully inte-
grated in a broader area, phase, or spatial analysis. They 
remain descriptive and are a first step in disseminating 
the data to the archaeological community.  
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Schedule
The daily schedule (Saturday to Thursday) was intense, 
with a team meeting at 6:45 am, followed by site, lab, 
or office work until 1 pm. The afternoon work sessions 
ran from 2:30 to 4:30 pm and were followed by a core, 
one-hour lecture or workshop (fig. 7.2). Teams often 
continued to work until dinner at 7 pm, with some 
groups holding informal work sessions after dinner. In 
the Beginners, Advanced, and Salvage Field Schools 
there were weekly Saturday tests and quizzes, student 
presentations on Wednesday afternoon, and weekly 
reports submitted on Thursday morning. The APFS 
was somewhat different. Although weekly reports 
were still submitted, Thursday afternoons and Fridays 
were free days.

Student Groups and Staff
Field school students are first selected on the basis of 
a Curriculum Vita, followed by interviews held at the 
Zamalek offices of the Ministry of State for Antiquities. 
The AERA-ARCE Field Schools are advertised directly 
by the MSA to local Inspectorates throughout Egypt 
and on the MSA website. AERA-ARCE Field Schools 
aim at a gender balance and a wide geographic distri-
bution of Egyptian students and staff. Students come 
from both the Pharaonic and Islamic departments. 
Given the task at hand, most students selected for the 
APFS were graduates of either the Advanced or Salvage 
Field Schools. As mentioned above, two candidates in 
2010 showed an aptitude for fauna and botany and, 
although not graduates from an AERA-ARCE Field 
School, were chosen for training in archaeobotany 
and archaeozoology. 

2010 TEAM

Project Director: Mark Lehner
Field School Directors: Mohsen Kamel and Ana Tavares

EXCAVATION TEAM 
Name   Inspectorate
Mohamed Abd el-Aziz Gabr Mansoura
Mohamed Ahmed Abd el-Rahman Sohag
Aiman Ashmawy Ali  Excavation Dept.
Mansour el-Badry Mustafa Ali Esna
Mohamed Hatem Ali  Luxor
Shaima Montaser Abu el-Hagag Luxor
Osama Mostafa Mohamed el-Nahas  Alexandria,
    Underwater Dept.
Hussein Rekaby Hamid  Aswan

Moamen Saad Mohamed  Luxor
Ahmed Omar Shoukri Mohamed Alexandria, 
    Underwater Dept.
Amr Zakaria Mohammed  Sohag

Supervisors: Amelia Fairman, James Taylor, Ashraf Abd 
el-Aziz (MSA), Hanan Mahmoud (MSA), and Rabee Eissa 
Mohamed Hassan (MSA) 

OSTEOLOGY TEAM
Mahmoud Ali Abd el-Rahman  Garbiya
Sarah Sabri Abdallah   Giza
Maha Siah Abd el-Tawab  Saqqara

Supervisors: Scott D. Haddow and Afaf Wahba (MSA)

GRAPHICS TEAM
Ibrahim Ahmed Mohamed Mitwali Alexandria, 
    Underwater Dept.
Saad Bakhit Abd el-Hafez  Luxor
Mohamed el-Sayd Osman  Egyptian Museum
Wael Fathi Mursi  Saqqara
Essam Nagy Mostafa Ali  Karnak
Hassan Ramadan Mahmoud Luxor
Hazem Salah Abd Allah  Abydos

Supervisors: William Schenck, Ana Tavares, Mohamed Abd 
el-Basset (MSA), and Yaser Mahmoud Hussein (MSA)

CERAMICS TEAM
Ilham Ahmed M. el-Taweil  Qalubia
Mahmoud Mohamed el-Shafey Saqqara
Mohamed Naguib Reda  Abydos
Shaimaa Rasheed Salem  Alexandria
Nermeen Shaban Abayazeed Saqqara

Supervisors: Janine Bourriau, Teodozja Rzeuska, Sabine 
Laemmel, Sherif Mohamed Abd el-Monaem (MSA) and 
Mohamed Aly Abd el-Hakiem Ismail (MSA)

ARCHAEOZOOLOGY TEAM
Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed  Saqqara

Supervisor: Richard Redding

ARCHAEOBOTANY TEAM
Rebab Sayed el-Gendy  Kafr es-Sheik

Supervisor: Mary Anne Murray
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Jason Quinlan taught archaeological photogra-
phy and Christine Clifton-Thornton was the editor 
and writing coach during the first APFS. The following 
AERA team members lectured or held seminars and 
workshops at the field school: Peter French (ceram-
ics), Camilla Mazzucato (GIS), Mari Rygh (archives), 
Emmy Malak (databases), Pieter Collet (graphics), 
and Mohamed Said (IT). 

2013 TEAM

Project Director: Mark Lehner
Field School Directors: Mohsen Kamel and Ana Tavares

EXCAVATION TEAM 
Hanan Mahmoud (MSA)
Ashraf Abd el-Aziz (MSA)
Rabee Eissa Mohamed Hassan (MSA)
Freya Sadarangani
James Taylor 

CERAMICS TEAM
Mahmoud Mohamed el-Shafey (MSA)
Mohamed Naguib Reda (MSA)
Sherif Mohamed Abd el-Monaem (MSA)
Teodozja Rzeuska

GRAPHICS TEAM
Hassan Ramadan Mahmoud (MSA)
Rebekah Miracle
Alexandra Witsell

Editors
Freya Sadarangani
Alexandra Witsell 

Afaf Wahba, Scott D. Haddow, Mary Anne 
Murray, Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed, and Richard 
Redding also worked with Sadarangani and Witsell in 
revisions of the text and graphics in 2013. 

Libraries, Archives, and Research Tools 
The team acquired a good understanding of the struc-
ture of the AERA archive and online database, enabling 
them to use both fully to retrieve data (reports, photos, 
and drawings) and write their reports. They created 
their own databases for ceramics, osteological mate-
rial, and photographs of their respective areas. They 
used the AERA hard copy library and digital e-library, 
learning to check references and log-out books and 

publications. They were responsible for the archival 
material they checked out during the field school and 
for returning it complete and in good condition at the 
end of the session.

Twenty-five MSA students and supervisors were 
welcomed at the library of the German Archaeological 
Institute in Cairo (DAIK). They were issued library 
cards and shown how to use the library and cata-
log. They worked there in small groups lead by 
Sabine Laemmel. To prepare for the library visit 
they searched relevant bibliographic references for 
their topic (Online Egyptological bibliography [oeb], 
JSTOR, the Deir el-Medinah database hosted by Leiden 
University, Electronic Tools and Ancient Near East 
Archives [ETANA/ABZU]) using a table of archaeologi-
cal web resources that they compiled themselves (fig. 
7.3). Finally the students prioritized the references and 
assembled a list of available items by consulting the 
DAIK library online catalog. For many students, this 
was the first opportunity to use a research library. 

Delegating Tasks, Cascading Information
We encouraged all teams to be autonomous and 
reduced to a minimum an approach to teaching 
that puts students in a passive position. Further, the 
teams prepared and implemented their own work 
plans. We also implemented a system of “cascading” 
information during the APFS. Students, or occasion-
ally supervisors, became familiar with specific tasks, 
and subsequently guided the team through these 
processes, which ranged from retrieving data from 
AERA’s archives to the effective and appropriate use 
of IT resources. The MSA team was involved in as 
many aspects of the running of the field school as 
possible through a system of point people. This sys-
tem is in place, to varying degrees, in all AERA-ARCE 
Field Schools. In 2010 the students effectively ran the 
APFS at many levels.

Lectures and Seminars on Research Procedures
Basic research procedures were covered in a series 
of lectures and seminars. We discussed research 
tools relevant to Egyptology; referencing systems 
and bibliographic requirements for some principal 
Egyptological journals and publications (namely 
JEA, JARCE, MDAIK, and BIFAO); critical thinking and 
constructing an argument from data; differences 
between primary and secondary sources and when 
to use them; how to make summaries of articles and 
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Figure 7.3.  Handout of web resources prepared by the students and shared with the field school team. 

Archaeological web resources 
Notes: These links are the direct links to resources and libraries, so you may try to look around in it and try to 

explore the entire site looking for more resources or links. 
 

Main Websites: 
Egyptology Resources http://www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/er 
ABZU http://www.etana.org/abzu/ 
WÖRTERBUCH DER 
AEGYPTISCHEN SPRACHE 

http://www.egyptology.ru/lang.htm#Woerterbuch 

Altägyptisches Wörterbuch http://aaew.bbaw.de/ 
Oriental Institute if Chicago http://oi.uchicago.edu/research/pubs/catalog/ 
Porter and Moss http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/3.html 
THE EGYPTOLOGISTS' 
ELECTRONIC FORUM (EEF) 

http://www.egyptologyforum.org/ 

 
Web Databases and resources: 

TRISMEGISTOS: papyrological 
and epigraphical resources 

http://www.trismegistos.org/ 

Sisyphos: a collection of online 
archaeological and Egyptological 
resources 

http://vifa.ub.uni-
heidelberg.de/sisyphos/servlet/de.izsoz.dbclear.query.browse.Q
uery/domain=allg/lang=de/?querydef=query-simple 

Online Egyptological Bibliography 
(OEB) 

http://oeb.griffith.ox.ac.uk/ 

Wilbour Library of Egyptology http://arcade.nyarc.org/search%7eS3 
AIGYPTOS http://www.aigyptos.uni-muenchen.de/ 
(ADS) Archaeology Data Service http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/archive/oee_ahrc_2006/ 
Ägyptologischen Forschungsstätte 
für Kulturwissenschaft (ÄFKW) 

http://www.aefkw.uni-hd.de/ 

The Giza Archives http://www.gizapyramids.org/code/emuseum.asp 
Tutankhamun Griffith Database http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/gri/4tut.html 
Cachette de Karnak http://www.ifao.egnet.net/bases/cachette/ 
Deir el-Medina Database http://www.leidenuniv.nl/nino/dmd/dmd.html 
Ägyptologischen Datenbank AHA, 
Berlin 

http://www.sesch-projekt.de/webseite/ 

Leuven Online Index of Ptolemaic 
and Roman Hieroglyphic Texts 

http://www.arts.kuleuven.be/ptt/intro.htm 

Theban Mapping Project http://www.thebanmappingproject.com/ 
Digital Egypt for Universities http://www.digitalegypt.ucl.ac.uk//Welcome.html 
Petrie Museum Database http://www.petrie.ucl.ac.uk/index2.html 
Perseus Digital Library http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/ 

 
Library Catalogues: 

The University of Chicago Library http://www.lib.uchicago.edu/eos/html/page.form.html 
Online-Katalog des DAI Kairo http://opac.kairo.dainst.org/ 
Catalogue for Libraries of 
Heidelberg University 

http://katalog.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/cgi-
bin/search.cgi?zweig=0&teil=sgay&sess=992885fd2b4694d45c
7a6cf2fd7aa924&sprache=ENG 

Heidelberg University http://www.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/Englisch/Welcome.html 
Institut Français d’Archéologie 
Orientale (IFAO) liberary 

http://www.ifao.egnet.net/recherche/ 

Institutes: 
Deutsche Archäologische Institut http://www.dainst.org/abteilung.php?id=265 
The Griffith Institute http://www.griffith.ox.ac.uk/ 
Nederlands-Vlaams Instituut in Cairo http://www.instituten.leidenuniv.nl/nvic/ 
Tell El Dabaa http://www.auaris.at/ 

 
Please if you have other useful links, contact Mohamed Osman, so it will be added in this list. A copy of this list 
is on the server under "archeological web resources" in: \\Aera001\Field School\   
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Table 7.2.  Core lectures and seminars indicating the variety of topics covered during the APFS.

Date Title By Details
Week 1    March

Sat 20 Why Publish? Mark Lehner Why publishing is an obligation.

Sun 21 Different Types of Archaeological 
Publications

Scott Haddow/ 
Ana Tavares

Different types of publications: academic 
articles, notices, monographs, popular 
articles.

M 22 C-14 Dating Project Mark Lehner Example of a project without final pub-
lication

T 23 English Basics James Taylor Simple rules for written English

T 23 Ceramics Analysis Mary Ownby Ceramics thin sections and chemical 
analysis (ceramics group only)

W 22 Why Excavate Cemeteries? Scott Haddow What kind of information can be ob-
tained from excavating  burials

Week 2    March 

Sat 27 Introducing Databases James Taylor Basics in Access (Lisa Yeomans' lecture) 
Queries (Emmy Malak)

M 29 Sampling 1 Richard Redding Big-N and small-n

T 30 Ceramics Sampling at Kom Rabia 
Memphis

Janine Bourriau Different sampling strategies used 
to analyze the enormous amount of 
ceramic material from the settlement at 
Memphis.

T 30 Representativeness and Bias in 
Skeletal Material

Scott Haddow When is material considered representa-
tive? What is bias? 

Sat/ Sun / M/ T GPMPDB Mari Rygh/ super-
visors

Basic gpmpdb/queries/find info. Archive 
outline - why is set up as it is? Area fold-
ers - why? Archiving tips

W 30 Powerpoint Basics Ana Tavares and 
team discussion

Timing, style, spelling, transitions. Team 
discussion, very different approaches 
and styles presented.

W 31 Ceramics from Surface Survey Virpi Perunka and 
Claire Malleson

Workshop with the Gurob team on the 
importance and methodology for ceram-
ics surface surveys. (ceramics group only)

Week 3    April

Sat 3 AA Bakery (extended lecture) Mark Lehner AA Bakery and other bakeries on HeG 
site

Sun 4 Computer Assisted Graphics Pieter Collet Epigraphy and ceramics drawings on 
computer (seminar graphics group only).

Mon 5 Bibliography, References and 
Plagiarism

Amelia Fairman How to search for bibliographies. Using 
PM, Orientalia, oeb, ABZU, JSTOR, Sisyph-
ous. Notes to contributors for MDAIK, 
JEA, JARCE, etc.

T 6 Statistics 2 Richard Redding Big-N and small-n

T 6 Basic e-library Mari Rygh How to search/download/enter data

W 7 EoG Bakery Mark Lehner The elongated bakery in the EoG area

W 7 Ceramics Surface Survey Fayum Team from Liver-
pool University 

Methodology for ceramics surface survey 
at Fayum - Liverpool University (ceramics 
group only)

W7 Data Integration Between Site and 
Material Culture.

Amelia Fairman 
/ Mary Anne 
Murray

Data integration from UK examples / 
MAM data integration other sites
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Table 7.2.  (cont.)  Core lectures and seminars indicating the variety of topics covered during the APFS.
Week 4    April

Sat 10 Western Delta Survey Joanne Rowland Site survey strategies, remote sensing 
techniques.

Sun 11 Pedestal Enigma 1 Mark Lehner The ubiquitous "pedestal" structures at 
the HeG site.

M 12 Pedestal Enigma 2 Mark Lehner Possible function and parallels for the 
pedestal structures.

W 14 Osteological Research in Egypt Scott Haddow Interpretative publications, other sites - 
details of Amarna material

W 14 Baking in Ancient Egypt Seminar Mark Lehner, 
Mary Anne 
Murray, Anna 
Wodzinska

Archaeological, botanical and ceramic 
evidence

Week 5    April

Sat 17 Baking and Brewing Seminar Mark Lehner Answer questions on baking, pedestals, 
etc.

Sun 18 Brewing in Ancient Egypt Mark Lehner, 
Mary Anne 
Murray, Anna 
Wodzinska

Site, botanical and ceramics evidence. 

Sun 18 Writing a Preliminary Report Mark Lehner Seminar with excavation groups on basic 
points to cover in a preliminary report.

 Sun 18 Setting up a Database 1 Ibrahim Metwalli Workshop on setting up a basic archaeo-
logical database with Access - in Arabic 
with English templates. 

M 19 Data Interpretation Richard Redding Kom el-Hisn excavations at an Old King-
dom site,1984,1986,1988

T 20 Data Interpretation Mary Anne Mur-
ray

In complex agricultural societies 

T 20 Data Interpretation Richard Redding Using archaeological data to reconstruct 
economy and social structure

W 21 Setting up a Database 2 Ibrahim Metwalli linked tables and queries

W 21 Excavations at Deir el Bersha/
Sheikh Sayid

Veerle Linseele Old Kingdom quarry site with workmen’s' 
huts, similar material culture to HeG 
(Leuven University)

Week 6    April

T 27 APFS mini-conference All SCA students 
and supervisors

see program and abstracts enclosed

W 28 APFS mini-conference All SCA students 
and supervisors

see program and abstracts enclosed

Week 7    May

Sat 1 Hands-on! The ARCE/AERA Field 
Schools.

Ana Tavares At the Egypt Exploration Society, British 
Council Agouza. The structure and phi-
losophy of the field schools: Beginners, 
Advanced, Salvage and Publication

Week 8    May

Sat 8 Excavating a Lower Status 
Cemetery at Amarna

Anna Stevens Results and methodology of the Amarna 
cemetery excavations (Amarna Project)

aeraweb.org
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books; referencing, quoting, and plagiarism; and 
passive and active voice in academic writing.

Lecture Schedule 
The program for each group is explained below. The 
core lecture schedule (table 7.2) shows the range of 
lecture and workshop topics covered during the field 
school. 

Tutorials in Written English
One of the main challenges of the APFS was the diffi-
culty with written academic English. This applied even 
to those experienced with DSR and weekly report writ-
ing. We held a series of seminars on English grammar 
and writing. These seminars and the regular feedback 
and edits on the texts submitted by the groups were 
essential. To keep the “voice” of the authors we tried 
not to over-edit the text. 

In 2010, APFS directors, teachers, and supervisors 
shared research and writing techniques with the stu-
dents. James Taylor, Amelia Fairman, and Christine 
Clifton-Thornton held workshops on basic writing 
and research skills. Fairman and Clifton-Thornton 
provided students with elementary English gram-
mar rules. Clifton-Thornton held both individual and 
group writing sessions, working on the students’ writ-
ten material. She also prepared quick reference cards 
on grammar, writing rules, and formatting for the 
students. This aspect of the field school was extremely 
useful for all the participants, who requested it to be 
an integral part of future field schools (see below). 

We originally suggested that the texts could be 
written in Arabic and later translated into English. 
However, the Egyptian team decided to write from the 
start in English, as the original records, site reports, 
and most of the comparative research datasets were 
written in English and as English remains a main pub-
lication language within the subject of Egyptology. The 
ability to publish in English will ensure a wider audi-
ence for the students’ publications. Arabic abstracts 
are included at the end of this volume. 

The Mini-Conference
According to the Egyptian students and staff, some of 
the most useful and motivating skills were acquired 
in the preparation and implementation of the Mini-
Conference. During Week 7 of the APFS, each MSA 
student and supervisor gave a 15-minute PowerPoint 
presentation on a topic of their choice. In holding 

this mini-conference we intended the field school 
participants to gain experience in presenting a short, 
concise, and well thought-out lecture to their peers, as 
they might at an academic conference or colloquium. 

The participants had to choose a suitable title, 
prepare a short abstract, assemble, and deliver their 
presentation. We deliberately encouraged the pre-
senters to use their own research interests rather than 
safely present a field school-related topic. This allowed 
them to assess their peers’ interest in their research 
and to obtain the necessary permissions when speak-
ing about work under the auspices of the MSA or other 
missions. Thirty-six presentations were given over two 
intensive days. A small committee of APFS students 
organized the entire event. This involved assessing 
if the titles proposed were suitable, correcting the 
abstracts, and grouping topics into a presentation 
schedule (fig. 7.4). 

For most, this was the first experience of prepar-
ing and delivering a PowerPoint presentation. Many 
needed individual help. The committee designated 
experienced APFS team members to “mentor” their 
colleagues, helping to assemble suitable images in the 
correct format, timing and rehearsing the talks, cor-
recting spelling, and questioning the structure and 
ideas presented. A graphics student took the initiative 
of designing a poster for the event. The committee 
printed an abstracts’ booklet which was handed out, 
with a conference package, at the event. 

The APFS mini-conference inaugurated the lec-
ture room of the AERA-Egypt Center at Giza. Each 
session had a chairman who introduced the speaker, 
kept the talks on time, and directed questions. 
Following the conference we held two sessions in 
which the participants gave a short assessment of their 
performance, and the overall team offered suggestions 
to improve both presentation content and delivery. 
Both the students and the teaching staff treated it with 
great solemnity and felt that it was a most valuable 
experience. 

Group Work

Additional Courses
In addition to the core lectures listed above (table 7.2), 
students had supplementary courses on DSR writing, 
osteology, and photography. Jason Quinlan covered 
the principles of archaeological photography in a series 
of lectures and practical sessions both on site and in 
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First Day: Tuesday 27th April, 2010
Ana Tavares: Opening
First session — Giza Chairman: Rabee Eissa Mohamed

Ashraf Abd el-Aziz: The Chute: the Western Access to Madinet Heit el–Ghurab at Giza
Mahmoud Ali Abd el-Rahman: A Study of the Dental Pathology in the Late Period of the Giza Plateau “Chute area”
Shimaa Montaser Abu el-Hagag: The Western Compound Excavation at Giza
Maha Siah Abd el-Tawb: Mummification Practices in the Late Period at Giza
Sara Sabri Abdallah: Analysis of Late Period Mud Coffin Construction at Giza and Saqqara

Second session — Delta Chairman: Hanan Mahmoud
Afaf Wahba: The Position of the Body as a Main Source for Understanding the Mortuary Behaviour: Two Dramatic Study Cases
Mohamed Abd el-Aziz: Cultural and Social Development in the Delta in the Late Predynastic Period: An Analytical Study
Ayman Ashmawy Ali: Second Intermediate Period sites in the Delta: A Review
Mohamed Hatem Ali: Graeco–Roman Baths in the Eastern Delta

Third session — General 1 Chairman: Afaf Wahba
Rabee Eissa Mohamed: The Duality of Ancient Egyptian Art
Moamen Saad: Red Sea Sites from the Prehistory to the 19th century A.D.
Osama Mostafa el-Nahas: Towards an Information System for Ancient Egyptian Harbours: Case Study, Lake Mareotis Harbours
Ibrahim Ahmed Metwalli: An Archaeological Study of the Historic Shipwreck “Le Coureur” (1818): An Illegal Slave Trader in Mauritius

Fourth session — General 2 Chairman: Osama el-Nahas
Yasser Mahmoud Hussein: New Early Dynastic Cemetery at Abydos
Hazem Salah Abdallah: Pilgrimage to Abydos in Ancient Egypt (Pharaonic Times)
Mohamed Naguib Reda: Introduction to Shisha Clay Bowls in Modern Egypt
Mohamed Sayd Osman: The Rise of the City in Ancient Egypt: a General Discussion
Wael Fathi Morsi: Houses in Ancient South Arabia from the Second Millennium B.C. to the 5th Century A.D.

Second Day: Wednesday 28th April, 2010
Fifth session — Giza Chairman: Ashraf Abd el-Aziz

Ahmed Omar Shoukri: AA Area at Giza FS 2007 Excavation
Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed: The Faunal Remains from the AA Bakery with a Comparison to Other Areas of the Heit el-Ghurab Site at Giza
Hanan Mahmoud Mohamed: Building E at Khentkawes (KKT–N) Excavation, Giza 2009
Rebab Sayed: The Plants from the Rooms Within House E at Khentkawes
Mansour El Badri Mustafa Ali: The EOG Bakery at the Heit el–Ghurab Excavation, Giza FS 2006

Sixth session — Technique Chairman: Yaser Mahmoud
Hassan Ramadan Mahmoud: Techniques of Drawing Difficult Objects
Essam Nagy Mostafa: House Style in Publication
Amr Zakaria Mohammed: Survey Challenges in Archaeology: Low Tech Solutions
Mohamed Abd el-Basset: Survey Achievements at Luxor Town Mound 2010

Seventh session — Luxor Chairman: Moamen Saad
Mohamed Ali Abdel-Hakiem: Roman and Late Roman Ceramic from Luxor KIW SAFS 2008 Excavation
Mohamed Abd el-Rahman: Structure 6 at Luxor Town Mound Excavation. SAFS 2010
Hussein Rikaby Hamed: Structure 3 at Luxor Town Mound Excavation. SAFS 2010
Saad Bakhit Abdel-Hafez: Archaeological Primary Study of Structure 12 at Luxor Town Mound

Eighth session — Pottery Chairman: Mohamed Ali
Sherif Abd el-Monaem: Amphorae in the New Kingdom: Definition, Function and Importance
Elham Ahmed M. el-Tawil: Late Roman Amphora 1
Mahmoud M. el-Shafey: The most Distinctive Pottery of the New Kingdom
Nermeen Shabaan Abayazeed: Bes Jars: the Development of their Shape from the New Kingdom to Ptolemaic Period
Shaima Rasheed Salem: Islamic Ceramics from the Fatimide and Mamluke Periods

Richard Redding: Conference closing

Figure 7.4.  AERA APFS 2010 Mini-Conference list of speakers and titles. 
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the Giza laboratory. Quinlan worked intensively with 
the graphics group members, showing them how to 
prepare photographs for publication with Photoshop 
and Aperture. He covered core information on light, 
shutter speed, aperture, metering, etc. He also taught 
the photographing of special items such as objects, 
ceramics, and human bone. 

Excavation Group
The excavation group was divided into three teams. 
Each prepared an area for publication, namely, the AA 
Bakery, the EOG-D Bakery, and Area MSE, all from the 
HeG site (frontispiece 2). The APFS excavation groups 
assembled data from the archives, then read and sum-
marized the preliminary reports for their area. They 
retrieved reports and primary data from the AERA 
online database and collected drawings and photo-
graphs. They prepared a work plan (updated weekly), 
an outline of the article, and a final phased matrix for 
publication. 

It was important for the students to understand 
that the designations used for recording on site and in 
AERA’s in-house, gray literature may need to be rede-
fined when preparing a document for publication; 
this applies to phasing, room designations, as well as 
graphic conventions. The aim was to be as informative 
and explicit as possible, while using a consistent but 
not overly rigid system. 

In preparing the material from these areas for 
publication, the field school students wrote sec-
tions on excavation methodology, goals, and aims of 
the excavation. They wrote a phased narrative of the 
archaeological deposits and structures and a short dis-
cussion of comparative material from within the site 
and from other Egyptian sites, where possible. 

Hanan Mahmoud worked with Mohamed Abd 
el-Aziz Gabr, Mohamed Ahmed Abd el-Rahman, 
and Momeen Saad on the AA Bakery report. Rabee 
Eissa, with Mansour el-Badri Mustafa Ali, Shaima 
Montasser Abu el-Hagag, Ahmed Omar Shoukri, 
and Hussein Rikaby Hamed, wrote the EOG-D Bakery 
report. Ashraf Abd el-Aziz wrote the article on Main 
Street East with the help of Ayman Ashmawy Ali, 
Mohamed Hatem Ali, and Osama Mostafa Mohamed. 

The AA and EOG-D groups prepared a chart to 
compare information on the different components 
of bakeries. They collected information on various 
bakeries recorded at HeG and selected the following 
elements for comparison: 

• Type and size of bread molds 
• Entrance 
• Location of the hearth 
• Thickness of ash deposits
• Number of rooms 
• Size of vats

Towards the end of the APFS, the bakery groups 
used this information to help form their inter-
pretations of bread and bakeries. They combined 
information from the archaeobotanical and ceramics 
analyses with their interpretations of both the archi-
tecture and archaeological deposits from the bakeries. 
They also did background reading on bread-making in 
ancient Egypt. To avoid duplication, they made a joint 
summary on bread-making for their articles, which 
is published here as the Chapter 1 Introduction. With 
the MSE group they prepared a joint bibliography. The 
final preparation of the publication was carried out 
in 2013 (details above). The teams writing on baker-
ies focused on one of the main topics developed by 
Mark Lehner within the AERA research program: the 
study of elementary structures of everyday life in the 
infrastructure of pyramid building, in this case bread 
and its intensified production. The reports on the 
bakeries contribute to this question, as they discuss a 
household mode of production replicated in order to 
achieve an economy of scale (AERAGRAM 2001: 2).

Graphics Group
The graphics group included both surveyors and illus-
trators. William Schenck, Ana Tavares, Mohamed 
Abd el-Basset, and Yaser Mahmoud Hussein super-
vised Ibrahim Ahmed Mohamed Mitwali, Saad Bakhit 
Abd el-Hafez, Mohamed el-Sayd Osman, Wael Fathi 
Mursi, Essam Nagy Mostafa Ali, Hassan Ramadan, 
and Hazem Salah Abd Allah. The group’s task was to 
prepare maps, plans, line drawings, and photographs 
to illustrate the different articles, including overall site 
and area maps, sections, elevations, and object and 
ceramic drawings. The graphics group analyzed the 
graphics “house style” used by AERA, as well as those 
of standard archaeological publications. They pre-
pared a set of graphic conventions (fig. 7.5) and wrote 
a step-by-step methodology for the preparation of 
archaeological illustrations.

Differing Demands and Methods
The conflicting demands of teaching and publication 
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Figure 7.5.  Part of a set of graphic conventions developed by the graphics group during the APFS. The group reviewed 
different schools or traditions of graphic labels currently used in archaeological publications before developing their 
own set.  

were highlighted in the work of the graphics group. 
The group practiced preparing illustrations manu-
ally from site plans of the Luxor Town Mound, not 
related to the APFS publication but essential to the 
teaching. The group reviewed different traditions 
of graphic legends currently used in archaeological 
publications, before developing their own set (fig. 
7.5). In 2013 when AERA decided to publish the APFS 

volume in-house the illustrations where redrafted to 
conform to AERA’s graphic conventions. 

The graphics group practiced different methods 
of preparing illustrations for publication: traditional 
manual drafting and partial or full digital methods. 
They used traditional drafting to prepare a complete 
set of phase plans illustrating the results of the excava-
tions of the Luxor Town Mound. Traditional drafting 
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Figure 7.6.  Overall plan of MSE area, prepared by the graphics group. This figure illustrates the use of graphic 
conventions developed by the group during the APFS. It also shows their graphic solution to presenting a narrow but 
very long (35m) excavation area on a single page.
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Figure 7.8.  A page from the Guidelines handout prepared by the graphics group during the APFS. These standardize 
graphic elements needed in archaeological illustrations and provide guidance for future work. 

  Methods of Preparing Graphics for Publication  

 
 

9  

9  

 

Graphics Group House Style 
 

North Arrow: Preferred:  Black Arrow, Alternative:  White Arrow, to be used 
occasionally when useful.  

 
. Scale: Preferred:  Black/White Visual Scale, when necessary include subdivisions.  

 
 

.  Location: Preferred: Lower Left, Alternatives: Upper Left, then Lower Right, and 
Upper Right. Both North Arrow and Scale should be kept together. 
 

. Legend: Preferred: Kept together with North Arrow and Scale, and arranged 
vertically. 

 
.  Conventions: Preferred: Grey tones for structures, Patterns for deposits. To be 

decided upon submission of article plans. (greyscale) 50% if we have one phase 
 

. Survey Points: Grid and Coordinate references on large area plans. 2 sides of the 
plan. Small area plans, only grid references. 

 
. Sections: Vertical and horizontal scales should frame the section. Feature numbers 

should be included within the section. Directional arrows included. A visual scale 
added to clarify scale of section 

Fonts 
Font name: Arial - regular 

Font size: 8pt 

 Line Thickness: For outlines 0.75pt, and for details 0.50pt 
Dashed line:  

• Dash line (Dash=0.5 cm, Gab= 0.3 cm) 
• Dash, dot line (Dash = 0.5 cm, Gab= 0.3 cm, Dash= 0.05, Gab = 0.3) 
• Dash, two dots line (dash =0.4 cm, gab = 0.03 cm, gab = 0.1cm, dash = 0.03 cm) 

 
• Space between the grid reference and the coordinates values = 0.15 cm 
•  

Note:- 
 
Those values are settable for A4 size, when you are going to print in different size you have to 
adjust this value   
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techniques are applicable in the all-too-frequent sit-
uations where there is no access to photocopiers or 
scanners, and archaeologists have to prepare reduc-
tions in scale and final figures manually (see fig. 7.7, 
showing the contour plan of the Luxor Town Mound 
prior to excavation). 

The Apfs graphics students preferred digital 
methods, with which they were already familiar, to 
hand-drawing for publication. We used a variety of 
programs and graphic solutions including: extract-
ing overall site maps from GIS, then labeling, adding 
or adjusting graphic elements as required; using base 
maps prepared with Adobe Illustrator, then modi-
fying as needed; and preparing illustrations from 
site records, which involves making high resolu-
tion scans, stitching together the images, redrawing 
digitally, then finishing with the appropriate graphic 
conventions. 

Guidelines for Archaeological Illustration
The graphics group prepared instructions for the 
methods they used, including short-cuts and hints 
for easier and speedier work, technical difficulties 
encountered, and solutions (a sample page of this 
manual is reproduced in fig. 7.8). The students wrote 
a final report defining when specific methods should 
be used for particular tasks (including advantages and 
disadvantages), what equipment to use and when, a 
list of suppliers and costs, and time estimates for each 
type of method/project. Although further experience 
is essential, this type of approach will enable graduates 
to work autonomously and make relatively accurate 
assessments of what is required to complete a task. In 
effect, the graphics group wrote their own manual of 
archaeological illustration, which they and their MSA 
colleagues can use in the future.

Teaching—including sessions led by the stu-
dents—involved sharing techniques, tips, and 
experiences. Practice brought to light a myriad of 
questions for which the solution (or alternative solu-
tions) was decided by the entire group. Initially the 
graphics group supervisors set out the aims of the 
field school and defined the type and number of 
figures needed with the excavation groups. The stu-
dents then organized their tasks autonomously. This 
included researching and assembling sources, defin-
ing suitable drafting techniques for the job, defining 
graphic conventions, dealing with technical problems, 
and reviewing schedules. 

Graphics group members met regularly with the 
excavation groups and often took the initiative in 
proposing content and format of illustrations for the 
text. It became obvious to both writers and illustra-
tors that detailed and close liaison between groups is 
essential in obtaining professional and timely results. 
The graphics students also drew objects and ceram-
ics in the Giza laboratory. They inked these drawings 
both manually and digitally for publication. 

Specialist Training 
The 2010 APFS produced four specialist reports: 
ceramics, osteology, botany, and faunal reports. 
As with the excavation group, both the ceramics 
and the osteology groups consisted of graduates 
from previous AERA-ARCE Advanced Field Schools 
(Anonymous 2007; Kamel 2009), while two new 
students, one for each discipline, were trained in 
archaeobotany and archaeozoology (see above for 
selection process). As the main purpose of the APFS 
was to train students in the process of preparing 
preliminary reports in different specializations, the 
resulting articles are not homogenous. Data analysis 
in each discipline required the acquisition of fairly 
diverse skills. 

Ceramics Group
Teodozja Rzeuska, Sabine Laemmel, Janine Bourriau, 
Sherif Abd el-Monaem, and Mohamed Ali Abd el-
Hakiem Ismail supervised the ceramics group (see 
Students Groups and Staff above). The group ana-
lyzed a large corpus of ceramics from the MSE area, 
working in close collaboration with the MSE excava-
tion team. They applied to this corpus (over 30 large 
sandbags of ceramic sherds) the full methodology 
learned in the Advanced Field School; they washed 
and marked all the sherds, sorted the material by fab-
ric, identified types, and described surface treatment 
and ware. The ceramics group prepared a catalog 
(including drawings) and wrote a description of the 
material. 

The ceramics group faced similar issues encoun-
tered by the excavation and osteology groups, such as 
the conflicting demands of teaching and completing a 
publication, under-developed research and language 
skills, and a lack of background knowledge of the 
subject. This group had the most demanding and ambi-
tious program of the APFS, as they undertook to record 
and analyze a large amount of unprocessed material.
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Working from Scratch/Structure of the Course
The aim of the APFS ceramics group was to analyze the 
material “from scratch,” without relying on the exist-
ing shape typology and fabric classification of the Old 
Kingdom Giza material (Wodzińska 2007a, b). The 
rationale of this approach was to train competent and 
autonomous ceramicists and teach students to deal 
with ceramic material as if they were facing a new site. 
They will need this know-how when processing pot-
tery retrieved from excavations in their inspectorates. 

All diagnostic sherds were washed and marked 
with feature numbers. This was time-consuming but 
an essential step for the material to be manipulated 
and classified without losing track of the original 
archaeological context.

The group reviewed the principles of analyz-
ing shapes, wares, and formal ceramic typologies. 
Practice consisted of processing, recording, research-
ing, and writing up the entire MSE ceramics corpus. 
The students sorted the sherds into broad types, then 
sub-divided them into specific categories. They pre-
pared a fabric classification by describing the matrix 
and inclusions in ceramic chips viewed under the 
microscope. 

As a substantial amount of recording and back-
ground research had to be undertaken for the report, 
each student chose a specific category of pottery to 
work on. Nermeen Shabaan Abayazeed and Mohamed 
Naguib classified the bread molds according to the 
internal base shape (conical or flat); Ilham Ahmed 
M. el-Taweil worked with stands and white carinated 
bowls (assisted by Mohamed Naguib); Sherif Abd 
el-Monaem and Shaimaa Rasheed Salem were respon-
sible for the beer jars and open forms; and Mohamed 
Ali was responsible for the bread trays.

Seminars and Workshops
The ceramic team was required to do a large amount of 
reading and background research. They used the AERA 
library and e-library extensively, which is well provided 
with ceramic publications and reports. 

As in a university setting, the students researched 
a topic which they then presented to their peers in a 
seminar. The entire group was expected to contribute 
to the seminar discussion, and the students were given 
guidance for further research. The ceramics group also 
designed a database to process the information gath-
ered in the ceramics recording form. This was then used 
for a preliminary statistical analysis of the material.

Specialist workshops enhanced the ceramics 
course. Mary Ownby showed the group how to use 
the petrographic microscope to observe and describe 
sherd fabrics and how to take photos, to illustrate fab-
rics, via the microscope. Virpi Perunka and Claire 
Malleson discussed the methodology used at Gurob 
for the collection of surface ceramics. Cornelia Romer, 
working in the Fayum, discussed ceramic surface col-
lection. William Schenck and Yaser Mahmoud held 
practical workshops on inking ceramic drawings for 
publication (see Seminar and Workshop list, above). 

The Ceramics Study Collection
The teaching of ceramics at Giza has been greatly 
improved by the use of a comparative collection. 
The Giza material, covering a range of periods, was 
enlarged in 2009/2010 with material from Saqqara 
(from the EES excavations at the Anubieion and Sacred 
Animal Necropolis) and from the KIW excavations in 
Luxor. The teaching collection now includes material 
up to the Islamic period. We are very grateful to the 
MSA officials who have facilitated the creation of the 
Field School ceramics comparative collection. Sabine 
Laemmel and Peter French used the comparative col-
lection to give students an overview of Late Dynastic 
ceramics.

Ceramics Report
The report prepared during the APFS included a sec-
tion on methodology; a detailed discussion of the 
overall MSE ceramics corpus, including shaping meth-
ods, surface treatment, fabrics, and decoration; and a 
catalog. The depth and scope of background knowl-
edge needed for the written discussion of the material 
required reading and research beyond the already 
intense field school schedule. Given the ambitious 
program of the ceramics group, the preparation of a 
draft report by the end of the field school was an ardu-
ous task. 

A further APFS follow-up session was held in 
2013 to prepare the present publication. Teodozja 
Rzeuska oversaw the work of Mahmoud el-Shafey, 
Mohamed Naguib, and Sherif Abd el-Monaem. Freya 
Sadarangani coordinated this study season and edited 
the report. The report needed restructuring and 
rewriting, particularly the introduction, typology, and 
appendices. Rzeuska guided the team through sub-
stantial reading and research on comparative material. 
Approximately three-quarters of the original text was 
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rewritten, and most of the illustrations re-drafted by 
Hassan Ramadan. 

The final report includes methodology, a shape 
typology and discussion (sub-divided into open 
forms, closed forms, non–containers, and miniature 
vessels), a fabric typology, and a discussion of shaping 
methods, finishing techniques, and surface treatment. 
The report concludes with a catalog, plates, and color 
photos of the MSE material. 

The work of the ceramics group highlighted 
the fundamental issues faced by the Analysis and 
Publication Field School (discussed below); hence, 
the ceramics report constitutes its most substantial 
achievement. We are grateful to the team for persever-
ing with this work.

Osteology Training 
Human osteology has been a component of the 
AERA-ARCE Field Schools since their inception in 
2005. Excavation, recording, and analysis of burials 
are essential skills in Egyptian archaeology, particu-
larly for Antiquities Inspectors who have to deal with 
frequent—and extensive—cemetery excavations. 
Jessica Kaiser developed the human osteology course 
and teaching materials for the 2006 Advanced Field 
School. Graduates Afaf Wahba, Zeinab Hashish, and 
Ahmed Gabr reached a high professional standard 
and became teachers at subsequent AERA-ARCE Field 
Schools. Human osteology is one of the most suc-
cessful components of the AERA-ARCE Field School 
specializations. 

The osteology group prepared for publication 
nineteen human burials excavated from the Chute 
area of the HeG site (see preface and frontispiece 2; 
Abd el-Aziz 2011). Scott D. Haddow and Afaf Wahba 
worked with Sara Sabri Abdallah, Maha Siah Abd 
el-Tawb, and Mahmoud Ali Abd el-Rahman on this 
report. 

As with other APFS groups, the field school 
training required the osteology group to work with 
material that had been partly analyzed and pub-
lished (in this case, by Kaiser in GOP5 [Kaiser 2011a]). 
Although partly duplicating work, the analysis of this 
dataset served the APFS didactic aims. Each student 
took responsibility for writing up and analyzing six to 
seven burials. The work included analysis in the lab to 
determine sex and age and to record measurements and 
pathologies; setting up a database in Microsoft Excel to 
enter the data; reading and summarizing comparative 

material from the HeG site as well as comparative mate-
rial from other Egyptian and non-Egyptian sites.

Some burials had fragile mud coffins with painted 
decoration. These required delicate excavation and 
meticulous field recording, as most do not survive once 
exposed. With the APFS the students gained experience 
with the full gamut of skills needed to bring excavated 
material to publication. 

Although there is an overlap with archive reports 
(Kaiser 2004, 2005, 2006b; Kaiser and Westlin 2005) 
and partly with published preliminary reports (Kaiser 
2006a, 2011a), the article in this volume explains in a 
more didactic way the methodology and osteological 
analysis and provides a full burial catalog. The report 
comprises field and laboratory methodology and dis-
cussions on minimum number of individuals (MNI), age 
and sex assessment, stature, and pathologies. It briefly 
covers burial practices including discussions on burial 
orientation, coffins, grave goods, and mummification. 

Archaeozoology Training
Richard Redding taught Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed 
the basics of archaeozoology, including the identifica-
tion of animal bone fragments to taxon, quantification 
of bone samples, estimation of age structure by species, 
determination of sex ratios by species, and recording 
of fragmentation. By the end of the APFS Rasha dif-
ferentiated fish, bird, and mammal bone, and sorted, 
identified, and recorded samples of bone fragments. 
She dealt with five important variables: taxa ratios, 
sex ratios, survivorship, body part distributions, and 
metrics. 

As part of the course, the team went to the fish 
market in el-Moneeb to acquire specimens for the 
comparative collection and to carry out ethnographic 
work. With the archaeobotany team, they also visited 
the Agricultural Museum in Dokki where they looked 
at articulated skeletons and mummified remains. A 
further field visit to an ongoing MSA excavation on the 
Bakenrefef escarpment at Saqqara allowed the team to 
discuss recording methodology for mummified dog 
remains, interred there in New Kingdom and Late 
Period tombs. 

Course assignments included the written descrip-
tions of the ecology and behavior of four fish taxa; 
observation of cattle, sheep, goats, donkeys, and 
horses; and background reading. The report was the 
result of Rasha’s analysis of the AA Bakery samples and 
hence she retains sole authorship.
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Archaeobotany Training
Mary Anne Murray trained Rebab el-Gendy in 
the principles and practice of archaeobotany. This 
included using the “flotation” processes to recover 
ancient charred plant remains and long hours sort-
ing and identifying samples under the microscope. 
Rebab drew and made descriptive notes of differ-
ent specimens. She also learned the family, genus, 
and species names of plants, how to recognize and 
write Latin names, and the Latin binomial names of 
the most common species found in Pharaonic sites 
in Egypt. She prepared an ongoing species list and a 
glossary of terms (in English, Arabic, and Latin). She 
submitted weekly written reports and as the analysis 
progressed she made presentations of the results to 
her colleagues. She practiced sampling strategies and 
prepared the results of archaeobotanical data in spe-
cies tables and different types of charts. 

Her training included a visit to the Agricultural 
Museum in Dokki and an ethnoarchaeology assign-
ment collecting wheat just before harvest time from 
a local village. This sample was then analyzed and 
discussed in the Giza laboratory. There were opportu-
nities for discussions in the Giza laboratory with the 
late Ahmed Fahmy, archaeobotanist and professor of 
biology at Helwan University, and Elena Marinova, 
archaeobotanist of the Leuven mission working at the 
Old Kingdom site of Al-Shaykh Sa‘īd, Bersha. 

In the Giza laboratory Rebab made a presentation 
to Adéla Pokorná, an experienced botanist rela-
tively new to archaeobotany working with the Czech 
Republic mission at Abusir. Their discussions were 
mutually beneficial. Rebab used the extensive species 
list from the material she sorted and identified from 
House E in the Khentkawes Town for this presenta-
tion. This material is presented in Chapter 6 of this 
volume.

Issues Faced and the Way Forward 

Written English and Research Skills
Throughout the APFS, research skills and writ-
ten English presented the greatest challenges. The 
students practiced—many for the first time—summa-
rizing academic articles; assessing the value of sources 
and distinguishing between primary, secondary, and 
tertiary sources; critical thinking skills; and writing 
beyond basic descriptive reports. They also practiced 
researching comparative material, preparing a fully 

referenced text and bibliography, and constructing a 
long academic report in English. These tasks seemed 
quite daunting at the beginning of the APFS. It is a 
credit to the entire APFS team that they worked relent-
lessly to produce the articles published in this volume. 

Since the 2005 Beginners Field School we have 
been aware of the need for English language train-
ing. Although this has been outside the remit of the 
AERA-ARCE Field School, in every field school many 
hours are devoted to report writing. A future collabo-
ration between AERA and the American University 
in Cairo (AUC) might enable field school students to 
take courses in academic written English and research 
skills. 

Critical Thinking and Deductive Reasoning
Over the years, students have pointed out their lack of 
opportunity to develop critical thinking and deduc-
tive reasoning (Loveluck 2012: 8; MENA 2012: 2). In 
response we encourage them to practice these skills in 
all the field schools.

In the Salvage and Advanced Field Schools, 
students became familiar with the role of inductive 
reasoning in early archaeology (Kelly and Thomas 
2010: 21–48; Salmon 1976), and enjoyed working 
through the popular book Motel of the Mysteries 
(Macaulay 1979), which highlights its shortcomings. 

Current archaeological publications emphasize 
explicit research models and theoretical frameworks. 
In the APFS we promoted a first stage of data prepa-
ration for preliminary publication, prior to a more 
sophisticated level of analysis. We do, however, 
encourage a critical and analytical approach to data 
and reading material, as well as the application of 
deductive reasoning (see lecture list). This is a long-
term process.  

Authorship and “Voice”  
The defining characteristic of the articles in this 
volume is that the data had to serve the APFS’s core 
purpose—to teach publication skills. This may have 
resulted in a disparate set of articles, with uneven lev-
els of discussion and research. As discussed above, the 
three excavation datasets—the AA Bakery, the EOG-D 
Bakery, and Area MSE—were chosen because these 
areas had been excavated by a field school, and the 
data seemed sufficiently contained to be assembled, 
analyzed, and written up in the course of the APFS. 

Inevitably there was an overlap with previously 
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written reports, given that at the end of every field sea-
son each excavation team (including the field school 
teams) writes a complete Data Structure Report 
(DSR). Further, many excavation areas have been pub-
lished in preliminary form since 2004 in AERA’s Giza 
Occasional Papers series (GOP1–5). The AA Bakery 
article has drawn considerably from the DSR writ-
ten by James Taylor (Taylor 2009b). We have tried to 
minimize repetition without removing essential infor-
mation. The articles in this volume were deliberately 
not over-edited; hence the AA Bakery article has two 
quite distinct “voices” indicative of the co-authors. 
There is also an overlap between the human osteology 
APFS report and Jessica Kaiser’s report in GOP5 (2011a). 
However, asking the APFS teams to prepare these arti-
cles was not a pointless exercise, as the data served the 
didactic purpose of the APFS. We have not brought to 
publication the complete articles produced during the 
APFS. These were cut and edited to avoid re-publishing 
the same data.

Ambitious Aims
To write and illustrate a preliminary report in eight 
weeks was an ambitious task, made harder by the basic 
data analysis and other coursework that the groups had 
to complete. The estimated ratio of fieldwork to publi-
cation time is 1:3. That is, most archaeologists require 
three months of analysis and post-excavation work for 
each month spent in the field. The areas published in 
the APFS were excavated over a period of six to twelve 
weeks. For a fully integrated publication we would 
have needed 18 to 36 weeks. The APFS team found the 
process of research, editing, and dealing with feedback 
challenging. We often had to slow down progress to 
make sure all students were involved at all stages of the 
publication process. The guiding principle of the APFS 
publication was to avoid false bylines and ghost-writ-
ing. This is the first volume written, almost entirely, 
by an Egyptian field school team. Field school gradu-
ates have prepared technical reports, such as DSRs and 
end of season Specialist Summary Reports. However, 
it required close collaboration with specialists in their 
field and an editor to enable them to prepare a fully 
professional, publishable text. The preparation of this 
volume highlights this as a tripartite process, which 
requires a final editorial field-school session, with 
individual authors, subsequent to an Analysis and 
Publication Field School. 

Modifications to Future Publication Field Schools
The APFS was characterized by a strong collegial 
spirit. For example, students familiar with French and 
German translated articles for their colleagues, while 
those competent in Excel, Access, and Photoshop held 
workshops. We would like to build on this positive 
experience in future field schools.

However it is clear that more time is required 
to prepare a future AERA Field School publication. 
Material culture analysis should be partly completed 
prior to the writing field school, and English lan-
guage and research skills training are essential. The 
team must include a post-excavation manager and a 
full-time editor to work from the start with the field 
school. Advanced Field School students must be 
encouraged to use libraries regularly, prepare book 
and article summaries, and write referenced reports. 
Finally, editing, peer review, and re-writing must be 
part of the field school report-writing process. 

The three AERA-ARCE Field Schools held outside 
Giza, namely in Luxor and Memphis, would be emi-
nently suitable for an Analysis and Publication Field 
School as their results remain mostly unpublished 
(except for Boraik et al., forthcoming). In the coming 
years we have three ambitious aims for the AERA-ARCE 
Field Schools: to run the field schools predominantly 
with Egyptian staff trained through the full cycle of 
AERA-ARCE Field Schools; to publish the results of the 
Luxor Town Mound and Mit Rahina Field Schools; 
and to expand our training to foreign students, who 
will excavate side by side with Egyptian Inspectors for 
a fully inclusive and collegiate experience. 

Conclusion
Archaeology is an all-inclusive profession that requires 
an unusually wide–ranging set of skills: the physi-
cal excavation of the site, meticulous recording skills 
(drawing, photography, and database work), abstract 
analytical thinking, and the research skills needed 
to bring the material to publication. Few professions 
allow for such a full experience—from laborer to 
thinker, and back again. The AERA-ARCE Field School 
program encompasses the full range of archaeological 
skills from the trowel edge to the printed page. The 
APFS is our initial step to help bridge the gap between 
field and academic training. 

The reports assembled in this volume, and partic-
ularly those of the specialists, clearly demonstrate the 
successful training of Egyptian Antiquities Inspectors 
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in the analysis of archaeological material in the field 
with moderate access to research facilities. There is an 
urgent need for Egyptian specialists to work within 
MSA teams. In the last few years AERA-ARCE Field 
School graduates have worked in MSA projects as sur-
veyors, illustrators, epigraphers, human osteologists, 
ceramicists, and archaeozoologists. Ceramicists are 
in great demand in Egyptian excavations, given the 
importance of pottery in dating settlement sites. Their 
training is long and requires specialization by region 
and time period. We are encouraged that AERA-ARCE 
specialist graduates are now teaching at MSA sites 
and at Egyptian universities. They have also started 
to present their work at specialist conferences, such 

as the bio-archaeology conference held in Cairo in 
January 2013 by the MSA and the American University 
in Cairo (MSA-AUC Bio-conference 2013) and at ARCE’s 
Annual Conferences 2012 and 2013 (ARCE 2012, ARCE 
2013).

Training a new generation of Egyptian archae-
ologists requires the concerted efforts of numerous 
missions. This volume is the culmination of various 
sessions of such training. Although the process of 
bringing the field school work to publication has been 
slow, expensive, and demanding, it is clearly empow-
ering in the long run. We are proud of this, our first 
field school volume.
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Arabic Abstracts, Excavation Chapters

Bread and Bakeries in Ancient Egypt: An Introduction   
Hanan Mahmoud and Rabee Eissa

 $45#")ا 23! 01 +/.(-او +*()ا &% $!#"!
 A3@, B""C.D""$ E""FD""G""8;""!او @""8د.6?""<=ا ء.""/;:""!ا 9""678""5ا ة.3""2 01 ً.""/.""- ًارود )'&""!ا $#""!

 T""72""U !""A. /""A.V""7 ;:""!و .K""#L?SIأ ;""RاNOP /""F .""-دQ""Fو NOP ا7M""F""2 1?!ا @JK""#Lا I""-أ ;""2أ
/"":.B""7 8;:""!ا @""!و;""!ا""L@ /""72ا""W إD""?.8;:""!ا 67""/ 01 )'&""!ا ج""L@ B"";ًاء B""#LO3@ Z""['3U >""Fا $""!ا!""&'( 
   .C9#!ا .03S $8ُ6 نأ Z\&3AS. >'Wو

Q"";8""7ُ B"".!""_E""7 نأ E\""7و تاB"":.8"". >""Fا $""!ا!""&'( T""aOًU ا!A\""'@ اJE""'7 /""b D\""'@ ا!""c&.ر 
 T"aO9 /"&?Oc9 N"b 01 $"!اF:"!ا ه_"- ت;ُ"Qو 3k"2 ,"باi7"!ا a?fg 01 /";8"A@ "2"3h"5ا يJd"7ا
B""#mSL. اno""7, E"".ا ن!""AFا عJ0 وذ لو""F-""@ و>"".N"";ة /""c?F2""@ N""78""m@, B""3AL. E"".ا ن!""AFا ع!""[.D1 
 P!إ 7R3\""9""!ا AFN""9""!ا B""#[@ AERA -""_8""b 01 ر.&c""!ا I /?&661ً\""<و .faW""!ا K1و7""&/
d"""L.D"""3@ أD"""Fأ عاo"""7ارد 01 9"""72?:"""/ ,ىt"""?SI نأ E"""W M"""Ag /"""ASI E""".6&""ُ"/ نu vD"""?.ج D"""Fع 
/#9 /b أ يأ ,)'&!اDG E.8 ن?I إD?.ج dL.D3@ أMA.ف /&?Oc@ /b ا!&'(.    

 ت.R"W Z"\#3Aاوأ N"LOS. 01 @"8ا;"A_ B"/ "باi7"!ا xc.R"7 01 /";8"A@ "2"3h"!ا ل.N"Lأ تt"c7أ
 ت."A.8'"!ا ه_"- B"(. Z"f.BS"U.&"/ ةb Nf"7"/ ب7:"8 ."/ ف.E"?fا N"b ا_"- .y1 2?P 8"F/"A."5ا ن7:"!ا
 يd"7ا I"8در .LO{S"8 ن."no"7, E"L. Eا z#'"!ا o"?OcU 01او @"8ر.L#"5ا A.M"7#"!ا f"7 01 B"#z#!ا
D""".Z| !"""#LO3@ ي_"""!او )'&"""!ا Z"""L[W 01 E"""L3.ا د."""/7"""!ا ت!"""a'371?!ا ة /"""O{U /"""#}I 5ا"""&.B"""(, أ =إD"""G 
B""6c@ N""./""@ Z""mLb E""W /""&'( /""ASI N""A.M""7 d"".B""?@ E""LF>""; ا!""A.فو7#""5ا ر B"".!""a.D""F3""2 ,ن[L. E"".ن 
8"""?I Z"""\&9 >"""Fا $"""!ا!"""&'( >"""'W /"""O{S. B""".!"""#C9, E"""_!"""~ /"""\.2"""@ تاذ t"""�Ä /"""A&cz N"""b B""".>1 
 LÇ, E".D"U#"!ا @yx"O ,س.:"5ا ةfaW, M"i37"!ا @"R"78اد y"3@ B"xc7رJا ه_"- O{Uُ"/ ,)'&"5ا @y"3رأ
Z\?:7 03S. >Fا )'&!ا $!ا!c&.1-و @8ر Zf'G "E7ZFD@ 3'!اz 01 N67D. ا!x;8k". 

 $"!اyÉ >"Fو N"b K"78"Ç )'&"!ا @"Z"\F8 ن.a"/ ن."A&cz E"5ا ء)"C!ا ا_"- نأ Q";8"7ُ B".!"_E"7و
 @N""LO3 م.vZ""L ,ن.C""L7" /""b E""W /""a!ا" o""b.\""!ا K""?S. B"".!cx""I.""2إ B""#; /""O{S. B"".!""#C9 d""I )'&""!ا
 .K"""Ö!"""Sأ B"""L. 2"""FZ"""G "باi7"""!ا B"""( /""";8"""A@ "2"""3h.&"""/ 01 )'&"""!ا ج.?"""Dإ @Z"""mxU >"""6او .@"""F8\?"""!ا
B""""""#;د /""""""b اJاوD1 ا!""""""c&.8ر""""""@ E""""""'37ا ة!xC""""""I 01 ً.3""""""!.""""""2 @""""""0و7#""""""5او t""""""a.78""""""!ا ن""""""g ي67""""""5ا 
B"""".!ـ"/""""FاQ""""37". 0"""":; اE""""?fcU ا ه_""""- @]#'""""!اJاوD1 ا!""""a'37ة d"""".B""""?@ 01 أ/"""".E""""AS. اJM""""O3@ ادo""""W 
     .)'&!ا $!اC9 !\a'G 01 >F#!ا )ZCS3و B.!;>3Ç ء.5ا t?&;/U !&Ohا B(, 23k.&5ا

 ,OL1#!ا Af""7!ا ا_""- دا;""D""@ vNر.:""5او @""tار;""!ا ل.N""Lأ 3G""!إ M""OUو R1;'""/ رZ""6F 01و
8"Lab ا!":Fنأ ل /"&.B"( /";8"A@ "2"3h ا!"i7ا "با!#f"7ا ,ةD";رQ"U Z"xU d"Öd"@ أD"Fر عاR"3\@. ُأN"?'7 
 @]""""x"""";8!ا 67""""/ 01 @""""0و7#""""5ا ~8É 2""""aF/""""3@ E""""?Oر.B""""( 2""""aF/""""3@ /""""7Z""""'�@ B""""Lf.&""""/ لوJا عAF""""!ا
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B"""".!ـ"K"""".B""""FD""""@" و-""""F 2"""".ل /""""&'( EOG-D, 01 2""""9 VS""""7 ا!""""AFا ع!""""[.D1 ادo""""W 5ا""""A.لز E""""'37ة 
 ن.a"5ا @"NOP Zx";8"; -"F8 نnا k 0"OI 8\"?:7 2?P"!.]"!ا عAF"!ا ."/أ ,مF:"!ا @N"O3 لز.A"/ يأ ,@"2.\"5ا
.AS. /&'( AA/و ,@8ر.L#5ا V3c?Gو @70#/ وأ 8fiOG ن.E ي_!ا

A Preliminary Report on the AA Bakery  
Hanan Mahmoud and James Taylor, with Mohamed Abd el-Aziz Gabr, 
Mohamed Ahmed Abd el-Rahman, and Momeen Saad

 AA +*(! 01 73.;:)ا ل.5%أ &% #71*! 343"6
Z"""?#75ا ه_"""- ض""":.!"""@ vB"""7و ."""/ زاM"""OU 3"""!إG أN"""L.ار;"""!ا لt"""@ او!?x"""O3W !"""A?.R| ا!"""xc.R"""7 

 @B""""""6cو 2005,1999,1998 ماN""""""Fأ لZ""""""LU 01 /""""""&'( AA B""""""6c@ N""""""./""""""@ o""""""Ö 1?!ا A:3$?""""""!او
o"".M""@ Z""O~ م.""< 1?!ا B""S. 2أ""; K""O'@ /"";رt""@ ا!""xc.R""7 /""b /c?f1 و;""!ا ةرازو!""@ !""f{Fا نnd"".ر 
/""""Ft""""I 2006, 2007.  0;""""- ;:""""!و""""U أN""""L.ا ل!""""xc.R""""7 01 /""""&'( AA !""""O7B""""h B""""3AG وB""""9 t""""O\O@ 
 ,  B".t"I Pedestal Building @]#'"!ا ى;"! ً."M"�Ö2ا @"0و7#"5او Oâ"!ا ب�F"!ا A3@ /"b'"5ا ;"NاF:"!ا

E"""_!"""~ /"""x.ا @"""!و!"""FM"""Fإ ل!P /""".-"""3@ /"""b E""".8 نAُ?| 3"""!إSI اد )'&"""!اo"""W -"""_5ا ا"""&'(, E"""L. -""";0"""U 
 )'&""!ا ä""37 ءا_i""!ا عاD""Fأ b""/ يأ |?AP 8A'5ا ا_""- ن.""E اذإ .""/ @""t""@ 5""#70ار;""!او xc.R""7""!ا ل.N""Lأ
E.!'37ة NOP t'3W هرود 67?<أ مأ ل.]5ا NOP إD?.0 )'&!ا ج:h. 

B""""""OiU /""""""\.2""""""@ /""""""&'( AA D""""""xF 8 ر.?""""""/أ K""""""F=ً ر.?""""""/أ 7و N""""""7y"""""".ً, /""""""?mLA.ً o""""""L\@ 
2C"70 ,تا"LAS. /". E".ن /"a.D".ً !"?CS3( ا!"#C9 إوN";هدا B"3AL. E".D"U N"LO3@ ا!"?\F8"@ Z"?I 01 ä"70"@ 
 @A.Z| N""b N""LO3""!ا د.""/7""!ا B""�':@ t""L3a@ /""b ة.�i""/ )'&""!ا @""y""3@ ä""70""@ Z""\F8رأ E"".D""Uو .ىo""7أ
 ق.'""""Kأ Oâ /""""x?F8"""".ً NOP B"""":.8"""". /""""b""""!ا ب�F""""!ا b""""/ نD""""c\G 0""""7 د.""""/7""""!ا 8i�1 ن.""""E""""L. E ,ج.?""""vDا
 @yx"""O ,س.:"""5ا ةfaW, M"""i37"""!ا @"""R"""78اد c7"""2 دB"""FQ"""F نc7"""!ا @"""y"""3@ ä"""70رأ ت)Z"""L3و ,ر.&c"""!ا
  .@8ر.&c!ا )'&!ا $!اLÇ, 23k E.DU Z\?:7 03S. >F#!ا

N"[7 ا!"xc.8ر"b ادo"W ä"70"@ ا!"?CS3( NOP Q"(ء /"A&cz N"b /\"?Fرأ ىy"3@ ا!"i70"@ B"G 
B""":.8""". K"""':@ /"""b 5ا"""Öأ و;'"""8 ,طD"""G E""".م;&?"""ُ\8 ن E"""xFو ,ضZ"""?L3( رأy"""3@ -"""_ا ا!"""xFض B"""faW 
 ,"Q""37اF""/"ـ!.""B @""0و7#""5ا ةa'37""!ا @""8ر.&c""!ا Cb#""!ا D1اوأ ;""2أ ة;""D""G D""?3C@ !"":.Nأ 7QÄ"ُ"8 يR""7اد
E""L. Nُ""[7 ادo""W 2C""7ا ة!""?CS3( -""_ه NOP B"":.8"". /""F>""; D"".ر "E"".D""Fأ و;'""8 "نD""G اt""?&;9&\?""! م 
>Fا $!ا!&'( >'W /O{S. B.!#C9. 

 ت.:'�""!ا @""tارد ;#""B )'&""5ا ا_""- .B""S 7""/ 1?!ا @A3""/)""!ا W""2ا7""5ا ;""N""LO3@ Zx"";8 تt""c7أ
 01 ةa7'"""/ ما;&?"""tا @O"""72"""/ ,@3#3'�"""!ا ضرJا ,W -P"""2اP o"""L\@ /"""7!إ M"""@ B"""G.&"""!ا @"""Jd"""78ا
 ما;&?"""tا @O"""72"""/و AA )'&"""/ ء.Z&"""�3h 5"""'.D1 AA, /"""72"""O@ B"""Aو ;"""Z"""G, /"""72"""O@ Zx""";8اذ ن.a"""5ا
/""&'( AA و-C""7ه. E""L. أt""c7ت N""LO3@ ار;""!اt""@ او!?x""O3W إ!P أD""G E"".D""U -""A.ك d""L@ N""Ö>""@ B""9 
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/"&'( AA و/'AP Pedestal Building . E"L. رأo"U D":Fش B"#z اJo"?.�3"!ا مA3@ 1?!ا N"[7ت 
N""O3S. اد @]#'""!اo""W 8در""I -""_5ا ا""&'( B""#67 5ا""O~ "/""Aa.وأو "عروy""xU نأ t""a.ن /""A�:@ AA 

E"".D""Fا /""b ا!"":.R""L9 NOP أN""L.5ا لC""LFN""@ ا!""CA.R""(8""@ !""OLO~ 5ا""_E""Fذو .ر-""'U D""?.R| Zx""O3W B"":.8"". 
 عاD""Fأ دE""OSI JQ""Fأو ن.a\""!ا ء=è""- @3""-.""0ر P!إ )'&""5ا ا_""- o""Wاد @a?fc""5ا @D""3اx3F""!ا م.{#""!ا
 .مOxF!ا

 @:�D1 /"A.'"5 ةa'37"!ا @"/A}F"5ا AS.R"3@ 01 Z"&3W"!ا ةر6F"!ا نأ لF:"!ا AS.8"@ 8"Lab"!ا 01و
AA, B""""A3U NOP أD""""G 01 ا!""""F>""""U ي_""""!ا E"""".8 نAُ?| 0""""3G اد )'&""""!اo""""W /""""&'( AA, E"""".8 ن""""?I إD""""?.ج 
 ء."/;:"! 7R3\1"!ا ءا_i"!ا يÖً N"A67]"/ ة37'"!او )'&"!."o"W /'AP Pedestal Building, 0اد ة37'"!ا
 ج.?"vD ه;"N.\"/ ه;"2و ن."D"L. Eإو )'&"!ا ج.?"AA, !"I 8"ab vD ن7"0 نأ z#'"!ا ح7?:"8و .9"678"5ا
 Ç"""78"""0 ى7"""8 ًاo"""37أو .L37"""&?!ا @a.D""".ً !"""#LO3"""/ ن."""E هرود نأو ,o"""W Pedestal Buildingاد ة37'"""!ا
d.!k نأ /&'( AA اD;جر ZxU اJ075ا ناA(!3@, ذو!~ !?f.BSG ا!a'37 /É اJ075ا ناa?fc@ 01 

House Unit 1 E_!~ اJ075ا ناa?fc@ 01 /A.8;5ا لزA@ ا!i7B3@. 
        

A Preliminary Report on the EOG-D Bakery 
Rabee Eissa, with Mansour el-Badri Mustafa Ali, Shaima Montasser Abu 

el-Hagag , Ahmed Omar Shoukri, and Hussein Rikaby Hamed

EOG-D +*(! 01 73.;:)ا ل.5%أ &% #71*! 343"6
Z""?A.5ا ه_""- لو"":.!""@ N""7y"".ً !""A?.R| أN""L.ا ل!""xc.R""7 م.""< 1?!ا B""S. أd""A9 /""b أd""781 ةرازو 

 ل.N"Lأ Z"LU .2006 م."N @663&?"!ا xc.R"7"!ا @"tر;"/ O?x:9 E"�O'@ 01"5ا ر."ndا نf{F"! @"!و;"!ا
 1.80 و ً.'"""faW BOë K"""F!"""S. 11.50 /"""?7 Z""":78"""!ا @�3O?"""\/ @"""2.\"""/ 01 ن.a"""5ا ا_"""- xc.R"""7 01"""!ا

/?7 N7y.ً. 
-""";0"""U أN"""L.ا ل!"""xc.R"""7 -"""A. إ!P 78"""/أ"""b اd"""A9, E""".ا ن!S""";ا فJلو -"""F ا!"""?íE"""; /"""b وV"""3c@ 

 ج.?""""vDا @""""/B""""�@ B""""LA}Fر b d""""I""""/و ,يC37""""!ا xC""""7!ا f3; /""""b""""5ا faW""""!ا AP /\""""?�3W'5ا @K""""'3#و
 ت.:'�"""!ا 7B"""h B"""9"""!ا D1 01.]"""!ا ف;"""S!ا Z"ً""L[Wو ,@\7R"""3"""!ا A�:@ EOG"""/ 01 ةa'37"""!ا @"""6A.N"""!او
 .O?9 Z""""I 2""""c7-""""L""""!ا a'37Z""""9""""!ا D""""$ 2""""c7Z""""9اQ""""F 01 ةدFQ""""F""""5ا ~Z""""Oو  Jd""""78""""@ 01 /""""A�:@ EOGا
B".5"#;3:]"!ا تاO@ N"b K"78"Ç ا!&"�í BHT و BBHT-2  و/"b d"I 0"SI 6"!اFا ةر!"a'371?!ا ة E".D"U 
NO3S. EW 5ا'.D1 5اوAfìا ت!F01 @#<ا /A�:@  EOG  

 W""""""2اEOG Z""""""mLb 01 /""""""7 )'&""""""/ نأ t""""""@ N""""""bار;""""""!او xc.R""""""7""""""!ا ل.N""""""Lأ تt""""""c7أ ;""""""<و
 P D"""xF!إ fL.!1 BA\"""'@ Z"""6W"""!ا ء)"""C!ا P!وJا ةxC"""7!ا AS.R"""3@ 2C"""7Z"""9. T"""iOU"""!ا G"""/ا;&?"""tا
dO[1 ا @"2.\"5ا!"aO3@ !"OL&'(, وE".D"U -"_ا ه!xC"7ة /"a.ن Z"\F8"@ 3"2 ,)'&"!اk 2ا"?Fت NOP B":.8". 
 @y"3رأ A&cm@ N"b B".>1"5ا @y"3رJا تاذ @"2.\"5ا ~B"C.D"$ Z"O ,"نa.D"F"!ا" ر.A"!ا ;"<F"/ وأ ن7"0
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 Zf"""""'G 1?!ا faW"""""!ا ة7"""""8;?"""""\/ ,)'&"""""!ا $"""""!اN"""""; >"""""FاE"""""b >"""""F."""""/أ .y"""""3?Sرأ ت)3"""""/ 1?!او ,)'&"""""5ا
"E""7Z""FD""@ 3'""!اz 01 ا 67#""!ا!""x.!1", -""_ا B""C.D""$ E""L3.ا ت/""?Öا ه_""- ء!xC""7ة B""aL3.ت E""'37ة 
/""b ا د.""/7""!ا!""A.Z| N""b N""LO3@ ا!""?\F8""@. ا .""/أ!xC""7ا ة!""[.D""3@ ا 1-وJM""i7 0""a.D""U NOP /"". 8""';و 
/""a.ن Z""CS3( إوN"";ا دا!""#C9, و-""F /"". د!"ً"W N""O3G /"". وQ""; B"";اo""OS. /""b B"":.8"". M""F/""#?9 /""7B""#?9 
    ."رQF./"ـ!.B فو7#5ا a'37!ا Cb#!ا ء.Dإ $faW, BC.D!ا

 ;#""""B""""S. /""""&'( D-EOG B 7""""/ 1?!ا @A3""""/)""""!ا W""""2ا7""""5ا ;""""N""""LO3@ Zx"""";8 تt""""c7أ ;""""<و ا_""""-
 ,)'&P !"""OL!وJا ء.vD"""fا @W -1, /"""72"""O"""2اP t"""?@ /"""7!إ M"""@ B"""G.&"""!ا @"""Jd"""78ا ت.:'�"""!ا @"""tارد
/"""72"""O@ ا=t"""?&;ا ماJلو !"""OL&'(, /"""72"""O@ إN""".ةد Z&"""�3h وZ"""Ft"""#@ 72"""/ ,)'&"""5ا"""O@ ا=t"""?&;ما 
 ن."""D-EOG E)'&"""/ نأ ح7?:"""5ا îD"""G /"""b"""0 ًاo"""37أو .@"""Z"""7Eو )'&"""5ا O@ -C"""7"""72"""/و )'&D1 !"""OL.]"""!ا
 3L9 01 N""A.B""7 /"";8""A@ "2""3h:""5ا ل.L#""!ا م.#""Kإ Q""Wأ b""/ ت;T"ُ"3 1?!ا @xaF/""3""!ا )""B.&""5ا ;""2أ
 ير.L#"""""5ا 6L3I?"""""!ا Z"""""�.B""""":U /"""""#G 01 1?!ا )"""""b 5"""""&.B"""""/ د;"""""N نT"""""í ~"""""!ذ T"""""íD"""""G 01 ,"باi7"""""!ا
A7E و A7D  و A8  ـB @]#'!ا ى;! @0و7#5او

A Preliminary Report on Area Main Street East (MSE( 
Ashraf Abd el-Aziz, with Ayman Ashmawy Ali, Mohamed Hatem Ali, and Osama 
Mostafa Mohamed

 37CD1)ا عر.@)ا ?3< $"=>! 01 73.;:)ا ل.5%أ &% #71*! 343"6
MSE
ZmÉ -"_5ا ه":.!"@ B"9 8";ئر.:"!ا ًي N"7y".ً /"c6Öً !"A?.R| أN"L.ا ل!"xc.R"7 1?!ا Z"LU 01 

/""""A�:@ T""""7ا ق!""""f.7""""!ا عرR3\1 01 @""""0و7#""""5او t""""CÖا ت!""""'#[@ Z""""xU اt""""I MSE. و>""""; Z""""LU 
 |/."""y"""Lb B"""7D ر."""ndا نf{F"""! @"""!و;"""!ا ةرازو B"""9 /"""b /c?f1ر;?"""5ا ي;"""xc.R"""7 B"""í8"""!ا ه_"""- ل.N"""Lأ
   .xc.R7 N./1 2006, 2007!ا t?1ر;/

Z"""LU أN"""L.ا ل!"""xc.R"""7 01 -"""_5ا ا"""a.�3?"""\/ @"""2.\"""/ 01 نO@ ا!"""faW Z"""L?; /"""b ا!"""fL.ل 
!""OCAFب B""�F7?""/ 35 ل Z"":78""'.ً, BS"";8 نأ ف""L7 /""a.ا ن!""?A:3$ N""'7 d""Öd""@ Z"":\3L.7""0 تN""3@ ادo""W 
/"";8""A@ "2""3h ا!""i71-و ,"با /""A�:@ 6""!اA.N"".0و7#""5ا ت""@ Bـ EOG, ا!""f.7""!ا عرR3\1 8;""5او""A@ 
 @CAFB""""3""""!ا @""""f""""7>""""3@ B"""".!""""AS.8!ا @fL.!""""3""""!ا @""""AS.8""""!ا 7B""""h E""""Wُ /""""b""""! @""""!و.f""""7>""""3@, 01 /""""x!ا @aA3\""""!ا
 7R3\1 N""""b""""!ا عر.f""""!ا قxc.R""""7 01 T""""7""""!ا ل.N""""Lأ تt""""c7أو ."باi7""""!ا f""""7>""""3@ 5"""";8""""A@ "2""""3h!ا
 EOG ت.""6A.N""!ا @:�c.M""W B""9 /""A""!ا x.R""h""!ا ف.E""?fا ~""!_""f""7>1, E!ا ;""x!ا  R""h.""2 ف.E""?fا

 f""""7>1 /""""b!ا دا;?""""/=ا afg N""""b""""!ا Z""""I ا_""""- b""""/ بi7""""!ا P!إو .@f""""7>""""3!ا @aA3\""""!ا @A""""8;""""5ا B""""9و
 fL.!1""!ا ;""x!ا Z""Gاذ F>""U""!ا D""G >""; /""[ًW 01أ ;:?#"ُ"8 ي_""!او ,CAFB1""!ا عر.fL.!1 !""Of""!ا x.R""h""!ا
5A�:@ 6!اA.N.ت EOG.
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 @#\"""D"""xF Z ء.Z"""I B"""Aو fL.!1"""!ا x.R"""h"""!ا b"""/ ءا)"""Qأ @"""!ازإ D"""G Z"""Iأ @"""Jd"""78ا R"""W=;"""!ا Z"""f37و
Nf""""7 >"""".N"""";ة /""""b ا!xC""""7 ا!""""C3701 ي M""""g 8و ,;""""2او""""FQ""""; أt""""cW E""""W >"""".N"""";2 ة""""c7اد ةR""""78""""@ 
 ا_"""- ;#""ُ"8و .@"""8ر.&"""D1 0اوأ E"""b."""/أ D"""S. E""".D"""Uأ ;:?#"""LÇ, 8#"""!ا @yx"""Oو س.:"""5ا ةfaW, M"""i37"""!ا
 تt""c7أ .E""L .ل.fL""!ا @EOG D"".2""3 ت.""6A.N""!ا @:�3Öً NOP N""LO3@ Z""Ft""#@ 2"";d""U 5""A""!د i337?""!ا
 7N1 8""""L?; /""""b""""0 عر.""""T دQ""""Fو xc.R""""7 /""""FtL1 2006, 2007 01 /""""A�:@ MSE N""""b""""!ا ل.N""""Lأ
 @RAB B"""""".!""""""A.2""""""3 ـM""""""�Ö2"""""". Bا فو7#""""""5ا 5Oa1ا يرادvا AP'5ا 37B""""""h""""""! بCAF""""""!ا P!إ ل.fL""""""!ا
 @""""tارد ;#""""B""""S. /""""&'( D-EOG B 7""""/ 1?!ا @A3""""/)""""!ا W""""2ا7""""5ا ;""""Z""""I Zx"""";8و ا_""""-      .@CAFB""""3""""!ا
 .@B#@ Nf7 /72O@ /&?Ocرأ P!إ M@ BG.&!ا @Jd78ا ت.:'�!ا

 @"0و7#"5ا Nf"7 @#\?"!ا ;"NاF:"!ا ه_"- @"Dر.:"/و @"tار;"B م."< LW#"!ا Ç"78"0 نأ Q";8"7ُ B".!"_E"7و
Bـ  PedestalN"A; اvN";دا !"a?.B"@ -"_أ تز7"0أ ;"<و ل.:"5ا اN"L.ار;"!ا لt"@  ر.:"5اوD"@ N"b ا!"?f.B"G 
 o""W /"";8""A@ "2""3hاد .E""?f.0""Sا Z""I 1?!ا ;""NاF:""!ا عD""Fأ B""Ç !""aW.�?""!ا ;""P 2!إ M""Wو ي_""!ا a'37""!ا
 .Pedestal Building B"LA�:@ AA ف3L. 8"#7"0 ةدFQ"F"5ا @"5C"LFNا ."-E"'7أ ن."E 1?!او "باi7"!ا

E"""L. >""".78"""0 م"""Ç ا!"""#LW B"""L:.رD"""@ -"""_ا ه!""":FاN"""; B"""L[3ÖZ"""S. o""".جر /"""x3h /""";8"""A@ "2"""3h ا!"""i7با".  
 8Éر.B"""".5""""f لوJا عAF""""!ا Z""""'hرا ,P D""""FN""""9!إ ;""""NاF:""""!ا ه_""""- 6Ag"""ُ"8 1!وJا ر6F?""""!ا نî""""0 ًاo""""37أو
 T""""?7E"""". 01ا AFN""""9""""!ا ab E""""Ö""""!و ,لز.A""""5ا o""""Wاد D1.]""""!ا عAF""""!ا ;""""Qو .xaF/""""3@, B""""3AL""""!ا D1.'""""5او
   .ةa'37!ا 8b)&?!ا D1اوأ 2LW 1-و =أ ,ة;2او @V3cو
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Arabic Abstracts, Specialist Chapters

A Report on the 2009 Burials from the Chute Area
Scott D. Haddow and Afaf Wahba Abd el-Salam Wahba, with Sara Sabri Abdallah, 
Maha Siah Abd el-Tawb, and Mahmoud Ali Abd el-Rahman

Chute 589: 2009 ـ)ا 3"6+5 4* 0123/.ا ت,+*()ا &% #$#"!
 .,>A"B$9C$ 9? 6#ا @! ?"-ا .<=>;-ا ت$#89-ا 67 .2345+ .1ارد .-$,+ا ه)' لو$#"! 

chute  6DDD41DDD@ 2009. وEDDD8 !DDD@ ا-DDDFBG 5DDD#C$ و!DDD;2>HC$ IDDD41اDDD<. أKDDDLMDDD4 ا ةرازو-DDD8و-DDD. -DDDBP4ن 
ـ -ا .,>#DDDF"BV. 9? 6DDD+ا ت$#DDD89DDD-ا دDDD=V$WDDDL. IHX 5DDD8-ا .1DDDرMDDDU IDDD38رDDDH"=,S ADDD<HT. -DDDH"8+ا ر$RKDDDا

chute 'D(ا ا-DZ$م \D=4 !D;Z. 5BDL 9دD#. 6دآD>.. و^D8MDLُ ID$-D(ADL نأ 'D(ا ه-D89D#$ت !D3`a ^Db6 ءD7 
^T$\. AT>Lأ ةE>3d 5He 68 ض$,\أM#. "g>h ا-iLا "با+kرl. IZmL 8,-ا .-و8-اM3..  

'D(و اED8 !D@ !DnرMo 'D(ا ه-D89D#$ت ID$-DZmL ا+D"nlDL, ذو-Dq rDT,$ً t!D2$'D$!DC$, AD(-Dq 'D>P$ت 
 gDDD;7 gDDD$tً 6DDD7أ chute  ـ-ا .,>#6DDD ت$#9DDDد نأ لDDD,4-ا MDDD3F7و .$DDDv3#"C! ?"-ا IDDD>dاDDD"4-ا ل$uDDDFأو
\DDD$gDDD>. ردD̂DD. ا-DDD=Vw ذو-DDDq IDDD$+DDD,$ر\DDD. 6x IDDD$E? ا-DDD89DDD#$ا ت+DDDF"BV. 9? أD̂DDbأ ءاlDDDL6 ىDDD7 \DDDVz 
 gDُV}d ?"-ا .<DF"$\D-ا DHV$WDG-ا e D̂$\DU-إ DC>$ADa-ا م${ID,$MD$ 5D ن|Dq 9D-ذ D@ 6D7}DL-ا 5Heو ..D2T$\D-ا
I8اlHC$ 9 ت8^و? g$-. !=Ha و!�Aa AT>L. 

 e-إ قBDDDL-ا 6DDD7 ةDDDT=Ä, 9DDD|\DDDÅ EDDD8 5DُDD̀L 5DDDH>C$ 6DDD3"8-ا DDDa=6 ت$#DDD89DDD-ا ت$DDD2$'DDD!ا 6DDD$ 5DDD7أ
 ADDDa ن$gDDDS ADDD ?9 ,بDDDiL-ا .<9DDD#Å !DDD3>a \DDD$gDDDد ADDDa سأر ADDD3$ ADDD$\DDDd ,ح$>t\DDDTا Éxو ?9 بDDDiL-ا
      .ض4=-ا .,>5He 6#أ 8M7<-ا M#"C? I4Éxو ء$<H346- يZH4-ا mG#-ا I2$\U 8"63ُ عارذ

 ه)ÉDD=. 5He !DD=#>h 'DDاDD4-ا .DD-دäا IDDZâ دD̂D4و DDL{DD@ 6DD7-ا DDÅ 5He\أ e-إ ةر$àuDDا MDD2Uو
 @DÅ ED8 !D\أ MDkAD8 5He ت$#D89D-ا ه)D' تاو$<D̂8 5DH>Å IDZâ 6D46Dو ي)D-ا D4Éx-ا DÅ\أ tإ ,تاو$<D46D+ا
-VÅ I|gF$م ETa وÉZÅ 9? ا-"$I4ت. 

'D(و اED8 اAD"BVd ا-DTZ`. ا نأ-D"4اID>d ا ?"-اgD"4ت \D=4 68% 9دD#$6 تD#<,. ـ-ا  chute 

"6DD$ MDD,L6 بDD7 ا-DD̀H`S" ADD$\DDd 9? gDD$-DD. 1DD>P. D̂D8و .ًاIDD81ارDD. 'DD(ا ه-DD"4اIDD>d !DDTS أ\DDÅ EDD8 D̂D$تء 
KDDD3$\DDD>. 6DDD#C$ 5He ا-DDDC>P. اR6دDDD>., ADDD3$ !DDDTS أ\DDDÅ EDDD8 اgDDD"V}d !DDD4اIDDD>d 76% 6DDD7 'DDD(ا ه-DDD89DDD#$ت 
"5BDDDL9د ةDDD#$ت" IDDDT,$MDDD$ IDDDZâ ا-DDDblDDD$ا فر+DDDL1DDD46DDD. 5He 1أDDD<=C$ ا-DDDå$رD̂DD>.. 'DDD(و ه!DDDv3#d 
 ً$6D<$ID,. !D3$6D ر$uDZL 6;D"Zو .<6Dدآ .äED#Z ت$1D46Dر ةZBDL-ا ID>dاD"4-ا ه)lD3;. 6D7 'D فر$lDز
-DDDblDDD$ا فر-DDDZmL ا+DDD"nlDDDL, 6أDDD$ 5DDD7 ا-DDD̀çKDDD. !DDD4اIDDD>d اälDDDLاو ى-"? t !DDD="45 يHe أMDDD. زlDDD$فر 
9|\Å MُL^é ا-;TU 9? ذ-q إ-e 546اa ا-b67. 

 ?DDBFa 9-ا DD"<>a;6 ?^ر$lDD تDD,$\DD$ً 9? èDD#$5DD"C$ 6DD7 !DD$IDD4!ا äADD̀Lا IDD>dاDD"4-ا DDF4\DDd!و
'DDDD>P. 6دآDDDD>. -DDDDC$ EDDDD#$و عuDDDDZL 6;DDDD"Z$ر, ADDDD3$ MDُDDDbMDDDD7 D̂DDD$\DDDDT>Å 1رDDDD46DDDD$ت -DDDDZ3H>. ا-DDDD"=#>h. 2!وDDDD8ر 
 KDDDLMDDD. lDDD$èDDD. IDDD$+DDD"49e. 9ZHe 1DDDT>aأ ت$<#",5He 6DDD تgDDD"4ا ت$#9DDDد ."1DDD ك$#DDD' نأ e-إ ةر$àuDDDا
 6DDD7 طاEDDDLأ DDDv3#d! ?"-ا .äKDDDLMDDDا H,e-ا ADDDT>L 6DDD7 د9DDD#. -DDD<Va èDDDi>L 5He 5DDD8د 5ُDDD̀L 6x ل$DDD̀+ا
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\D=$1أ ,سD$6 روD7 èD85 ,فD,>í أgD3L, lDL6 زD7 ا-DV>$\Dz, AD(-Dq !D3>3. 6D7 ا-DZ,>í 5He uDFa 
       ."d<^او" ةدZT4+ا

The minimum number of individuals (MNI(  9? 9دDDDDDDDD#$6 تDDDDDDDD#<,. ـ-ا  chuteIHX \DDDDDDDD=4 رأIDDDDDDDDZ. 
 DDDDDC$ !DDDDD$IDDDDD4!DDDDDS- ن$ADDDDD ت$#DDDDD89DDDDD-ا ه)9DDDDD,h 6DDDDD7 'DDDDD ةgDDDDD8او نأ DDDDDZ3a-ا ADDDDD"BG 9DDDDDLMDDDDDíا ,.#9DDDDDد 5BDDDDDLMDDDDD7و
l$ر^>S, وMT8ا نأ و-;TU 9? ذ-q ML^x إ-e 588-ا مE. 9? 53H>. ا-"=#>h ءادرو!C$. 

D̂$ا تء-D#">2. ا+DT8WD>. -D81ارD. 'D(ا ه-D89D#$أ ت\DC$ !DF4\Dd 6D7 9دD#"S -D<VHS رÉُx, KDçKD. 
 ت$#9Dد .;lD3 ,ب$BDT-ا .6DLgDH ?9 س$ä\D ت$#9Dد .;D,S, lD3'اDL+ ت$#9Dد .KDçKD ,ل$ärDV ت$#9Dد
 .2D345D+ا ه)D' ت$#9Dد نأ .1DارD8-ا تìCDLأ D;7. AD3$-ا DL^Da ADT>L- ةgD8او .#9Dدو DT$-DiS- ىlDLأ
!DDDv3#d 1DDDTZ. 'DDD>$ADDDa \DDD;$WDDD>. رأوIDDDZ. 9DDD,h -DDDLD̂DD$ل, ADDD3$ أ\DDDÅ èDDDZُU 5He 9DDDLMDDDí ا-DDDZ3a !=DDD8MDDD8 

D̂#z 5D81 دD". 6D7 9دD#$ت 'D(2+ا هD345D. \D}Lًا -DmiL ا-D;7. أوAD8ت \D"$Wî ا-"=DH>a او-D81ارD. 
-DC>$ADa 'D(2+ا هD345D. نأ 'D#$دأ ك-D. !D4Éé 5 نأD81 دDTZ. 6D#C@ )I#;DT. 37%( AD$\D4ا ED8 gD3H4ا 
\DVz اä6DL9 .ضاZHe 1DT>a ا+D̀$ا ل!vé نأ 'D#$رأ كIDZ. 'D>$ADa )\D=4 21%( AD$\D4أ اèD=$IDC$ 
6D7 6DLÉe ــ-ا trauma, AD3$ gD3Hd رأIDZ. 'D>$ADa أlDL6 ىDLـ-ا ض Periostitis. وأوÉD=d \DVz 
 نأ و2DDDDDD345DDDDDD.( MDDDDDDT8+ا ه)DDDDDD' ت$#9DDDDDDد 6DDDDDD$ MDDDDDD3`a 37% 6DDDDDD7 يأ( DDDDDD=4 1DDDDDDTZ. 'DDDDDD>$ADDDDDDa\ نأ .1DDDDDDارDDDDDD8-ا
 ,6DDDDDD7 6DDDDDDLÉe healed or active cribia orbitalia and/or porotic hyperostosis اèDDDDDD=$IDDDDDDC$ ADDDDDD$\DDDDDD4أ

 èD=$IDC$ IDZâأ ب$"D\ا ED8 ن$AD ىlDLأ D=4 1DTZ. 'D>$ADa\ ن|1D. 9DارD8-ا 9D|\DÅ rDT,$ً -D#Vz ًاlD>Lأو
        .نä1#$ا ?m=>. 9-ا B$Aa+ا

A Report on the Faunal Remains from the AA Bakery

Rasha Nasr Abd el-Mageed 

 #;;;H,2@;;;)ا ل,G;;;%أ لC;;;D 0123/;;;.ا B;;;A3اA8@)ا م,<=;;;)ا ,;;;$,";;;> &;;;% #;;;$#";;;!
<GIJK AA. 

!DDå"ï 'DD(ا ه+DD,$-DD. IDDZLض \DD"$Wî ا-DD81ارDD. +DD$ 5ُDD̀L 5DDH>Å 6DD7 IDD,$MDD$ 5DD}$م gDD>4ا\DD>. 9? 
6DD#<,. 6DDåTb ـ-ا AA, او-DD(ي !DD@ gDDVL6 هDD41DD@ 2006-2007 A2DDb6 ءDD7 5أDD3$6 لDD81رDD. ا-DD=V$WDDL 
 e-إ .1DDارDD8-ا ه)DD89DDd 'DD'و .ر$RKDDا نDD. -DDBP4-وDD8-ا ةرازDDZ$6DDHS IDD4-ا ر$RKDDا ?IDDC$ 6V"B م$EDD ?"-ا
6D,$ر\D. ID,$MD$ ا-DZ}$ا م-D=>4ا\D>. ا+DF"BV. 9? 6D#<,. ا+DåTb 1D$IDí ا-D(ADL ID3$ 5Dُ̀L 5DH>Å 6D7 5D}$م 
gDD>4ا\DD>. أlDDL6 ?9 ىDD8MDD#. "gDD>h ا-DDiLبا" +DDZL9DD. ا-DDi(ا ءا-DDLW>;? 6وDD$ ADD$ن MDDnADDHÅ 1DD$A#? 'DD(ه 
 .åTb+ا راI24و laاد $'LA4! ?"-ا @6åHV$!C .1ارq I8-ذو ,.,>#+ا

 EDDDD$9 مDDDDLMDDDDí ا-DDDDZ3a IDDDD81ارDDDD. \DDDD=4 10342 5DDDD}3. 6DDDD7 ا-DDDDZ}$ا م+DDDDF"BV., !DDDDv3#d 'DDDD(ه 
 تاDD=4309 6DD7 A;DDL\و رDD<>4-ا م${6DD7 IDD,$MDD$ 5DD 125 ,ت$<DD̀8MDD-ا م${2DD345DD. \DD=4 9908 6DD7 5DD+ا
5D}$ا مä1D3$و ,كAD$\Dd D̂3>ZC$ 9? gD$-D. gDVw D̂>8و .ةMDçgDw ا-D,$6 ئرD7 5DLض \;DT. ا-DZ}$م 
 DD4'و .1DDارDD8-ا DDa=6 م${DDZ-ا عEDD8 6DD̀Hd \DD=4 96% 6DD7 62DD34 ت$<DD̀8MDD-ا م${5DD نأ $#DDF"BV. 'DD+ا
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  ."باiL-ا 68M#. "g>h ءاb^أ @{6Z ?9 .<\اg>4 م${Å 67 5"1ارد @! $+ 6L 6<$Ií !3$6$ًأ

 ر$t\D"Bا e 6D7 gD>Ä-وäا .DL!DT+ا ?DÅ ED8 gDaً 9\أ كä1D3$ا م${1D. ID,$MD$ 5Dارد ÉD=dوأ
1DDD3q ـ-ا Nile catfish !DDDç1 هDDD3q Schall  KDDD@ 1DDD3q Nile Perch. وMDDDT8نأ و ADDDaُ 6DDD7 1DDD3q ـ-ا Nile 

catfish و Schall AD$\D$ ا-D;3q ا+DVva 9? {D(ا ءا-D;F$ن, gD>Ä 6D̀Hًd 5D}$6DC3$ 6DZ$ً \;DT. 48% 

 فو6ZL 4'و  13q Nile catfish م${F"ُBG, 9? gS 6`Hًd I,$M$ 5+ا 3q;-ا م${5 ع6234 67
I,H. ^4د!Å ا-i(اW>. \;T. 34%.   

 .DDF"BV. 9? 6DDåTb AA, IDD̀çKDD+ا .<DD\اDD=>4-ا م${DDZ-ا $DD. IDD,$MDD\ر$,DDÅ IDD3\أ ,DD8MDDLُ IDD$-DD(ADDL^و
6DDDDD#$rDDDDDí 9DDDDDL5DDDDD>. ادlDDDDDa 6DDDDD8MDDDDD#. "gDDDDD>h ا-DDDDDiLا( ?'و "با+T#e اàا يراد+HF?, 5DDDDD#TL 4/3 و!DDDDDa 
 ,.,>#D+ا ن$1DF يأ -6åDHV$!DC@ ID2$\DU 6DåTb  AA نMDH,4 اD(MD7 AD$\D4-ا ن$D;F-ا نأ DTS! ,)ر$DVå-ا
ADD$\DD4أ ا{#e أوgDD;7 gDD$tً 6DD7 EDD$r#? ا+DD#$rDDí ا-DD̀çKDD. 6=DDa ا+DD,$ر\DD.. وIDD81ارDD. 5DD}$ا م-DD̀8MDD>$ت 
!DDTS أ\DDÅ 6DD̀Hًd 5DD}$ا م+DD$uDD>. ا-#;DDT. اäADDTL, !DDç'DD$ 5DD}$ا مä{DD#$او م+DD$5DDb KDD@ 5DD}$ا م-DDå#$زMDDL 
 ÉD=dوأ AD3$ .ةgD8او .D3`>HC$ IDZ}3! ل6D7 lDç ةälD>Lا .DL!DT+ا ?9 لاDib-ا م${DT. 5D;\ تء$D̂و
 ت$DDDD\اDDDD=>4-ا .e 1DDDDç-DDDD-إ ?DDDD,$-DDDD. !#"3+ا ه)5DDDD}$6DDDDC$ 9? 'DDDD سورDDDD8+ا .<DDDD$uDDDD+ا نأ $DDDDC!اذ .1DDDDارDDDD8-ا
 يأ ,لوäا $DD"F3a 5DD$6DDC;! نأ EDDTa ,ًاIDD=C$ -DDóADDa 9? 1DD7 èDDi>L D̂D8ذ @DDÅ EDD8 !DD\أو ,.;DD"n\DD;+ا
EDTa أK#e 5BDL uCDL. و!DB>L ا-D8tWDa 5أ نأD3$6 رD$ !D@ ذID=Å 6D7 أ{D#$6و مD$5Db !DLحوا IDS ا-D;#. 
 .DDLW>;? -DD4D̂DT-ا رDDm8+ا DD$5DDb 'DD3$+او م$#ä{DDا DD$uDD>. IDD2$\DDU+ا ADDa 6DD7 نأ 5DD"TLا EDD8و .DD;#"S-او
  D$5Db15.5:1+او م$#ä{Dا مD$uD>. 5He -D=4+ا مDT. IDS -D=4;#-ا AD$\Ddو ..,>#D+ا ه)D' ن$D;F- مDH=4-ا

  .$'L<} 57 ءا3L=-ا مH=4-ا نT$ً 6$ MnAH4-$} اAA  A$\4 .,>#6 ن$1F نأ M4Éé $6 4'و

 .<äEa A`$9. 9? A3ا ءاä^bا AT>L 9? IS فl"çا ك$#' نأ $Mvأ .1ار8-ا É=dوأو
 م${5He \DDDDD=4 "73% 9? 5DDDDD تء$DDDDDC$ D̂DDDD\أ 1DDDDD., gDDDDD>ÄارDDDDD8-ا DDDDDa=6 ت$<DDDDD̀8MDDDDD-ا م${5DDDDD ?9 مDDDDDH=4-ا
 èDDDDDaو EDDDDD8و ا)MDDDDDL". 'DDDDDز$#DDDDDå-ا م${5DDDDD ?9 %33 و DDDDD$5DDDDDb+او م$#DDDDD}äا م${DDDDD$uDDDDD>., 51% 9? 5DDDDD+ا
 يأ ,.,>#D+ا جر$MDL AD$\Dd MD"@ D̂HTC$ 6D7 lDز$#Då-ا مD=4- نأ 6D$ MDُL^é ك$#DÅ 'D\أ e-إ D"åmmS+ا
 DD(MDD7-ا ?-$ä'DDا نأ e-إ ت$DDZH46DD+ا 5DD7 6DD#<,. ِِAA. ADD3$ !DDB>L ًاDD(Ié ADD$\DDd !DD"@ IDDZ>8-ا .<5DD3H نأ
ADD$\DD4ا MDDH,46 نåDDHV$!DDC@ 6DD7 اärDDZ3. ADD$\DD46 اDD7 5DDH>. ا-DD,4م EDD$r#? 6DD8MDD#. "gDD>h ا-DDiL9و ."با? 
 @D! ?"-ا .<D\اD=>4-ا م${DZ-ا $1D. ID,$MDارد .e gD8 ADT>L \D">2-إ D#C$WD>. !BDTÅ-ا .D#">2-ا ن|D#C$MD. 9D-ا
."ر$Vå-ا C$ 67 "!a^اåL"1ا
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A Report on the Khentkawes Town-House E Archaeobotanical Remains 

Mary Anne Murray and Rebab el-Gendy 

 لH;# <;,.;+K,2@;)ا ل,G;%أ لC;D 0123/;.ا LM;#$;3ا ت,;!,J+;)ا ,;$,";> &;% #;$#";!
 . "سو,/P/3 "C+0.ا O: E <G)$+3ر

!DDZLض 'DD(ا ه+DD,$-DD. \DD"$Wî ا-DD81ارDD. او-"=DDH>a -DDZ>#$6 تDD7 IDD,$MDD$ ا-DD#T$!DD$ا تäKDDLMDD. ا-"? !DD@ 
 .DDDDDDDDDHF+ا .#EDDDDDDDDD@ E" 9? 6DDDDDDDDD8MDDDDDDDDDر لDDDDDDDDD3d 9? "6DDDDDDDDD#b! ?"-ا DDDDDDDDD=V$WDDDDDDDDDL-ا ل5DDDDDDDDD3$أ لDDDDDDDDDC$ lDDDDDDDDDç^ا1DDDDDDDDD"åLا
"lDDDD#"F$سو". EDDDD$9 مDDDDLMDDDDí ا-DDDDZ3a I"=DDDDH>a \DDDD=4 KDDDD3$\DDDD>. 5DDDD>#$6 تDDDD7 IDDDD,$MDDDD$ ا-DDDD#T$!DDDD$ا تäKDDDDLMDDDD. !DDDD@ 
 تا2DDL=-ا ه)EDD8 !DDv3#d 'DDو ,DD(ADDL-ا 1DD$IDDí لDD#b+ا lDDH>. 6DD7اد تاD̂DC$ 6DD7 lDD3z g2DDLا1DD"åLا
ADa 6D7 ا+<To و{DL9D. ا-Dm46اx "ا-"åDbMD7". و'D89Dd 'D(ا ه-D81ارD. ا-D4èD4إ ل-e gD,$WDí 6DkAD8ة 
5D7 rDT>Z. اtED"m$او د-DT>P. ا-Db5ارD>. lDçا ل-D8و-D. ا-D,8MD3., AD(-Dq 6DZL9D. أ\D4ا عا-Di(او ءا-D4ED4د 
 .@g>$!C لlç لb#+ا ا)' ن$å86Å 1F"1ا ي)-ا

 ت1DDDVLأو ,ت$DDD#T$!DDD-ا ه)1DDD. 5He !=DDDH>a \DDD=414,101  5DDD#mL 6DDD7 IDDD,$MDDD$ 'DDDارDDD8-ا EDDD$6DDDdو
 uDDDDDDZ>L", ADDDDDD(-DDDDDDqو DDDDDDv3#d "E3é! ?"-او ,.V=DDDDDD3"+ا بDDDDDD=T4-ا 6DDDDDD7 ت$<ADDDDDD3 ف$ADDDDDD"Bا DDDDDD#"$Wî 5DDDDDD7-ا
 ADD3$ !DDv3#d ,"ىlDDLأ عاDD4\أو $<9DD$èDD4-DD ,سDDv#d "5DD8! ?"-او ت$<DDT,4-DD-ا 6DD7 ت$<ADD3 ف$ADD"Bا
'D(ا ه-DZ>#$ت ID(رو -DTZâ ا-DV$ADC. AD$-5" ـD#U و!DS", 1أوDVLا ت-D#"$Wî أMDv$ 5D7 اAD"B$ف ID,$MD$ 
-Z8ا 67 د-#T$!$او تä5B$ا ب-TLM.  او-V=@ وIZâ I,$M$ ثور g>4ت$\ا.

 .#lDa ADa 6D8MDاد ىlDLأ E, ID3#$rDí لDF"BV. 9? 6D#b+ا .äKDLMDا ت$D#T$!D-ا $D. ID,$MD\ر$,ID3و
 لD"åLD̂. 6D7 6D#b;+ا ت$#<DZ-ا نأ DZ3a-ا DTS -DVLMDí! ,"باDiL-ا 6D8MD#. "gD>hو "سو$DHF. "lD#"F+ا

E AD$\Dd 5أHe AD̀$9D. 9? \;DT. ا-D#T$!D$ت, AD(-Dq 9? !DZ8أ د\D45اDC$.  'D(و اED8 وèDa ا+D"åmmS 
IDDZ8 9DD=ï و!=DDH>a 'DD(ا ه-DDZ>#$إ ت-e 6DD$ MDDB>L نأ 'DD(ا ه-DDT,$MDD$ '? \DD"$ج +åDDHV$ا ت-DD#T$!DD$9 ت? 

gD$-D"C$ ا-DF$6DH. أ يأ\DC$ 6D7 ا-DVvçاو ت-DT,$MD$ ا-D#$!D2. 5D7 1اD"å8ما KD3$و رID(ا رو-D#T$ت, gD>Ä 
6DDD̀Hd ا-DDDZ#$èDDDL ا-DDDi(اWDDD>. \DDD=4 6% 9DDD,h 6DDD7 ا-#;DDDT. ا-DDDFH>. -CDDD(ا ه-DDDZ>#$9 ت? gDDDS 6DDD̀a ا-,BDDDL 
   .$TLM. \=4 96% 6#C-ا بT4=-او

ADDDD3$ أìCDDDDLت \DDDD"$Wî ا-DDDD81ارDDDD. ا نأ-V=DDDD@ او-DDDDT4ص ADDDD$\DDDD$ ا-DDDD4EDDDD4ا د-DDDDLW>;? -DDDD;F$ن 'DDDD(ه 
 D8tWDa-ا DB>L IDZâ!و .ن$<ägDا IDZâ ?9 دAD4ED4 ت$D\اD=>4-ا ثور ما1D"å8ا ID2$\DU ا)D' ,لD#b+ا
6DDDD7 lDDDDçا ل-"=DDDDH>a او-DDDD81ارDDDD. نأ ADDDD$ن MDDDD"@ gDDDDm$د \;DDDDT. ADDDDT>L6 ةDDDD7 'DDDD(ا ه-DDDD#T$!DDDD$9 ?9 تDDDDma 
 IDDn\DDÅ لDD,4-ا e-إ DD4 6DD$ MDD('DDU'و ,.rDDTر .ADD$\DDd !DD#34 9? IDD>P ت$DD#T$!DD-ا ه)DD45DD>. 'DD\ نأ DDLI>x, ADD3$-ا
A$ن M"@ gm$67 $'د ÉV$ا ف-"Lتا4#,-او ع.
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A Study on the Ceramics from the Main Street East Area
Mahmoud el-Shafey, Mohamed Naguib, and Sherif Abd el-Monaem, with Ilham 
Ahmed M. el-Tawil, Mohamed Ali Abd el-Hakiem Ismail, Shaima Rasheed Salem, and 
Nermeen Shabaan Abayazeed

 HAW4#;)ا عر,1;)ا H;# <;G+6"3,2@;)ا ل,G;%أ &01T U;G/;.ا ر,P2I;) 3;9ارد
MSE.

!DDDDDDDDDDDD"#$لو 'DDDDDDDDDDDD(ا ه+DDDDDDDDDDDD,$-DDDDDDDDDDDD. 1اردDDDDDDDDDDDD. -DDDDDDDDDDDDHVå$ا ر+DDDDDDDDDDDDF"BG 6DDDDDDDDDDDD7 6DDDDDDDDDDDD#<,. "uDDDDDDDDDDDDLا ق-DDDDDDDDDDDDB$عر 
 ه)ÉDDDD=d 'DDDDوأ EDDDD8و .DDDD3d 6DDDD41DDDD@ 2007! ?"-ا DDDD=V$WDDDDL-ا ل5DDDD3$أ لDDDDq lDDDDç-ذو  )DDDDLW>;?")MSE-ا
 ةä1DLا D̀$\? 6D7 5DmL-ا ID$-D#mG خر1D. MDkارD8-ا Da=6 ر$DVå-ا ä5D}@ 6D7ا داD;4-ا نأ .1DارD8-ا
 ةä1DDLا e 5DDmL-إ دDDZ4! ?"-ا ر$DDVå-ا تاDDTZâ A;DDL- ًاEDDH>a D̂D8 دIDDZ., 9? gDDS MDD4D̂D8 5DD8اDDL-ا
 ر$DVå-ا 1D"Å 6D7ارد @Mo 6DZ}@ 6D$ !DرD#">2. !D"<$IDí 6x !Dn-ا ه)D' نأ ,D8MDLُ ID$-D(ADL^و ..;Då$6D-ا
9? D̂3>x أD̂b6 ءاD8MD#. "gD>h ا-DiLبا", AD3$ أ\DÅ !D@ ا-DZ`45 رHe KDçKD. A;DL9 تاDå$6 رD7 5DmL 

gv$ةر I4!4-ا+Z$يد. 
EDD$6DDd ا-DD81ارDD. ا+DD(ADD4ةر 'DD#$ IDDV=ï و!=DDH>a \DD=4 5,133 EDD<Z. 9DDå$و .رEDD8 EDD$9 مDDLMDDí 

 .2DDD345DDD+ا @<;,DDD"m#>G, gDDD>Ä !DDD@ !DDD-او زDDDVL-ا DDD"$Wî\ ضDDDZL- ةrDDDLMDDD,. D̂DD8MDDD8 ثاDDDZ3a IDDD$1DDD"=8-ا
6=DDDDDDDa ا-DDDDDDD81ارDDDDDDD. ADDDDDDDHC$ إ-e رأIDDDDDDDZ. أèDDDDDDD#$5 فDDDDDDD$6DDDDDDD. '?: 6 ?\اوأDDDDDDDV"4gDDDDDDD., 6 ?\اوأDDDDDDDiH,., non 

containers اوأ و\? rDDD,;>. èDDDi>L2=-ا ةDDD@. وlDDDL^DDDd \DDD"$Wî ا-DDD81ارDDD. IDDDnن A;DDDLتا EDDD4ا-DDDU 
 ,.1DDDDارDDDD8-ا DDDDa=6 دDDDDZ8-ا ?-D̂DDD3$إ äADDDD̀L uDDDD>45DDDD$ً gDDDD>Ä 6DDDD̀Hًd \DDDD=4 32.47%  6DDDD7ا DDDDåTb ADDDD$\DDDDd-ا
 ,%12.41 ?\اوäا 6DDaا6DD̀Hًd gDD4و ,DDT.  12.49%;\ ء$DDT>v-ا .DD=$9DD-ا تاذ ت$<DDH<$\DD;-ا 6DD̀Hًdو

9? gDDS IDDHid \;DDT. ا ?\اوأ-DDT>Lة \;DDT.  9.30%  وuDDFHd ا-;DDH<$\DD>$ا تاذ ت-DD=$9DD. ا-DD8اlDDH>. 
 DDU\اDD24-ا تاذ ت$<DDH<$\DD;-ا ,åDDbMDD7 \DD=4 4.32%"-ا ?\اوأو ,DDåTb 4.49%-ا ق$rDDTأو , 7.13%

 ?\اوäا 6DDDDDDD̀Hdو ,DDDDDDD=4 2.27%\ ءاDDDDDDD3L=-ا .DDDDDDD=$9DDDDDDD-ا تاذ ت$<DDDDDDDH<$\DDDDDDD;-ا ,DDDDDDDT;><. \DDDDDDD=4 3.43%-ا
 ,DåB7 \D=4 0.84%-ا DH3z+ا تاذ ق$ärDTا DT. 1.01%, 9? gDS uDFHd;\ ةDmi>L-ا .<;,>D-ا

 .<>ä{DDDDاو DDDD>L \DDDD=4 0.47%^اDDDD4+ا 9DDDD,8 uDDDDFHًd اlDDDD>Lأو DDDDT. 0.68%;\ ةDDDDFT>L-ا ق$ärDDDDTا 6DDDD̀Hdو
\;T. 0.13%.

ADDDDDDD3$ ا!vé -DDDDDDDH,$WDDDDDDD3S IDDDDDDDZ3H>. ا-DDDDDDD81ارDDDDDDD. او-"=DDDDDDDH>a نأ r3? ا-DDDDDDD#>a ADDDDDDD$ا ن+DDDDDDD$ا ةدäADDDDDDD̀L 
 gDD8او ء$DD\إ DD<VH., ADD3$ 5DُD̀L 5He-ا DDq-ذ ?9 ه1DD., !DDçارDD8-ا DDa=6 ر$DDVå-ا .6DD$ً 9? èDD#$5DDا1DD"å8ا
9DDDD,h 6DDDDm#46 عDDDD7 lDDDDH>h ا+DDDD$د!DDDDS 6DDDDZ$ً. وMDُDDDZ",8 ا نأäا ?\او+DDDDm#45DDDD. 6DDDD7 ا-DDDD<VH. 6 وأDDDD7 lDDDDH>h 
 تز9DDDDLأ 9DDDD,8 ًاlDDDD>Lأو ."باDDDDiL-ا 6DDDD8MDDDD#. "gDDDD>h جر$6DDDD7 lDDDD تدر1DDDD"4ا DDDD#>a EDDDD8-ا ?DDDD<VH. 6x r3-ا
\D"$Wî ا-DT=Ä او-D81ارD. -DVLMDí ا-DZ3a نأ èD$\x ا-DVå$9 ر? 'D(ا ه+D#<,. 1اD"å89 م? èD#$5D"Å 

rDDDLMDDD,"S رW>;DDD"S 'DDD3$ ا-DDD<LMDDD,. ا-DDD>8وMDDD. وأ IDDD$1DDD"å852 ماDDDH. ا-VåDDDL9و ,?\ا? IDDDZâ اägDDD>$ن 
 .g8او ء$\إ .LM,"S 6Z$ً 9? è#$5>-ا مå8"1ا
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The AERA-ARCE Field School in Context    
Ana Tavares

 Z;$ر(0;)ا 5Yا#J;) ض#;%( AERA-ARCE  ـ) 3=;>,0;)ا #;H,2@;)ا 3;9ر(;5 3;85<+5
 ):Pُ=0)او

M,ُ8ا ا)' م-Vma -Z3H>. \BL \"$Wî 68ا سرا-=V$WL ا+B"LA. IS   .AERA-ARCE 

9DD,8 \DD}3d AERA 6x ARCE 5DD8د !DD;Z. 6DD8سرا gDDV$WDDL, 9? gDDS \DD}3d AERA وgDD8'DD$ 
6DDDD81رDDDD"S ذو-DDDDq 6DDDD#( 5DDDD$2005 م. 'DDDD(و اEDDDD8 lDُDDDmmd 'DDDD(ا ه+DDDD8سرا -DDDD"8رMDDDDU 6V"B? اRKDDDD$ر 
  .1Sر68 فاuLإ MU A<HT. !=dر8"-ا اوM7 gvL)-ا ,ر$RKا نBP4- .-و8-ا ةرازZ$6HS I4-ا

 سراIDD38 تأDD=V$WDDL IDD8-ا سراDD. 6DD7 6DD8^رEDD$6DD. 1DDH;H. 6DD"8إ DDv37 IDDL\DD$6î AERA!و
-DDDDH3T"8WDDDDS, KDDDD@ 6DDDD8سرا !DDDDåmm>., 9DDDD38سرا -DDDDH"8رMDDDDU 5He gDDDDV$WDDDDL اà\DDDD,$أو ذlDDDD>L6 ًاDDDD8سرا 
-DDDDDH"8رMDDDDDU 5He ا-#BDDDDDL ا-ZH3?. أuDDDDD"3a IDDDDDL\DDDDD$6î 6DDDDD8ا سرا+DDDDDT"8WDDDDDS 5He !DDDDD8رMDDDDDU rDDDDDHT. 6DDDDD8سرا 
 .å"HV+ا a<2;"-ا قrLو ,VL=-ا تار$MU 5He 6Cر8"-ا لZH3>. 67 lç-ا V$WL=-ا قV$WL rL=-ا
IDDD$-DDDF"$IDDD. او-DDDL1DDD@, وADDD(5أ اDDD3$ا ل+;é اäKDDDL6و ,يDDDC$ا تار-DDD"m4MDDDL, IDDD2$\DDDU ADDD>V>. D̂DD3x ا-H,e 
 DDD8MDDDLُ^و ..<DDDT8WDDD+ا MDDDLر$,"DDD-ا .MDDDU 5He ADDD>V>. ADDD"$IDDDرDDD"8-ا ًاlDDD>Lأو ,.äKDDDLMDDDا ت$#<DDDZ-ا )lDDDأو .äKDDDLMDDDا
IDDD$-DDD(ADDDL, أ\DDDÅ EDDD8 !DDDv37 IDDDL6اî 6DDD8ا سرا+DDDT"8WDDDS أMDDDv$ 5He 5إDDD<$6 ءDDD,86DDD$6و تDDDZH46DDD$وأ ت-DDD>. 
-DóKDLMDS ا-D<HT. 5D7 AD>V>. gDVL و!D;2>a ا-D89D#$ا ,ت-DVå$ا رäKDLي, ID,$MD$ ا-DZ}$ا م-D=>4ا\D>., ID,$MD$ 
       .@<L6"-ا و .<-وäا تà1Z$9$ا ,يäKLا @L1-ا ,ناL{-ا ,.äKLMا ت$!$T#-ا

 نBP4- .-و8-ا ةرازو ?6V"B 67 برèTé -Fa 6"8أ åmm>. 9,8"-ا سرا8+ا ?9 $6أ
 وأ ر$Vå-ا ,يäKLا é;+ا ,.TBLM-ا م${Z-ا ,V$WL=-ا ,?'و g8 -H"åmïاو ل$62 ر$RKا
   .يäKLا @L1-ا

'DD(و اEDD8 أEDD>3d 6DD81رDD"? اà\DD,$6 ?9 ذDD#<,. اäEDDmL IDD#$5 ءHe rDDHU 6DD7 ا ةرازوRKDD$ر 
-DDH3;$5DD85 ةHe وD̂DÅ ا-;DDL5DD., gDD>Ä !DD@ lDDç-DDC3$ !DD8رMDDU ا-DD<HT. ا+DDH"=,S 5He 5أDD3$ا ل-DD=V$WDDL 
 $#1DDDDراDDDDF"3a IDDDDC$ 1DDDDH;H. 6DDDD8!و ?ZH3? -"#C-ا BDDDDL#-ا .1DDDDر6DDDD8 تء$DDDD#C$MDDDD. D̂DDD-ا ?9و .DDDD";2>a-او
IDD$-DD"8رMDDU 5He 1أDD$-DD>U ا-DDF"$IDD. ا-DDZH3>. و\BDDL 5أDD3$ا ل-DD=V$WDDL. وD̂D8MDDLُ IDD$-DD(ADDL, نأ 'DD(ا ا-DDF"$ب 
MD"v37 \BDL 5H3? -DZ86 دD7 6D,$t6 تD81رD. ا-#BDL ا-ZH3? 9? 2010, gD>Ä أ\DÅ MD="45 يHe 
KçK. 6,$tل$53أ 57 ت gV$WL, رأوIZ. 6,$tت !åmm>.. 

IDDD862 تأDDD345DDD. ا-DDD=V$WDDDL ADDD"$IDDD. !DDD,$رMDDDL'DDD$ I2DDD3x ا+DDDZH46DDD$ا تäو-DDD>. او-DDD",$رMDDDL ا+DDDT8WDDD>. 
 ةåDD<4-ا تء$D̂Dو ..`DDTZ-ا تDDq 6DD7 1DD2ç-ذو $BDDL'DD\ داDDL+ا DD=V$WDDL-ا Exا9DD>. +DD4اDDV4!DD4{DDL-ا رDDm4-او
 ة)DVZH>. IDZ#$èDL !Dv3#d \DT-ا .DF"$ID-ا .<5D3H تأID8و ,.DH3,$-D- م$D>Fa 5D'و رD̀$\D>. 9? 5D3a !Dm4-ا
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5D7 rDLMD,. ا-D=V$WDL, ا-CD8او ف-DiL6 ضD7 gDVL ADa ا+D4Ex ا+D(AD4ر ID$+D,$-D., KD@ ا-=D8MDÄ 5D7 أKDLMD. 
 .äKDLMDا 6DB$IDCÅ -DÅ 9? lDm$WDmÅ ىlDLأ 6D$AD7أ D"Å 6x\ر$,ìD>V"Å, 6x 6Dو ,MDåÅرD4Ex \DV;Å, !Dn+ا
6D7 ادlDa 6D8MD#. "gD>h ا-DiL6و ,"باD,$ر\D"Å IDTZâ ا+D4اEx اäKDLMD. ا+DB$IDC. -DÅ أMDv$ 6D7 lD$جر 
68M#. "g>h ا-iL6أ نإ "باF7 ذ-q.     

!DDDD3`Hًd وìDDDD>V. 9DDDDLMDDDDí ا-DDDDL1DDDD@ اäKDDDDL5إ ?9 يDDDD8ا دا-åDDDDLاWDDDDh, ا-DDDDL1DDDD4ا مäKDDDDLMDDDD., ا-DDDDm4ر 
 م$<,DDD-ا ن$9DDD,8 ADDD ر$DDDVå-ا ?åmm"6 رود $6DDDأ ..DDDå"HV+ا تDDD,$t+ا ?DDD"å86DDD. 9;+ا .<9DDDاDDDV4!DDD4{DDDL-ا
IDDDD81ارDDDD. ADDDD3>. ADDDDT>L6 ةDDDD7 ا-DDDDVå$ا ر+;DDDD"åL6 جDDDD7 6DDDD#<,. "uDDDDLا ق-DDDDB$ا عر-DDDDLW>;?")MSE(  , 

gD>Ä ID85 اوءD3HC@ Ii;Da ا-DVå$6 ر=Da ا-D81ارD., KD@ !2D3>ZÅ rDT,$ً +D$ا ةد-Dm#$5D., -D"T85 أD3H>. 
 1DD"Å IDDZ3aارد ر$DDVå-ا Ce 9DDLMDDí 5DD3a\أو .DD<é;-ا .DD8MDD8 rDDLMDD,. 6DDZ$-DD2=!و DD"m#>G 9DD4èDDG-ا
ADDD"$-DDD4و جADDD"$IDDD. !DDD,LMDDDL 6DDDVma 5DDD7 ا-DDDVå$ر. EDDD$2+ا مDDD345DDD. ا+DDD"åmm. IDDD81ارDDD. IDDD,$MDDD$ ا-DDDZ}$م 
 lDDaاد .1DDارDD8-او DDH>a="-ا .<9DD#., gDD>Ä ADD$\DDd 5DD3Hد DDH>a \DD=4 !DD;Z. 5BDDL=!و .1DDارTBDDLMDD. IDD8-ا
6Z3a l$ذو ,ص-q -"=8M8 ^#z 53وL è$gU Aa '>Fa, A(2;! ا>a ت$1$,+ا.

 uDDDD$ \DDDDmL 5DDDDT8ر ر$RKDDDDا .MDDDDU 6DDDDV"BرZH3? 9? 2010 !DDDD@ !DDDD8-ا BDDDDL#-ا .1DDDDر6DDDD8 لlDDDDçو
 $MDU 5He 6DZL9D. ID,$MDرD"8-ا Dv3#d IDL\D$6î!و ,.<D\اD=>4-ا م${DZ-ا $5DH@ ID,$MD ت$<1D$1Dأ D2>8 5He+ا
 DD8MDD8=!و ر5DD3$أ 1DD., !DD,8MDDLارDD8-ا DDa=6 م${DDZ-ا ت$#<5DD ت$<DD8MDD8 ADD3=!و س$<DD>., EDD\اDD=>4-ا م${DDZ-ا

D̂D#z IDD,$MDD$ 'DD(ا ه-DDZ}$م, IDD$àÉDD$9DD. إ-e !DD;2>HC$. وD̂D8MDDLُ IDD$-DD(ADDL ا نأ+DD,$-DD. ا-DDå$èDD. IDDZ}$م 
..1رMU I$+8ر8"-ا ةL"9 ء$#Kأ $H>HC=!و $C"1ارl$-ï -8 ج$"\ ?' 6åTb AA ?9 ت$\ا4<=-ا

 $1DD. IDD,$MDDارد لuDD$ \DDmL -"mTé 6DD"åmm. 9? 6DD2$ر ر$RKDDا .MDDU 6DDV"BرADD3$ !DD@ !DD8و
 ب$gDDDر ?'و .äKDDDLMDDDا ت$DDD#T$!DDD-ا $1DDD. IDDD,$MDDDارد 5He ىlDDDLأ .MDDDU 6DDDV"BرDDD>., !DDD@ !DDD8\اDDD=>4-ا م${DDDZ-ا
 ت$#<DDZ-ا .<,#"DD- ء$DD"Z4MDD@ IDD$+DD-ا ز$D̂DC ما1DD"å8ا .<MDDTC$ 5He ADD>VرDD8! ةgDD>Ä !DDv3#d 9DD"L ,يDD2#8-ا
6=a ا 67 .1ار8-ا-B4اWU, K@ 1ا"å8ا ما+>FL1وF48="- بM8 \4ا ع-#T$5و ت$WH"Å 13اوÅ.        
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